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social atr&tifioation makes & wide and profound impact upon other social

institutions. Few are likely to challenge this assertion or to take serious

objection to the notion that the pervasive influence of social class divisions

extends into the religious realm. That social class and church participation,

specifically, are significantly correlated is today a well-established empirical

fact. In rr: western nations, research has yielded data showing that there is

a generally stronger support of established religious bodies by the middle and

upper classes thnn by the manual working classes. My limiteddata in cootland

concur with this well-known class differential in church involvement (which I

will refer to in "shorthand* as the "church-class relationship"). This is

certainly to the point, but it does not represent the primary ralson d* etre of

the study.

Instead, specification and interpret&tian are the main targets of this

modest research contribution. To Indicate why and how the structure of working

class life pulls away from church participation rather than stating the fact that

it does so; to spell out why and how the church has apparently more relevance

and importance for the middle class rather than to show that this is indeed the

case. These are the implicit and motivating questions which engage the author

in evaluating the data.

To confront these questions ray instrument is, metaphorically, a microscope.

I undertake to dissagragate the vary large concepts, "social class" and "relation-

;ship to the church", breaking then down into smaller components of analysis.

By this procedure it is hoped to isolate and specify some of the factors which

contribute to the class disparities in church participation, to ferret out

interpretive linkages, to designate intervening variables. It is to these links

of casual chains connecting the system of stratification and the patterns of

church involvement that I will turn in the concluding section of the thesis.



The study is an adventure in empirical exploration. Though there are

relevant theoretical "models" (which I shall allude to shortly) I am not engaged

in testing hypotheses yielded by existing literature but rather in generating

hypotheses from within the study' a own frame of reference. In fact, the tenta¬

tive suggestions which emerge from the exploration are found to relate closely

to familiar theoretical postulates. The point is that the methodology is not

restricted to the verification of certain specific hypotheses; it is designed to

allow for apparent relationships to manifest themselves without A priori regard

for the position of these relationships within a given theoretical framework.

But what, after all, is the importance of, say, what proportion of working

class persons occupy a church pew on Sunday morning compared with the number of

middle class persons who do so? Sven stated in this manner, the church-relation-

:ship disparities do carry some critic! implications. The effort to investigate

the intersection of two major institutional systems is mere than an empirical

game or an exercise in statistical gymnastics. The implications reach in several

directions; to social class - the "independent variable"; to the church, with

respect to her position in society* her effectiveness, the increasing or declining

weight of her influence and to her role as an integrative or divisive agent in

sooietyj to individuals, in terms of their value systems, religious propensities

and gravitation toward religious or secular contexts fbr the fullfilment of certain

needs; and to the normative structure and cohesiveness of the society generally.

These implications will not always be manifest in the discussion but they will

have an underlying presence.

The first of these levels of implication, social class, comes in for rather

intensive investigation as a topic on its own. One reason for this (a sufficient

reason) is that social class is a non-static and complex independent variable

which requires careful scrutiny if the subsequent correlations with church-related



variables and the resultant interpretations are to be meaningful. Furthermore,

social class divisions and influences are of central importance in sociological

research, an arena in which the fires of controversy rage. Suggest a classifioa-

jtory system or explanatory system for the variations in prestige and economic

power, and several "schools" are sure to lock horns in verbal battle. The
research findings are applied to one of the current controversies regarding the

alleged "embourgeoiaement" of affluent sections of the British working class, and

the data affirm the continuing importance and distinctiveness of the various

status divisions. That social class proves to be a meaningful social fact rather

than a mere abstraction of statistical aggregates is fundamental to the assumption

that these divisions are determinants in religious behaviour.

Why social class? Are there not a number of factors - family life,

religious training, particular churches and ministers confronted by the individual,

prevalent attitudes in specific localities, to name & few - which are also forces

influencing the religious involvement of the individual? Without a doubt. This

stuity makes no px$$£$($g of ^counting for all the variation in church participation

and attitudes* But social class is one crucial determinant; no one can doubt

its authentic significance in this and other areas of social behaviour*

Status assessing terms such as "upper working class" and "professional class"

are today the property of common parlance* A spate of connotations are linked

to such terras* To assume that a ubiquitous system of stratification exists in

a society like Scotland (or Britain, more generally) - a legitimate assumption »

is to suggest that it carries weight, that is provides one considerable influence

in the lives of groups and individuals* A hierarchical arrangement of society,

however unofficial, is a permeating force which can scarcely be extracted from

the other influences* I am not assigning to social class exclusive importance

in determining patterns of religious behaviour, but I sun looking at it as one key

influence that bears close scrutiny* The end result, in-so-far as the work is
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suocessful, will be to enlarge in sane small measure the cuz-rent understanding
of the multi-faceted church-class relationship; to establish tentative systems

of explanation, at least with reference to Scottish society*

As for the esrplrioal underpinning of the enquiry, three separate surveys of

varying cogency are involved* One occupies centre stage, another plays a suppor¬

ting role, the third makes a brief, supplementary appearance* Each is quite

different, involving distinct questionnaires, groups of respondents and methods

of administration. Also, they were conducted in three separate intervals from
May, 1964 to January, 1966. The survey of over-arching prominence in the

analysis involves ninety-two men (working cGUss and middle class) in the small

Frestonfield district of Edinburgh* The following chapter (Chapter II) will

detail the methodology and contents of this survey,

. eccnd in importance, though first chronologically, is a postal questionnaire

sent to Commissioners to the General isseably of the Church of Scotland in the

Spring of 1964* Over five-hundred of these ministers and elders responded

providing a useful profile of the social background, attitudes and church

congregations of the leadership of the National Church. In Chapter IX, the data

from this survey is penetrated with the findings comprising one part of the provisio-

snal interpretive system.

The third survey was administered in January, 1966 to over one-thousand

pupils in six Edinburgh secondary schools of varying status compositions* ^ite

the large number of respondents, this survey was only partially designed to con¬

tribute to the present study and is, therefore, applicable at only a few points*

However, several interesting findings are interjected into the discussion on

"attitudinal" relationship to the church in Chapter VII, The fruitfulness of

this project was also hampered by the fact that with a "captive audience" (school

pupils) under the jurisdiction of the state, questions could only most obliquely
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seek information on matters of religion, politics or social class.

In each of the surveys, stress was placed, on subjective information — atti—

jtudes, values and perceptions, especially in the Prestonfield enquiry, the

effort was made to probe both social class factors and relationship to the church

in some "depth". In the discussion, I will rely upon the insightful comments

and succinctly expressed feelings of the respondents as well as upon the statis¬

tical distributions. Because the survey is not overly large - and after sub-

: dividing into status categories I am dealing with quite B;aall groupings - it has

seemed advisable to steer clear of the more complicated tests of significance

and maintain a simpler level of statistical analysis. The statistical relation-

: ships can best be seen as dues and suggestions for interpretation rather than

as empirical certainties.

It is also ay intention to draw upon some of the related studies in other

countries for the sake of comparison. These comparisons are interspersed

throughout, making it possible to indicate which of the findings are disparate

with other investigations and which appear to suggest common features manifesting

themselves in other western countries. The most relevant comparative data corae

from research in societies sharing, to & large extent, the religious heritage of

Ccotland, especially England and America, French sociologists have also contri-

j buted a number of studies in the field of sociology of religion and will, at a

few points, provide us with comparisons with a predominantly Roman Catholic

society. The notable paucity of sociologically oriented studies of the Church

in Scotland enhances the value of these relevant "outside" sources of data.

Althouf^t the empirical focus is a contemporary one, the effort to construct

tentative explanations for the present church-class relationship necessitates the

introduction of historical material. In Chapter VIII, it will be seen that

since the early nineteenth century the appreciable working class abstention from

the church has been very much in evidence. The historical sketch concentrates

on the crucial period of rapid urbanisation and industrialisation, for the events



and rapid social changes of this era left an indelible imprint on the position of

the church in Scottish society* It will appear that in those days of social and

economic upheaval the church lost much of her society-wide appeal and integrative

power and became, rather, an institution reflecting the interests and values of

the more prosperous urban classes* The historical data are also fruitful in

that they bring into focus some of the key secular "alternatives" to the church

for the working classes which will be further pursued in the interpretive sugges¬

tions of the final chapter (Chapter X)*

To speak of the relationship of church and class in Scotland is to speak in

rather sweeping terms and perhaps to imply a comprehensiveness which is realis¬

tically out of the reach of this study. In this regard the thesis title is

not literal but hyperbolic* Under relentless pressure from the pragaatic conslde-

:rations of empirical research, this "universe" is oaupressed in many ways*

For a start, the Edinburgh interviews do not include the complete spectrum

of social status positions* The loftiest levels are absent, and rural categories

are also excluded* Hovei/er, the social sweep from several shades of manual status

through a substantial non-manual distribution has f\illfiled my hopes and has proven

adequate for purposes of analysis*

In terms of sex, all of the empirical information is drawn from males (with

the exception of girls answering the schools' questionnaire). In the case of

the church leadership questionnaire this limitation was the inevitable consequence

of the fact that the Church of Scotland, like most major religious organisations,

is almost entire)y male in the higher positions of control and policy making*

For the Edinburgh survey, the limitation to male respondents was a matter of choice*

It eliminated a variable which would have complicated toe analysis, especially with

the relatively small numbers involved* And if one of the saxes were to be
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precluded, it seemed best to leave out the females, who are less involved in

the occupational milieu so central to the determination of sooial class* Besides,

had the choice been reversed I could foresee the possibility of awkward complies-

stions arising in the interview situation*

Also, in regard to geographical spread, limitations were imposed by

practicality* The church leadership survey draws from ministers and elders

covering the entire face of Scotland; but the more central Prestonfield survey

is confined to a single oity, Edinburgh. Indeed, it is confined to a single

microcosm within the city. As the next chapter will explain, this small district

was ohosen with consumate care, but it can hardly be said to "represent" the

whole of Edinburgh, not to speak of the whole of Scotland.

In the church context, too, a good deal of narrowing of the field has been

essential* The Church of Scotland, the hegemonic religious institution of the

nation, is the main religious arena in the surveys and in the conclusions* The

religious diversity that does obtain in Scotland, though interesting, must remain

peripheral: the altem Ivo und substantial Roman Catholic following, the

established nonconformist denominations, the few vigorous sectarian groups, etc*

A furtner, if hesitant, limiting distinction can be made* This study is

fundamentally concerned with people's relationship to the "church" rather than to

"religion" in its full complexity. There is no effort to draw a rigid line

between the two^which would probably be impossible and would certainly elimire e,

ipso facto, some useftxl and pertinent information. But a great deal of private

religious thought and behaviour will remain outside of the enquiry. Also, the

scope of religious knowledge, while undoubtedly a revealing factor in religious

life, is not measured* Many of these facets of religious experience are too

indirectly a part of the institutional nexus of class and church to command atten¬

tion*



Having seen the inevitable empirical limitations, what unique "place in the

sun" does this enquiry occupy? What is its special character? I suggest that

a combination of five features produoes the distinctive amalgam of this research

project*

First, the study represents, to my knowledge, the initial empirical investi¬

gation in Scotland of social class differences in relation to the church* This

fact, in part, dictates the exploratory nature of the research, Thou$i X find,

as expected, that in basic outline the churdfc-d&ss configuration in Scotland

is similar to that in England, France and elsewhere, this expectation is legiti¬

mately the object of empirioal verification. Besides, Scotland has a religious

tradition all her own and could certainly reveal some distinctive patterns.

Regarding this tradition, Scotland has earned the reputation (whatever its
current validity) as a highly religious land. Since the reformation and the

charismatic leadership of , ohn Knox, she has been more dominantly Presbyterian

in church organisation than any other country. Within the Presbyterian fold

the Scottish church hag, history of great disputation and vigorous convictions

which have often been schismatic in effect. Though the Scottish church is not,

in this thesis, the subject of internal Investigation with regard to her theo-

: logical systems, church polity or liturgy, it is acknowledged that the particu-

jlar morphology of a given church makes same impact on her place and role within

the structure of society. What examination cf the church does present itself

in this study constitutes rather the variegated perspectiveson the church of the

Prestonfield respondents and the information concerning the social contexts and

attitudes of the church leadership.

Second, differential class relationship to the church is not confined to

the contexts of church congregations as has been typical for the more systematic

investigations within this area. Instead, non-participant s as well as partici-

:pants in the church are includes in the sample (Chapter II will further elucidate
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this strategy)# Respondenta were selected on the basis of geography of residence

rather than cm the basis of membership in a church congregation, thus allowing

a wider analysis of the prevalent attitudes toward the church, an essential

factor in the interprelive effort#

Third, a "dimensional" strategy is employed, i#e#, a wide range of constituents

of both class situation and church relationship are examined. Regarding the

latter, Chapter VI will delve into the advantages fox* interpretation accruing from

the distinction between church "involvement" (concrete participation) and church

"attachment" (subjective ties with the church)# In short, the analysis proceeds

on the assumption that both olass positions and relationship to the church are

uulti-factoral phenomena which should be assessed along several lines if the analy-

: sis is to pay optimum dividends# This is not to suggest, which would be both

presumptuous and inaccurate, that anything approaching the whole range at factors

and determinants of either phenomenon is explicated in this stucy.

Fourth, there is a modest comprehensiveness in the source material# Though

the Prestonfield survey ±b ihe main bulwark supporting the analysis, the study is

also illumined by two other original surveys and by historical data# The latter,

I believe, is all too often ignored by empirical investigators, despite the fact

that contemporary social patterns can scarcely be understood without tracing

their historical rootage#

Fifth, the conclusions venture beyond the descriptive level into the realm

of interpretation, albeit tentative and provisional interpretation. Indeed, it

should be made perfectly dear that eoe of the suggested explanations for the

prevalent church-class relationship carry beyond the boundaries of the definite

findings of my research. Some liberty is taken in suggesting possible explanations



(particularly with regard to working class estrangement from the church) on the basis

of clues and hints that are extracted from the data, in order to give something of

a "completeness" to the research edifice, and perhaps also to point cut some of

the lacunae which I must bequeth to future research efforts.

In sum, the study may be paradigwatically described as: contemporary in focus,

empirical in nature, exploratory in strategy, dimensional in approach, interpretive

in purpose, and provisional in conclusions. I endeavour to maintain a reasonable

balance between two maxims j of sociological research which are not always easy to

reconcile, namely, "stay close to the data" and "address larger theoretical issues".

The foregoing description of this enquiry's prominent features suggests that while

the former injunction is fundamental to the undertaking, I am also concerned within

the study's position an the whole compass of sociology of religion research and

theory. For this reason it is well to designate briefly several main theoretical

and empirical "models"; to sketch the "field" in which the present study is planted.

At least four emphases, each of which has born empirical fruit, may be

distinguished. Two stem from Weber, one from Durkheim and one (which is, in

fact, mare pragmatic than theoretical) emerges from the concern of churchmen with

the church's effectiveness within the various sections of the community.

The first Wetarian emphasis represents the crowning contribution of this most

seminal theorist. Like other sociologists of his day (some of the "founding

lathers" of the discipline) Weber was fascinated by the development of capitalistic

society, more particularly with the peculiar "spirit of capitalism", and

interested in uncovering the reason for its triumph over the "traditional" scheme.

His formulations can be viewed as a struggle against the economic determinism of

Mars which greatly infused the thought of his day. Weber suggests that the main

spur vhich enabled the capitalistic world-view to emerge in the West (while it

did not triumph in the East, despite, according to Weber, equally favourable

material conditions) lay at an ideological level. It is from the religious
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persuasions of the Puritan disciples of Calvin that Weber sees an ethic emerging

which had as a consequence the alteration of the whole structure of economic

norms and behaviour. ocording to Weber, the Protestants - particularly

Calvinists - with their distinctive view of a personal "calling", provided the

uniquely effective ideological leverage necessary to overcome the inertia of the

traditional order. It ws a world-view, ascetic enough to be undaunted, discip¬

lined and uncompromising, worldly enough to come to grips with the fabric of

material interaction. Thus Weber refers to this world-view as "worldly asceticism" •

For Weber, to find the key to the pervading metamorphosis in the thou$it-patterns

and economic interactions of Western civilisation, one must loch to the religious

doctrines of a Reformation splinter group.^
Investigators continue to follow Weber1 s lead, describing religious beliefs

and affiliations as affecting others types of behaviour rather than seeing these

as entirely resulting from economic, social and psychological forces. Recently,

for instance, Lenski has explored the many-sided effects of "the religious factor"

in Detroit, identifying hi? :udy with Weber's formulation; he concludes that the

religious tradition and community in vhioh a person is ensconced does significantly
2

effect other aspects of his life. I sketch this weighty theoretical perspective

1, Max Weber, the Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1930)} Reinhard Bendlx. Jbteuic Weber: An Intellectual Portrait.
(Garden City: Anchor Books, Dcubleday, 1962); H.H. Gerth & 'c. Wrlgit Mills,
Prom Max Weber; Sssays in sociology. (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & vo.,
1947). Max eber. Hie Sociology of Religion. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1963).

2. Gerhard Lenski. The Religious Factor: A vociologjot' a Inquiry. (Garden
City: Doubleday, 1963).
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partly to manifest the reciprocal nature of religion's relationship to social and

economic structures,^ and by so doing to elucidate the side of this relationship

with which this study will not be crucially concerned. Indeed, to the extent

that the data speak to the issue of the impact of religious commitment (Mi other

aspects of life, they reveal very little differential effect# In this monograph,

the main focus, ard the predominate "pull of the rqpe", is in the opposite

direction, stressing the influence of the status position and social environment

in shaping one's relationship to the church#

The second ®eber-initiated theoretical model is the ' church-sect dichotomy"#

Actually, the main credit for elaborating this distinction and extending the scope
2

of its application belongs to Weber's student and friend, Ernst Troeltch# Within

this framework it is suggested that from the earliest stages of christian history

there has been a constant tension between "church" inclinations (represented by

stable religious organ* x lone accomodated to the secular order, high liturgy and

"universal" in authority) and "sect" inclinations (distinguished by opposition to

the secular scheme, ooHraunaiity and emotionality of form, ascetic discipline and

voluntary membership). This "typology" has proved most germinal for research#

Because sect-like religiosity is linked with lower status propensities while church¬

like religiosity is normally the province of higher status persons, this perspec¬

tive is relevant to the present investigation# In the concluding chapter it

will be reintroduced, further elaborated and related to the explanatory sugge**'4 ns

which emerge#

1# linger suggests this perspective on the alternative positions of religion
in social change, for instance: "Religion is a part of a* complex interactive system,
©n some particular issues and form the perspective of a given point in time,
religious developments may be best understood as responses to fundamental changes
in the social environment# .# .On another issue viewed again from a given point in
time, religious development may be the dynamic factor" • J# Milton Yinger,
k ociology Looks at religion. (New York, The Macmillan Company, 1961), p# AO#

2# Ernst Troeltch, The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches. Vol# 1 & 2,
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1960)
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A third trenchant view of religion* s role within society was pioneered by

Uurkheim. He underscored the integrative function of religion; the many specific

forms of religior -e all taken to be symbols of the group solidarity. Religion

is purported to be a glorified "sacred" personification of society itself, a

bulwark in support of the shared system of values and norms,^ The erapirloal fruit
born of this hypothesis has been mainly in the anthropological studies of "primitive"

societies,2 More recently, in a speculative vein, Herberg has argued that

American religion, despite external diversification, currently serves to incbjjate
and make sacred the values incorporated in the "American way of life",*' Some of

the Prestonfield findings point to a rather nebulous (and widespread) veneration

of religion and the church (in the abstract but not in concrete manifestations)
which may indicate that the church continues to be identified with unifying,
"societal" values,

finally, a number of esearches have been motivated by "Religious Sociology"

(as distinct from sociology of religion on the basis of a primary interest in

employing the techniques of sociology for the benefit of the church). In Britain,

the Sheffield study of WickJ»«i|( largely historical) 'typifies this interest,^ A

number of French studies (which will be cited in Chapter VI) have been carried ouf »«

order to determine the church* 8 relationship to the political and economic struc-

jtures of the country. The particular shibboleth of this pragnatio approach is

1, "•••» and we have seen that this reality, which mythologies have represented
under so many different forms, but which is the universal and eternal objective
cause of these sensations sui generis out of which religious experience is made, is
society", iSmile Lurkheiin, The Elementary . arms of Religious Life. (New fork:
Collier Books, 1961) p, 465*

2, See, for instance, Bronislaw Malinowski, Magic, Science & Religion, and
Other Assays. (New York: Doubleday, Anchor Books, 195V),

3, will Herberg, Protestant. Catholic Jew; An Essay in American keli&ioua
Sociology-. (Garden City: Boubleday Anchor Books, 1960).

4* E,R. ?ickhaa, Church and People in an Industrial City. (London: Lutter¬
worth Press, 1957)



concern with the notable estrangement of working classes from the churches. This

concern, and the supportive data, relate the work of this "school" to the present

research effort. However, in the French studies there has been something of a

demographic preoccupation which has hindered the penetration of social dynamics.

The foregoing gives a brief outline of the predominate current conceptual

approaches (and empirical studies) with respect to religion's place in society.

It can be seen that the present enquiry is linked to these approaches at several

points, a fact which carries the correct implication that the present study 1®

essentially eclectic in its theoretical projections. This research represents an

effort to explore a specific institutional relationship and, post facto, to relate

the emergent findings to the panorama of theory; it does not set forth a set of

theoretical presuppositions in advance and proceed to confront these with data.

In the sustained quest to make a durable alloy of empirical investigation and

theory, this study, then, begins with the former (though, of course, with the

various theoretical moorings in view). If the relevance of tie above approaches

is not often referred to in jae thesis, this relevance is none-the-less implicit.

The final chapter will articulate more directly- my indebtedness to existing theore¬

tical foundations in the field of sooiology of religion.

Briefly then, here are the main sections into which the study divides. Part

One comprises the present introductory chapter and the following chapter which

explains the methodology, categorisations, and central data of the Prestonfield

survey. Part Two (Chapters III, IV, V) takes a dose look at several aspects of

social class. In Part Three, the social class categories are related to dimensions

of relationship to the church - in Chapter VI, to church participation, and in

Chapter VII, to several "attitudinal" dimensions. In Broad outline, exploration

gives way to explanation in Part Pour, in which historical dynamics (Chapter VIII),
church leadership profile, (Chapter IX) and final interpretations and conclusions

(Chapter X) are discussed.

A final word of introduction, let me speak about yo&r own biases concerning
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religion's niche in society. I do not profess detachment or an unbiased per¬

spective, though, of course, ray value judgements relevant to the subject have

been submerged so far as possible. But no person can stand outside of his

value system and speak from the lofty peak of complete objectivity. Often the

colouring of values is implicit or disguised or merely ignored. However, I

think it allows a better basis of judgement for both the investigator and those

who judge his work if these considerations are made explioit. My own vezy strong

interest in the church ste.na initially from a Christian view of life and thus

the conviction that the church has a vital part to play in society. This is not

to suggest that I am inclined to defend the church in her present torn and

relatively impotent state; there is much I could wish exercised from, and added
to, the contemporary church. But I would claim, none-She-leas, a ooaodtment to

what I believe the chur-dh should be and should represent in the world.

Needless-to-say, tnis commitment is coupled with the conviction that the

church, as a part of the social world, is rightly the subject of the most intensive

study by sociology as well as by other disciplines. It has often been pointed

art that social sciences cannot answer the metaphysical questions about the

church's theological validity^ since questions of "ultimate reality" lie outside

the realm of social facts with which social sciences are concerned. However,

whatever else she may be, the church is certainly a part of the realm of

social reality.

1. Michael Argyle may overstate the case when he says, "We conclude that
psychological research can tell us nothing about the truth, validity or useful¬
ness of religious phenomenon". Michael Argyle, Religious Behaviour. (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958), P* 3* de also, Joseph 'ichter, Social Relations
in the Urban Parish. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1952), introduction
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But I share with many others the belief that the church also embodies,

however imperfectly in any actual circumstances, another type of reality that

cannot be poured into & test tube, categorised on an IBM card, or explained by

hereditary propensities* In other terms, I believe the church is inescapably

paradoxical in nature; very much a • **t of the social world and open to the

most careful scrutiny; also a vehicle, in many times and places, of God'3

intervention in human affairs* Obviously this enters the realm of belief, by

definition outside the scape of soientifio validation*

There is no reason, however, which such an ideological framework should

disqualify one from studying the church as a sociologist* It is no more demanded

of one that he be a-religious in order to investigate religion than that a person

be a-political in order to examine political phenomena*

To be involved in sociologioal study is to absorb the values of competent

research and theory* I do not find these values in conflict with my personal

religious values* Indeed, I make every effort to steer dear of polemic or

hortatory conclusions and to examine the facts at my disposal as a social ccien-

: tiat who is very nuch aware of being a novice and far from claiming all the

answers*
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As I have indicated in the Introduction, the empirical cornerstone of this

study is a survey conducted in the Prestonfield district of Ediriburgi during the

first half of 1965, In this chapter I vdll try to bring to li^ht in a prelimi-

tnaiy way the main features of this survey in terms of methcdolgy, population

sampled and aost salient statistical breakdowns of the data. My purpose in

this discussion is, of' course, to provide a basio picture of the character of

the survey.

A. ifETHQDOLOGY

1. dejection of the Approach

Initially, several alternative procedures were considered for pursuing

church olass relationship information in personal interviews. The alternative

narrowed to a choice between two distinct approaches, each of which offered the

promise of worthwhile data: first, starting with one or more churches and

sampling the congregations across a fairly large class range; second, starting

with a geographical area covering a fairly broad class range and sampling within

that area without respect to church affiliation. Certain advantages would have

accrued from either course. In particular, the first alternative would have

shed light on the inter-relationship between social classes within a church

congregation, nd the effects of this sort of mutual sharing in the corporate

life of a church on the demarcations of class found in the society at large.

In choosing the seoond, I had to curtail this interest fear the sake of

maximising others vhich seemed preferable in light of the study's purpose.

One of the main factors in the decision to begin from a geographic base rather

than a church base was a desire to include persons -who are indifferent or

hostile to the church ana not involved in its functions. This was, in fact,

a major desideratum* It seemed to rae a more basic matter hos the social
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position an3 setting of the individual influences his attitudes toward the church

and his participation in the church, than how such participation might effect his

relationships within the confines of the church organisation. It seemed of

paramount laqrartanoe to gather a broad cross-section of opinions about the church's

value and position in contemporary society, rather than to deal only with those

who evidence some definite commitment to the church.

Furthermore, I suspected, and subsequent investigations proved this to be

the case, that it is a very difficult matter to find single churches which are

composed of anything like a complete cross-section of statuses. The social

class side of the question might have suffered, or been nearly buried, had the

first procedure been adopted. It was also felt that by focusing on m area,

with the desired class distribution, within a single parish, some insist into

the intra-oongregatioml class relationship might emerge, anyway. In explaining

this decision, I am not trying to present a mere apologetic ( which might be

interpreted as a "sour grapes" technique) but to give a brief explanation of the

weighing of considerations. All in all, the survey itself seemed to provide

confirmation that the selected approach offered acre comprehensive perspective

for this particular study.

The "geographioal approach" having been selected, a rather precise "ideal

area" was outlined. If an area urns to be suitable, I thought it should show

these characteristics. The area should correspond with a pariah boundary so

that there waxId be a limiting of the church variable, i.e., so that the varying

impact of different ministers and church organizations would not complicate the

findings. The area should contain within it a distinct working, class section

and a distinct middle class section. The two social groups, under the
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Jurlsdiction of a single major (Church of Gotland) ciiurch were to be

residential ly adjacent, but definitely separate. In this way the sub-sections,

or class districts, would each provide a reasonably homogeneous population, and

presumably, therefore, present more typical class-oriented patterns of behaviour.

These were the major requirements and other considerations could have been

cosssporaised to assure their presence.

Returning for the moment to the first requirement, that of a single

parish, it was assumed that this program could only be carried out most effec¬

tively if the social groups were in the region of the same church and witti

access, therefore, to the same religious organisations. Otherwise the variations

of different churches, with the personalities of different ministers, could

conceivably play a big part in any differences found. Keedleas-to-s^y this

confinement only partially solves audi problems because the backgrounds of the

people sampled include differing origins. It racy be argued that these prior

variations in religious stimulations (of various churches and ministers) coulcl

account for sotae of the results. And we shall see that a surprising proportion

retain attachment to the ohurch of their youth even if they have moved soste

distance away. It could also be objected that in a parish encompassing both

working and middle classes, the lower status groups would tend to "shy awey"

from the church more than they would within homogeneous working class parishes.

Perhaps the best summary answer to such plausible objections is that the

findings of this survey with respect to the church-class relationship correspond

roughly to the "expected", to the observations and statistical findings of

comparable researches elsewhere. Without a very much larger study, covering a

wide range of instances, it is airily not possible to eliminate all undesirable
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variables. Nonetheless, this procedure seemed, and seems still, "post facto",

to be a sound practical approach for obtaining a sizeable and coherent portion

of data relevant to the major interests of this project#

2. Selection of Area.

Finding an approximation of such an "ideal area" was no mean task. In

the SdlsSmrgjh parishes filling the need for class heterogeneity, some are

overwhelmingly of one class and contain a vexy small representation of others.

Other parishes are overbalanced toward certain limited occupational fields; nd

so forth. It tens an arduous and frustrating journey that brought as finally to

the small Prestonfield district cm the south side of i'dinbur^i. In the

Prestonfiold area I found a remarkably discrete sect!cm still sufficiently vdthin

the dty, m shown by the map (figure 1), it is bordered on three sides by

natural boundaries, end on the fourth by a noticeable break in the buildings*

Only at cm© end of the main artery, Dalkeith Road, which continues ncrthward

with no noticeable break corresponding to the change of parish, is the boundary

particularly "unnatural", La^y Road is tangential but is useAil pr&gaatically

In that it provides some of the hi^ier end of the social scale of the parish,

The "heart" of this sector is the second oldest ooundl scheme in Edinburgh

which was completed in 1933» This is the hard core working class part of the

area. The surrounding collections of homes are inhabited by a population more

or less middle class in composition, though the several groups of houses are of

distinctly different styles. The majority are "flats" owned as a part of

larger buildings, other houses are semi-detached bungalows and some are separate,

and quite impressive, bungalows. The class lines are, as was hoped, nearly

coterminous with the boundaries of these contiguous residential districts. As
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a convenience, the residents of the council scheme will be referred to as the

"council group"; tire surrounding territories a» the "Dalkeith group" because

Dalkeith Road forms something of a connection link for these streets*

A smaller, supplementary survey - a continuation of the same survey - was

administered in a second area of Edinburgh upon completion of the Prestonfield

survey. A basically pr«gpaatie consideration motivated this further interviewing -

the desire to enhance the statistical utility of the study by bringing the total

number of respondents up around one hundred* Personal limitations of time

necessitated selection of the second area "close to home" and the standards of

selection were somewhat lees rigid* Instead of a two-class parish with residen-

:tial segregation, as in Prestonfield, this second area (third area if we count

Prestonfield as two) is heterogsoua with respect to class but in a more integrated

w«y* This region, too, had advantages of certain "natural boundaries" thou#

not as IbuLly as the Prestonfield region as shown in the sap (figure 2),

This area (which will be oalled "Melville" after the main, linking street)

more or less bridges working class districts to the Immediate east and northeast

and middle class districts to the immediate south and southwest* The composition

of the area reflects this "in-between" position with considerable intermixing of

occupations and statuses* It provides a smaller group of respondents than

either of the Prestonfield sections: "Melville" - 23 men; "council" - 34 men;

"Dalkeith* - 35 men. Also, though it is completely within a single pariah, it

does not comprise the thole of the parish, by ny means*1

l".' Although," on the face of it, the area variable - particularly the
homogeneous vis a vis heterogeneous class growings - is a pro;aislng
point of interest, in point of fact the email numbers in the "Melville"
district mean that after sub-division by class, little statistical v lue
remains, so, only in this chapter will area differences occupy attention;
thereafter the class groupings alone will serve as the fundament;!, in-
{dependent variable.
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3. Procedures.

a. Age variable

The age boundaries established were from twenty-one to seventy years.

This requires little explanation as it eliminates the nicest and lowest age

groups - the mm least likely to be enmeshed in permanent occupational situations,

and those least likely to provide competent answers. In fact, several men just

above the upper limit are included. The twenty-one minimum level was assured

by the source of names, the Voters' Register, which, of course, includes only

men of voting age.1 The maximum age level, seventy, was stated in the prelimeuty

letter, and most men beyond this point made the fact known, m expected, at the

initial personal contact. The few over seventy who were Interviewed failed to

say that they were over the limit and did not give it away by appeararce. I

thought it much too blunt to lire an immediate probe for age at all older respon¬

dents when first meeting them, and the question of precise age came along rather

far into the interview. This really should present no difficulties, however,

and the six men slightly above the prescribed limit are included in the analysis;

analysis off sever 1 variables controlling .tor age has failed to reveal any

significant variations for the over seventy men.

b. Pilot survey

Before launching into the Prestonfi eld survey, a small pilot survey, conp-

: rising only half a dozen interviews, was carried out in a newer Edinburgh Council

schema in the Liberton district. This enabled m to pretest the interview

schedule and made some helpful revisions. None of these interviews are employed

in the analysis or elsewhere alluded to in the thesis.

1. s with any Sailing frame, certain imperfections are present in the use
of the Voters* Register. For one thing there is an inevitable time lapse between
the regular updating of lists and publication of the Register. This sanple was
drawn within days of the new Registers publication so that the time gap was kept
to a minimum. Per a discussion at other peculiarities of the Voters' Register
for research purposes see: P.G. Gray, T. Cortlett and Pamela Frankland, "The
Register of Electors as a Sampling Frame", Central Office of Information, Nov.,1958
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o, Selection of respondents

Two rough gui&lines were followed in s®looting the sample. Hirst, it was

intended to obtain an approximately ten per cent sample of men in the areas.

Second, it was also intended to keep an approximate balance between the class

growings in order to facilitate comparisons, Both goals were adequately

achieved* The Dalkeith area has a bit higher proportion than the ten per cent

guidline (eleven per cent), and the council sad Melville areas fall a bit below

(eight and seven per cent respectively)*

The method of selection was simply to go through the streets of each

section in the Voter' Register and include every tenth (in the case of Dalkeith

every eighth) name on the list. This procedure assured the maximum geographical

spread through each area, Replacements were also based on this consideration,

end were only made where there was a gap of two or more names in a row on the

same street. The personal time limitation precluded any replacement interviews

in the Melville district.

TABUS II - 1 INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY AREA

COUNCIL DALKEITH MHLVILIE

TOTAL INITIAL SAMHE 58 46 37

TOTAL NOT INTERVIEWED 28 15 14

REASONS K)H F/TLCIE
TO INTERVIEWt N (28) (15) (14)

Anqr* out of town - 14- 27 29
Genuinely tied up • 7 13 21
No contact made after
repeated attempts • 14 7 29
Refusal to be interviewed 11 20 *

Died or moved • 18 7 7
Old or infirm - 36 27 14

TOTAL 10<$ 100^ 1Q0£

REPLACEMENTS INTERVIEWED 4 4

TOTAL INTERVIEWED 34 35 23

TOTAL ifOR ALL THIKE AREAS INTERVIEWED - 92 OVERALL RESPONSE RATE - 60g?
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d. The Interviews.

Making contact with the respondents by preliminary letter, then by a

follow-up personal call to their home in order to set up a definite appointment,

then fulfilling the appointment, for an interview: this quite standard three-step

procedure was oariled out throu^ a period of nearly five months, from February

tlirou^i June 1365* In general the response was extremely gratifying. The

nuciber of outright refusals was small (as shown in the table above) and I

believe that other excuses from men actually contacted were nearly always sincere.

Being from outside the country, as an .American, did not seen to be a disadvantage

and may often have been advantageous. I was not, therefore, identified with

any segment of the British social system. 'With. few exceptions, men from all

groups were extremely courteous and gave the impression of "opening up" to a

degree exceeding :ty expectations. The matter of rapport is much more crucial

for the kind of interview I was undertaking than for less "opan", less probing

studies* When matters as delicate as a persons religious convictions axe being

explored (and recorded on a tape recorder) nny l«rge measure of suapioion or

reluctance could render the interview futile.

For this reason, there was allowed as much "preliminary" conversation as

satisfied the respondent <nd properly "set the stage". The fact that I am an

American only two generations removed from Scotland, md that I lived in Scotland

for a time as a boy, fairly often cam© out in these opening discussions, and
seemed to be advantageous information that did not undercut the useful posture of

an "outsider".

The actual interviews, too, varied considerably in length. The respondent

was allowed to elaborate on any answers when he so wished. This was encouraged,

in fact; the average length was about forty-five to fifty minutes, some ranging

well over an hour, some completed in half an hour. In a large majority of cases
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the man deliberately saw to it that the two of us were in a room alone, but gait*

often tiie wife wps present. If any others were to be spectators as well, I

postponed the interview until a less crowded strasphere Gould be arranged* llany

times the atmosphere was so friendly, in fact, that it was difficult to beg off

having an extra (third or fourth) cup of coffee or tea. And, to ny surprise,

since nearly all of the interviews were in the evening, there was no noticeable

competition from the ubiquitous television set —- everyone seemed most willing

to dispense with his favorite programs for a time.

I familiarised myself with the questions enow# that I was able, after a

short time, to dispense with notes thrrxigh most of the interview, and simulate

an "unstructured8* conversation. Allowing this natural flow of discussion

sometimes meant rearranging the order of questions. To my ohagrin, it also

meant that on occasion questions were inadvertantly eliminated altogether, and

their absence not discovered until the "plvy bade" of the recording. However,

this tended to occur randomly and fairly Infrequently, and has only the most

negligible effect on the results.1
B. CHARAOTERX^TIGS OF THE AREAS

1. Population Structures.

A thorough examination of the three areas in the survey required a look at

the population structure and pattern of dwelling in each area. The graphs

showing the population pyramids far each area concerned, and for Edinburgh as a

whole show considerable distortions. It mist be pointed out that these are not

1,1 toyed with the idea of trying to reproduce in quotations the accents
and endearing colloquial usages of many erf the respondents, e.g. "ain hooae" for
own house, but decided that this embellishment is probably beyond the capabili¬
ties of iqy american ear, 3o, all of the comments will appear in rather
straightforward English, even if this misses some of the richness of the original
words.



altogether precise as each graph includes some household not in our chosen

sections, an unavoidable result of a lack of direct correspondence between the

bouncTaries of the survey areas and the bound ria^s of the Census Enumeration

districts from vhich the information is derived, * The correspemdeno«? is, however,

reasonably dose, These figures demonstrate very useful approximation to what

the proportions (not total numbers) must be for the three districts.

These areas reflect an interesting distortion found in the graph for the

entire city —— the curious drop in numbers for ages between twenty-five and

fifty for both sexes. The reduction is a bit more acute in the az-eas of our

concern. In the Council area it td.ll be noted that there is a large bulge for

the age groups over fifty. This fact is mirrored in the nuiriber of men over

seventy encountered in the initial sampling, and in the higher average a^e of

the respondents from this group. It probably is due to two trends-, first,

the many persons who came from slum clearance projects in other parts of the

city in the first years of the scheme's existence to remain to live out their

years in these borates; second, couples moving elsewhere to establish their

homes. This second trend is tied up with the fact of a limited availability of

homes in an old council scheme such aa this. The greatest drop-off in numbers

in the twenty-five to twenty-nine age bracket bears this out. It my also be

inferred from the relatively low numbers of small children in the Council area.

The Dalkeith district most nearly approximates the sex-age proportions far

the city at large. There is a higher proportion of children than among the

other two groups, suoA apparently more young families. This second interpreta¬

tion may seem of dubious validity because of the very noticeable increase in

numbers for the elville area in the twenty to twenty-four age bracket, I'm

quite ware another factor is responsible for this, however; the Melville area

is quite dose to the University, and provides "digB" for a spate of students.

1, Census at Scotland, 1961, H»;i. Stationery Office, Edinburgh,
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FIGURE 3- EDINBURGH CITY POPULATION PYRAMID
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FIGURE 4. COUNCIL AREA
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FIGURE 5. DALKEITH AREA
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FIGURE 6. MELVILLE AREA
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To a lesser extent this explains the bulge in the saa® age group for Rales of

the Dalkeith area, The enormous dip in population in the Melville area in the

forty to forty-four age category is an anomaly I cannot readily explain, Per-

:haps it is tied up with historical circumstances, but any suggest!cms would be

speculative, The Melville district also shows a below average percentage of

children.

The disparities encountered vvere carefully examinee before choosihS these

areas for study. The concentration of old people in the Council area seemed

the most serious dr&vifb&ck, but not serious enough to persuaue me to bypass the

area. The other advantages, already outlined, seemed to outweigh these negative

consider*t±oris.

ati nonaxna factors.

Further insight into the living styles predominating in each area emerges

from a look at the relationship of tb* populations to their dwellings. Below

is a table showing the bases of occupancy in huaes for the areas, again derived

from the 1961 Census data* and thus including larger groins than thoee in our

districts. This is particularly seen by the fact that the figures for the

Council area include some non-council homes, which actually are within the

Dalkeith area. Conversely the Dalkeith area includes a few of the Council homes,

which are within the Council area. The Melville district numbers include more

"outsiders" than either of the other two charts.

The intermediate nature of the Melville area is implied in the greater

balance between aimer-occupier and rented homes in this district. The variation

in sis® of dwelling (shown by number of rooms to number of households) further

confirms this heterogeneous pattern. It may be seen too, that there is a con-

: siderahle variation in the person to rooms ratio. This ratio may be taken as

one indicator of affluence and life style. Only in the Council homes does the

number of persons exceed the mrriber of rooms; this, despite the large proportion

of older people still living in Council homes after their families have gone to

be "on their awn"•
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T.ABLE II - 2

BASES OP HOUSE OCCUPANCY

Households Persons Booms

COUNCIL AREA

Owner-oociqpier 39 m 121 (150 245 (150

Corporation housing 596 (9#) 1,668 (91v0 1,578 (850

Kented (furnished or
unfurnished) or occupied
by reason of employment 14 <30 42 (2&) 41 (20

TOTAL 659 (10QO 1,831 (10C6O 1,864 (10QO

DALKEITH AREA

Owner-occupier 321 (8<$) 876 (740 1,282 ( 760

Corporation housing 53 (130 154 (130 171 (1QO

vented (furnished or
unfurnished) or occupied
by reason of employment 59 (140 156 (150 239 (14:)

TOTAL 433 (10CJ?) 1,186 (ioaO 1,692 (10C^)
MELVILLE ABBA

Gwrner-oocupier 386 (6?0 1,009 (640 1,461 (68)

Corporation housing «■» •• «fr «• m>

ented (furnished or
unfurnished) or occupied
by reason of e/i|>loyiaent 236 ( 38.) 561 (36;0 684 (330

TOTAL 622 (10C1') 1,570 (100E?) 2,145 (ioo;0

3» Residential stability and church menirershln.

The general stability of these residential districts may be inferred from

the statistics relating to length of residence in the present home. Table II - 3

exhibits the fact that only nineteen of the ninety-two respondents, or about



twenty-one per cent, have taken up their present residence within the past five

years, Except fear students living in temporary digs, there seems to 'oe little

transience of npy of the groups. This was expected, and was thought beforehand

to assure that virtually all of the persons conceiving themselves as affiliated

with the Church of ..cotlard would perceive this affiliation in terms of the

local parish church. To a surprising extent, this was not the case* No

definite statistics are in hand on this phenomenon, as the area selection was

thought to eliminate the need for asking the specifio church attended. But,

cay impression is that a large proportion, perhaps even majorities, in each area,

considered themselves still tied to "the church where ity people were", or "where

I went before I was married", or where "we know old Reverend So-and-so"* This

is true for both the involved in the ahurch and the uninvolved. Apparently

residential ties do not quickly alter church ties, even if such church ties are

superficial. "lore significantly, perhaps, it is just because they are rather

superficial* Though it is premature to bring forward a hypothesis at this

point, I believe that this seeming reluctance to change one's membership in a

specific church may tell a good deal about the prevailing subjective perceptions

of church membership* There may be a certain aura of a\ystique about belonging

to a church where one went to Sunday School in his early years, even if today

that membership means little more in practical terms than a vague feeling of

still being somehow attached to the church* It may, consciously or unconsciously,

provide a continuity with one's own past and family past in religious terms*

Without doubt, much more matter-of-fact considerations contribute to this

phenomenon as well* For those genuinely involved in a church not too distant

from their present home, it is understandable that they would want to continue

the relationship* The activities of the children in Sunday School and youth

organizations, where they are already established, may often be important factors*
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And, for those #u>se affiliation with the church is but a childhood memory or an

annual pilgrimage for Easter Communion, it my simply not auke any difference or

be worth the bother to change churches. The question may never come up; it

may never even seem to be a question. Beauaesj to become part of the local

parish church would tend to create a sense of obligation for fulfilling more

duties as a church member because of the necessary contact v&th the ministar this

step would entail; some people might prefer to avoid this.

?4y reasons for thinking that the emotional motivations of retaining a not-

too-secure tie with the earlier church is a prominent part of the explanation

which will become clearer when we examine in detail the structure of attitudes

toward the church. But it is certainly noteworthy that parochial units and

boundaries do not reflect residential stability. Perhaps the parish system of

local church jurisdiction is simply sin anachronism, important today only to

officials of the church organisation. I do not recall a single instance in which

the word "parish" was used in answering questions in this survey. A number of

authors h ve recently suggested that the parochial system is dying a natur l

death. for instance, Thompson concludes from a study of four Birmingham parishes,

"The parishes are no longer meaningful social or neighbourhood units" »1 An

American writer, Gibson A inter clalias that, "The attesapt to perpetuate the local

parish or congregation as a basic unit of the Christian Church is doomed to
2

failure...,." At any rate, in this survey the assumption that people would con¬

sistently relate themselves to the local church has proved inaccurate, but the

fact of relative residential stability for our respondents is shown in Table II-3

below.

1, 8.H.T. Thompson, The Church's Understanditm of itself, t A Study of foaur
Birmingham Parishes. (London: SCSI Press, 1957) p*8o* —

2. Gibson Winter, The Suburb >n Captivity of the Churches; An Analysis of
Protestant Responsibility in the Expanding Metropolis, (New York: The acMillan
Company, 19^2) p.56.
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table n - 3

bmam or HESIIERCE IK PFESEW* HOME IK XEAR3

area R 0-5 6-10 11 -20 21-30 Over 30 Total

Council (34) 18 23 26 6 26 lOCJt

Dalkeith (35) 23 26 14 20 17 10C$

Melville (23) 22 22 26 17 13 100^

Total (92) 21 24 22 14 19 10Q?

The Council district has the largest proportion of resi(hints of over thirty-

years duration — nine of the respondents (26%). This compares with six (7?)

for the Dalkeith district, and three (13$) fl>r the Melville district. On the

whole the pattern of stability is quite similar for the three groups.

Not so similar are the previous districts of residence of the sen in the

three areas. Many of the answers, specifying areas in -dinburgh, for instance,

were too imprecise for an interviewer not well acquainted with all parts of the

city. But, a definite pattern is quite evident nono-the-less. About half of

the Council respondents alluded to their origins in "run-down" sections of the

town. One railroad porter who h&s been in the Council estate for seven years

referred to his pluvious existence in a "tenement with a very bad atmosphere".

Others said they had previously lived in a "slum". Some talked of several

families sharing the same toilet, or of dangerously broken-down staircases

menacing the man returning home fen* a Saturday night* s inbibing, A great iaary

were openly delighted with the amenities of their Council hose, .and the open

spaces between the buildings, though compared with newer schemes this one is not

impressive.
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-\
Hone of the Council respondents mentioned a person?origin outside the city of

Edinburgh/
By contrast, about one-third of the Dalkeith men interviewed came from

outside Edinbur^i. A few more had spent some of their working lives elsewhere.

Those from within Edinburgh o&tae from & variety of districts. The Melville

area again shows a pattern between ^he other two, with about one-fourth from

poor sections and several from outside Edinburgh. All told, the Council

respondents have had the least previous geographies! mobility; the Dalkeith

respondents the most; neither a great deal.

So, an elementary preliminary picture of the districts involved in the

survey has emerged. The picture conforms adequately to the requirements

established beforehand. The fact that the parochial demarcations do not

indicate confinement of church ties is, perhaps, the least pleasing feature; but

this carries important implications in itself which are of import in judging the

general pattern of contemporary church attachment.

C. P:SLIMIKAT'Y /MISIS Of DATA

There are two basic sets of categories which will often be e<aployed during

the detailed analysis of the data: the objective social class divisions and the

degree of involvement in the church. These essential categories deserve some

definition, description and examination as part of this overview of the ishole study.

1, loci-2 Class Categories and Distribution.

It is now accepted methodology to choose occupation as the single most

revealing objective criterion of social status, fa Cole puts it, "If a single

1. Two or three major slum clearance projects, in Leith and elsewhere, fed
the earliest council schemes in Edinburgh. The influence of those roots may
never have been entirely extirpated.



criterion is to be used, occupation is likely to be better than any other, where

the purpose is to arrive at a rough eatiia te of th® m-imber of persons to be

included in the various social classes.1 Maiy other facets of a person's position

in the social hierarchy derive from this. At least, it is fairly safe to assurae

so. This, for the present time will be our procedure.

The other objective indicators most often employed are income aid education.

No question of income was asked in this survey. In the first place, enough

"touchy" aubjecta were introduced without pushing into the personal financial

realm as well. furthermore, since I had information in advance suggesting the

general types of jobs that would be encountered, it seemed that little would be
2

added; the respondent's job would, with acceptable approximation, indicate his

position on an earnings scale.

Information was obtained for education, and these data will be used as a

test of the validity of our occupational class categories.^ In fact, the corre-

: lation is very satisfactory.

In using this simmaiy factor of occupation, I am not thereby denying the

importance of subjective factors. Nor, will such matter as the self-evaluation

of the respondent, his "class-consciousness", or his social interactions be left

1, G.B.ff. Cole, ftudles in Class Structure. (Routledge and Kegan ?aul,
London, 1955) p.8.

2, The evidence in America where it is often supposed that money "tells all"
about a peram is that income has very little meaning In stratification compared
to occupation and education. See Demerath, op.cit., p,170 footnote,

3, Some useful articles dealing with objective criteria of social status are
the following;-
John Hall and Garadog Jones, "The Social Grading of Occupations", British Journal
of .sociology, (1950), ?.p.31-55.
C,J, Mooek and L.B, Brown, "Social Class and the Banking of 0collations", British
Journal of Sociology. (March 1957), p.p.25-52.
Harold Nelson and Thomas E, Lasawe11, "Status Indices, Social Status, sad Social
Class", Sociology nd Goojal research. (July-August 1960), p.p.410-413.
.abort A, Ellis, W, Clayton Lane, and Virginia Olson, "The Index of Class Position;
An Improved Intercommunity Measure of stratification", meriean fociologiol eview
(April 1963), p,p,2?1-276, "" * —
Arnold Rose, "The Concept of Class and merles® ociolo^y", -octal Research (Spring
1958), p.p.53-70 (continued on following page)
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untouched. Status self-image is of central importance in revealing a person's

understanding of his social position and class interests (ia a Marxian sense),^
Later I will compare these separate "dimensions* of class as they illuminate our

findings, and I will give a filler definitive treatment to the concept of class

aa it is used in the thesis. In particular, the distinction between class and

status is controversial and require? at least brief discussion. When this

demarcation seems relevant, it should become apparent.

A scale of five occupational categories has been used for our initial

categorisation of occupational strata. The categories, from one to five are in

order of increasing status. As the numbers are quite small, I vdll give a

rather full picture of the Job content of each category.

The first, (lowest) has fifteen respondents who are in the most menial pool-

j tions. Severs are in Janitorial or cleaning -work, seven are labourers, one a

shop assistant. Category two is the largest, numbering twenty-six. It is also

fully manual in nature, but comprising skilled or semi-skilled Jobs. There are

sixteen in some sort of trade, of which ei$it described themselves as "engineers".

(con)Bernard Barber, "Family Status, Locsl Community Status and Social tratifi-
;cation". Pacific Sociological Review. (Spring 1956), p.p.3-10,
Edwin D. Lawaon and 1alter E. Book, "Correlations of Indices of Easily ocio-
Economic Status", Social forces. (December 1960) p.p.149-152.
P.K. Fatt, "Occupations and Social Stratification", AsaBricra Journ..l of Sociology.
(1950).

1. Indeed, inconsistencies of objective and subjective status, so called
etr-tus-di&crep ncics, h:.ve received considerable attention from sociological in-
:veatigators in recast years.

2. This may seem an eccentric departure from the more conventional procedure
of inoluding the highest-status persons in the first category and the lowest-status
persons in the last (or highest numbered) categoiy. Though it is a small matter,
the explanation is that since the survey did not cover the whole gamut of status
groups, in particular did not reach the high status professionals, industrialists,
gentry, etc., it might have been misleading to r&isber from top to bottom. Our
highest status group would then have 00me first, but would not correspond to the
first (or highest) category on moet wider studies, e.g., census categorisations}
by deliberately inverting the scale our lowest-status group is first, and corres¬
ponds fairly well to the lowest-status categories of other studies.
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The others, not more than two per type of work are scattered through poet office

and railroad jobs, brewery work, driving, baking aid machine operating. Unless

additional insight is to be gained by separating the categories, these two groups

will be joined together as a single working class category of forty-one respondents.

Category three totals seventeen men, and is rather non-descript. The jobs

are nborderline", i#. difficult to place in manual or non-minu l diversions. To

decide upon either upper-working or lower-middle class as the appropriate descrio-

: tion seems to me arbitrary. .even of these men are foremen: the majority, nine,

are specialized technical jobs: three are on technic;! staffs of University

departments, one installs high-voltage electrical fittings, one is a "trouble-

shooter" for electro-medical equipment, and so forth. Another man has returned

to school after years as an "engineer", and is studying for an eventual teaching

degree. I have explored the possibility of lumping this group with two lower

groups or two higher groups, and thus producing a more convenient two-class

division; but this borderline group seems to defy dissolution. So, it will be

left intact despite the small numbers, although the suspicion remains that the

group as a separate entity may be an artifact of ny own methodology.

Category four could receive the "lower-middle'* class tag of common parlance.

There are nineteen men in this group: six are clerical workers, five are in a

supervisory capacity, two are policeman of minor rank, three insurance sales ,en,

and two shopkeepers. The fifth, and highest, status group, like category one,

has fifteen respondents. All of the men in this group are solidly middle class

in occupational positions. Pour are managers, three are surveyors, two civil

servants, two company executives, two scientists. One man is a company owner,

and one was completing a University degree. Again, as with the two lowest status

groups, the highest two will generally be combined to form a single middle class
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4

category numbering thirty-four.

There is a statistically useful symmetry. Taking the live-status level

arrangement the numbers from the first to the fifth are, respectively: fifteen,

twenty-six, seventeen, nineteen, and fifteen. Using the three-tiered class

arrangement the numbers are: forty-one, seventeen and thirty-fair iTom lowest to

highest} and this is the arrangement which will generally be applied,

The laiddle class section is probably less representative than the working

class. This is deduced from sever;1 considerations. First, considering

dwellings, only six of this group live in a single unit, bungalow house. Our

areas include few really large and impressive residences. Secondly, there is

a virtually complete absence of what is often called the "profession^ class**.

Third, we shall later see in examining class identification that a large propor¬

tion of our middle class Identify with the working class on the basis of their

origins. There are, thus, many upwardly mobile in the group. The overall tone

is "lower middle class" in this non-manual division. These qualifications should

not attentuate the value of comparisons, but should of course, be aide clear.

1, Several investigators have pointed out that "middle class" is a less
precise rubric than "forking class". A vast array of occupations fall within the
wide-ranging aeope of the oategoiy. The boundaries are uncertain, the definiti ;ns
variable. days Cole, "The concept of middle class is exceedingly elusive by
whatever route one approaches it." (Cole p,93) He lists five, presumably ortho-
: gon l, categories of occupations which may be included in Britain, and considers
clerks and lower grades of industrial managers as doubtful Inclusions (ibid, p,95)»
Hall and Jones found that of the five social groups asked to grade a specimen of
twelve widely scattered occupations, a majority of at least one group voted each
occupation as .middle class. (John Hall and Caradog Jones, loc, cit.) Bonham finds
the same confusion a bit exasperating, stressing that it is much easier to say
what the iaiddle class are not than to say what they are. Concluding that the
middle class is roughly the "non-manual workers", he muses that "The middle class,
so defined, covers a wide range of income from the ten thousand pound a year
business director, down to the five pound a week canvasser. It includes *,, an
almost complete gamut of social statuses", (John Bonh m, The middle Class Vote.
(London: Faber and Faber) p, 39, 59, Centers meets the a&im conundrum in his
American surveys. (See Fdchard Centers, The Psychology of doci 1 Classes and
Richard Centers, "Social Class, Occupation and Imputed Belief", -merioan Journal -,.i'
Si&Aalua, (May 1953).
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One immediate and most obvious test of these class divisions i® the

educational attainment levels within the groups. Table II - 4 gives the

distributions. The third, and smallest columnJapplies to en who left school

early, but later did advanced training for a particular school. The other

columns are self-evident.

TABLE II - 4

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

No educ. Senior Jr. sec. College
beyond secondary Tilth later or

N 16 yrs. school training Univ. Total

Working (41) 100 - - - 100

Borderline (17) 70 18 12 100?

Middle (34) 47 32 6 15 100/.

Total (92) 75 15 4 5 10Q/

The correlation of class and education is certainly substantial, and seer®

to justify confidence in our demarcations of status. This assertion ra;iy seem a

bit tenuous in the light of the high number, nearly half, of the middle class

group with very low educational attainment. But it is probably sufficiently

accurate a reflection of the general situation if one take® into account the

non-professional character of the group} it is in professional capacities that

long specialised training is most essential. The Borderline group shows enough

skewing toward higher education, without any entering the university or college

division, to suggest the presumed social precariouslyes of this oart of the

sample, and help warrant its inclusion as a separate entity.

Table II - 5 gives the status distribution by the three areas, demonstrating

the preponderated working class nature of the council district, preponderated

riddle class nature of the Dalkeith and the heterogeneous, "in-between" nature of
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the earlier Melville group.

TA3LS II m 5

:'.OCI 'L AT1TC8 BY DISTRICTS

It Working Borderline Middle Total

Council (3k) 85 12 3 loops

Dalkeith (35) 3 26 71 100;

Melville (23) 43 17 35

Total (92) LL 19 37 10a;

2. Church Involvement Bftttena.

Several criteria have vied for prominence in etudiee relating to cnurch

ifiioiVRMnt, or to religiosity generally. Among these are denominational

preference, churah attendance, relation to other church activities and dhuitsii

meshere, beliefs, importance of religious cosmdtawnte to other aspects of lite

©to. Like occupation far determining aeG&al class, itowever, church attendance

is usually taken as the best single indicator at a person*s involvement in the

church, At this point I will ** fallow suit" in using this convenient objective

criterion. Later, other dimensions of attachment to church will b® investigated

which assy be of etAs^j. Laportanee in obtaining a comprehensive view of the existing

church-class pattern.

In the Intro.'<ue';i.oiA I alluded to the general pattern at middle class doai-

t nance in the church, and in the previous chapter the historical roots of this

prevailing situation were traced. Indeed, the feast that middle class persons a.«

isore frequent chuj*ch attenders is today a well-founded axiom of western religious

research.1

1. Detailed references of "©search in severs! societies will be provided in
cii&pter six.
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Sinoe this pattern has been so generally discovered it night bo necessary to

refer to it as a "quasi-hypothesis'* that this will hold true for our sample as

well. shall see below that the pattern does, in fact, hold true in this

survey.

First, an explanation of the ontofprios is in order. Again, the data

neons to fit beet into a triad arrangement: tegular, marginal and vormsnt. Hie

second and third tense si*© "boi*T*Ot#©<! from the four division classification scheme

of Joseph flehter vfco employed them in analysis of his studies in U.S. Catholic

parishes.1 Our "Regular" category replaces his first two, "nuclear" and "modal",

wSiich rake finer distinctions than desirable with the numbers comprising o«*

sample.

"Hie first end third categories are very straightforward. Regulars

attend church quite frequently - according to their own statements at least once

m month. The Pormants never or virtually never go to church. Some of those,

of course, must "darken the doer" of the church for a wedding or funeral; others

aey endure an omual pilgrimage with a nagging wife. But they may all be

accurately described as "uninvolved" with the church in terms of formal part ioi-

:patio® in its programme. Hie category is more complicated. It was

first intended tfeet "Marginals" would exclusively be nen who go to church occaslo-

:nally - several times a year. However, when first examined, there were only ten

in the group on this basis, certainly too small for useful analysis. five addi-

: tional respondents were added who had been categorised in the initial detailed

breakdown as, "those who attended for some time as adults, but not now". In

fact, these all expressed son® special complaint about the churchj they are not

merely passively disinterested but discontinued church practice because of some

trauma or difficulty

1, Joseph fichter, Social Relations in the Urban Parish. Chapt. 3.



during their adult 1 ife, In this they contract with the church history of the

Doraants who described no adult involvement of any consequence. (Probably so;:®

of the Dormant® have had a measure of involvement in the church earlier in their

adult lives which they did not relate in the interview). Thus, the "Marginal"

division is at worst an amorphous oongerie, at best an ad hoc category which is

legitimately separate. Whatever the ramifications of this particular division,

it should not impare the sharper comparison of the two larger groups, Regulars

and Dormants.

Another question is implicit in the term "Dormant". Are all of these

individuals, in fact, inactive Members of a church? In part, the answer depends

upon how rigorous the demands of "membership" are made. Certainly, all are

under the stewardship of a parish. There is only a single exception to tbe rule

that they have all been, at least, baptised in the church; most were married in

the church; a large majority were in . unday school as children. So, the word

"dormant" see-as quite appropriate. We will later see that most people, even

those far removed from church participation, tend to retain some sense of attach¬

ment to the church. Table II - 6 below gives the oonvarison of the church

involvement categories with the divisions of social class.

TABU! II - 6

CHURCH /TTEftD/lfCS BY SOCIAL STATUS LEVEL.

N Regular Marginal Dormant Total

Working (41) 17 17 66 10CSt

Borderline (17) 59 12 29 100$

Middle (}4) 44 16 36 100

Total (92) 35 16 49 100$.
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Hie Table affirms the expected pattern. *pprcrdmetely three tines the

proportion of middle class men than working class men are regular attendants at

church services. But this is not the only striking feature. The numerically

small Borderline group shew an even greater adherence to formal worship than do

the middle class men. Admittedly, with the minimal size of this group, it is

tenuous to lock beyond the vicissitudes of chance; a shift of only one can from

the "regular'* column would bring this section into line with the middle class

group. However, there is no question that their high attendance rate is an

impressive departure from the working class attendance patterns for persons so

precariously above working class in status. This is the kind of finding which

is bound to make a researcher feel frustrated in not having a very much larger

sample at his disposal.

The minority of fourteen Catholics included in the above table adds a

certain complication. Table 11-7 provides the sane data but with this major

religious factor taken into consideration by separating Catholics and Protea-

jtants. It will be seen that, although, overall, Catholics show a greater

adherence to the ahurch, the difference by class are in the same direction as for

Protestants, We may, therefore, safely include then, since they comprise less

than one-sixth of the total sample, in the analysis Of the class-churoh relation-

:ship without oignifioantly distorting the picture, "ihm this difference of

religious tradition makes an Important difference in the results, it will be

pointed out,

As we would expect, most of the Catholics ere working class and at each

class level they display mere frequent church attendance then Protestants of the

same status. But comparison of the Protestant division on Table II - 7 with the

figures for the whole sample cm Table II - 6, oloarly shows that the "weighting"

is of a very small magnitude, Hie fact that class has relatively the same effect
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oii both religious groups, in addition to the fact of the small number of

Catholics, dictates the policy of ignoring the religious separation except when

it has an appreciable effect on results.

rcprc n - 7

CmSlCH mVDtiKR BY Chf" - Al'tp PRO?'-r,T/-R? - CATHOLIC PIVIBIOK

H Regular larginal Tiomiait Total

rPvOTECTAHTf t

orking (33) 12 21 67 100

Borderline (14) 50 14 36 ioo;

J/iddlo (?1) 42 19 38 ioo ;f

Total (78) 31 19 50 100;*

CATHOLICS!

'"orking (B) 38 - 62 100;'

Border &

middle (6) 83 «* 17 1005

Total (14) 57 43 ioor

(llOTEs There are throe borderline and three middle das® Catholic®, here ocm-
tbined. because of the very small number®)

Of the seventy-eight Itrotestnnts, only ten described themselves a® something

other than Church of footland. Five of these are pisoopalj three are

Congregationalists or fee Church members} one has recently been converted to

the Christian dentist organisation; and only one claims no church affiliation

at all. With such small numbers, it is obviously pointless to ma}® further

sub-divisions. Besides, nothing stands out in the results to demand considerations
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of non-Church of Scotland Protestants separately,1
Using the secondary objee' ive criterion of e&ucstion, and comparing this

with church attendance, the results are less clear-cut, but still significantly

in the sane direction, Table n - 8 informs us of this relationship, Similar
2

trends hare been found in both England and '.eerica.

TA3LP II - 8

CHURCH IT7EKD/WCK BY EDUCATIONAL ACHT-mmtT*

N
No, educ.
beyond 16

fir. Second
school

Jr. Second
later study

College
or Univ. Total

Regular (24) 58 25 8 8 100$

Marginal (15) 87 13 - - 100'

Dormant (39) 77 13 5 5 ioo;

Catholics (%) 86 7 7 4S» 100

Total (92) 75 15 5 4 100:*

Consistent with expectations, too, ere the distribution of residents of the
throe districts within the church attendance categories, knowing the class
character of each district, Table II - 9 presents this data.

1, Even in the U.S., where denocdm*tloml variety is a more salient part of
the church* s existence, Lenaki found it unproductive to deal with separate denced-
:national categories in his Detroit study. Lenskl, op.cit.

2, Michael Argyle, Religious Behaviour, (London: Rout ledge St Regan Paul,
1958) p0yhj T, Center fownham. The' Comumior.tlon of Ideas, (London: Chatto
A Indus, 1954) p.52; Gerhard LenskL, the Religioufl' Factor:" a rsooiologlc-;;! study
of Religion's impact on Politios, >seoncxnicg ?- '•vigdiy"YdfeV'r(Carden City, New York:
Anchor Books, 19651 p«51 NWV'ueSerath. Social 'class in Vnericg rrotestantisBi.
(Rand MhUjr A CO, 1965) p.p.B>87.

Because of the mall numbers in some of the educational categories Church
attendance appears as the "independent variable" though this would more correctly
be reversal. But this anomalous procedure still allows for the desired under-
: standing of the data.
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ffw n ZJSL
church attejjdance ra3?t;s by districts

n Regular Marginal Dormant Total

Council (34) 21 9 70 100$

Dalkeith (35) 52 9 34 100,'

Kelville (23) 22
. 38 38 100$

Total (92) 35 16 49 100$

3. 'm and fnrital .tatus.

'Hie ag® scatter of our respondents shows a generally satisfactory balance.

Only the youngest group (twenty to twenty-nine) is noticeably undersised. In part

this is an artifact of the categories.^ But the error is not enough to account

entirely for the small numbers.

TABLE XI - 10.

TOTAL RPONPWrr BY AGE CATLCOAln;

N 21-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70 or over Total

13 23 18 24 14 7 100$

Looking at these figures more closely, we see in Table 11-11 the eg® divi¬

sions by class; in Table II - 12, the age divisions by area; and in Table 11-13

the age divisions by church attendance.

1. The respondents had to have turned twenty-one, and then have been placed
on the Voters* Register some time prior to the drawing of the sample. Allowing
one year on the average (including time for publication of the list, etc.) this
group is really restricted to about eight years compared to ten for the other age
brackets.
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TABLK n - 11

m CAT5C0RIEB BY SOCIAL CLASS

N 20-29 50-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70 or over Total

Harking 41 9 17 17 29 22 5 10Q'

Borderline 17 12 6 29 35 m 18 100"

Middle 34 18 38 15 12 12 6 100?'

TABLK Tl - 12

AGK G *TKHOai r. py -;r,A

N 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70 or over Dotal

Council 34 9 13 18 26 23 6 100

Dalkeith 35 18 29 18 20 12 6 100'

Melville 23 13 22 22 26 4 13 100"

TABLK n - 13

mjmmm m mm,murn
If 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70 or over 'total

Regulars 24 25 17 17 17 13 13 100:'

Marginals 15 13 7 13 47 13 7 100"

Dorusanta 39 3 36 5 23 21 3 1QCT'

Catholics 14 14 14 43 14 m 14 100"

Several features stand out from this breoMom. The surfeit of older mm in

the Council are® was predictable frosn the pojmlaticw pyramid for the area, tut the
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concentration of younger men (below 40) in the Dalkeith area la greater than a

fully-controlled sample would be in that region. furthermore, this disparity is

even greater on the occupational scale, fully 56 of the middle class group

being under forty compared v&th 265' for the working class group. Conversely,

74! * of the working class group are over forty, compared, with 44' for the middle

class men. These two soales (age-class and age-area) dovetail quite well, and

certainly seem to give assurance that the raw class divisions are not much in¬

fluenced by the intra-generational mobility. If this had been the case we would

expect the relationship to be reversed, and the younger men to oocupy lower posi¬

tions on the class scale, in general. Instead of this obtaining, we might

speculate that the Dalkeith region could be a temporary stopping off point for

younger men who will later be able to move to even more desirable residential areas.

Tor many of those interviewed in the area, my personal impression is that such

could well be the case, but to prove it would go beyond the data at hand.

In order to see if age variation plays a notable part in differential church

attendance associated with class, w© need to correlate all three variables: age,

class and church attendance. This is dene in Table II -14, collapsing the age

variation into two divisions - men under fifty and men fifty and over. The Table

is also divided to show the correllation far all respondents and for Protestants

alone.
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T.ftfliy II -

ALL RESPONDENTS PROTECTANTS 0?!LY

UND-R 50 '"arking Border Middle Total Working Border Middle Total

ft (18) (8) (24) (50) (13) (6) (21) (40)

Regular 22 62 50 42 8 50 48 35

Marginal 17 - 8 10 23 • 10 13

Dormant 61 38 42 ¥* 69 50 43 53

Total 100;: 100?' 100? 100?? 100?? 100;' 100? 100?

50 & ov^-a

N (23) (9) (10) (42) (20) (8) (10) (38)

Regular 17 56 30 28 15 50 30 26

Marginal 17 22 40 24 20 25 40 26

Dormant V 22
,, 30 *£L *5 25 , . JA.

Total 100? 100?7'- 10<g> ioo?' 100;' 100'

Hie small variation found in the table really amounts to prima facie evidence

that age differences are of little import in determining church attendance and do

not, therefore, need to be rigorously controlled during the more precise analysis#

The most salient fact which emerges is that Marginal church attendants tend, on

the average, to be older than either Regulars or torments. Also, we could already

have predicted, (Then Catholics are included.) the proportion of r egulars is

slightly increased, but the effect is mainly within the sub-50 years division.

Due to the higher concentration of middle class men in the younger group the pro-

Portion of Regulars, overall, is higher for this division. The very small

numbers in some of the categories disallows further deductions. The age variable

will seldom be brought into further discussions.
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Tablo 11-15 shows the marital statuses of the respondents with respect to

social class, ""his factor is introduced at this point because the marriage

pattern, in the main, refleots the age differences. There is a higher oonoentra-

rtion of men married less than ten years in the middle class group, and a higher

concentration of men married more then thirty years in the working class group.

No further insight proceeds from an examination of marital status cross-tabulated

with church attendance.

TABLE TJ. - 15

typygjft PAW-are BY gqaifr cy^.

Years tarried

N (0-9 10-19 20-29 30 or more) Single idower Total

Working (41) 7 19 22 29 15 7 100??

Border (17) 12 35 24 18 6 6 10a/'

Middle (ft) 35 18 21 9 12 6 m'
Total (92) 18 22 22 20 12 7 100?:

D, &BBW,
This brief overview of the methodology, geographical "universe" of the survey

and central statistical data has been, on the whole, reassuring. The Prestonfield

area in particular conforms to the "ideal" with adequate proximity; the supple-

smentary Kelville district maintains the class balance while expanding the sample.

The class spread is as useful as oould reasonably be expected given the number of

respondents; and the church class relationship apparently follows the predicted

pattern. Thus, the foundation seems to be adequate to sustain a substantial

superstructure of more intense investigation.
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CHAPTER III - SOCIAL CLAS£ PEHSPOJTIVLS

A. CORSHERATION OF CONCEPTS AND QUESTIONS.

1 • Conceptual Approach to Class.

2. Question of Working Class "Embourgeoisement"*

B* SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES.

1 • "Economic" Perspectives.

2. "Future" Perspectives.

3« Children and Training*

4* Personal Values.

5* Friendship Perspectives.

6. Summary of Perspectives.
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CHAFTER III - SOCIAL CL/.2S iraSFRCTIVKS

A recent headline in The Scotsman1 announced, "Fairfield men give go-ahead".

The substance of the story is that, in an unprecedented move, the three thousand

workers of a major Clydeside shipyard in danger of financial collapse, have

agreed to relinquish their prised heritage of strikes, go-slows, overtime bans

and other "restrictive practices" and to give complete allegiance to a new

management of the company. Unique circumstances are involved in this decision

undoubtedly: the men are interested in saving their jobs; the trade unions and

Government (presently a Labour Government) will be in coalition with private

investors in controlling the company; and a sort of Churchillian challenge has

been given to the men to "put their backs into" a salvage operation cruoial to

the whole shipbuilding industry of the area.

Kone-the-leas, trying to "read between the lines", it seems to me there is

implied a tacit admission on the part of the shipyard workers, traditionally

among the most socialistic workers in the country, of a large measure of respon¬

sibility for the plight of the firm. It also, I think, implies a major over-

:haul of attitudes unless the notion is to be interpreted as purely expedient.

Perhaps there has been a covert but increasing feeling on the port of many of

the men that the terms of present-day manageraen t-Labour relations may no longer

justifiably caricatured as the stereotyped "idle rich" oppressing the stereo¬

typed "downtrodden". Perhaps below the surface of united action and outwardly

expressed militancy there has been gnawing doubt about the role and contribution

of the workers within industry. Perhaps the expedient of job-saving makes it

socially legitimate for workers to disown work practices that, for an appreciable

time, many have privately felt to be misused, unfair and debilitating.

1, Thursday, December 28, 1965.



This interpretation is offered beoause it fits in with an impression I

often received in talking with my working-class respondents. Sob® of the

viewpoints that were asserted in the interviews actually suggested that some-

: thing like a sweeping revision of traditional workers* perspectives1 is being

enaoted. In recent elections all parties have made an emphasis on the need to

put an end to the crippling restrictions on work within industry and to

"underemployroent" of personnel. There is currently a volume of discussion

about industrial efficiency and obtaining !h full day*a weak for a full day's

pay". The attitudes encountered in this survey mey refleot a wider concern of

workers with their om role and contribution. But I will return to this theme

later in the chapter.

In the previous chapter the objective measures of social class have already

come to light and we have seen how the respondents are distributed in the class

scale. 'hiring the next threes chapters I will endeavour to focus on the lens

objective elements, of stratification? to take a close look at the social class

side of the olasn-ohurch relationship. On the face of it, this may appear to

be a digression from the major concern of the thesis. However, there are three

reasons whioh I feel justify the analysis of class data on its own.

First, the faot that the primary "raison d'etre" of the study is the inter¬

jection of two instutional systems - class and church - should not preclude

elaboration of insights relative to one of the systems alone. Second, it is

logioal that before the effect of class ties (on church attachment) is investi¬

gated, the strength of class ties should be given attention. Thirdly, the

1. That is, the stereotype of "traditional workers" characterised by militancy,
anti-capitalist fervour and solidarity, though there is some question whether
this stereotype accounts for more than the vocal minority of British workers at
any time.
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"interpretive" focus of the study demands that specific components of the class

situation he brought out# In other words, detailed examination of class • as

the independent variable - is unavoidably relevant to a full exposition of the

church-class relationship. It would he the height of banality to compare only

the more straightforward objective criteria of class and church involvement and

not to take into account the amalgam of Ideological and attitudinal forces in

both instances.

The strategy far the discussion of class - as it will be for the discussion

of church attachment - is one of "disaggregate^*, endeavouring to get a more

comprehensive grasp of the class situation by examining a rang© of subjective

components. In this chapter, I will first deal with the conceptual framework

of the class discussion and the major questions to whioh the data will speak

within the separate realm of social class. Then some of the "social perspec¬

tives" end values emerging from the interviews will be explored preliminary to

a discussion of "class-consciousness" and "life style" in the two succeeding

chapters. There will be a good deal of overlapping of these three divisions

of factors related to class but the classification serves the purpose of

providing a useful structure for the present discussion.

K CONniD'RATION OF CONCEPTS AMP QUESTIONS

1. Conceptual Approach to Class.

To speak of social class in any penetrating sense is to invariably connote

both objective factors (e.g. social environment, material conditions and life

chances) and subjective factors (e.g. class identification, sense of belonging-

mess ana perceptions of class "interests"). As long as purely abjective

measures - such as occupation, education end income - are evoked, it is most

accurate to say that status categories or gradations are being examined. In a

sense, these pertain to the system - or systems - of stratification but are not

necessarily tied up with the phenomenon of social class.
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A» Parsons, Marshall, Van Reek, and others have pointed out, a pood many

separate measures of status can be identified and parceled out for separate

examination. The individual may fall at different levels cm different scales

measuring various indicators. Or as Max Weber put it in his pioneering work,

an individual's class position (for Weber as Marx, economic in nature) may be

relatively higher or loafer than his status position (related to his prestige

and honour in the community).^
But class, as we ere specifying the term, is not the statistical synthesis

at a number of shrewdly assessed objective factors, '"rue, the categories

evolved may be virtually coterminous with the lines of class division; but this

only attests to the worth of a system of gradations as an indicator of clans

membership. It does not entirely grasp the substance of social class. Class

is, to put the matter simply, something more than a combining or averaging out

of several schemes of gradation. There is an essential communal or integrative
5

element, though present in varying degrees.

1. Taleott Parsons, "A Revised Analytical Approach to the Theory of Social
Stratification", in: Seymour M. Lipset and Reinhard Bendix, Class. Status, and
Power: / Reader in Social Stratification (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1954) p.p.92-128.

2. T.H, Marshall, "A General Survey of Changes in social Stratification in
the Twentieth Century", Transactions of the Third World Congress of oclology
(International Sociological Association, 1956); he identifies as separate
dimensions: income, occupation, social cultural, political, ethnic, prestige,
and eduoatlon,

3. P. Van Heek, "Some Introductory Remarks on Social Mobility end Class
Structure, ibid. p. 129-143. He notes several value-hierarchies of stratifice-
:tion: 1, politico-economicj 2. social classes (life styles, consciousness);
3. prestige aggregates; 4, status groups; 5. elites.

4. H.K. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, From Max 'eber: Kb says in Sociology
(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Tnibner £ Co. Ltd., 1948) p. 180-195

5. T.B. Bottomore & M, Rubel, Karl Marx: Selected Writings in Sociology and
Social Philosophy. (London: C.A, Watts and Co, Ltd.,' 195^) p.194» introduction.
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To use an analogy which must not be pushed too far, a personality is not, in

a substantive sense, the same as a personality profile — the results of a number

of personality tests# No matter how good the tests, and how many, there is a

unity find internalcoherence in personality itself, which is something "more".

To employ an elementary distinction, social classes are more than "catego-

triea"; they are "groups" or "quasi-groups", That is, they involve a degree

(varying extensively to be of subjective identification and participation.

Classes have "interests"; prestige levels may not have. Classes have a

certain corporate existence embodying "styles of life". Classes have cont¬

inuity end (in a Durkheimian sense) norms not reducible to the individuals

involved at a certain point in time. In short, "class" implies the element of

"corasonality" which "stratum" does not.

This is not to deny the wide disparities in perception of class, or to imply

that there are acknowledged, articulated, and mutually shared values and goals

among all those in a given olass situation. Even Marx, with his rigid and

deterministic view of class, found it necessary to distinguish between the

objective and predetermined interests of a cIbbs and the subjective realisation

of these interests, stressing the need for the Proletariat to apprehend the

meaning of their subservient class situation. The point is that a social class

as a viable entity in a social system, embodies, consciously or unconsciously,

common "ideologies" and "attitude systems" - in the terminology of Tnlnott
2

Parsons. There ere endogenous orientations whioh produce a degree of class

integration.

1. Karl Marx, Capital. (New York: Modern Library, 1936) Vol, I p,8.

2, Talcott Parsons, "Social Classes and Social Conflict in the Light of
Recent Sociological Theory", Essays in oclological Theory. Pure and nolied.
(Clenooe, Ills The Free Press, 1954) p. 330.
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Pahrendorf aakes a useful summary of the distinction between class and

stratum, adopting a noticeably Marxian perspective: "By stratum I shall

understand c category of persons who occupy a similar position on a hier-

:archial scale of certain situational characteristics such as income, prestige,

style of life. ••• "Classes" are interest groupings emerging from certain

structural conditions which operate as such, and affect structure changes"#1
T#H# Marshall makes an illuminating contribution ?hen he says, "T"e think of

class as a group of people. But we can also thing of "class" as a force

or mechanism that operates to produce certain attitudes", and further, "The

institution of class teaches members of society to notice some differences and

Ignore others when arranging people in order of social merit ... a class

system notices, end even emphasised, certain forms of inequality and uses

these as a barrier to divide the classes, "1th respect to the points thus

selected for attention members of the same class are — or believe they are -*

identical".^
Several salutory emphases are here made by Pershall which underscore points

I am trying to establish for our discussion concerning the meaning of social

class as distinct from "stratum" and social status# First, class is not

merely a statistical aggregate, but a social force; second, class is not a mere

echo of one or more sets of status differentiations; third, there is an element

of perceived mutuality, whereby members of a class perceive major divisions end

adopt identifications with the situation and interests of their own class#

1# Half Bahrendorf, Class and Class Conflict in Industrial ocletv.
(London: Rout ledge & Kegan Paul, 1959) p. lx#

2# ?#H# Marshall, "The Nature of Class Conflict", Class Conflict and
Social Stratification. (Institute of Sociology, Le Play House, Ledbury, 1938),
p. 9».
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Of course, clesses, like societies themselves, go through processes of

ehsngej they ere not static an! inflexible, /nd, the various objectively

assessible factors of stratification, such ea inccsre, may play a leading role

in social clasa changes. But, the significant demarcation between class and

prestige hierarchies remains. For one thing, as Ossowski stresses1 it is
essential to include in a viable definition of social class the factor or

relationship between classes within a system of stratification. To define

class in terms of status hierarchies alone fails to explicate the important

element of class interaction which is vital to the meaning of clasa-conecious-

iness and "solidarity".

This kind of rudimentary definitive operation should probably be un-

jnecessary. But, m central as the subjeot of stratification is to the

discipline of Sociology there is a bewildering inconsistency in terms and
9

concepts. Partly this is due to selected emphasis in different societies.

For instance, American sociologists are more prone to deal with multiple

dimensions of stratification and to see the system of stratification in terms

of continuums rather than distinct divisions, British sociologists, on the

other hand, tend to stress the triad division of working class, middle class

and upper class as constituting viable and distinct social entities, Some

would restrict the meaning of class to a Marxian understanding: the dichotomy

between the owners of the means of production and those who must sell their

1, Htenlslaw Cssowski, "Old Notions and New Problems: Interpretations of
Social Structure in Modern Society", Transactions of the Third "orld Centresa
of Sociology, op, clt,, p,l8, * ~ ~~

2, Sweig notos that class structures are presented in different designs,
aocording to the preconceptions of different cultures, and ideas prevalent in
given eras or strata, these design pre-requisites are linked to the whole style
of life of the country, tweig lists these as prevailing designs in several
major western countries: U,S,S,R, - Monistic, Prance end Italy - dualiatic,
Great Britain - trinitartan, U,S, » Pluralistic, Ferdinand "weig, "the Theory of
Social Classes" Kyklos, 1958, p, 190,
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wage-labour to these owners. Others think it Is futile to suggest a dis-

stinotion between class status.

No simple solution is available* either by an eclectic technique or by

adopting a 'widely accepted" framework, The investigator must adopt the per¬

spective that seems most theoretically satisfying and empirically useful*

Py own perspective is to see class as connoting more than status* embodying

in addition the crucial elements of Glass-consciousness, life style, values and

social attitudes* This perspective comprises a eberian emphasis on the multi¬

setoral nature of stratification* It stresses, as well, -the insight of Forokin

that the several dimensions of classcoalesce to produce "multi-bonded" groups

which have genuine corporate existence*1
The danger of adopting such a definitive approach is considerable* There

is the tacit assumption that the non-objective factors of class will be demon¬

strable from the data of the study concerned,. One of the major contributions

of this class seotion of the thesis is the confirmation, broadly speaking, of

this definition. This confirmation is, in fact, a major purpose of the explo-

:ration of the next three chapters,

2, Question of pricing Class T'mbourgeoisement.

Before entering into the examination of class data, a further problem

demands our attention, A considerable controversy has raged over the alleged

"embourgeoisement" of the British working class. On the one hand, it is

asserted that the rising standard of living of workers, greater security provided

by the welfare state and reduction of conspicuous differences in consumption,

have virtually erased the line of demarcation between manual and non-manual

status. On the other hand, it is claimed with equal vehemence that these pro-

jgreasive transformations have occurred only within the boundaries of conti-

muing class divisions; that cultural and asaociational factors prevent manual

workers from truly "becoming middle class", despite greater equality of income.

1\ l%?3lkin* Society, Culture and Personality (New York* Harper &Bros*, 1947) p* 236
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Terdin&nd Tweig has bean interpreted generally as talking the farmer stand

cm the basis of his desceiptlons of /?orkers' lives in the outh of England#

Marking class life finds itself on the move towards new middle-class
values and middle-class existence ##• the change can only be described
as a deep transformation of values *•* this is, perhaps, the moat
significant development #.# for hi© to loosen the sense of identity
with his own class, to which he is bound no longer by the links of common
hardship, handicaps and injustice, and the constant olasa to arms in
class warfare.*

Butler and Rose, in an analysis of voting in Hie 1959 election, taking the

same line, conclude that, "traditional working class attitudes had been eroded

by the steady growth of prosperity". Therefore, many manual workers ere at
2

least, "on the threshold of the middle class". it is even in vogue nowadays

for middle-class persons to oomment ruefully, "these bricklayers (or joiners

etc.) are better off than we are". The really intriguing question is, however,

does this mean that such middle-class persons accept as social equals these

they describe as financial equals? And at this point the horns are looked in

verbal battle#

One sort of refutation ventured in opposition to the "embourgeoisement"

theme is put forward by Riohard F# Hamilton. He claims that gross figures

used to compare manual and non-manual incomes are deceptive because: female

heads of households are included in the "white collar" division; career

patterns are not demonstrated and many white collar men move into hl$ier brackets

during -their working lives; and non-manual "foremen" are included with "workers".

He, therefore, questions the statistics showing a "blurring" of social class

lines because of higher median manual income than sales and clerical incomes*

''The modal or typical characteristics of the groups are not as they have been

represented in recent literature"#"'

1# Ferdinand Tweig, The "orker in an Affluent Society: Family Life and
Industry, (Keinomonn: London j' 1951} ' p#p# "sat,69#

2# N#E# Butler and Riohard Rose, The British General Eleotion of 1959#
(London; Hacmillian St Co# 1960) p#p# 2, 1*>#

3# Riohard F, Hamilton, "Income difference between Skilled and .Thite Collar
aricsrs"» British Journal of Sociology. 19^3, Deo#, p»p# 363-373.
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Perhaps the most articulate exponent of the view that class lines remain

in tact is David Lockwood# He gives full due to the reduction in financial

disparities between the classes s "The war and post-war situation brought about

a substantial narrowing of the income differential between manual end non-manual

work. Thus the process of equalisation of rewards for blaokcoated andtanuo.1

work has been achieved by the economic improvement of the working class, rather

than by the sinking of the non-manual worker into the ranks of the proletariat"#1
But to these undeniable economic facts - of vast improvement in the relative

economic position of workers if not complete parity with middle class incomes -

Lockwood gives a very different interpretation, and adds some other telling

considerations. In a study of "blackooatod" (or clerical) workers, who are

conventionally accorded a "lower middle class" level, despite very equivalent

remuneration compared with skilled (and very semi-skilled) workers, Lockwood

demonstrated a continuing separation from manual workers in terms of class

identification, work environment, opportunities for advancement, end life style#

Clerks, on the whole, oling tenaciously to "middle class" membership, and rejeot

identification with manual workers, even if these workers are their financial

equals# Among the factors Lookwood emphasises as maintaining the social distance

of clerks from workers are, " a much greater degree of job security" thanranual

workers, "superior chances of rising to managerial and supervisory positions",

"ncm-pecunlsry advantages of office work - its cleanliness, comfort, tempo, hours,

holidays"#^
Nor, to continue Loekrcood's argument further, does the continued feeling of

distance between manual and non-manual groups derive solely from the "pretentious-

mess" of the office worker. Manual workers, too, feel the separation and

1# David Lockwoo&, The plackooated orkert / Study in Class Consciousness#
(London: George Allen & tmirSa, 1958) p«p» W»o9«

2# ibid, p#1#
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rejeot those in the office, 'being dressed up to go to work*, 'having it cushy',

'being bosses' men', etc, Whatever rationalisation may bo involved in this

denigration of the clerk's job, it is possible for Lockwood to summarise, " hen

the working man says of the office worker that 'he is no better thm us', he,

by no means, implies that 'he is erne of us*,". The "work situation" (as distinct

from the "market situation" — the rubric for income patterns in Lockwood* s

tarminoloQr) weighs heavily in favour of working class identification, "Both

in the factory, and the labour market, the outstanding features of the work

situation of modern wage-labour are, on the one hand, the physical separation

and social estrangement of management and workers, and, on the other, the phy-
2

tslcal concentration and social identification of the workers themselves", no

vital is this cleavage that "the whole atmosphere of the productive unit is

conducive to impersonal antagonism", and "effectively inculcated in the worker"

a sense of class division",^
To Loekwood these forces - "consciousness of a division of interest between

employer and employee" and the corollary "consciousness of a community of inte-

:rests among employees"^ - are the very essence of working class consciousness,

and are not greatly attenuated by shrinking of income differential per se. In

a later essay, written in collaboration with John II, Goldthorpe, Loekwood says

that standard of living must be put along side two other aspects of olass in

assessing the potential assimilation of manual workers into the middle-class:

namely, "normative" and "relational" aspects (i,e, the values and norms of be-

:haviour; and the network of personal relationships between members of the two

classes). On the "relational" side they stress the "marked degree of status

1, ibid, p.131.

2, ibid, p,205»

3, ibid, p.206.

4, ibid, p.208.
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segregation in housing, in informal neighbourhood relations, in friendship groups,

in the membership of loosi olubs, societies and so on •** the division between

manual and ncn-menual workers and their families has proved to be one of the most

salient",1
If not a great enlargement of the middle-class by inclusion of workers who

have achieved virtual or actual economic parity with many segments of the middle-

class, then what do these economic phenomena herald for the social structure?

Lockraood and Goldthorpe suggest that they should be viewed "rather as a far-

reaching adaptation and development of the traditional working class way of life
2

under greatly altered economic and physical conditions", Additional relevant

passages could b© introduced, but the foregoing are sufficient to show the lines

of bettl©, to appreciate the two sides of the polemic.

Three of the Papers submitted to the Third ?orld Congress of Sociology ore

pertinent to the question of a continuing or declining fissure of British society,

Brennan of Glasgow approaches this focal topic of the position of the working

olass in contemporary British society from a slightly different tack. He inter¬

prets long range changes of working olass identity and mass action in terms of

an internal metamorphisis of a distinct said self-conscious protest group ittc a

less separate and less distinct segment of today*s social system,

^Looted at widely it is only a sli$it exaggeration to say that the
working olass has risen from the position of being regarded as one of
the raw materials of industry to that of a olass, at least, capable
of being a ruling class",

An important part of working olass culture is what is usually called
'the working class movement*, a movement combining many features
which have shifted in importance,

1, John K, Goldthorpe and David Lookwood, A ffluence and the British Class
Structure", odologioal Review. (1958) p,138,

2, ibid, p.141.
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aad relative position, as the composition and values of the woiklng
elans itself have changed. ... Although sons parts of the ©overrent,
like the trade unions, for example, are now more powerful than ever,
the loss of autonomy of the individual and the small groups in the
working class has led to the surrender of those working class values
associated with an independent social movement. ... One might say
that important features of the movement have disappeared, and in so
fares these features were features of the working class itself, it
too, has lost sore of its distinctive character.*
"Vo noric-n sociologists, evaluating the structural changes in U.S.

society in recent years, provide usefully comparative, if not entirely

parallel, interpretations of class divisions in industrialised western nations,

firstly, Jessie Bernard promulgates the notion of "an economy of abundance"

substituting for the traditional "economy of soardty" which she believes makes

an enormous difference in modern economic and social systems.^ Tie promotes

the perspective of those who see class lines blurring, and the working class

riding sybaritic waves onto the beach of middle class life.

the history of industrialised societies does seem to
in the direction of a 'classless* society, but not by wry of the
route predicted by J'arx. Social scientists no longer find the
concepts 'bourgeoisie' and 'proletariat* useful in analysing indus-
:trial societies. But if we think, instead of a 'middle class',
the evidence in all the advanced nations points squarely to its
expansion at the expense of both the upper and the lower classes. ...

In income, in education, in occupation, and in consumption patterns,
then, the differences among people in industrialsod societies are
becoming attenuated. ...

'n economy of abundance, in brief, is quite different from an economy
of scarcity; it cannot operate if there are too many have-nots. It
creates haves and have-nores, rather than haves and have-nots. ...

"bundonce, in brief, with its powerful drive toward equality alters
not only the principle of class organization, but also the issues
which divide classes. ...

'Ihe 'proletariat* has not absorbed the middle class, but rather the
otharway rouinl'.'1'''.''.'. " " '" '

1. Brennan, "The oiking Class in the British ;ocial Structure",
transactions, ibid., p.p.106-112.

2. Jessie Bernard, "Class Organization in an 'ra of 'bundonce: A
New Principle of Class Organization", Transactions, ibid., p.p.26-31.
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One workers if two dangerous generdieatioris are not present in the

above statements* First, we med again the tendancy to assume rather fscilely,

that as soon as two classes h ve about the same number of coins in their packets

they become indistinguishable in every way, said, there "ore, become united into

a single, prosperous class, "eoond, as is mora dear elsewhere in the essay,

there is an apparent tendanoy to generalise from the American social scene to

all "Industrialised societies", (which is not to admit that the analysis is

©orrect even for the V, »). Kurt Mayer, indeed, stresses differences between

the consciousness of class on the opposite sides cf the Atlantic, "111® sharp

disparity between the objective reality of twentieth century Americm class

structure and the national mentality £sn "everyone is middle class" ideology]
is one of the most important contrasts between American and European systems

of stratification, and poses many fascinating problems"J
Mayer goes on to outline the ways in which the facts of social life in

the U,S, are again coming into line with the predominant ideology of a "middle

class country". He explains several trends within working class life - each

with its counterpart to a greater or lesser extent in British life - which he

sees as bringing together fact and myth. One is the lessening of insecurity

of wage-labour, long a scourge of the worker's life (not to speak of any meagre

savings he my have accumulated), which the established power of trade unions

has broufht about, Another trend lies In the industrial Changes which take the

sting out of the invidious notion "that manual work is degrading because it is

♦dirty'", 'ihree, there is the spread of "middle class patterns of consumption",

''our, and for Kayer very central, there is increased opportunity for educational

1, Kurt Mayer, "Recent Changes in the Class Structure of the United States",
Transactions, ibid,, p,p,66-80,



achievement by working class children. Obviously, these trends are social

forces of greet magnitude. But what they now mean for the class structure,

and will mean in the future, is problematic and disputable#

"uite clearly, as I h<ve gone to son® lengths to deraostrate, different

interpretations con be placed on the "improvements" in the economic situation

of the working class# The controversy has been elaborated in the foregoing

discussion because it is very relevant to our concerns in chapters II to IV.

Do the responses of the men in this study point to a "fusion" of classes,

socially and culturally ea well as financially, or do they point to the ccsi-

: tinuance of clear lines of separation?'' py conceptual treatment of social

class, elaborated earlier, would certainly seem to commit mo to Lockwood's

point of view, that cultural and integrative elements of class are forces not

easily attenuated by rapid financial changes alone# On this theoretical basis

then, I would postulate that the "subjective" components of class to be examined

1# It should be mode clear that this survey was not initially designed for
the purpose of testing the "embourgeoisement" thesis# For instance, Goldthorpe,
Lockwood, Bechhofer and Piatt carried out an intensive study of Luton workers
whose hi$i average incomes and geographical mobility were assumed to predispose
them especially to esabourgeoiaeraent# (,rhe findings of this research were re-
sported in a preliminary way in a paper, "The Affluent orker" presented to
the British saociation for the Advancement of Science in Cambridge, on the 3rd
'eptoober, 19^5) • ?hey ocnolude that, even among these very affluent workers,
there is little substantiation for the notions that manual workers are either
merging with the middle doss or arc endeavouring to do so# bothers in the
Prestonfield study, on the other hand, were not chosen as ideal "candidates" for
embourgeoiseraent and were not carefully examined in terms of various indicators
of financial well-being# However, I would judge from the fact that the majority
of them are "skilled ?»rkers" and from observations of their homes and - in many
cases - their oers, that thsy or© at least "average" workers income-wise and are
probably quite typical of Scottish urban workers as a whole# In other words,
to the extent that the "workers becoming middle class" hypothesis is tested by
this study, it is tested with regard to an "average" rather than an especially
affluent group of workers#
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will reflect significant, prevailing social class differences, fore

specifically, it is expected that there will be found notable class variations

in "social perspectives", in class-consciousness" and in the factors

associated with the term "life style". This hypothesis, taking the accumu-

ilative impact of the various measurer, rill be confirmed by the following data.

Indeed, the hypothesis is vindicated least by the assorted indicators of

"social perspectives" which will occupy our attention in the remainder of this

ohapter, "he strands of data included under this rather imprecise rubric are,

in a sense, preliminary to the major pursuits of class-consciousness and "life¬

style" information in chapters thrGe and four. Opinions of a more general,

society-wide nature - perhaps lens class oriented - will be explored in this

introductory exploration of social class data.

' B* F^flryCTIVga

ithin this section one-half of the twenty-four "projective" questions

employed in the interview are examined. These were "sentence-completion"

phrases, simulating Hie technique made popular by psychoanalysis, designed to

elicit unguarded opinions, "hough these completely "open" queries present

obvious difficulty in coding and. analysis it was hoped that they would produce

unembelliahed attitudes from below the surface of conventional expressions and

cliches. In a large measure, I believe this objective was achieved, though a

few of the phrases, as it turned out, merely called forth hackneyed oommcnplcces.

'he remaining twelve "projective" questions will b© scattered through the thesis

as they are pertinent to a variety of themes, but will always be identified by

the term "projective". Even within the present sections a number of topics
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loosely joined by the above heading will be parceled out for analysis.

1. " cononic" perspectives.

The first of these "projective" phrases to be examined elicited from the

working class respondents some respondas ..hioh - as suggested at the beginning

of the chapter - appeared at first surprising.1 in this nose, the "lead in"

phrase was, "Generally, the people who are to blame far industrial strikes ;=re

The surprise arises out of the uniform condemnation of workers and unions which

is even more pronounced and. sweeping raong the working-class men than maag the

middle class men. 'The range of responses hrve been collapsed into five oate-

sgories: workers said trade unions; hot heads and agitator's; employers and

"strikes justified"; both sides ana "poor communications"; and Communists,

ih© results appear in Table n - 1.

1. Hy personal reaction to some of the profiles of response on these items -
especially working class responses - is reflected to some extent in the inter¬
pretations. As on observer who was able to subjectively assimilate the "tone"
and "mood" of remarks as well as to record the words used in conveying opinions,
I found myself developing & "hunch" that the working class respondents were un-
: covering personal attitudes wiiich are both cogent and at variance with the
"accepted' workers' point of view. The concrete data can be interpreted as
supporting this impression at a number of points and I will, therefore, consider
the® in this manner. But I went to record the fact that other Interpretations -
end qualifications - than those which I advance could be attached to the data.
Indeed, the line of interpretation which I take on the "economic perspectives*
questions is not really the most convenient one for it is somewhat "at odds" with
findings presented in the next two chapters; this line is taken simply because
I think it is probably valid.
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TABLriiri - 1

P n- ffi TO BLAME 30R STRIKES

Trade
union Hot heade "Tfeployers Both sides

N workers agitators Justified communications Communists Total

'Tanking (39) 46 15 15 10 13 100?.

Border (18) 22 39 6 11 22 100?

Middle (??) 36 30 9 12 12 100?

Total (90) 38 25 11 11 14 100?

(KOTR: in many of the tables the total will not b© 92, the full
number of respondents, because of a few men not answering on partieulnr
questions. These do not constitute refusals since there were none,
but simply an inability to answer "on the spur of the moment" a given
query. In addition, occasionally there will be more total answers
within a class bracket than the number of respondents. This is due to
a few instances of including more than a single response for one respon¬
dent, It has not been felt necessary to ferret out these anomolles
because their effect on the overall results is quite minimal. Percen¬
tages are given on the basis of number of responses to a question for
each class division).

The prevailing opinion is expressed succinctly, and in virtually the same

words, by a police sergeant and a Joiner, The former said, "the worker is his

own worst enemy"; the latter put it, "your worst enemy is your own mates",

Within each class grouping trade unions or workers are held responsible fcr

strikes at least three times as often as are employers. Furthermore, it may be

inferred that "hot heads", "agitators" and "communists" are also workers - this

was my impression - and combining these categories with the "trade unions, workers"

category makes it clear that the total blame-assessment falls overwhelmingly to
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the slae uf the workers.1 It may be argued that workers are naturally blitzed in

the sense th ;t they are the ones who actually go out cm strike. However, the

incomplete statement was carefully worded to elicit a naming of those "to blame"

rather than those who "cause" or "start" the strikes.

It is interesting th t the workers themselves are less specific in their

self-condemnation, preferring to speak in general terms of "workers" or "trade

union" rather than specifying the irresponsiblea among the workers, aa is done

most frequently among the borderline and middle groups. This would seem to

a:firm the idea that workers re attributing responsibility to & collectivity of

which they are a part rather than to certain types of workers detached from them-

: selves •

Within the same basic realm of attitudes, consider the answers to the

"projective" statement: "People ?ho get ahead financially usually do so because ..."

Here, again, we encounter, in the first place, a striking uniformity asuong the

different levels, and secondly, evidence of a very "unsocialistio" viewpoint among

the working class men. The variety of responses are collapsed into four categories

shown in Table III - 2.

1, Two qualifications should be m de to the interpretation of these findings;
unfortunately the question does not distinguish between "official" and "wildcat"
strikes <nd I h ve no way of knowing whether respondenta were assuming one or the
Other forias of protest in their responses or were t Jcing "strikes" as a uniform
phenomenon} also, it is possible that workers who "blame" trade unions or workers,
have in mind not themselves but other "workers" such as shop stewards. % own
impression is that there was a definite implication of "self-eondemmtion".
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T/BUS 1X1 - 2

wx gsoapys GKT AHEAD PIN NCIALLY
Connection clever
start rich work hard Ambitious Unscrupulous

N lucky ability frugal ruthless Total

Working (38) 16 55 8 21 100?'

Border (18) 11 56 22 11 100,

Middle LbO) 15 42 15 27 10OA

Total (96) 15 50 14 22 100?

An engineer in & brewery said, illustrating the first category ("luok-connec-

stions"), "Much of it is pure luck; mmy my be semi-literate*'. Another replied,

"This free laason business has a lot to do vdth it". A working man showed his

admiration for those who "get ahead" (second category in table), "Bags of guts,

that's what it takes". The "ambition" division includes such consents as, "They

have a fixed and narrow aim in life". Those who deprecated the ethic-1 practices

of the successful did so in terms like these of a retired clerk of works who said,

"These people tread cm everybody getting there; nothing stands in their way".

Though this is the second largest grouping of answers, it is a distant second to

the men who speak well of those who "get ahead financially".

Note that, in line with responses to the previous "projection", workers'

assessment of the financially successful is slightly more ooaplimentajy than that

of the middle class group. The Borderline men are least condemnatory in their

evaluation. Indeed, there is more questioning of the ethical significance of

financial achievement by the middle class group than by the others. Of course,

it is possible that these results are influenced to some extent by differential

class understanding of the term "getting ahead financially".

None-the-less, we would not expect to find this apparent s&nctifloaiion of



the system by workers because a possible implication of such a view is that those

who fail to reach the financial heists are themselves to blame. It is psyoho-

i logically more plausible that those of relatively low status should oondean the

system as unfair and "weighted" and thus rationalize their own position. It is

one of the tenets of socialist doctrine - and we shall later see that there ia a

typical working class loyalty to the labour Party - that opportunity needs to be

leveled and hereditary advantages minimised, and that these distortions obtain in

capitalistic systems. So, it would seem that either the workers believe the

levelling of opportunity has been accomplished and they, therefore, accept their

own positions economically as "failure" in fair competition, or else see themselves

as having "opted out" of the struggle for monetary accruement in favour of a less

competitive existence.''
Another possible explanation is that "social perspectives" my exist at

different levels, i.e., in varying contexts within the cognitive framework of a

single individual, so that, while maintaining a nebulcur respect for the system

"in the large" and for those in high places within the system, the person may view

his own position in tern of gross inequity of opportunity. The possibility of

inconsistency in the "general" (or societal) level of social perspectives and the

"personal" (or loc 1) level will appear again in this monograph as one of the

theoretical threads that emerge.^

1. One of Morton's modes of individual adoption" may have application, that
of "ritualism". "It involves the abandoning or sealing down of the lofty cultural
goals of great pecuniary success and rapid social mobility to the point where one's
aspirations can be satisfied. But though one rejects the cultural obligation to
attempt to "get ahead in the world", though one draws in one's harisons, one
continues to abide almost compulsively by institutional norms"• In other words,
the system is accepted without corroding self respect. Robert K. Msrtoa, Social
Theory aid Soeirl Structure. (Glenooe, Illinois, The Free Press, 1957), p.p.149-150.

2. Relevant though not directly comparable is a Gallup survey in England in
which "as wary as 3 in 5 of the sample (59? ) said that to be successful you have to
be dishonest on some ocoassions". Social Surveys (Gallup Poll) Ltd., Television
and Religion, (University of London Precis, 1964) p. 76.



A Detroit survey by L.nuecker found that seventy per cent of the respondents

said that people who had got ahead did so because of personal ability. Ke con-

:eluded, "The belief in the prevalence of individual opportunities is diffused

among Americans ♦.."1 But even in America this contradiction between acceptance

of the system (and admiration of the successful) and disaffection with ones em

opportunities is apparent. Berger in a survey of suburban dwelling workers,

comments, "Horatio lger' and 'rags to riches' are phrases which can no longer

be uttered with a A".r*dght face; their usage is now almost exclusively ironic or

derisive",2 This question will be left for the tine being without venturing a

conclusive interpretation. It may fall into e pattern of cumulative evidence

that will fora an intelligible mosaic. Let us turn our attention to another

projective statement which is roughly the converse of the previous: "The people

who do not get good enough pay ..." The "sympathetic* category on the Table

includes answers like, "they should get more", "it's unfortunate", "they need to

get a minimum level", etc. The "workers" category contains some more specific

descriptions like "workers in public industries", "lower workers", "moat workers",

and similar# The "own responsibility" responses are mainly along the line of

"they don't earn it", and "they have themselves to blame", Table III - 3 shows

the distribution of replies.^

1# aerner Landeoker, "Class Cryatalization and ociaL Consciousness", American
Sociological Review. April 1963

2# Bennet M. Berger, Working, Class uburbt A study of mto Workers in uburbia
(Berkleys University of California Press, 1960) p."

3# The variety of replies evidence the fact that the question was dealt with
at different levels-conceptualisation: some specify the per&ons who are underpaid;
others express an attitude toward such individuals. However, it any be significant
that workers more often than the other groups manifest the former level of ooncep-
: tualiaation, denoting those who receive too little pay.
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TABLE III - 5

fffcOi.-Lh, WHO DON'T 3gg feutfai PAY

N Sympathetic
Working

men

Own

responsibility Other Total

Working (36) 17 42 22 20 100f

Border (17) 29 23 23 23 10Q.

Middle O2) 34 22 34 9 10#

Tot?l (85) 26 31 27 17 100£

Here a usasewfeat more paretictable class patters coses to the tore, though

there Is still a considerable degree of similarity In attitude across class lines.

A more paternalistic approach is evident with the middle class men; mother

policeman explained,

If they got better wages, they wouldn't spend it on the right things
anyway, so they're Just as well off,

A rather successful ;aeohanioal engineer with an electronics firm said, bluntly,

These are people who are not prepared to do something for themselves;
they've Just sat back and waited.

But as the table indicates, maty of the middle class respondents were "sympathetic" •

This could be an instance of what Lenski says in a summary of some of his survey

date in Detroit,, "The higher the statu© of an individual, the greater the

probability that he will take a humanitarian stand on impersonal politic ! issues,

but the less the probability that he will take a humanitarian stand eo far as

personal relationships are concerned.^ At least, it is striking that among the

Middle class aen equd. numbers make sympathetic statements and accustory statements.

1, Lenski, op.cit p.317,
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A substantial minority of the working class men also t&ice an accusatory-

line toward the "underpaid". This would seem to be the logical counterpart of

answers to the previously considered question -shich attributed desirable traits

to the financial, successful. And, of course, among the majority vho said simply

that workers received too little pay, it is plausible that maiy would h.ve laid
1

this fact to the workers* own actions or 1 ct of actions.

One wonders if the statement of Chinoy, applying to the American working

class, and related to his own study of automobile workers, might not have some

applicability, "The tradition of opportunity imposes heavy burdens upon workers

who must repeatedly reconcile desii-e, stimulated from diverse sources, with the

realities of working-class life. Lince e. ch individual is assigned full res¬

ponsibility for his economic fate, failure c^n be due only to limited ability or

defects in character — lack of ambition or determination or initiative, for

example — and not the absence of opportunity. SolE.-regard and self-esteem are

challenged by this assumption, that failure to rise from the level of wage labour
<1

is 'one's own fault'

It is precisely because of the debilitating effect of accepting such a view

of success and failure in financial terms, that we would have expected the workers

to "attack" the system .nd the successful in these projective answers, nd thus

lay the blame elsewhere. But, they h ve not, in the main, done so.2 The kind

of "devaluation" and debunking offinancial success found frequently among lower

status persona is articulated by Burns. "In their own sector of society and

increasingly as they get older and hardened to their class position, success must

1. &ly Chinoy, .Automobile Workers arid the American Cream, (New York: Doubled, y
<* Co., 1955) p.123.

2. Chinoy's workers, it ahculd be said, also "do not explain their failure to
rise in terns of forces beyond their control", ibid, p.124.
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be devalued as improper, is bought by sycophancy, by cheating or at best by

chnce".^ It is possible that these projective statements h ve caught the workers

so "off guard" that they h^ve gone below the surface of their systems of rationalise-

: tions, and that below the surface they actually see the success system with a

middle class perspective? Do these responses provide some verification for the

notion of cCrae that where there fire different ideologies in a society, the

doodnant conception will be that of the dominant class — in western societies the

Bourgeoisie?2
A further link in this chain of "social perspectives" ie provided by the

answers to the question, "Which would you say is mere important in getting ahead,

ability or having the right connections?" Many did not opt singularly for one or

the other, but still emphasised one of the two choices; these are included with

those who did make outright choices. The "even" category is reserved for those

^8 quite pointedly o..Jxl that the two were of equal importance. Table III - 4

gives the results.

TABLE III -4.

ABILITY 0u <xs:mo£lens S®HE imi*0KTAI® TJ "(SETTING AHEAD"

N Ability Conrections Even Total

Working (40) 42 COHA 20 10CL

Border (16) 70 19 13 10Q

Middle (34) 56 26 18 100.

Total (60) 60 34 20 100;

1. Tom Burns, "The Gold Glass Aar", The Hew Statesman nd. Nation, April 7
1965, P.P.330-331. ~~' ™

2. Donald G. McCrae, "Class Relationships and Ideology", ■ ociological leview.
Dec., 1958, p.p.261-272.
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Ability is, obviously, the majority choice of eoh group, most over-

:whelmingly so among the borderline status men. But, the workers see "connections"
as predominating nearly as often. This is more in line vAth the notion that

workers see success in terras other titan personal ability, but does not correspond,

very well with the previous "projections" on those who get ahead financially. But,

this was a direct question which might have made a difference. The "connection,"

answers may be a conditioned response — a rather hackneyed and familiar line.

Some repeated the well-known,

It is not what you know, but who you knew,

and versions of

If you have the right connections you can get .anywhere.

A plumber said,

You must have luck. You need a wee push. borne with ability don't get
ahead; some without do because of connections*

Some added optimism to their view, like the labourer who said,

It still takes connections, but I like to think that in the future this
will change.

Others personalised the question. A linotype apprentice answered,

Connections — too much depends on what school you went to* I just
went to a junior secondary school* I couldn't compete with someone
who went to a fee-paying school.

A young man working with his father in a successful business said,

In technical subjects, ability counts. Old school ties play a big
part in other businesses.

An insurance salesman noted thet,

The average working man's eon must be brilliant and outstanding to get
a chance with an employer.

Still within the general realm of perspectives on the nation's econ^ic

affair, another projective statement given was,"The high cost of living is

caused by *.* " This statement quite clearly makes the assumption tteit the cost
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of living is "high", and this assumption was challenged by only one respondent,

a physicist for the government, «ho maintained that in "real terms" the cost of

living was at quite an acceptable level. But, since this is an assumption vtiiich

I correctly believed would echo popular opinion (and popular complaint) I hoped it

would elicit further insight into the respondents' opinions of responsibility for

economic difficulties. Several kinds of replies are categorised in Table IH - %

TABLE III - 5

H3?GH COST OF LIVING CAUSED BY ...

N
Inflation
spiral

Wages
workers

Greed Govt,
(general) tax

Tinanceers
management Others Total

Working (W» 15 27 8 25 18 8 10a

Border (18) 17 17 17 28 11 11 iocr

Middle (tt) 21 27 12 19 29 21 100,

Total (92) 16 23 10 19 12 12 iooc:

Again, as in the case of blame-assessment for industrial strikes, the overall

result shows a higher assessment of blame to the workers in their demands for

higher wages. This is equally the case for middle class and working class men.

however, the answers are to an extent along class lines. workers blaa» management

nd "financeers" more often than the other groups, ' though not "in mats" by any

means. They also point a finger at the "government" quite frequently, as do the

borderline men. During the time of the survey the Labour Government was in its

early months of power, but the Conservatives had recently concluded a thirteen

year tenure. So, if there is a class "angl#" in accusing the government (and

not just a sort of unspecified feeling that the government is the culprit whenever

something is seen as "out of whack") then it is more likely that the Conservative
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regime is in mind, rather than the recently elected Labour administration. Per-

:haps, the most significant feature is the continuing reluctance of workers to

follow a stringently "class-conscious" line and to hold the higher status realms

responsible for economic problems.

Two final projections included under the "economic attitudes" rubric are not

directly economic in nature but carry definite economic Implications. One of

these was introduced by the words, "one of the things I think is unfair in

Britain ..." A full one-third of the responses named taxation or one of the

welfare schemes as unfair. The second most frequent type of criticism applied

to class divisions, "discrimination" or unfairness in education, and these seemed

logically added together in a single category. There was a particularly large

array of answers which made categorisation difficult. Table III - 6 shows the

results.

TABLE III - 6

ONE THING UNP'JR IK BrffTAIK ...

n

taxation
welfare

class
educ.

Pensions

treatment of old
Mapy

unspecified Other Total

Working (34) 24 15 21 21 21 100/

Border (14) 36 36 - 14 14 100$

Middle (27) 44 26 7 11 11 IOQ:

Total (75) 33 23 12 16 16 1QQ

It is not surprising to find a higher proportion of criticism at taxation and

welfare programmes by middle class men for they bear a greater tax load and

receive relatively less of the welfare benefits. Besides, middle-class persons

are more likely to feel that welfare programmes lead to laziness and unproductiveness.
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These sorts of feelings are fostered by announcements like th t of Lord Rubens,

Chairman of the National Coal Board, that "the incidence of absenteeism in his

industry had risen about two per cent each time the National Insurance benefits

had been raised.""* However, it is surprising to find the higher middle class

proportion of answers naming class discrimination and inequality of education as

unfair. The numbers involved do not allow for major elaboration of this findinr ,

but are enough to suggest & considerable awareness of the operation and effects of

class distinctions. Nhat is really more striking is the relative absence of such

criticisms on the part of workers, though this does follow the pattern of general

acceptance of the social structure which has been apparent in the previous questions.

?'or the borderline group this is a more prominent area of "unfairness", perhaps

testifying to a greater sensitivity to discrimination due to their position .t th-

intersection of middle and working classes.

Several of the answers illustrate the sort of criticisms being leveled. A

taxi driver felt the pinch in a very specific wsy. He answered, "taxes on

whisky, cigarettes and beer". It could be that much of the unhappiness with taxes

and welfare programmes is based on the purely personal appraisal that too uucfc

money is taken from the wage packet or salary, rather than a reasoned rejection of

the expenditures of the government. Several men took a more ideological line such

as the aaint&inance man who said, "the values — pop singers getting so much more

than doctors — and things like that". One of the "class" denunciations is voiced

by a young business? executive, "a law for the rich and a law for the poor*.

Look at another "projective" approach to social perspectives; "The men who

have an easy time of it ..." This phrasing allowed unfortunately, for two

distinct kinds of answers, those saying who h.ve an "easy time", and those saying

something about such men. Most respondents gave the latter twist in completing

the sentence. Of those who said "who" these men were, virtually all suggested the

1. Edinbui^i Evening Hews and Dispatch, Janu xy 14 1966, p.10.
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"wealthy", "high-born", "those born with a silver spoon in their mouths", and the

like. This tack was taken most notably by the borderline ran, which is in line

with their relatively high emphasis of "class" unfeirneas in the previously ccsi-

:sidered question.

Approximately equal proportions of middle class and working class respondents

sew "luck" as the primary factor. But, in the other two main categcries of

answers we meet a atark contrast. The middle class men emphasise that such men

are "bored and "not so happy", or "have problems of their own"; in other words

in terns of the effect of such a life on the person himself. The workers on the

other hend, strongly emphasise the worthleseneas of such men in ouch terms as

"they should work", "they're lasy", "it's not deserved", "they're dishonest", etc.

Table III - 7 gives the full results.

TABLK III - 7

TH: VH V-HO H.-VK /T? LASY TTM; ...

N
Wealthy
upper

Lucky-
envied

Bored

untepry
Idle
no good Other Total

orking (56) 17 22 6 36 19 100,:

Border (13) 39 15 23 23 - 100/'

I . iddie 23 23 35 4 15 100/-

Total (75) 23 21 19 23 15 100f

One suspects that the contrast in these two categories hints at e definite

difference in value systems. The middle class men sec® to value useful work

(assuming this to be the converse of having an "easy time") in regard to its

"fulfillment" of the individual than as a sooial responsibility which it is immoral

to shirk. 'This finding may bear some relationship to the finding of Kohn that

"working class parents value qualities that assure respect ability", while, in contrast
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1
middle class parents value the development of internal standards of conduct.

is a much discussed and disputed problem. But, irs the framework of such en inter¬

pretation, the point is that middle class men see such an "easy time" a® a violation

of standards of conduct which are internalised, and thus, disillusioning in a

personal way. Workers, instead, see such living as "not respect;!It" end socially

evil because it does not include the basic pro-requisite of a "job" to do.

P. "txture" Perspectives.

Twq questions, direct rather than "projective", ask the respondent to assess

the future Into which children of today are growing. The first was phrased, "To

you feel that there is much opportunity for children of working men to get ahead or

not?" The answers were overwhelmingly optimistic. Speei&l stress was laid by many

upon educational opportunity, especially by the borderline r©n with whom this came

out in a majority of oases. It may indicate again a keen perception of status by

these umi9 in xhxa .u^tonee an appreciation of education aa the key factor in vortical

mobility. 'nother interesting result is a rather largeminority of working men who

stressed that job opportunity depends entirely upon the child himself.

This question provoked some of the most lucid and penetrating responses of the

interviews. Tome of the connotations evident in mny of the replies are impossible

to capture in numerical comparisons alone. for instance, some of the workers who

were affirmative in their assessment of opportunities for workinfren's ohil&ren in a

general way, still envisioned limitations compared with other sections of the earn-

imunity. These answers tell the story.

Yea, there is thorough education? but it's much harder for children of
working men. Thy have smaller homes and the kids don't have separate
rooms for studying; there's always too much activity going on.

Yes, if they get the education; but they still don't get ths education
in the ordinary secondary school.

1. I'elvin Kohn, "Social Class and arental Values", American Jourr^flL of
Sociology, Jan. 1959, p.p.337-5511 "Social Class and the"""' x&rcise "o'F Tvren^nl
Authority", merioan Hoc. Veview. June 1959* p.p.352-366*
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They need to aboir ability quick, before eleven, and if not, there's
not much opportunity#

Yes, if o man wants to sacrifice to put his kid through# Of course,
sometimes, no matter whot you do, you can't pet them to stny after
fifteen#

Chances are better, definitely, but not as good as if you have money.

P number of respondents above working class status showed remarkable acuity in

pin-pointing come of the limitations inherent in working class life which affects

the wor***---nan's children in their likelihood of advancement. The terminology

used is not sociological, but it is humbling to note that not all social insight

is reserved, for the sociologist# Here are some of the replies#

No, I really don't# You need a higher education# 'lie average
working man can't afford to keep his child in school for that
long# Tf a boy leaves school at fifteen, labouring or something,
then that's the end of his opportunity#

No, not in diriburgh# This is a very class-conscious city# If
you go to a good school, you're in#

No, in working class areas the classes in schools are too big, end
there is a shortage of teachers, so they don't get a good enough
education#

It really depends on the ability and training of the parents. In
most oases they want their kids to leave school early and go to work#
It's a dead-eni#

Ho, because they're from people vrtio have set mechanical jobs, and
don't provide any incentive.

A policeman had taken special interest in a bey from a bad home; he illus—

strated his answers with the story of this boy#

No, becaur-1 of the limitation of heme envirormcnt; there is no encoirage-
:r-ont at all# I had the chance to help this boy ?.foo had flunked his
school exams and had got into ell sorts of trouble# I got to know him,
took him with me places, and was able to give him some new goals# "
he's in one of the best schools in fcotland and is at the very top in
studies. But his parents don't oare a bit# I try to keep in touch with
him, aid ask him how it's going and keep pushing him along# I keep
thinking, too, if no one had taken an interest he would have amounted to
nothing even though he's a vory brlfjht boy. How he's well on his way,

"hese are a vocal minority# everal other non-BJanual respondents demonstrate

the prevailing trend in affirming opportunity#
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In Edinburgh there's not so much, hut there is in industrial
areas; especially in trades there's a much better opportunity,
today, than we got.

I think there is, actually. I think the barrier between -working
man and, so-called, upper class is breaking down — certainly in
the science fleldf

Yes, more. There's not the class distinction there used to be,
"Yiday a olever person can get to a good school.

A few answered in a personal say, like these two middle class respondents.

Yes, I'm one, My father drove a lorry.

Yes, there's every chance, I'm from a r,-corking class background
was sent to a grammar school, and there w.3 introduced, to a new
world which I liked. But, they couldn't do any more for me.

The full results are numerically represented in Table III - 8,

TABLE III - 8

MUCH OPPORTUNITY TOR CHILDREN Off 'VOiRKir-O

N No Yes
i

i

Terend
on child Total

orking (41) 20 39 17 24 100/

Border (17) «* 30 60 12 ioor

Middle (fa) 26 35 29 9 100/

Total (92) 19 36 29 16 100/

Lenski asked his respondents virtually the same question in Detroit, within

the white Protestant religious division, seventy-three per oent of the middle class

sold tb t \TOridngnens1 sons have a good chance for advancing as opposed to sixty-

two per oent far the working class. Similar comparisons were found fcr the other

ethnic religious groups,1 if the "depends on the child" replies are taken as

1, Lenski, op, cit., p, 104,
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sdtiigating a fully affirmative reaction, then our results tend in the seme

direction, which is the direction we would expect# lie borderline men are over-

:ahelmingly affirmative, without a single direct "no" answer# They were also

one-sided in giving "ability" the edge over "right connections" as favourable to

advancement. With such small numbers, apparent significance of these differences

may be chimeric, of course, and they seem to contradict, on the surface of them,

the high awareness of status factors evidenced by the Borderline respondents on

other questions#

"lie working class group has a lower proportion of definitely affirmative

responses (combining "yes" and "yes - education") and although the divergence is

not overly persuasive, the workers probably reflect, to this extent, their own

life experience in discerning less opportunity# lie working class group has, of

course, experienced less vertical social mobility in comparison with the other

status groups# However, it is not easy to reconcile this tendency with the very

strong emphasis on the admirable personal qualities of thoso who "get ahead finan¬

cially", There may be slightly different points of view at work# Those who

suooeed are "given their due" end acknowledged, by and large, as capable and hard

working. But, as for the means and likelihood of advancement from a lower position,

restrictions are perceived by about half of the workers# To oversimplify this

interpretation: if you maks it, you are probably deserving; if you don't, you may

not have hod a fair "go"#

The other "future" query is more slanted toward an appraisal of the future

itself# "Would you say that children today have a wonderful future to look forward

to or not?" Again, the working class is less sanguine in Its assessment with over

half of the men in this group failing to say "yes" directly. The same is true, in

a less pronounced way, with the borderline group# In fact, the totals show a

little less than half straightforward affirmative replies overall. Indeed, the

"stand-out" feature of this question was the noticeably unenthusiastio view of the
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future# hether a melancholy outlook is deeply felt, or just a sort of pfaili-

: sophical affectation, is hard to fathom# ?y own impression was that many,

perhaps a majority, have genuine doubts concerning what the state of things will

be in the years ahead#

om.e of these doubts rested in an appraisal of the children themselves#

Oh, the future is good, but many neglect it# They're only interested
in amusement#

Another man commented,

The trouble is the children are spoiled, but I blame the parents#
Children today have no respect for anyonej they're just full of
cheek# Kids who mix with this type have no chance.

But this kind of answer is more amusing than enlightening# The "younger genera-

:tion" ore often reckless, ungrateful, and incapable of holding cm to the hard

earned values they inherit, in the eyes of those who reeerber the past and their

own youth in terms of pristine goodness#

More serious objections were suggested by some men pertaining to the internal

affairs of the nation. One soliloquised,

No, there's not too much opportunity — too much control by government
and scientists, etc#, and besides, everybody's out to do in everybody
else.

Protested another,

I'm doubtful about this# They could hcvej but the automation
problem worries me# Veryone should learn two jobs, just to be sure.

A working man evidenced class-oonsciousness in his reply,

Yes, if the Labour Government continues going all out to educate the
future generation# Some foundations, like Heriots, were started to
help poor people of Edinburgh, but now they're all fee paying# It's
terribly unfair#

The greatest volume s&H intensity of concern centered around the international

scene, however^ the world situation was often viewed with forboding. A few of

the replies illustrate this revealing "prophetic" outlook*

Barring war —» and we must forget this, or we're done now, for good#

Tell, that brings in the bomb, doesn't it —• in the past you didn't
worry about the future in a dreadful way, but you do now#
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TTot particularly. T'aybe in the educational field. But v.ith
what is going cm in the world I'm not too optimistic about the
future.

It's hard to say; you don't know what the fViture is going to
be, I suppose -the prospcots are better — barring mar.

Yea, provided the world stays at peace. If someone gets stupid
and rets something going, then civilisation as we know it is
finished, I'm afraid.

No, the world is upside dora, here's no security now.

TABLE III - 9

ClilTIPHH HAVE A -QHIT-RgTJI, TtCTTRE?

N Yes
Ho, world
situation

NO
other

Depends on
children Total

orking (40) 45 27 17 10 ioor

Border (17) 47 18 18 18 10t£

ELuMv (5,5) 55 27 18 *» 100*

Total (90) 49 26 18 8 ioo;'

I don't wish to be deliberately overlooking the nearly one-half of the men

who unequivocally saw the future as bright for today's children, but the recurring

theme that struck me forcibly was this pro-occupation with the disasterous potentia-
'•%

slities of the future. Or® wishes he had some comparative researches to go cm to

reduce guesswork in trying to evaluate this pessimism. A very rough, "shot in

the dark" hypothesis might be that Britons have been rather negatively conditioned

to tho future during the post-war era, Britain no longer "rules the wav^'r, nor

the colonies, nor, to a large extent, her own destiny. "Ms cannot have escaped

the notice of the populace. Victory in the World Vers was of a pyrrhic sort, won

only at great cost economically, and perhaps, psyohologionlly. Politicians and
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othera constantly fulminate against the sluggishness of the econongr compared

with other European nations# " lecurity" is a major shibboleth of the past

twenty years, and those old enough to remember the thirties and forties fear

both the convulsion of another militaiy holocaust with the stakes unimagineably

high, and the penurious hardship of another depression. As a visitor to this

land, one senses a certain lade of bouanqy in the "national mentality". I am

not concluding that Britains of all classes are joined in a mournAil threnody as

they look into the future, but only that a surprising degree of apprehension is

evident.^
3. Children and Training.

A question pertaining to the "upbringing" of children was borrowed from

Lenski for purposes of comparison, namely, "while we are speaking of children,

world you please look at this card. If you had to choose, which thing on this

list wculd you pick as most important for a child to learn to prepare him for

life?" First, second and third choices were requested from this list:

1. to obey
2. to be well liked or popular
3. to think for himself
4. to work hard
5. to help others when they need help

Table III - 10 shows the variety of answers for the first two selections.

1. Of course, I am assuming that similar pessimism would not be unearthed
in other western societies, but lacking evidence, this can only be an assumption.
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TABLE III - 10

IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO LEARN

N Obey
Be

Popular
Think for
self

Y/ork
Hard

Help
others Total

1st Choice

Working (41) 27 2 54 5 12 10Q'

Border (17) 18 - 59 - 24 10Q*

Middle (34) 27 50 12 12 100,'

Total (92) 25 1 53 7 17 100?;

2nd Choice

Working (41) 5 2 27 15 51 100?;

Border (17) 6 12 6 47 30 10Q-

Middle (34) 9 6 32 23 29 ioor

Total (92) 7 5 25 24 38 100;;

Our data presents considerable contrast to that of Lenski's.1 The general

preference for "intellectual autonomy" as the most desirable of these traits to

be instilled obtained for nearly half of his respondents, and for sli^itly over

half for ours. But by class, he found great differences; conspicuously, our

class groups are very similar throughout* Lenski found among Detroiters that

commitment to intellectual autonomy increased regularly with status, and he,

therefore, linked his results with vertical mobility. for the "-shite Protestant"

efchno-religious group, the percentage unking this choice were: lower working, 48

upper working, 66?'; lower middle ; sand upper middle, 90?'.2

1. Lenski, op. cit., p.p.221-224.

2. Kohn draws conclusions compatible with Lenski's findings from his investi¬
gation of parent-child relationships. He suggests that middle class parental
values centre on "self-direction" whereas working class parental values emphasise
"conformity to external prescription". Melvin L. Kohn, "Social Class and Parent-
Child Relationships: An Interpretation", American Journal of oooiolqgy. Jan. 1963
p.p.471-^80.



Por our Edinburgh sample, this question has proved to provide far less

significant differences with respect to class. But, of course, lack of difference

in response is sometimes as meaningful as differences, Whereas, in the American

study, obedience vied strongLy for first place among the lower status respondents,

here intellectual autonomy is a value apparently shared throughout the social

echelons, with obedience uniformly running a distant second, two results do staid

out in the second choice table. The majority of "help others" responses by workers

may indicate some continued adherence to the traditional working class values of

"raateyness" and "neighbourliness" though we shall see in dealing with "life style"

that commitment to these values has apparently declined in some areas. Also, the

relatively hi$i percentage of "work hard" answers by the borderline group may be-

: speak a stronger emphasis on striving for upward mobility by these in a rather

precarious social position.

Another aspect of children* s preparation for life is that of formal education.

The differential evaluation of education associated with social class membership has

been the subject of several studies. The findings have consistently linked higher

status with higher valuation of education,1 Unfortunately, our only directly

pertinent question was a projective one and was notably unsuccessful. The words

used were, "Getting an education", and virtually all respondents finished the

statement in terms of the essential nature and great importance of education.

Either this indicates an abstract commitment to the value of education that might

not be matched by a practical commitment in many cases; or an equally strong

valuation throughout the strata in our survey; or simply that the statement, aa

phrased, could call forth nothing else. It does not, regretably, bring into

focus the matter of "deferred gratification" which is of paramount importance in

making the most of educational opportunity.

1. See for instance, Richard M. Stephenson, "Stratification, Education, and
Occupational Orientation: A Parallel Study and Review", British Journal of* .,,ocio-
:logy. March 1958* p, 42-52; Herbert H. Hyraan, "The Value Systems of Different
Classes: A Social Psychological Contribution to the Analysis of Stratification" in
Reinhard Bendix & Seymore M, Llpset, Class, Status and Power. (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1954) p,p,426-442.
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4, Personal Values*

Venturing further with the logical assumption that social position and life

situations find their counterpart in a particular system of values and social

perspective, two value questions of a very general nature were asked, both within

the "projective" section: "The most important part of a man's life.i," and "The

most important thing in life...". These were separated by several other questions,

and sometimes it was remarked that I was repeating rryself , but generally they

seemed to be accepted as distinct questions.

The first, regarding the "most important part" of life, elicited two different

sorts of answers. About a fourth of the men named a particular time in life,

almost entirely childhood, youth or young adulthood. Of the others, who referred

to a "value* in life, a majority, quite evenly spread through the class groups,

mentioned family, home, or marriage, in some manner. Of the remainder, a far

larger proportion of workers alluded to "health" or "happiness" (33$ compared with

15$ and 17$ for the border and middle groups). The border and middle groups more

frequently named "a man's work" or "his accomplishmenta" (15$ for middle, 12$ for

border, and 7?o for working). Only twenty-one respondents are within these two

answer categories, but it does seam to hint at a difference in emphasis, with the

borderline group sharing the middle class stress on accomplishment. For working

class men, life is apparently fulfilled in a more passive mood.

There there are notable differences in the answers to the "one of the most

important things in life" statement the borderline group is found on the side of

the middle class group. This is true for a higher percentage denoting character

traits like honesty, decency, "doing your part", and kindness; and a lower per-

:centage of responses naming happiness or contentment. Table III - 11 shows the

main categories of answers.
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TABIE III - 11

OWE OF M5 MQ./T IMPOTTTNT ffllMGS IK LIFE ...

hapinesa health family
N contentment security home character other total

Working (39) 26 34 10 5 25 100=

Border (19) 25 19 13 25 19 100/=

Middle (36) 14 31 17 20 20 10#
Total (91) 20 29 13 14 23 10#

The primary differentiation of response lies in the greater middle class and

Borderline emphasis on character traits. This would seem to reaffirm the earlier

finding that middle class persons lay greater stress on internalised standards

rather than social respectability.

5. Friendship Perspectives.

Finally, three "projections" roughly related to the values of friendship

will be introduced and briefly analysed. The first, "To me a real friend is

someone who ..." brought forth standardised cliches in the main. /bout seventy

per cent of the men in all, and over eighty per cent of the middle class men,

uttered some version of "sticks by", "is constant", "is a friend in need", etc.

The only other stress is found among the workers and borderliners, accounting

for about thirty per cent of their answers. This is an emphasis on the "social"

faotors of friendship: mutuality of interests, sharing of problems and closeness

of iellowship and could be seen as reiterating the "matey" inclination.

A related projective statement proved more insightful: "The beat way to be

of help to others.|" Three main categories of responses emerge: those who simply

complete the sentence with phrases like, "help them" or "do what you can"; those

which stress the possession of certain ingratiating character traits (e.g. "be
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reli&ble", "be considerate", "be cheerful", etc.); and those #iidh focus on

sympathetic or eropathetic actions, such as "put yourself in their place", "try

to be understanding", and so forth* As table IH - 12 shows, the middle class

respondents again place high value on character with forty per cent of their

answers falling in this division* The Borderline men most frequently stress a

sympathetic relationship* The working class division 1b weighted toward the

largest grouping of "simplistic" answers.

TABLE III - 12

HIE BEST WAY TO HELP OTHESS

N
Help

in need
Character
traits Sympathy Other Total

Working (58) 61 13 8 18 10C?'

Border (17) 40 23 30 6 10C$

Middle (55) 37 40 12 12 10086

Total (80) 51 25 14 14 100h

Table III - 13 contains figures for the main types of answers to another

projective statement relating to interpersonal relationships, "The way to have

people think well of you • Here the character stress is only slightly more

evident among the middle class, but they more often suggest that it is most impor-

:tant to "be natural", "be yourself" or "be straight"* The workers and border

groups most often opted for some version of "treat them well", Sociability again

was mainly a workers' emphasis, though a fairly low percentage in all cases*
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TABLE III - 13

THE vV-Y TO HAVE FB3Fli£ 31 INK WELL OF X M

N
Treat them

well
Character
traits

Be
natural sociable Other Total

Working (38) 32 24 13 16 16 100*

Border (16) 38 31 19 7 7 100/

Middle (32) 16 31 28 9 16 100

Total (86) 27 28 20 12 14 10QC

6. Summary of "Social Perspectives".

Perhaps the moat salient result of this analysis of " aocial perspectives'-

is the limited variation of opinions for the different status levels. In general,

the economic and social scheme is apprehended quite similarly throughout the class

hierarchy. There is a definite tendency to see national economic woes as the

responsibility of workersj there is a rather large volume of criticism of the tax

and welfare structure; there is a startling note of melancholy when the man are

asked to gsuee into their crystal balls and prognostioate the future; there is a

consistent emphasis on "intellectual sutonoey" for children and a uniform stress

on the importance of education. Occupational success is seen as within the reach

of wcrkingiaen, a children and ability as sufficient to make it a reality.

All of this holds true with particular strength for the middle-class respon-

jdents, who also place relatively high emphasis on admirable character traits.

The Borderline men in almost all cases are dose on their heels in announcing these

perspectives. Working class respondents, thou# varying notably at a few points,

are surprisingly often found voicing the same views. Th«y do, however, bring to

bear some consciousness of lower status in a more restrained optimism about the

opportunity for workingmen's children to "get ahead" and about the sufficiency of
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ability via a vis "having the proper connections". They lay more stress on

sociability in interpersonal relations which falls in line with the traditional

life style of workers, romanticised by Hoggart,^ and empirically examined by

Young & Wilmott - though not without scxae romanticising inclination as well.

What is really most startling, thou^x, is that workers largely seem to

place themselves under the obloquy of economic irresponsibility. Thqy place

the blame for strikes squarely on their own shoulders, and sli^o see the cost cf

living shooting upwards because of their own demands. Moreover, they have

primarily panegyric and praise for those who have climbed to the top of the

financial ladder, where quite obviously, they are not perched themselves. So,

again we are reminded of the Glasgow shipyard, and the acceptance by severed,

thousand workers of the most stringent restrictions on their hard-earned "sacred"

rights, I would suggest that there is a growing undercurrent of conviction among

workers in Britain that their awn power is becoming a paralysis; there "security"

a strangulation of industry; that many of their "walk outs" and "wildcat strikes"

are trivial and debilitating; that their demands are frequently unmatched by

industriousness. The impression is strong that serious qualms exist today in the

workers' minds about the virtues of their own movement and the fullness of their

contribution. Certainly it is plausible on the basis of these scanty data.

In the next chapter, data will be examined mare straightforwardly connected

with "class-consciousness". It will then be possible to say more assuredly whether

the flashes of light from these "social perspectives" are very directly related to

the class situation or are perspectives relatively independent of such influences.

In any case, the expressions of perspectives and values, in themselves, have

proved interesting and revealing. But the next two chapters will allow us to

"come to grips" mare directly with the question of working class "embourgeoiseamt".

1. Riahard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy. (London: Chatto and V?Indus, 1957)#

2. Michael Young and Peter Wilmott, family and Kinship in East London.
(London: Penguin Books 1957)
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/ooording to Richard Centers, " "n individual's strength of membership

feeling in a social class, either in itself or as an index of none more funda¬

mental determinant, is widely involved in his response to his social world".1
An individuals' values and perspectives do not take root and develop without a

nourishing soil. the ingredients of the soil are to a large measure contributed

by the social situation. Part and parcel with the social situation is involvement

in particular social groups which occupy given positions within the social structure.

A degree of comprehension of one's belongingness to a particular milieu and compre-

:hension of the relative position of that social environment compared with other

major social environments in the society is bouse, to develop. Thus, such aware-

:ness of social position andi:essbership - "olass-ccnsciouoness" or "class-identity" -

is of crucial importance in translating the fact of one's social situation into

behaviour end attitudes which seem appropriate.

Most of the sociological concern about class-consciousness has centered around

the working classes. Ho doubt this, in part, reflects the Marxian legacy. To

I'arx the understanding by the Proletariat of their cOLaas "interests" and the resul-

stant militant agitation for revolution was the crux of bringing in the new era -

and, of course, bringing down the bosses of the old Capitalistic era. Naturally,

higher classes are also imbued with this "sense of class"2 but it is assumed that

class-consciousness at higher levels is likely to be conservative. The main throat

to the existing social structure virtually always resides in the lower echelons for

the class-consciousness at these levels 1 s often revolutionary, Metaphorically,

those riding in the first class cabins and eating at Hie captain's table are not

likely to want to "rock the boat"j those peering out of the portholes dom below

just mifhi.

1. Richard Centers, "The Intensity Dimension of Clasa-Consoiousness and ome
ooiologioal and Psychological Correlates", Journal of Psychology, 19*1, ,p. 101-1Ok.

2, In the Detroit Metropolitan Area, Landeoker found olass crystallisation
particularly strong on the highest status level and weak at berth the intermediate
(and contrary to expectations) and the lowest levels, erner S, Tondecker,
"Class Crystallisation and its Urban Pattern", Social Research. Autumn i960.
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So the explosive possibilities of working class consciousness receive most

attention from students of society and social change#

Richard Hoggart has elequently expressed his observations of the internal

coherance and class-consciousness of British working class life. His grasp of

the feelings engendered, writing as an "insider" is worth repeating at some

length.

Presumably most groups gain some of their strength from their exclusive-
:ness, from a sense of people outside who are not "us". CIn wooing class
life) this strength arises partly from a feeling that the world outside is
strange and often unhelpful, that is, has most of the oounters stacked on
its side, that to meet it on its own terras is difficult. One may call
this ... the world of the "them". "Them" is a composite figure ... the
world of the "them" is the world of the bosses ... "them" may be, as
occasion required, anyone from the classes outside other than the few
individuals from those classes whom the working people know as individuals ...
To the very poor especially, they compose a shadowy but numerous and power¬
ful group affecting their lives at almost every point; the world is
divided into "them" and "us" ... The "then^/us" attitudes seem to me strongest
in those over thirty-five, those with memories of unemployment in the
thirties, and of all the "thems" of those days. Younger people, even if
they are not active in the unions, here inhabit a different atmosphere
from that their father grew up ins at least, the atmosphere has a different
emotional temperature...At bottom the division is 3till there and little
changed in its sharpness ...^

This view of a sustained and little diminished consciousness of class, is

directly oontr .dioted by Zweig. His view of the "new worker" is that.

Old slogans, old loyalties tend to leave him cold. The olass struggle
interests him less and less, the idea of the working class as an oppressed
or an exploited class or the romanticised idea of the working class as
foremost in the struggle for progress and social justice, is fading from
his mind ... Class divisions are no longer marked out by hostility and
segregation. They are still there, but class feelings are less active
and leas virulent. .Also the ethos of class solidarity, of group movement,
seems to be weakened ...^

1. Richard Hoggart, The Uses of literacy. (London: Chatto and Rindus, 1957)
p.p.62, 65.

2. Ferdinand Zweig, The Worker in An Affluent Society. (London: Heinemann,
1961) p.p.209.
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To be cure, it can be argued that Hoggart and Zweig are looking at altogether

different groups of workers. The matter of "life style" is brought to attention;

clearly the working class resident of a new and spacious council scheme may have

a very different perception of class divisions than the resident of a dilapidated

and over-crowded tenement in the centre of a bustling city. The style of life

factor will follow class-consciousness in our discussion, occupying the next

chapter.

But, for the moment, it is worth illuminating the fact that the question,

posed earlier of the "embourgeoisement" of the working class is crucially tied up

with the question of class-consciousness. In the "traditional view", the worker

is painfully aware of poverty, propertyleasness, and powerlessness in the indust-

:rial scheme of things. He is deeply aware of his own "community" and the

succour of "togetherness" in the sharing of deprivation; and he is prone to hosti¬

lity against those ho sees as his oppressors. This comes reasonably close to

Hoggart* s statements. The "new working class" view, as illustrated by Zweig,

sees the evenescenoe of class exclusiveness, militancy and solidarity, mainly be-

scause the worker is aware of being a full-fledged, responsible member of a mate-

jiially enriched society.

But the matter of class solidarity is not based entirely on working class

attitudes. As Lockwood and Goldthorpe have emphasised, for the working and

middle classes to become merged in any meaningful sense (going beyond equalisation

of incomes) there must be social "acceptance" of workers on the part of those

higher up the scale as well as working class elevation. There must be a weakening

of middle-class consciousness as well as a weakening of working-class consciousness,

especially in terms of social exclusiveness.^

1. Such potential alterations in middle-class attitudes are seen as pre-
:requisite to the absorbtion of workers into the Bourgeoisie but not as sufficient
in themselves*
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And there must develop a commitment to the same values and life style which is

most likely to occur vdiere there is a considerable amount of cordial interaction.

Lockwood and Goldthorpe believe it is visionary to see such developments at the

present time.^
Our survey data on class-consciousness decidedly confronts the question of

working-class einbourgeoisement and the parallel issue of the validity of our

class definition with its stress on "commonality". Class-consciousness will be

examined along three lines: the matter of class identification ( self-placement )|

work attitudes and aspirations; and political commitments and opinions. On the

basis of ay conceptual stance and concurrence with the position of Lockwood and

Goldthorpe, the natural expectation is that there will be found significant dis¬

parities in response with respect to class, and that these variations will

accumulatively testify to the retention of a "sense of class" and awareness of

class divisions.

A, CLASS H3KKTIPICATIQW ( GKLf-PL CEMENT)

1. Implications of Class -elf-Placement.

Robert Merton has elaborated in his "Reference Group Theory" the importance

of an individual's identification with certain groups upon his behaviour? If all

identification derived automatically from the groups in which a person is observably

a participant, prediction of conduct and attitude would be much siamplified. But,

a person may take as point of reference groups to which he aspires, and therefore,

adopt not only a conscious identification with these groups, but values and perspec¬

tives he perceives embodied in these groups as well. Therefore, a considerable

insight is gained in knowing the identification an individual chooses in terms of

social class.

Of course, it does not follow inevitably that the class named when one is

asked to place himself by social class is his major status reference group. He

1. Lockwood and Goldthorpe, op.cit., p.
2. Merton, op. cit., Chapters VIII and IX.



may give what he considers the "appropriate" answer even if his aspirations or

personal contacts lead him to "refer'' himself, in actuality, to different groups.

Class self-plaoement is none-the-less one useful indicator of a persorfs "reference''

system*

One complication in analysing responses for "subjective class" is the variety

of ways in which people conceive of the lines of social class division. In

Older to make comparisons the assumption must be made that people share a similar

"frame of reference"J otherwise the meaning of the comparative placements is

greatly attenuated. F.M. Martin in a 1950 study in Greenwich and Hertford, found

glaring discrepancies in the frames of reference adopted by various respondents

when they were asked to describe the "type of occupations within the different

classes."' However, the discrepancies follow fairly regular configurations acccr-

:ding to Martin's findings* The discrepancy most germane to our own data is his

finding that those in non-manual occupations who consider themselves "working class"

tend to define working class with extreme breadth, voicing the "everyone who works

for a living" type of perspective* Middle class persons who identify with the

middle class tend to define working class more narrowly and precisely* Not only

do descriptions of class membership differ in terms of where the lines of demar-

: cation are drawn on an occupational basis, but in some cases the occupational

criterion is replaced by criteria of character, education, income or standard of

living. Though this is an instructive caveat which is all too often ignored,

our respondents were asked to explain the basis of their self-placement and their

replies should enable us to reduce the difficulties presented by varying frames of

reference.^

1, F.M. G&rtin, "Some Subjective aspects of Social Stratification", in David
Glass (ed), Social Mobility in Britain, (London: Koutledge & Kegan Paul, 1954)*

2* But this is a complex area, and I would not pretend that all of the con-
jceptual variations impinging on the responses have been exhumed. In particular
we do not know fully how the respondents conceive of the shape of the class system
and where they draw the lines of demarcation between the classes*
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2. Self-riaoement Findings.

The question put to each of the respondents was, "If someone should aak you

what social class you belong to, what would you say?" In the few cases in which

the respondent was stymied by the " open-ended" -ness of the query the choice of

"working, middle or upper" was added; in each of these cases the individual then

conclusively placed himself within the ranks of the working class. A further,

very small, minority deviated from the typical "working class" and "middle class"

descriptions. I?our said either that there "are no classes" or "I don't believe

in classes", and thus exempted themselves from any placement. There was one

"labouring class" description and a single "professional class" description. No

one said "lower" or "upper" class. All others chose either working or middle

class, a few of the latter specifying "lower middle class". In fact, two-thirds

of the total number applied to themselves the term "working class". The table

below makes a finer distinction than usual, going back to the original five

occupational divisions. These are identified as Working* and Working2 ; Kiddle*
o

and Middle as well as Borderline.

TABLE IV - 1

SOCIAL CLASS SELF-PLACEMENT

N "Working Middle No Classes Total

Working * (15) 80 7 13 ioc$

Working^ (26) 85 15 .. 100;C

Working Total (41) 83 12 5 10CT6

Borderline (17) 76 18 6 ioc$

Middle* (19) 47 47 6 10Q.

Middle2 (15) 33 67 m *oa:

Middle Total (34) 41 56 3 1 oo;

Overall

Totals (92) 67 29 4 10Q?
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Despite the close similarity with middle class respondents on the values and

perspectives questions, it is striking that the Borderline group identify with the

working class almost as consistently as do the working class men themselves, nd

we have shown that, overall, there is an educational and occupational advantage for

the Borderline men over working class men. This is one of two salient features.

The other - and most significant - is the fairly even split within the middle class

between working class and middle-class self-placement, Even in the second

solidly middle-class group, one third at the respondents call themselves "working

class". Indeed, this self-placement separation of the middle-class portion of

the sample proves to be most meaningful,

3, i-'ramea of Reference,

The follow-up question, requesting men to explain why they described them-

: selves as they did, brings to light information \hich adds in interpreting the

results. It was clear, for one thing, that those men classified as middle class

who Identified themselves with the working class, did so on different bases than

the men classified as middle who described themselves as middle. In the latter

case, the explanations of middle class membership revolved about three considera¬

tions! position, income and style of life (involving descriptions of leisure

activity, etc). About sixty per cent of the "consistent" middle class responded

along these lines. This contrasts with the "discrepent" middle class who stressed

family background and the fact of "not putting on any airs", or something of

similar connotation. There were also four in this group who evidenced a real

struggle in making this self-placement, finally opting for a working class des-

: cription, but with obvious difficulty. If these three types of reaction are

combined, they account for over sixty per cent of the descriptions for the objec¬

tively middle class men who identify themselves with the working class.
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These fourteen "discrepent" middle class respondents most acutely illustrate

a curious phenomenon, that of seeming reluctance and embarrassment in adopting

other than a working class identification, "Working class" seemed to be the only

comfortable answer. One detected a feeling of being thought "pretentious" in

choosing a middle class placement. This notable predilection for working-class

self-placement presents a complete contrast with some similar survey questions

asked in the United States where as mary as eif^ity-elgfrfc per cent of a cross-

section sample h ve identified themselves as "middle class"

Indeed, gross inconsistencies are found among the investigations of class-

consciousness, Even in America, where the "middle class ideology" is hi^ily
2 5

publicised, other studies - notably those of Centers, Hollingshead, and Murphy

and Morris**- have demonstrated considerable status-awareness and high proportion®

of working class identification. In Britain, too, wide variations have been

discovered in various surveys, but it has been "standard" to find a hi$ier pro¬

portion of working class "upgrading" to middle class self-placement than middle

class "downgrading" to working class identification.5 In a Derby study, among

1. A Gallic Poll finding reported in John Sonham, The Middle Class Vote.
(London: Paber and Aaber, 1954), p.49. The U.S. middle class preference is
reported in many other studies, among them; Gross, "Social Class Identification
in the Urban Conmunity", American Journal of Sociology, 1953; Bennet M. Berger,
Working Class Suburb; A Study of "To workers in uberbla. (California: University
of California Press, 196o). p.122 (over a third of vorking class sample described
themselves as middle classJ; Alfred Winslow Jones, "Class ConBoiouaness :nd
Property, in Seymour Lipset and Heinhard Bendix, Class. Status, and Power: A header
in Social Stratification. (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1954),' p.p.341 -348
(he quotes a "Fortune" survey in vhich 68^ overall identified themselves as middle
class).

2. Richard Centers, The Psychology of the Social Classes: A Study of Class
Consciousness. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949) P. 77.

3. August Kollipgshead, Blmtown* s Youth. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1949)
4. Raymond J. Rurphy and R.T. Morris, ^Occupational Status, Subjective Class

Identification, and Political Affiliation", American Sociological Review. 1961.
5. G.D.H. Cole, Studies in Class Structure. (London: Routledge & Kegan daul,

1955) p.79. He quotes 1948 B.I,P.O. Poll in which there were actually more middle
class self-placements than working class overall. P.M. Martin, op, cit., P. Will-
:mott and M. Young, Family and Class In A London Suburb. (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1960), p.115. 34r' and 48/' (on two separate questions) of working class
respondents chose middle class identity. An exception which is directly in line
with the Frestonfield findings is expounded by Peter Willmott. He found in a
study in the solidly working class council estate of Dagenham (East London) that
only 135& of the workers called themselves middle class. Peter Willmott, The
Evolution of a Community. (London: Moutledge Ae^oi & Paul, 1963) P. 102.
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thoee classified by the interviewer as middle class (as distinct from "upper

middle") only seventeen per cent called themselves working class, five per cent

abstained flora making a self-placement, and the remaining seventy-eight per oent

included theiaaelves in branches of the middle class category,-'

So, our findings are really somewhat "cut of step". Instead of the more

typical variations in working class identification, there is overwhelming oonsia-

: tency of workers in making a working class self placement. By contrast, within

the middle class are found the notable difference in self-plaoesaent in this survey.

This is, no doubt, in part a reminder of the general "lower middle class" rather

than "professional class" nature of the group; and the fact that a high proportion

of them have been upwardly mobile out of the working class. Even so, the strong

tendency to select working-class placement where there is any doubt, and even when

doubt would not be expected, is anoraolous.

The explanations for working class placement predominating within the lowest

stratum centre around money and position. Two-thirds of the working class man

selecting working-class identity answered along one of these two lines. There

seems to be no doubt among those who are objectively working class, and even among

those bordering on middle class status, that they are squarely within the ranks of

the working class.

The main question which emerges, then, is "why do so oary men of middle class

status identify themselves with the working class?" The focus of explanations has

provided us with part of the answer: the emphasis cm family (of origin) status

1, T, Cauter & J,S, Downham, The Comunication of Ideas. (London: Chatto
& Windus, 195k) p.242.
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rather than present position, the deliberate shunning of social aggrandisement

and the conspicuous hesit&nce prior to making the "safe" answer, further

insight into the frames of reference loading to these results is available from

an analysis of three other variables: father's occupation, education and age.

The "split" in middle class identity is found to correlate hi^ily with each of

the three factors. The first table below shows the father's major work on the

basis of our objective status divisions for the entire sample. The second table

examines father's occupation for middle class respondents alone, controlling by

the division in class self-placement.

TABLE IV - 2

FATHER'S MAJOR QCCUP TICK BY SOCIAL CLASS.
(by numbered status" categories, lowest to"highest)

N 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Working (41) 37 56 15 2 - 100/

Border (17) m 59 12 29 m 100?-

Middle (34) 15 56 3
. 9 18 100$

Total (92) 22 57 10 10 7 100-

TABIE IV - 3

FATHER'S QCCUPi'sTIOtt'/L STATUS BY Si^-FUCBMSNT OA CLASS MBK

N working Middle Total
objective «, class
status identification

Middle - working (14) 93 7

Middle - middle (19) 53 47 10QI

(NCTEj There is only one borderline father in these groups, and he is included
within the middle class category)
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This second distribution table brin?-s into yet clearer focus the crucial

importance of family background in determining working class identification.

In numerical terms, all but one of the "discrepant" middle class respondents are

sons of working class fathers. This finding is congruent with that of Tartin

who concludes, those who have been mobile out of the manual working grcup

(ore) particularly likely to claim sesfcership of the working class",'' And in

our middle class group, about seventy per cent are but one generation removed

from manual positions. In another study, dealing specifically with a number

of working class children who had "made good" through the educational system and

gone on to prestigious positions, it was found that only fifty-eight per cent

described themselves as "middle class" despite obvious affluence and advanced

education,2 The authors quote one of their school teacher respondents as saying,

"We are working class, you've got to be rtiat your parents are". Others described

themselves as "disenfranchised" or "classless" because of the inconsistency between

their parents • status and their own. Thus it seems that in Britain class identi¬

fications arc sharply tinted with hereditary colouring.

The two other factors highly correlated with this subjective cleavage ere

definitely related to each other as well. In terms of age, 74/® of the middle

olass men under forty years identify with the middle olass while 26f identify with

the working class. But for men forty or over, only 3C place themselves in the

middle class while the remaining 64, place themselves in the working class. It

may be worth mentioning, with respeot to age, that all of the thirteen working

olass and borderline respondents over fifty jeara, without exception, identify

with the working class} there is a minority of eight under fifty within these

1, fartin, op, eit,, p,58,

2, Brian Jaokson and Dennis Parsden, Education and the 'orldng Class.
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 19^2) p, 171,



atatus groups who diverge froin working class self-placement. So there is an

evident tendency throughout the class range for younger Hen to include them-

$ selves v.ithin the middle class. Superficially, this would seem to "open the

door" slightly to the "aribourgfebisjment" thesis, for if the trend toward greater

identification with the middle class among younger men is substantiated, it

could "be interpreted as lending support to this ccmoeption. But I have already

noted that more is required then the adoption of a certain class label for workers

to be assimilated in the middle class.

As for the educational achievement within the middle class and its correla¬

tion with class self-placement, we find that of those middle class men with a

senior secondary education or beyond, 75! are "consistent" end 25f- are "discrepant

On the other hand, only 3§? of the respondents who are objectively middle class

but have less than a senior secondary school education are "consistent" while the

other 62?' are "discrepant", All four of the men in the sample with University

training, as well as the one with College training, identify with the middle clean

Curiously, however, all five of the borderline group (nearly one-third) who have

had schooling beyond age sixteen identified with the working class, This is a

peculiarly difficult group to assess.

To sum up concerning the "split identity" of the middle class group; the

working class identifiers tend, to be older men from working class homes, with

little education, who, while working their way into higher status positions have

retained a sense of working class belonging. In oontrast, the middle class

identifiers tend to be younger mm from middle class - or upper working class -

homes, who have been well educated end have thus been able to start out in rela¬

tively high status jobs.

Nothing so vividly expresses the thought patterns contributing to these

statistical distributions as the words of some of the respondents themselves.
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Starting with the largest group* the working olaas mm who identify wi^ti the

working el&ss* we find mny who ©splain mainly in terms of their work or financial

IKmiiicsa# (Thin one illustrates the technique of asking the clean d istinction less

invidious by vastly enlergir., oaks of the writing class)#
I'm working class, that's definite. In my opinion anybody who works*
no natter what they do* ere working class*

Replied othere:

•:oxking class; we live from week to week eort of stylo* ssemstimss
a mm9a taste is richer than his fortune? that's m.

Other workers thought more along the lines of "life style"*

I'm working oXass — ay earnings for a start and also ny way of life
ooeses into it*

forking class — I haven't put on spy airs* I've been in that line
all along*

Definitely working elasa? oen't (at out of the rot* If X won
money on the pools I would still keep my own life*

weremess of discrimination is evident in some of the workers' replies*

I'm wcaking clast but I know I'm as good as tho next man* and that's
what counts*

In the older generation* people in the upper class looked down on
the working class*

Vhe one Communist respondent quoted the party line*

locking class* because of ay relationship to the mens of production.

One of the few workers who placed himself in the middle class said*

Middle* I suppose — where I live, the kind of job I have? but I
don't really believe in class distinction; it's snobbery.

The other workers or borderline men who "upgraded" themselves in this way are

represented by these statements*

Piddle* I guess; only the 'up top* are really classed.

Middle — not well off* not poor. I'm Just a happy medium and very
happy. (later he referred to himself as a«Hrori&Rg man')*

I'm middle. I've never been without or jshori of anything* t's SB
the ' heme and I had & professional decorating Job in my home# You
won't see anything like this in council schemes. (He lived in the
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council scheme)«

Middle, or let's say, coming up to middle. The reajcai is moneyj
you can't live in this looality and buy property without where-with-
■«1T,

There is evidence in these remarks of olesa awareness and, in seme instances,

striving for vertical mobility.

The most significant group in this survey are the middle class "self-

depredators", feme of these also broaden the working class base,

diking — I would include teachers or any who work for others.
Middle class have people under their supervision.

There's no middle class any more — only lower and upper. White
collar workers get no better pay then labourers.

Others demonstrate the fear of status "climbing",

"caking class, I loathe and detest the term middle class; the
implications ere all wrong.

I'm working class. I have no great social aspirations or anythirg
like that.

Britain's very strcng on class distinctions, 'dinburgh especially -
'east windy and west endy', you know.

The largest proportion of these alluded to their backgrounds as the deter-

sminant of their class.

Definitely working class; probably because I had a working class
education. lost of this was my own fault, I had the chance to go
to senior secondary school, but I persuaded ny parents to let me go
to the junior secondary because I wanted a technical education.

(After great hesitation) It's between working and middle; I came
from the working class.

I'm working class because my father worked all his life.

'forking olass because I was brought up in the working Class, though
the lower working class mifjht consider me middle class.

Among the "consistent" middle class respondents some very interesting

observations were made illustrating the predominant focus on position and "life

style".

Middle, only one thing makes social class and that's money, unfortunately,
how much you have or earn. If you get a bigger house you get into a
higher class.
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I detest the phrase, hut riddle class because of my area of
residence.

I*d say lower middle — dress, school, friends, recreations,
cultural interests — these things tell the story.

This is a sore point. I suppose, perhaps unconsciously, there is
a desire to be middle class.

Lower middle class because of my intellectual outlook on life,

Middle class — probably what ninety-nine per cent of people
would say, A middle class person in my mind, is a suburbanite who
drives a small and. unpretentious car and is content to name home in
the evening and do some work in the garden.

Lower middle class. But are there really social classes today?
1 don*t really believe in doss distinctions; people of different
walks of life can be attracted to eaeh other,

It*s clear that even those who describe themselves as middle class

generally do so with some embarrassment. The pervading tone is "anti-doss

distinctions". Five men did not go beyond stressing their disbelief in dass

or opposition to such distinctions. Such a pervading avoidance of "status

seeking" as we hove noted, is, to ay knowledge, unparalleled by the findings of

other investigations. It is probably best explained by the fact that the

majority of our middle class respondents have been upwardly mobile frcm working

dass families of origin,

B, "/QRK ATTITUDES.

1, Important Values in oik.

Our exploration of class-oonsciouaness turns now to values related to worie,

n appropriate question fro® Lenski was put to the respondents in this manner:

Please look at this oard. If you had to make a choice which of the
things listed there would you say is most important to you in a job?
(then) hich comes next?

The five choices were:

1) high income
21 no danger of losing the job
3) working hours are short; lots of free time
k) chances for advancement
5/ the work is important and gives & feeling of

accomplishment
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Both in Lenski*3 Detroit study and in this smaller Edinburgh study, the

fifth alternative predominated as the first selection* Hxls was true for

nearly half of Lenski*s respondents and exactly half of ours — forty-six of

ninety-two. He further discovered that the preference for this choice regularly

increased with status, so that in the "lower working class" only one-third ranked

this alternative first, while three-fourths of the "upper middle" did so* The

relationship is not quite as neat in our findings, hut decidedly in the same

direotion* Sixty-one per cent of the middle class men opted for this alternative

as their first ohoioe. They were Joined by sixty-five per oent of the border-

:liners, while only thirty-four per oent of the workers made this their first

choice.

Lenski interprets, indeed devised, this alternative as embodying a valuation

far the intrinsic reward of work — the inner-motivated, personally fulfilling

nature of work - as opposed to the value of the extrinsic reward of work embodied

in the first alternative of "high incoce". The main point for Lenski is that
2

this value characterises the "proteatant ethic" emphasised by Fax Weber and its

counterpart, "the spirit of oapitalism"* He interprets the proportionately

higher selection of this value by higher status persons as indicating greater

corrmittmant to these values consistent with his predictions. In short, work

is highly regarded, not so much far whet accrues from it, but as a value in its

own right whose primary reward is lite satisfaction of working constructively*

Our own findings are similar, but the question of derivation of this value

need not be so specifically interpreted* It would be plausible to argue, for

instance, that this ia not an indioator of ideological orientation so much as

1, Lenski, op* oit*, p*8<?*

2, Fax Eeber, The Protestant Shtio and the Spirit of Oapitalism. (London:
George Allen & Unwin Ltd*, 1950)
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a reflection of the type of woric in which or© Is involved. The more creative a

job, and the nore responsibility it entails to see that things are accomplished,

the more it might be expected to be intrinsically rewarding. If this alternative

hypothesis were valid, the above value would derive mainly from the level and

type of work rather than the value - internalised before hand - leading to high

status.

In either case, the finding reminds one of responses to the "projective"

question on "the men who have an easy time of it" where it was found that such men

were more pitied as bored and unhappy by the middle class respondents than condemned

as l&sy or unduly privileged. It is clearly believed by middle class men that woik

should be more than financially profitable; it should also be making a valuable

contribution, and thus providing a personal satisfaction,

Since two choices were made, the results ore shown parsimoniously by combining

all of the choices within a single Table; thus "tf" refers to the combined number

of choices for each class division.

TABLE IV - It.

B05T IKFQRmT IN ORK
' combined two selections')

N Income Security
short
hours

advance¬
ment

aocomp-
rliehment Total

Working (79) 17 27 12 17 29 10<#

Border (34) 6 21 <m 29 44 100$

Middle (68) 16 15 4 25 40 w
Total (181) 14 21 7 22 36 100£
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The two alternatives which are most directly in line with the (non-finaneir.l)

goals of the Xabour movement - especially as they hove been carried forward by

the trade unions - are job security and short work hours. to would, therefore,

expect a higher frequency of choice for these alternatives by the working class

men than by those of higher status. This expectation is, in foot, confirmed.

For the working class men the value of security ranks just behind the "accomplish-

:ment" response.1 Combining the security and short work hours selections, we find

that there is roughly twice the proportion of working class choices for these

"Labour oriented" values than borderline ar middle class choices. The value of

job security in particular, is deeply engrained in workers, and those old enough

to remember the troubled time of the thirties were prone to muse over the penury

of the past end the fear of finding oneself without a job, .'nd, although each

class group makes tho strongest single emphasis on "accomplishment", workers ere

least often within this column. I suspect that this alternative has a certain

automatic attractiveness; it may commend itself quite readily to all status groups

because it seems to provide a dignifying, non-pecuniary rationale for work, and

furthermore, may express a value that is actually very widespread.

But, relatively specking, working class men do stress the instrumental nature

of work, thinking in terms of the necessity of maintaining a job rather than the

potentiality of advancement or accomplishment.2 These feelings eoho the observations

1. Chinay reports that "the automobile workers in this investigation are
actually more interested in security than in traditional patterns of advancement",
op.cit,, p.124.-125.

2. Coldthorpe (et el) discovered in Luton that virtually ell workers,
excepting some of the most skilled, sow their work primarily in "extrinsic" way and
as necessitating tolerance of certain forms of deprivation, regarding the "in-
:trinsic" values accompanying work, op, cii. ("British Association" paper) p. 9,
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of Boggart that, "jobs are spread -around horisontally, not vertically; life is

not seen as a climb, nor nork as the main interest in it ••• the man on the next

bench is not regarded as an actual or potential competitor. It is not difficult

to understand, therefore, the strong emotional hold of the "go slow, don't put

the other man out of a job1 attitude.^ Katherdne Archibald found the same sort

of "solidarity" value among part-time shipyard workers in the U.S. as well, in

conjunction with devaluation of striving for advancement and keen suspicion of
2

those who too actively pursued it.

The borderline group are especially low in preference for higfr income and

especially high in valuing advancement. The latter could be taken as a logioal

expression of placement at the border of middle class status. Lenski found his

"lower middle class" highest on "advancement". The security emphasis reduces

with increase in status, as would be expected. Over all, the results indicate

differences in work values congruent with our expectations for class-consciousness.

Analysing the answers in terras of the "split identity" of the middle class

men, the most notable disparity which emerges is a twenty-one per cent selection

of "high income" for the middle class identifiers versus a seven per cent selec-

stion of this value by the working class identifiers. The meaning of this is

not particularly clear; it might reflect the more prosperous origins of the men

placing themselves in the middle class. In the other choices there is little to

distinguish the two groups. There is also evidence in these responses of the

genuineness of the middle class identification for the few working and middle

class men who "upgrade" themselves. All of their first selections fall within

the "accomplishment", "advancement", and "income" alternatives, mostly within the

first.

1. Hoggart, op. cit., p.70.

2. Katherlne rchibald, "Status Orientation Among Shipyard Workers" in
Lipset and Bendix, op. cit., p.p.395-W)3*
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2, Trade Union Attitudes.

We turn now to trade union involvement and attitudes as a measure of

class-consciousness, particularly working class-consciousness. The union in a

sense epitomises the desires of the working class, traditionally, for greater

security from the vicissitudes of the industrial market and whims of autocratic

employers, and for increasing wages and improved factory conditions. The

union has carried the battle, and has given the worker the power collectively

which he so drastically lacked individually. It has, therefore, been recipient

of working class allegiance. The more prosperous classes have been more prone

to see the struggle for security and shorter hours as indicative of lethargy

and unworthiness.

This indicator is actually included in a question or organisational partic¬

ipation in general, and is not as adequate as I could now wish. In particular,

I rue the fact that only union members were asked to express opinions on the

value of the union. As only seven of the middle class men are in any kind or

organisation they described as a "union" the middle class attitudes to unions

are not thoroughly illuminated.

In regard to the working class, of whom over three-fourths are union members,

our anti-embourgeoisament vantage points lead us, naturally to expect reasonably

strong commitment to the unions and oommendation for their efforts. Goldthorpe

concludes from the Luton study of "affluent" workers that, "Our research provides

no indication that affluence diminished the degree of workers' attachment to

unionism - though it may well be important in changing the meaning of this

adheranoe ... in relation to the core issues of their employment - wages and condi-

: tions of service - and at shop level in particular, thqjr clearly recognised the

practical importance of the union and of union strength".^

1. Goldthorpe (et al) op.cit. (British Association paper) p.15*
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Table IV - 5 manifests the fundamental agreement of our working class findings

with the Luton findings and, therefore, confirmation of the predicated inclination

The "definite value" category includes only those who quite clearly expressed a

high evaluation of their union; those in the "little value" category indicated

that the union had some limited value or else were passive in response to the

question; the "critical" men definitely pilloried the union organisation.

TABLE IV - 5

ONION MEMBERSHIP AND EVALUATION

N
% union
members

N

(members)
definite
value

little
value critical Total

Working (41) 78 (32) 66 22 12 10C#

Border (17) 59 (10) AO 40 20 100^

Middle (34) 20 ( 7) 43 43 14 100;

Total (92) 53 (49) 57 25 18 10Q/i

Also within the "definite value" column are men actively involved in union

atr-airs, but there were only four of these, totally. In fact, despite the

hi$i valuation of the union by workers, the organisation seemed to be in the main

"taken for granted". Few indicated that they attended union meetings except

most infrequently. But in terms of cotaaitment to the worth of the union and

reliance on its contribution to their weal, the workers demonstrate sustained

identity with the working class and its needs. As I have said, this would seem

to refute that part of the "embourgeoisement" thesis which assumes attenuation

of working class traditional value system caused by financial improvement. In

an American study of auto workers, Kornhauser points out that, "it is possible

for wage earners to experience vast social an! economic gains and yet remain

steadfastly union-oriented in their political opinions,^

1, Arthur Kornhauser, Albert J, Mayer and Hnrold B, Sheppart, When Labour
Votes. (New York: University Books, 1956) p«274«
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Thou^i the numbers involved are small, it is noteworthy that a minority of

middle class and borderline union members suggest a definite value to the

organisation. It is also interesting that all of the five middle class men who

claim to be onion members identified with the working class.

Moat commonly, the workers* union eulogiaas followed the "unions fight your

battles for you" line. For instance, a panel-beater said,

The union is definitely valuable. The working man must have the
union, otherwise it would be "do as you're told, or get out.

But others, while recognising the necessity of the union evidence some of the

qualms about workers' mass action we found in the answers to the projective

question regarding industrial strikes. For instance, a general foreman for a

building firm said,

The union is the worker's only permit to work. Sometimes you're
made to oome out, and maybe you don't want to; but sometimes it
does you a lot of good.

A worker in a printing works admitted,

Sometimes we get out of line, but the union is necessary for the
working man because you may have nine good employers and one bad —
then you need the union.

A building caretaker took the opposite view of' the union's worth, saying -

I'm opposed to all trade unions. I don't think any union is of
much value to anyone; they lose everything you gain by coming out
on strike.

3. Work Aspirations.

Another area of exploration of works attitudes with application to class-

consciousness included two questions or> job aspirations. One concerns past

aspirations, the other concerns aspirations for the future. The former question

was expressed, "Was there any time in the past when you wish you had gone into

some other work?" (if so, "-siiat was it?"); the other asked, "Do you think you

mi^it ever go into some other kind of work?" (if so "what?" and "What are the

chances that you will?").
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The latter question can be dealt with quite summarily ainoe the vaults

"bear no fruit" when the age factor is introduced. The large majority of

answers for all groups were in the negative; for the working cI&sb group the

"too old" type of reply was especially frequent.

The other question approaches work attitudes by way of what might be called

"retrospective aspiration". In a sense, it is an indication of Job satisfaction

for the question asks if the interviewee now wishes he had done sanething else

at sometime in the past. We would, of course, expect that present Job satisfac¬

tion and the fulfillment or frustration of past aspirations are closely related.

Again, the largest reaction, in general, was "no" or some variation such as

"no choice" or "not with ny education"• As these further implications may be

involved in straight "no" answers, though not expressed, it is difficult to make

the distinction with precision. Both the working class and middle class groups

responded in these ways in about forty per cent of the cases compared with the

much higher figure of sixty-nine per cent of the borderline men. For a good

many who stressed the "no choice" factor, the memory of the depression hung

heavy. For instance, a warehouse worker said,

This isn't what I wanted to do; it's bad money for the amount
of work. I took the Job during the depression. It's soul
destroying to be idle as I was for two whole years. When you
can't w>rk you lose your confidence and become afraid to even ask
for work.

Not all of those who expressed disappointment referred to a higher status

Job, though. ?or exaaple, a worker in a paper mill said he wished he'd done

something else without specifying what, and stressed,

I only wanted to be an ordinary worker thouthj I never wanted to
be mare than that.

However, it was more commonly the middle class respondents who stated a

wish that they had entered another type of work which was not higher in status

than the one they hold presently. This type of response obtained in forty-two
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psr cent of the middle class answers compared with twelve per cent of the

borderline answers and sixteen per cent of the working class answers* On the

contrary, the working class men who expressed a retrospective desire for other

work preponderantly named a higher position or having "a business of :ry own".

This occurred in forty-three per cent of their responses, in nineteen per cent

of the borderline responses, and fifteen per cent of the middle class responses.1
So, in each of the status divisions a different type of answer was given

by the largest proportion of men. For the borderliners, over two-thirds

indicated no desire (or at least no opportunity which would have rendered a

previous desire realistic) for a job other than their present one. It may be

recalled that the borderline division was maintained independently, partly

because it is composed of quite a few unusual positions of technical sort. %

personal impression was that most were genuinely fascinated with their work.

So, this may well be a finding that has no wider application.

A rather hi$i proportion of the middle class men wish they had gone in

for something else at some point along the woy, but it seems to be a question of

particular types of work rather than status level of the work. When the self-

placement variable is brought to bear, however, little unanimity remains. Fully

half of the "consistently" middle class answer negatively, expressing no regrets,

and those who wish they had directed their working lives differently almost all

mentioned work of approximately the same status.

1, Of course, when preference is expressed for another job - whether hi^ier
or lower in status than the one held - it may be a matter of interest rather than
aspiration. Working class regret in not achieving more desirable positions may
stem from either of these two motivations or - most likely - a combination of the
two. For instance, Goldthorpe (et al) found that many Luton workers preferred
their previous jobs (on "intrinsic" grounds) but remained in their present
positions because of "the high level of pay which could be earned". In these
oases, work preference coincided with imtters of interest but was actually at
loggerheads with monetary aspiration. Goldthorpe, op. cit. (British Association
Paper) p.10.
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The "discrepant" middle class - who are, on the whole, upwardly mobile men -

show much lees satisfaction} all but about twenty per cent express the wish that

they had gone into "greener pastures", Studies on vertical mobility may be seen

as congruent with this finding, Merton says, "A generally high rate of mobility

induces excessive hopes and expectations among members of the group"•^
In answer to another relevant question, "Is there much chance for advancement

in your present job?", both borderline and middle class men are extremely ebullient.

Seventy per cent of the latter expressed optimism and sixty-five per cent of the

former, in manifest contrast to the working class respondents of vkiocu only twelve

per cent said they felt their chances for advancement were good or reasonable*2
The workers were generally quite gloooy about their prospects for getting on any

further. Said an engineer in a brewery:

There's absolutely no opportunity; you're in that line and that's it.

Several used the phrase "dead end job" in referring to their own work situation.

Compare these attitudes with the bouyancy of the insurance salesman vho exclaimed,

There's definitely chances to get ahead; it depends entirely on the
individual. That's one of the beauties of it* I'm not dependent
on other for promotion; its all up to me personally.

The higi degree of worker's disillusionment in having ended up in jobs not cf

their preference echoes a finding of Martin in his Greenwich-Hertford study in

which only fifty per cent of the working class-identifying manual workers were

in the job of their original choice, compared with sixty two per cent and sixty-

five per cent for his two highest status groups,^

1, Merton, op, dt., p*237,

2, It will be noted that I am interspersing the subject of social
mobility rather than dealing with it in a systematic wsy, As mobility was
not a primary concern in designing the survey, lahatever data involves the
mobility question is being interjected where it is relevant to other topics,

3* Martin, op. cit.
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The matter of working class aspiration is really more complicated if

we reflect upon these limited findings in ligfit of other investigations. Our

working men have eschewed aspiration for fixture work advancement end now per-

: ceive their present work as the "end of the line". Ho doubt this is a

realistic appraisal, but, locking back they generally express regret they did

not get farther up the ladder, even though relative contentment and apathy have

set in and taken the cutting edge off the frustration. So, it matters whether

Judgement is based on aspirations for the future or muted aspirations for the

past. Form and Geschwender have delved into the aspirational dynamics of

American workers and come to the conclusion that, "There is some evidence that

workers are quickly desocialised from the aepirational complex learned in

school, for aspirations are related to reality soon after full-time entry into

the world of work. Those who perceive a rigid stratification system may be

more satisfied with their lot than those who perceive a mobile social system in

which they are limited in their mobility" A similar observation is made by

Knupfer, "The low level of aspiration Just described cannot, of course, be

regarded entirely as a handicap. It performs a useful service in making life
O

tolerable for the low status person", Berger also reports a lack of optimism

in "getting ahead" by California auto workers.-*
Our findings are really qj£ite compatible with these other studies when we

consider the acceptance by our workers of their present lot as permanent and

their scaling down of future aspirations to conform to the reality of this per-

:raanenoe, But, what does stand in relief most acutely is the fact that the

workers are still deeply aware of past aspirations which have long ago been

1, W.H. Form and J.A. Geschwender, "Social Reference Bases of Job Satisfac¬
tion: The Cast of the Manual Worker", ASR, 1962, p. 228,

2, Genevieve Knupfer, "Portrait of the Underdog", reprinted from the Public
Opinion Quarterly. 1947# in Bendix and Lipset, op. ait., p.263.

3, Berger, op. alt,, p.17.
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relinquiahed; they vividly remember the exasperations of ci rcumstance, the

wrong decisions and the missed opportunities which helped to "seal their fate"#

In other words, these men have not engaged in a process of self-delusion whereby

the present is rationalised by eliminating the memory of past aspiration. There

exists a peculiar dual-consciousness. The present statical in life is accepted

with reasonable contentment because it is passable and, in any case, there is

no plausible alternative. But the awareness of deeper disappointment remains,

though it probably resides "sub rosa" most of the time,

4. Summary of "'Ork .Attitudes,

In summation of work attitudes then, in the broad compass far which I have

used the term, we find that the working class section of our sample evidence

commitment to the trade union, with some reservation, and to the values of

security and short hours of work which represent the traditional worker's quest.

They know they are "set" in their present position and have reconciled themselves

to this, but not without pangs of regret for what might have been. Borderline

men express remarkable satisfaction with their work and optimism about potential

advance; they share with the middle class men commitment to the values of

advancement opportunities and the "feeling of accomplishment" in their work.

Middle class men are especially strong in emphasising the intrinsic rewards of

work; they too peroeive personal opportunity for advancement, but are split by

class identification in satisfaction with their present lot. The men who identify

with the middle class tend to be satisfied; those who identify with the working

class tend to be dis-satisfied. These dispositions are seen as reflecting a



sense of social class position, and the variations are as would bo expected with

respect to a sustatined importance of class divisions. Curiously, the borderline

men generally show a middle class strain in their work attitudes despite nearly

unanimous self-placement in the working class.

C. POLITICAL COMMITMENTS

The focus of concern shifts now to the third major section of the chapter,

an examination of politic:! attitudes and preferences, in order to see what

bearing these have on the issue of class-consciousness. Five questions relate

to political matters: two simply request the name of the political parly supported

by the respondent and the name of the party supported by his father; the others

are extracted from the projective section and elicit expression of opinion re¬

garding the "leaders of the Conservative party", "the Labour government" and.

"the people who should have more say in running the country".

On the basis of well-developed class identity our expectation would naturally

be strong working class support for the Labour party and middle class support for

the Conservative party. Knowing the large proportion of working class backgrounds

and working class self-placements among our middle class taen, however, we have

reason to anticipate a more tenuous relationship between this group and Conserva-

: tive party preference. Traditionally, the dass-party alliance is at the heart

of voting patterns in Britain. Bonnam, for instance says, "The distinction be-

ttween the manual wage class and the rest is more than a mere classification".
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"It doad.nates the attitudes of most electors, of all classes, to their party

choice".*
1. Voting Patterns.

Indeed, we find that our expectations based on the assumption of these

traditional linos of partisan preference prove to be largely confirmed. Table

IV - 6 demonstrates an over-all Labour preference greater than the natiornl

average by a few percentage points, likewise for the Liberal party, while there

is Conservative party preference about fifteen per cent below the national average.

It is well substantiated, though, that the female vote is more Conservative than

the umle vote. ty dealing only with males we would, therefore, expect a some*

:what sub-average Conservative vote, thou^i it would not be as diminished if our

sasple extended to higher statuses. Nonetheless, the directional lines of

preference are class oriented without question. A® these interviews were con-

j ducted within a few month® after the 1964 General Election and this respondents

were asked directly whom they voted for (or for the few who didn't cast a ballot,

whom they would have voted for if they'd voted) we any expect the results to be

a very accurate reflection of actual voting.

frgLB XV - $
POLITICAL PAHTY ISSSEMB

N Labour Conservative Liberal Total

Working (41) 70 12 15 100

Border (17) 53 24 24 100

Middle (33) 24 53 22 100

Total (91) 51 29 19 100

(NOTE: The one Cocmuniat supporter is not included) there were no Scottish

Nationalist Party preferences).

1. Bonham, op. cit., p.70
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Without question, the social class dispositions in voting predicted from

traditional alliances are in evidenced The Labour party vote descends regularly

with increase in status while the Conservative parly vote correlates positively

with status. The Liberal vote is less clearly related with class but is surprisingly

substantial overall. The borderline section, in accordance with their marginal

status, divides its vote almost evenly between Labour and non-Labour.

Students of politics in America have also found meaningful class-party

correlations, with workers tending toward the Democrats and higher status persons

toward the Republicans. But the correlation is less pronounced than in the

British class-party profile. In particular, the American ?orkIng class is less

cohesive in its Democratic vote than is the British workir^ class in its Labour

support.2 Historically, of course, the Labour party has specifically carried the
banner of the Labour movement, by whom it was spawned, and has promulgated socialist

ideologies. The Democratic party in the U.S. has never been as clearly, or as

far, to the "left" of the political spectrum.

2. Voting Explanations

Respondentswere further interrogated about the reasons for their political

commitments. Despite the wide possible range of replies, two general types were

1» A study of voting intention in Greenwich in 1955 discovered very similar
patterns, with the exception of a much lower Liberal vote. Among the "average"
on a socio-economic status scale there was a twenty-four per oent intention to
vote Labour compared with a sixty-nine per cent Labour intention among the "below
average". Benny and his associates are led to conclude, "... of the factors we
have studied the one most strongly associated with differences in vote is social
class". Mark Benny, A.P. Gray and R.H. Fear, How co,--le Vote; a Study of
Electoral Behaviour in Greenwich;. (London: Routledge* and Kegan Paul, 1956) p.p.
103-H3* Averaging Bonham* s estimates for the first three post-war General
Election in 1945# 1950 and 1951# a voting pattern emerges wherein the "manual wage
class" afford the Labour party about twice as raapy votes as it afforded the
Conservative party, while the "middle class" gave nearly three times as much sup-
:port to the Conservatives as to Labour* Bonham, op. oit., p.168. Also, it is
notable that the "affluent" workers of Luton reported casting 80% of their votes
to Labour in the 1959 election. Goldthorpe, op.oit. (British Assoc. Paper) p.23,
Willmott found in a pre-war working class council estate - Dagenham - in East
London that 88% of the men had voted Labour in 19554 Peter Willmott, op.cit. p.107

2. Bernard Berelson, Paul Lazarsfeld & William M. McFhee, Voting: A Study
of Opinion Formation in A Presidential Campaign. (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1957# P«P*55»57l Seyinore Llpset. Political Man (London,
1960), p. 189,228. "
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by far the moat frequenst - Labour voters acclaiming their party tto voice

for the working man, and Tory voters praising the superiority of policy of their

party's leaders.-- The first emphasis is epitomised by the Labour supporters

below;

Conservatives are for the upper class; Labour for the working class.

The Labour party to.rne is another union, the man behind me who will
help me. A man who is a working man needs working class men behind
him to help him, I can't see a Tory helping & working class man.

The Tories look after people who have it; Labour looks after those
who don't have it.

Labour represents the working class; you must vote for the party
who will work for your class.

I don't agree with everything, but I vote for Labour regularly
because they're the only party for the working class men.

People in the working class support Labour,

You can't do anything else if you're a working man; you must vote
labour.

Other workers expressed reasons involving other Labour party advantages.

I've always been a socialist. I'd like to see more public ownership —
can't ever see the Conservatives doing it.

Listen, I experienced the 'bad old days' and I've teen a lot of
advances for workers by the Labour governments.

To the Tories this part of the country is a wilderness. Labour
may push industry up here.

I'm a member of the Labour party organisation. They're the honest
party — do their utmost to give a fair deal.

The pro-Conservative emphasis on policy by middle class and borderline donserva-

:tives is depicted by these comments:

I always vote Tory because of foreign policy. Labour has a lot of
good things, but if your foreign policy is all wrong, eventually it's
going to catch up with you.

I'm very anti-oonnuinist and I think Labour is just about one step
away from it.

1 think the Tories express their policies better. I have no faith in
Labour at all.

My pet hate is nationalisation.
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The last Labour government was a failure. There are moi«
brains and better policies in the Conservative party.

The Conservatives believe in private enterprise and people
working for tiiemselves. Socialism leads to laziness and
dependence.

I always vote Conservative j they give the individual freedom
vhich I don't feel the Labour party does. I feel they can do
something for everybody.

The Conservative leaders are business people and they have the
know-how to do the moot for the country.

So not only in terms of distribution of votes, but also in terra® of explana¬

tions for the choices, there appears to be aomendiat greater class lolidariiy for

the working class respondents than for middle class .en. uermey (et al) round

the class interest theme equally stressed by both classes. He finds that

approximately ninety per cent in each case feel that their party (middle class ...

Conservaties, and working class ... Labour) will do the best job for their own

class. He says, "It is dear that most of our informants voted for what they

considered their class interests".^ For Bonham's enquiry, eighty-seven per cent

of Labour voters "justified it in terns of 'the working class', 'the underdog', ..."

But, there is of course, a substantial minority of exceptions from the worker-

Labour combination. Mary of these who fail to "close ranks" behind the Labour

candidate are disallusioned former supporters like the gardener vho said,

I've always been a Labour man, and active in the labour movement;
but the tail came to wag the dog. By pushing for wages all the
time they were hurting the lowest man,

A Labourer reported,

I used to be very staunchly Labour, but now I feel tm party
lacks reliable men. Wilson is a ore man horse race.

Another Labour man turned Conservative obviously voted mainly against Labour

rather than for the Conservatives. He replied,

For one thing I'm against nationalisation. The Labour man, when
he gets in power, tries to do everything at one time - too fast.
They don't do one job at a tine like they should.

1, Benney, op. cit., p.121, 6.
2. Bonham, op. clt., p.72.
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A printing plant worker also doubted the capabilities of the labour party

leadership, but hia "deferent*"1 * point of view was unusual:

Maybe it*a hero worship. You need men of education to represent
you at the top, forking men are good at working, but don't h&ve
the experience#

One is reminded by these comments of the observation* reoorded from a study of

working class families in the North of England,

Many of the Conservative voters felt isolated ••« they were out of
touch with the neighbours, the yard, the street ,,, the Conservative
voter had an immense respect for men trained at the major public
schools, and a large belief in the claims of business men to »e able
to run the country,*

The " renegades" in the other direction — middle class men mho oast their

ballot for Labour — similarly are prone to do so on an anti-Conservative rather

than pro-Labour basis. Says a bus dispatch manager,

I don't agree with everything, such «e nationalisation, but I
can't go for the Tories, Their leaders are mads by the accident
of birth,

4 humanitarian society inspector retorted,

The Tories to me are something terrible, possibly because of being
brought up in the thirties,

A young business executive admitted that he and hie father had both recently

switched to Labour, saying,

In my very layman's mind, in recent years the Conservatives have
made a real botch of it and left the country in a bad financial
mess. Labour has a policy of ti^itening belts, and in the long
run the country will be better off.

There were also a number of men who, while willingly informing me of their

recent voting choice, also indicated that they had little interest or confidence

in the whole business of politic©*. The ajority of these were working men,

composing a minority of very unenthualastio Labour supporters who merely "go

along with the crowd", American studies have also found more voting indifference

among low status persons'* and it is well known that working classes in Britain

have a lower turnout at the polls. The "makes no difference theat is voiced by

1, Jackson, op. cit., p#p.68-?1,
2# Knupfer, Loc. cit., Berger, op, cit., p#37«
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sever&l "weak" Labour voters,

X usually vote Labour but not always. Polld.cs in this oountzy
appears to be the lesser of two evils — I think that both parties
are a mixture of both. My own voting, I think, is mainly an
indoctrination from when I was young.

It really makes no difference; there's Just nothing else to do
but vote Labour. But, it puts no more money in my pocket car
anybody else's.

I was brought up in a Labour district. Labour is Just the best
of two evils — politics are all tricky.

A postal delivery man delivered a most amusing, animated description of

a Scottish Labour party leader in London.

There's nothing good for the working man but a revolution that
will change the whole system. But, I'm no Comramist, mind you.
Scotsmen go south as leaders, get a few 'bob' in their pockets,
and forget they*re Scotsmen. Ramsey MaoDonald became "one of them".
MadDonald said he'd stop all of the flag waving business and guards
at Buckin^iem Palace when he went down to London. But you're either
out or in, and they put a sword at his side and a cockadoo hat on his
head, and that was that. He was bought over.

The Liberal party ran a surprisingly strong third in the preferences of

the interviewees. Liberal voters often seemed to have opted for a third choice

because of disaffection with both major parties. My impression is that most

would have gone toward the Conservatives if forced to a two-party choice. Said

a civil servant,

Both big parties are too set in their ways; and the Liberals have
better ideas for local government.

A primary teacher reported,

I sympathise with the Liberals because they have a less entrenched
outlook. They're ready to try new methods.

Coming back to the crucial middle class self-placement cleavage, we find

this demarcation extremely revealing in the political realm. There is only one

Labour party voter among the nineteen "consistent" middle class men, but twelve

Conservative voters and five Liberals. In contrast, a sli^it majority of the
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"discrepant" middle class vote for Labour - 53? - in addition to 40!? Conservative

voters and seven per cent Liberal voters# We aey conclude, then, that the

self-assessed middle class men are as solidly partisan as the self-assessed

working class man* Where the objective and aubjeotive indices of class conflict,

the result is complete split^voting. Knowing the revalent totking class origins

of the "discrepant" middle class men, it is interesting to find a close parallel

in the Jackson and Maradsn study of middle class children from working class

homes, in which exactly fifty per cent voted Conservative. This represented a
/

sixteen per cent increase over their parents, but shows the substantial retention

of family voting patterns regardless of personal experience of mobility#''
In the U«S# as well self-peroeption of olass has been found by Eulnu to get

to the crux of the matter of voting# The more deeply we probe the dynamics of

voting, the more assuredly class-laden it betcomes# The "consistent" working

olass vote consistently Labour; the "consistent" middle olasa vote even more

consistently Conservative# Only the groups vho are balanced precariously on

the class tightrope, either beoause of their own perceptions or because of the

marginal nature of their objective status - namely the "discrepant" middle class

men and the borderline men - distribute their vote with equity#

1# Jackson, op# dt#, 174# The finding is also congruent with Bonham*s
discovery that among lower levels of middle class (and our working olass identi¬
fiers could be accurately described as such) just over half voted Conservative,
oonp&red with ouch larger proportions in the higher reaches of the middle class*
3enney (et al) too, found that self-assignment by olasa made considerable difference
in determining the voting patterns within different strata#

2# Mains Lulau, "Perceptions of Class and itrty in Voting Behaviour, 1952"
Amerloan Polltloal Science Review. 1955#
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3, Fathers' Political Support.

When we compare the votes of the fathers of the respondents with their

own, we find the overall Labour - non-Labour breakdown remarkably unchanged.

But this is not because the father-son preferences are static within the

separate status categories. Only the working clrrr, section demonstrates a

consistent Labour priority for fathers and sons. Fathers of middle class men

are much more often Labour supporters than their sons} oonversely borderline

fathers are much less often Labour supporters than their sons. The middle

class inter-generational variation in voting is more explicable than the border-

tline shift. We noted earlier that there were a rather large number of middle

class men who hailed from working class homes. It is, unfortunately, futile to

pursue the borderline anomaly given the small numbers involved.

Another factor which possibly contributes to the results is the nearly one-

fifth who could not recall their father's political leaning; the majority of

these oases are within the working class group.

TABLE IV - 7

FATHER'S VCTING PREFERENCE

N Don't know Labour Conservative Liberal Total

Working (41) 27 49 12 5 10$

Border (17) 12 24 35 35 100/'

Middle (33) 18 39 28 24 10$

Total (19) 21 41 21 18 10$
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Despite the father-son variations noted above, there is still a marked

contrast between the woi'kirg claoo section and the other groups; the known

fathers' preferences of the workers are Labour in nearly three-fourths of the

cases compared with well below one-half for the other status groups. It

is again illuminating to consider the middle cl ss self-placement separation.

Fully two-thiids of the known fathers' preferences for the working class iden¬

tifiers are Labour compared with less than one-third of the "consistant" middle

class fathers. Obviously, family origin end si£>jective class identification

are extremely powerful predictors of partisan preference,

4. Projective political Opinions.

Of the three "projective" questions related to politics, the most cblique

end unspecific was introduced with the phrase, "The people who should have more

say in running the countiy Nearly half of the answers - and the great

majority of working class answers - followed the goners! line of, "the people

themselves", "the common people", "the workers", etc, Wilhin the Borderline and

middle class groups such replies shared "top billing" with an emphasis on "people

who are qualified" or "those who are trained for it". This finding corresponds

with the above tendencies in explaining Labour and Conservative preferences.

TABia IV - 8

TIE PEOPLE 1H0 SHOULD HAVE MOKE SAY IN RUNNING THE COUNTRY

N
People,
workers

Business
Ken Qualified Women

No

Change Other Total

Working (40) 63 13 2 13 7 2 10Q&

Border (14) 29 7 29 14 - 21 10($

Middle (26) 31 8 27 • 12 23 10Q&

Total (80) 47 10 15 9 8 13 10C$
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A more direct teat is applied to the political pattern findings by intro-

jducing two store concrete projections. The replies to, "the Labour government

• ••", thou#i diverse, can be summarised in three main categories: first, those

simply stating their support or praising the government or saying that it is

worthy of "having a run for it"} second, those stressing the difficulty of the

job facing the government with some sympathy; third, the various negative

replied ranging from, "they try to push to fast" to "they're a bunch of crooks".

The distributions within these columns are given in Table IV - 9.

TABLE IV - 9

THE LABOUR GOVERNMENT ...

N
Good,
worthy

Trying
hard Negative ? Total

Working (41) 39 22 32 7 100$

Border (17) 29 12 41 18 100$

Middle (ft) 21 21 41 18 100$

Total (92) 30 20 37 13 100$

The result is something less than striking. In particular, the working

class men show considerable restraint in their confidence of the government.

This seems to give additional confirmation to the impression that many working

class men vote Labour out of habit and a feeling of having "no choice", but are

not outgoing, enthusiastic champions of the party. Certainly, the bringing in

of a Labour regime is not viewed as a panacea for the ills of the country, even

by its traditional supporters. The working class "negative" opinions appear to

be, to a considerable extent, attributable to the non-labour working class men,

for the opinions expressed in answers to this query follow actual voting lines

very closely. The self-placement variable carries weight in the projection as
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well: seventy-two per cent of the "consistent" middle class are critical but

only seven per cent of the "discrepant" middle class#

Finally, we come to the expressions of opinions about "the leaders of the

Conservative party ..." Here we encounter an even greater variety of answers -

and a large number of "no answers" - which prove difficult tocategorise on a

pro or con basis# The "rich" column speaks for itself; the "upper oolumn

includes such epithets as "snobs", "capitalists", "employers", etc# The "good"

column refers to answers like "reliable men" and "sincere men"# The "ability"

column is composed of men answering in terms of good education, training, and

experience. The "negative" column includes both mildly critical remarks and

bitter invective#

T.adLE IV - 10

LB-nDEKb OF l'HE CONSERVATIVE ?f:KZX ...

N Rich Upper Good Ability Negative Total

Working (25) 2b 16 16 8 32 100$

Border (15) 13 13 13 20 AO 10

Middle (jo) 10 30 13 33 13 10Q&

Total (70) 17 22 14 22 26 1CX$

One of the difficulties in analyising this table is the various connotations

which could be derived from the first two categories, Many of the statements

were definitely derogatory, implying power by birth or avarice j others may be

purely descriptive without any such derogatory meaning. So, leaving these aside

we see in the last three oolumns a relatively class-coloured configuration. In

particular, there is a strong middle class emphasis on the ability and training

of Coneervati.ru leaders and a low proportion of outright criticism. Only
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twenty-four per cent of the working das® respondents fall within one of the

coiaplimentory categories. The negative responses are mainly attributable to

Labour voters, thirty-six per cent of the Labour awn so replying in contrast to

tw<3nty-oi*e per cent of the Liberals and thirteen per cent of the Conservatives.

D, SUHKAHT

To brdefly recapitulate, we have seen unmistakable signs of dasa-oriented

attitudes and behaviour for each general area of class-consciousness under

scrutiny. If we trim off the rough edges for the sake of clarity, four distinct

patterns of subjective class involvement are visible.

The first pattern undermines the alleged working class loss of identity.

On all measures - self-placement, union and work values, aspirations and assess-

jment of personal opportunity, and political commitments - we have seen a self-

conscious, self-interested internal!sati on of a working dass world-view. There

is little doubt among the majority of working men that they have their own clearly

marked " lace in the sun". In "ideal type", the worker feels he is confined to

his work level for life; he feels strongly that he shares with others of similar

station certain interests for improving his lot j and he believes that the best

hope for the advancement of these interests resides in the unions and Labour party,

though his support of these bodies is not altogether enthusiastic.

The second and third patterns represent the objective middle dass, fissured

by dass self-placement. Those identifying themselves with the middle dass

provide a consistent contrast to the values and opinions of the worker. In "ideal

type", the "consistent" middle class man is young and well-educated, reared in a

fairly prosperous home, values work on the basis of importance, but also on the

basis of its remuneration; he is satisfied with his work, seesmuch opportunity
t

for further advancement but plans to move up within his present field of endeavour.

The "discrepant" middle dass man hails from a working dass home and believes

himself still a * oomaon man" with no pretentions of higher status. He is saraevhat
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older arid essentially unhappy with the work in which he finds himself. he

values especially chances for advunoemmt# his father was a Labour supporter

but his own vote is indeterminate - he is pulled in several directions#

The fourth pattern is least tailored to "ideal" personification; this is

the borderline man# He considers himself a working class man but views his

work through middle class eyes# He is peculiarly unpredictable in voting,

being not too keen on either major party# He is genuinely delighted with his

work#

The most important conclusion which emerges from this investigation is that

there is a definite relationship between objective status and the measures o£

"class-consciousness" which have been employed# Though a remarkable degree of

inter-class agreement appeared in the previous chapter for more general "social

perspectives", measurable variations in class orientations and values are manifest

when the respondents are confronted with questions more specifIcily pertinent to

olass identification#
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Two of the men living in the ProstonfieM Council estate declare familiar

opinions about neighbourliness, Said a post office worker,

I'm a person who keeps himself to himself. Hie children drop
over weekends, but that's enough for me,

A grocery atoreman in a hospital avowed,

I don't believe in going to a friend's houaej it's all gossiping.
Like Coronation Street.

Within the Council area this was the prevailing mood - a social fact whioh could

not escape the notice of an outsider. The home is a personal cloister not to

be infringed upon except in emergency; the next door neighbour is due a friendly

nod and, perhaps, a passing comment on the motoreological state of things, but

very likely no more than this. Hi© gregariousness and "open door" policy romanti-

scised by Roggart and others is not to be found; instead, strangly muted and

taciturn relationships prevail,

■A. LIFE STYLE RKSTARCH

Without really intending to do so, I have encountered a phenomenon which has

reoeived attention from several investigators in recent years. The new Council

estates dotting the landscapes of British cities, swallowing up masses of working

people who have been disgorged from over-crowded, central city districts, have

remarkably altered the traditional "life style" of the urban working class.

Jackson and I'arsden are ready to ccrtolude that, "a national programme of Council

estates changes England in a very short time, and again it is more than the lend-

: scape that is changed; it is the fineness or crudity of social life. 1 It is

not, therefore, possible to speak of "the working class life style" as if it were

a seamless whole, easily oaptured in stereotype. In fact that may never have been

1. Jackson and I'arsden, op. oit«, p.22J.
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realistic; but certainly the difference between "old" diotriote where it ie

reputed that oommunality was king and neighbourliness was necessitated by over-

jpo^cring proximity, and the pre-war and post-war council estates where the

"distance" factor (both in special and social terras) is usually conspicuous -

that difference is too great to allow for smoothed-out generalities#

Since the Prestonfield council scheme provides the bulk of our working

olass respondents and therefore the main representation of working class life in

our study, it is urr .voidable that some of the spate of studies dealing with

municipal housing estates be taken into account. Indeed, it could be accurately

said that in reoont years the focal phenomenon for the study of "life style" in

Britain has been the effects on working class existence of the massive movements

to the outlying housing schemes. And this is probably for good reason, The

diaspora from old and depriving haunts of the central city in the years between

the wars - and since the second war - and the social effects of this migration,

have made a permanent impaot on the forms of interrelationship among the people.

But this is not to suggest thnt the volume of empirical work - and nonempiri-

tcal - has resulted in uniformity of conclusions. The field is a remarkably

fragmented one; contradictory findings abound; unified theory is only beginning

to emerge. Nor, indeed, do I desire to plunge into an effort at disentangling

or integrating the postures of the variegated literature. Rather, I wish to

allude to the main lines of research and findings aid to make clear the standing

of the Prestonfield estate within the whole penor<ua& of British working olass

districts, end then to proceed to analysis of the life style data of our own

study. Though we encounter the phenomenon of working class migration, and

though it is directly pertinent to the 'embourgeoisement" question, it is not -

in itself - of such overwhelming ixnportenoe to the overall purpose of this study

that I would be justified in becoming embroiled in the nuances of controversy or

preoccupied with the intricacies of the extensive comparative literature.
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Three distinct types of working class districts - each the object of some

research efforts - are distinguishable: the "old", crowded "traditional" districts;^
the pre-war council estates - many of which answered the need for " slum-clearance"

2
housing; and the post-war estates which are on the whole graced by better ameni-

sties end now populated by younger families than are the older estates#' ^ well

as the numerous descriptions of particular types of areas, several authors have

advanced comparative treatments of "old" and "new" districts.^" 'Hi® prestoafield

estate was a product of the early 'thirties and thus fits into the second grouping

of the classification# Interestingly, isuoh less work has been done within the

older estates than within either the "traditional" districts or the post-war

municipal schemes# This partial lacuna is regretable since the older schemes

have the advantage of time and may help answer some of the currently indeterminate

questions about the long-range inclinations of living patterns of "uprooted"

working class families.

1# Tor instance, R# inelcir, East London, (London, Robert Hale, 1950);
IV". Hodges and C. V Smith, Neighboirhyd cna**Comrounity, (Liverpool University
Press, 1954); R# Firth, Two Studies of Kinship' in Londcai. (University of London
Press, 1955); C# Smith, 'peonle in'Heed, (London: " A^len "and Uradn, 1957)?
K# : tacey, Tradition and Change'. (Oxford University Press, 1960); C. Verecker,
J#B. Keys (e"t al") Urban Recevelopinent and Social Change. (Liverpool Univarsily
Press, 1961); V# Kerr. The"People" of' Ship Street. (London; Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1958).

2, P# willm. he Involution of a Community. (London: Routledge A Kegan
Paul, 1963); find a study of m Edinburgh estate, TAordieburn, which will be de-
:tailed later in the chapter - the materials are published#

3# L# Kuper, (et al) Living in Towns# (London: Cresset Press, 1953) G.P.
Mitchell and T» Lupton, Neighbourhood and Community (University of Liverpool,
1954); J# "'orris, Human Aspects of Redevelopment, (Midlands New Town fooiety,
1960).

4# H# Jennings, Societies in the faking, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
19^2) J#H# Hcgey, Faai'jy and irejr&bourhood. (London: Oxford University Press, 1956)
T# Brennan, Reshaping a City. (Glasgow: 'Ifouse of Grant, 1959)#
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'""illmott says in the Introduction to his study of the pre-war Esse* estate of

Dageriham, in regard to the recent studios of the newer schemes, "But these

surv v'S all suffer from limitations, and one, above all, is crucial: tin© is

left out# fost of the estates were new when they were studied, so that some

important questions have remained unanswered. Are the isolation from kin and

aloofness from neighbours part of e new way of life altogether or are they merely

transitional? '.That social patterns evolve on the housing estates when place and

people have had tixr. to settle down: how do they then compare with the *transi¬

tional' communities?" These questions are equally pertinent and applicable to

the Prestonfield district, but the answers are not always the same as for Dagenham,

as we will see#

Josephine Klein has recent2y made a heroulean - and sophisticated - attempt

to bring together all the loose strings of life style data and give a certain

cohesion and theoretical shape to the whole#1 She covers the extant literature

very comprehensively and ferrets out what appear to her to be general trends# As

she has conveniently provided schematically the conceptual out; line of her dis-

leusoion it may be well to reproduce the list of changes she elaborates by way of

"setting the stage" for our own discussion*

from a close-knit family network to a more loose-knit one;
from a community-centered existence to greater individuation;
from a coramunity-oentered existence to a more home-centered one;
from a oommurity-oontered existence to greater participation in
associations J. jJi'e;
from a segregated conjugal role-relationahi- to Tsater partnership
in marriage;
from traditional occupational choice to social mobility;
from status-assent to status-dissent;
from ascriptive values to achievement values;
from financial stringency to greater affluence;
from an emphasis on the breadwinner to emphasis on the child.^

1# Josephine Klein, Samples From English Cultures. Volume One. (London,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 15^5; "

2# ibid, p#221#
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First, it should be pointed out that these trends are deduced almost entirely

frosn a comparison of "old" districts with post-war estates. Though she inserts

the :;o. atimea contradictory Dagenhm findings from time to time, these are in

essence asserted to be irrelevant to the primary lines of working class trans-

sformation. She dismisses the notion of 'illmott that the settled patterns of

a pre-war scheme may be a precursor of what will eventually transpire in the

newer estates on the grounds that the period of adjustment in the older estates

came to an end prior to "other changes - conscription and war, affluence aid

mass-media if Klein is correct in this assertion, then Prestonfield, like

Dagenham, represents a phenomenon sui generis. In fact, there is a good deal of

correspondence between the older estates end newer estates on many features.

Tliis will be made clear from the use of Young and Willmott's well-known study in

East London as a source of comparison at some points in our discussion.

/: number of the issues dealt with by Klein will be avoided altogether. Not

only is the applicability of our findings to the changes in the post-war schemes

somewhat suspect, but the changes themselves are much less cloan-cut than Klein's

outline above suggests. For instance, after a lengthy review of the various

findings regarding working olass efforts to develop forms of formal association in

the new settings, Klein finally refers to "the relative failure of asaociaticaaal
2

life in the new area", "hat emerges as the most ooncrete and consistent feature

of life in the ffiuui&xpal housing estates is that of increased fssally-centerednegs

and all that goes along with nuclear family compactness: interest in the home,

closer relationship of father to children, increased sharing of conjugal roles,

etc. On this point the Frestonfield findings are perfectly "in tune" with those

from all other eatstos which have been empirically investigated. This feature

will furnish a primary focus,

furthermore our findings simply do not relate to some of the questions, such

as subtle variations in aspirational systems and gradations of "respectability"

1, ibid, p.222.
2. ibid, p.28J
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among the council residents. And it is possible to summarise the network of

recent studies by saying that, although there are great contrasts between the

different council estates in certain aspects of life style, there are continuing

distinct lines of contrast with middle class life: less formal association, mox«

use of the pub, heavy reliance on kinship ties and cordiality with mates. I

will, therefore, emphasise the gross differences in life style between the class

groups rather than attemption to tease out the intra-class variations which are,

in any case, less well illuminated by the data.

In short, the strategy of this chapter is not to x^rovide a comprehensive

review or an integrative endeavour with respect to the ream of pertinent - and

often fascinating - material available on life style. It is rather to expound

the rather limited data from the Prestonfield study as it speaks to the issues

of embourgeoisement and class "conraonality" about which our entire class discus-

:sion revolves. The preceding sketch of the field is intended to provide an

underatanding of the context of the data in terns of the whole field of life

style studies, and to show why only a few other researches are selected for

purposes of comparison.

Specifically, the focus of the chapter is three-fold: informal interactive

systems, formal associational patterns, and structure of family life. Though

the topics tend to overlap considerably, for the purposes of separating and

analystrg the components, the discussion will proceed under three headings:

"personal friendships", "social participation", and "family life". The matter

of the unique features of council estate life will be included within the first

section concerning networks of personal friendships.

B. PERSONAL FRIENDSHIPS

I enquired about personal friendships along three lines: the "context" of

friendships - in "that relation the fidends stand to respondent; the occupations
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of friends - their status compared to that of the respondent: and, the type

of activities engaged in with friends. The second query served mainly to

confirm the anticipated consistency of status among friends; few respondents

named persons significantly higher or lower than themselves. The other two

matters, however, are quite revealing, demonstrating clear class variations,

1, j'riendahip "Contexts" .

Respondents were asked, "Outside of work, with whom do you have most

contact - would it be men from work, people in the neighbourhood, relatives, or

just whom?"1 As the label suggests, Table V - 1 includes only answers which

seemed to indicate main soirees of friends, "Own family" replies are tabulated

only in the cases in which this was the only context of interaction mentioned.

TABLE V - 1

MAIM SOURCES Of ERIENIB

N
own

family relatives
neighbour¬

hood Work
previous
residence

organic,
school Total

Working (46) 24 13 17 24 13 8 10($

Border (18) 17 28 - 33 17 6 100f'

Middle (58) 11 13 21 16 8 45 1001

Total (102) 18 16 11 23 12 22 10$

Significantly, the highest proportion of middle class answers refer to

friends in organisations or from school; these are contexts which were not directly

1, The term "friend" was avoided in the question because of possible varia-
ition in understanding and usage of the term at different social levels vhich was
suggested to me by persons at the University who had previously conducted surveys
in areas in Edinburgh,
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suggested by the wording of the question, end would seem, therefore, to be

especially reliable answers. bty impression was that some of the working class

men who alluded to neighbourhood or work friends were responding to a feeling of

obligation to name some context of friendship outside the home and named one of

the alternatives provided by the question itself. In some of these cases, the

"intensity" of friendship may be low and the amount of interaction limited.

On the whole, the borderline "work" responses and middle class "organisation"

responses seemed to constitute far more meaningful relationships.

Controlling the middle class by the self-placement factor makes virtually

no difference, so the middle class group is considered as a whole. As the hi$i

incidence of friendships derived from asaociational involvement will appear again

when we consider "social participation", comment on this finding will be reserved

until that stage of the analysis has been reached. However, the low proportion

of borderline men enjoying friendships within an associational context is per-

:plexingj we shall see that organisational participation for this group is twice

as high a-» for the working class. It is, of course, conceivable that a person

may be contacted in more than one context. Where this is true, the more basic

context and initial point of contact (such as the work situation) may naturally

be named. Indeed, the "work-centeredneas" of this group is further suggested by

the high number of friends declared in this context.

2« Activities with Friends.

When the follow up question requested the type of activities engaged in with

the persons already named, the reaction was often that of a blank stare or con-

: fused stammering. At all levels, many respondents were not able to declare

concrete forms of activity with their friends. This was far more often the case

for the working class men of whom less than half named a specific activity. 'or

those who did, "going to the pub" was claimed in sixty-one per cent of the cases.
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There was only a single mention of mutual visiting and a few references to cinema-

going or other recreation*

For the borderline men, the activities reported tended overwhelmingly to

"visiting, this choice accounting for eighty-six per cent of the oases* The

middle class men were also fairly high on visiting, naming this in forty-five

per cent of the instances; they also emphasised recreational pursuits with

friends, mentioning these in thirty-four per oent of the cases in which an activity
was actually stated.^

From this information, contrasts in "style of life" immediately become

apparent. It is particularly noteworthy that only about one-fifth of the working

class men alluded to friendships within the neighbourhood, I think even this

figure tends to exaggerate the degree of neighbourliness* Several of the neigh¬

bours indicated as friends were, in fact, known prior to moving to the council

estate. Others were but casual acquaintances vho were named because they repre¬

sented the most intimate relationship enjoyed, even though this was still at a

rather formal stage. MMy directly stressed the individual!sation of life within

the estate, the fact that families make a rule of keeping to themselves. As an

observer who was present in the area almost constantly for several weeks, I can

attest to the extreme paucity of visible inter-relationships such as conversations

around the entrance of a "stair" or neighbours going in and out of each other's

homes.

3. Council Estate Living.

The ramifications of the above friendship patterns go beyond that sphere

alone. Again observation and recollection can substitute for mare detailed statis¬

tical data, Mthin the council, no less assuredly than in the other areas, the

home and immediate family provide the raain locus of living. Ensconced within the

thin walls of the estate tenement flats, entertained by the television, undistur¬

bed by those ' round about, the Council scheme dwellers live either in defensiveness



or in self-sufficiency. Though this estate had been standing for thirty years,

with mapy of the original settlers still present, there was no evidence, by way

of observation or interviewees descriptions, of a renewal of former patterns of

"mateyness" and gregariousness.

There are several possible interpretations of this phenomenon. It may be

considered a transitional stage in upward mobility - a repudiation of the old

forma of interaction not yet replaced by middle class patterns of association?!

activity, home entertaining, etc. The increased "home-centeredness" of the

husband, in particular, could be made to argue for such a trend, a trend which

would support the idea of working class ''embourgeoisementt" • But it is also

plausible to see the conversion from extroverted neighbourliness to muted, in-

rtroverted living aa a direct result of the ecological differences in the new

environment, without an undermining of other features of working class life style.

The latter perspective seems to me more in line with the other data pertaining to

life style.

Among the several parallel investigations, the most directly oo iparable is

a 3tudy made in recent years by the University of Edinburgh Social Environment

Research Unit of the Vardieburn council estate which was constructed at about the

same time as the Prestonfield estate and populated initially by resettlers from

demolition-doomed areas of Leith. One of the "working papers" of this atuc|y

described the environmental origins of the "displaoed persons" who were relocated

by the Corporation.

Number thirteen Harehills Place, with which I am well acquainted, would
fit comfortably into a medium sized Victorian terraced house of three
public rooms, four main bedrooms and the 'usual offices'. Yet it
houses twelve families totaling at the present time about thirty indivi¬
duals; and in its hey-day there must have been at least twice that
number.

Discussing the implication of such crowded quarters, the report continues -

1. ".Resettlement and delf-image", Working Paper, Social Environment Research
Unit, University of Edinburgh» p.4.
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Thus, severe spatial restrictions can result in deprivation of
opportunities for defence against basic anxieties, as well as
one very important field for ego expansion,'

Ivone-the-1esa, the present council residents tended to eulogise this former

environment because of the "esprit ele oorps" and commonality of life in the face
2

of common hardship. Life in its most intimate details, was public, or at

least it was private only in so far as furtivenesa was consistent find successful.

The report stresses,

More often the daily struggle to maintain order that goes on
behind the door is only that door's thickness away from the
public eye,"

The autobiographical insights of Hoggart in a North of England city give

fuller and applicable description.

To a visitor they are understandibly depressing, these massed
proletarian area; street after regular street of shoddily uniform
houses intersected by a dark pattern of ginnels and snickets (alley¬
ways) and courts: mean, squalid and in a permanent half-fog; a
study in shades of dirty-gray, without greetness or the blueness of
sky; degrees darker than the north or west of the town, than the
'better end', pBut the life was not outwardly so depressing, where
affability replaced amenities: j ••• one knows practically everybody
with an intimacy of detail ,,. This is an extremely local life,*

But, if the inhabitants of such areas are inured against the effects of

deprivation, they are not so inured against the effects of change, and are singu¬

larly unprepared for it.

1, ibid, p,5,

2, It may be significant for both the Wardieburn and Prestonfield council
estates that most of the original residents did not come to the estates volun¬
tarily but were compelled to move because of demolition prospects,

3, ibid, p,8.

4, Richard Hoggart, The uses of Literacy. (London: Chatto and Windus,
1957) P.52.
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It is because for all ages such a life can have a peculiarly
gripping wholeness, that after twenty-five it can be difficult
for a working class person either to move into another kind of
area or even another area of the same kind, We all know of
working class people*a difficulties in settling into the new
council house estates.'

Returning to the Wardiebuzn study for confirmation of this impression, it is

reported that ninety per cent of those interviewed said they "keep themselves

to themselves" • Fully eighty per cent volunteered the information that they

"don't go into each other's houses"Virtually everyone decried the unfrlendli-

:ness of the new environment and absense of mutual aid, but continued to eon-

: tribute to that atmosphere by their own actions. The report concludes that the

migrants to the council estate intensified a ritual of distance-keeping. Life

was a masterpiece of "mutual coexistence" seldom interrupted by relationships

more intimate than oonventions or politeness demanded.^
/

One of the most popular sociological contributions in Britain in recent

years documents the difficult re-orientation facing the central city tenement

district migrant to a council estate. Young and willmott coopered the social

patterns of a group of families in an old area of East London, Bethnal Green,

to their counterparts who had resettled in the London council estate of Greens-

: leigh. Their description of the effect of the migration is in keeping with

the findings for Wardiebum and Prestonfield. People often used the same

familiar saying, "keep themselves to themselves", mainly in judgement of the

present neighbours. These excerpts condense their observations -

1. ibid, p.59.

2. "Resettlement", op, oit,, p,l6,

3. ibid, p.16, 17.
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Their new neighbours are strangers, drawn from every part of
the East End, and they are, as we have seen, treated with
reserve. In point of services, neighbours do not make up
for kin ••• Even where relations have not been severed, there
is little of the mateyness so characteristic of Bethnal Green ...
At Greenaleigjh they neither share long residence with their
fellow tenants nor as a rule have kin to serve as bridges be-
jtween the family and the wider community* These two vital
interlocked conditions of friendliness are missing, and their
absence goes far to explain the attitude we have illustrated* • *
the number of people per acre at Greenslei^i (is) only one-
fifty what it is in Bethnal Green — and low density does not
encourage sociability**
Eweig found the same "closed-door" existence, remarking that "visiting is

in the main, discouraged", but did not focus on the fact, stressing this rather

as evidence for a new home-centeredness and Thus, middle class values in the

ascendency among council estate dwellers.^ The most relevant aerican explora¬

tion is a study by Merger of auto workers relocated in a spacious suburb, the

main difference being that they were able to purchase the homes into which they

moved| he, too, comments on the infrequency of visiting and the concentration

of social activities within the home and immediate family. Discussing the "way

of life" of the residents in this improved environment, Berger notes that, "a

massed-produced tract suburb, rapidly occupied, has little chance to develop

gradually a neighbourhood character of its own,^
Cohen and Hodges describe "lower blue collar" conditions of life in the

U.S. similarly to Boggart, suggesting that roughly equivalent patterns of exis-

t tence hold true for run-down areas in America and Britain, and thereby completing

the convergence of style of life trends involved in a move to less-cramped, more

comfortable, but unfamiliar environments. They oonclude that low status persons

1, Xoung and ftillmott, op, cit., p.147» 149, 150, 153*

2, Zweig, op, cit., p.116,

3, Berger, op. alt., p.13, 69.



adapt to the povverlessness and deprivation of their lives by building social
networks that can function as "rautu&l insurance schemes". These relationships

are diffused, particularistic, durable and reclpricol, with heavy dependence on

extended kinship and neighbouring relationships.^
Merton sets such phenomena within the theoretical mould of the reference

group, stressing the difficulty of change from one group to another, "...

initial exposure to the new group is most apt to involve an intensification of

old ties ,This was evident from the men and even more from the wives living

in the Prestonfield council scheme in conversation extraneous to the actual inter-

sview. Even if the contacts are, of necessity, infrequent rn&iy of the really

emotionally-tinged friendships were :uaintained with individuals from the by-gone

era in an old district of mutual upbringing. Kugr still said they "belong" to

the old area even when many years had intervened. There was an evident lack of

conscious identification with the council house neighbours. Though the previous

chapter has revealed a continuing working class-consciousness, this consciousness

may well be less concrete in terms of identification with a particular group of

people. Lipsett and Bendix list "ecological change by housing developments" as

a crucial variable in class-consciousness.^

Though the scope of the Preslonfield survey does not allow rae to elucidate

very fully the contrast between "old-style" working class districts and the

newer council areas, one of the Melville district streets, a crowded cul-de-sac

hemmed in by industrial plants, did in a partial way illustrate the contrast.

The numbers involved are not enough to make a statistically noticeable difference

for the Melville area, and for this reason no control by area has been shown.

But I noticed on this street appreciably more activity outside the confines of

1. Albert Cohen and Harold M. Hodges Jnr., "Characteristics of the Lower
Blue Collar Class", ocial Problems. Spring, 1963, p.p.330-333.

2. Merton, op. cit., p.273.

3. Seymore M, Lipset and Eeirihard Bendix, "Social Status and Social
Structure", American Sociological Review, 1951,
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the home — woioen chatting at the foot of the stair, a wife shouting unsuffled

obaenitiea at her husband as he raced off to the late shift, children crowding

the pavement with socoor and hop-scotch games, etc. It was on this little

street that I felt particularly conspicuous walking along with toy briefcase;

and it was with sou*© embarrassment that I wove my way through the unconcealed

stares of the people outside to reach a certain address. The atmosphere here

was different; one felt that the street was alive and was part of the entity

of a miniature community. At least this single microcosm provided a hint of

the "old" pattern of neighbourliness so missing at the soene of the council

house scheme.

The other pre-war estate of Dagenhao is described by Willmott in very

different terms th_j.t those depicting life in Frestonfield, Y.' -rdie'ourn or the

newer estates. He sees a notable resurgence of "traditional* forms of relation¬

ship sifter the passage of some years: "Moat people at Dagenham regard the

other residents as * friendly'. And most people have got •friends* on the estate

in the sense that other people, living nearby come into their homes. In these

two ways D&genham is certainly a more sociable place than Greenaleigh," * In his

conclusion, Willmott says that, "Looal extended families, which hold juch a

central place in the older districts, have grown up in almost identical for- on

the estate, and so have looal networks of neighbours ,,,"^ In explaining the

senewed communal configuration of life, he declares that ecological considerations

are the major determinants; those living in the 'banjos'; densely populated

orl-de-saos^are most inclined to intensive neighbourliness** Dagenham*s apparent

uniqueness in this respect may be explicable on the basis of the relative compact-

:neas of its housing, if Willmott has drawn the right conclusion. In fact, he

states this very fact quite plainly in comparing Bethnal Green to Dagenham, "If

my interpretation iscorrect, were it not for the spread-out character of so much

of the estate's housing, there would be even closer similarities between the
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socdal life of dugenhoia and of the East End"*^
Preatonfield unquestionably resembles Wardieburn and the newer estates in

the prevalence of "distant" relationships* Passage of time has not tempered

the restricted patterns of intpractical; it has only - so it see~a - made more

rigid Hie social reticence and established this as the normative form of life

for later entrants into the district* Klein insightfully suggests that such

"keep to yourself" dispostions may derive from norm conflicts among the migrants

who come to the new estates*

To complain that the neighbours are 'stuck up' may be translated
as meaning that when you say good-day to them, as is customary
in the society from which you came, they do not return the
greeting for fear that you will drop in on them, because they will
interpret it as an overture to further interaction* In a tradi¬
tional society, minute cues may serve to indicate the behaviour
expected of one another. When norms differ, cues are not recognised."2

Most of the people do not have the necessary social skills to deliberately

pursue new social relationships, and instead, may comfort themselves with the

assurance that it is not themselves, but the others in the neighbourhood,who are

•cold'.

But the pauoity of neighbourhood interaction is really only one side of

the coin; the other side is the dominant alternative - increased home centered-

:ness* The husband may still "pop off to the pub for a pint" in the even!. 0 out

the chances are his visit will be short, and he is far more likely to forego

this masculine diversion for the sake of family and television*

Klein points to both television and increased financial well-being as

helping to bring husbands and wives closer together; "When man and wife discuss

1. ibid, p.83.

2# Klein, op* cit*, p.224.
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the way they shall spend money, the fact that they talk together ia not the

least of the benefits uiore spending money confers. Parallel to this the fact

that television keeps the husband from the pub is not the only benefit T.V. oonfers.

Like purchases for the home, television provides a talking-point for husbands and

wives who have not learned the arts of conjugal conversation in their parental

homes".^ Marriage in these surroundings is more companionate, to be sure, and

the relationship between man and children is less 3tern and more affectionate.

Says the Wardiebum (Edinburgh) report about the shifting image of the husband,

"In brief the trend is from a kind of hollow Jehcrvah to a home-centered handiman

who plays with the children".'* New pride in the home is evident, a private pride,

to be enjoyed rather than displayed. The home is a cherished cloister in which

life is centered.

On the surface, as I've suggested, one might be led to infer an adoption of

middle class style of family life. To a limited extent this would be a valid

inference. But our evidence in its totality does not support the "embourgeoise-

;ment" thesis in regard to living patterns. This is rather an internal revolu¬

tion - a modification of working class lift, a super-imposition of new values and

patterns set in motion by drastic ecological changes as well as financial and

residential improvements. But the revolution is not accompanies by adoption ox

other middle dims patterns such as extensive aasociational involvement, mutual

entertainment, more sophisticated forms of entertainments or increased interaction

with persons of higher status. Ber&er in describing the changes wrought by the

move to suburbia of the workers in his California survey could be speaking for

the situation receiving our attention.

1. ibid, p.295.

2. "Resettlement", op, cit. p.7.
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Social mobility characteristicilly occurs when an occupational
advance or a rice in income permits the mobile family to move
out of its social milieu into one rnoxe in keeping with its
aspirations and its new economic status. In the case under
consideration this has not happened. Instead, a whole stratum
has collectively raised its standard of living singly by
buying new homes in the suburbs. The nature of the stratum
itself, however, remains largely unchanged.^

And at a later stage he concludes, "but these 'gains' are collective gains, and

as such, they do not so much constitute evidence of individual social mobility
2

as they do the mobility of an entire stratum".

In short, we have reason to see a genuine change in working class life

style in one key way which gives it a resemblance to the middle olass, family-

centered, configuration. "Home-centeredneas" has been referred to as a middle

class characteristic by a number of investigators. Willmott and Young found

almost obsessional, fetish-like commitment to every detail of home amenity in a

study of a London suburb.^ Burns well summarised the general view of sociologists:

"The family in the middle classes is truly the basic social unit"But this

characteristic can no longer be considered the exclusive province of the middle

class. With the break-up of old style, crowded, communal, gregarious working

class communities, and the improvement in home environment and the accompanying

pride in the home, this is becoming an increasing feature of working class life,

grafted into the other central patterns and values. As we analyse other aspects

of life style, there will be mounting evidence that this is an internal raetamorp-

thoais rather than an emulation of middle class forms of living,

C. SOCI L PARTICIPATION

Participation in organisations, visiting the pub and engaging in leisure

time activities are three aspects of life style dealt with under the rubric

1. Berger, op. cit., p.23. *

2. ibid, p.93*

3. Willraott and Young, •'amily and Class in a London suburb.

4. Burns, pp. cit., p.331.
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"social participation". Glass variations of significance are discovered,

serving to substantiate the assertion that the working class retain life style

patterns distinct from those of higher status groups#

1, Organisational Involvement.

More detailed confirmation of this distinctiveness is provided by the

answers to the question on involvement in organisations. The question was

used to elicit facts about union membership as well as other formal groups, but

here the extra-union involvements will be considered separately. The number of

organisational relationships varies tremendously, and inversely, with social

status. The ratios of number of men to total number of organisational oomait-

sments is as follows for each class groupings working class, 3s1j borderline,

1:5:1 J middle class, 1:1:2, In other words, the middle class men average more

than one organisation each, the working class men only one organisation for every

three men, and the borderline group almost directly midway between the two larger

groups#

Breaking this data down into separate categories of organisations, we find

the only appreciable number of working class formal involvements under the

rubric, "fraternal", still accounting for only seventeen per cent of the men in

this division. The organisations alluded to were the freemasons, the Buffaloes

(which a taxi driver described as a "working man's freemasons") and a working

men's club nearby. The borderline men are most keen on "religious" groups such

as Boys' Brigade and on "sports" or "recreational organisations* such as golf

clubs and bowling clubs. The middle class men disclose an even hi^ier propor-

:tion of involvements in sports organisations. They also show a large proportion

in the third column which includes "cultural groups" like drama clubs, "service"

organisations and "professional" societies. These three forms of involvement are

lumped together as they are pertinent to the middle class men almost exclusively.
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TAKg V - 2

PARTIClPjMIOK IN OHG^NIS.ATIOMS (OTHER THm TRAEE UNIONS)

N
N

(organiz.) Fraternal Sports
Service
etc. Religious Other Total

Working (41) (14) 50 7 7 29 7 10Q':

Border (17) (11) 9 56 9 46 - 10QS

Middle W (41) 7 37 29 15 12 100^

Total (92) (66) 17 30 21 23 9 1001-

Low working class participation and high middle class participation in

formal organisations are -well-established generalities of life style in Britain

and elsewhere# Clearly, our findings are compatible with this pattern. In

jjagenham, only sloven per cent of the working class council estate residents re-

jported having attended a club or organisation in the month prior to being inter-

s viewed. Eighty-four per cent said they belonged to no sucsh organisation. i>ays

Willmott, "Compared with the middle-class suburb of Woodford, clubs and the like

play a small part in people's lives at Dagenham.1 .Similar results have emerged

from research in Derby,2 in Banbury and in a county town in the Home Counties.^
stressing the same phenomenon, Lenski says,

The only formal associations which have managed to win the active
participation of apy significant proportion of working class
people seem to be the churches, the unions and in some countries,
working men's political parties and clubs. On the whole, working
people have limited their voluntary social relationships to those
of an informal, primary type much more than the middle class. In
particular, they have limited such relationships to those built on
the foundation of kinship.

1. Willmott, op. cit., p.85.

2. Cauter said Downham, op. oit., p.66.

3. Stacey, Traditional and Change, p.69, 81.

if. T. Bottoaare, "Social Stratification in Voluntary Organisations", p.p.356-82.

3. Lenski, op. cit., p.49«
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Carol Slater notes that in the lowest socio-economic classes in America, women

are likely to stress concrete household tasks and see themselves exclusively in

the domestic role.'' In the same vein, Mayer reports,

•Joining', then, is more prevalent among members of the middle and
the upper olasses than elsewhere in the class structure. This
does not mean, of course, that working class people live in social
isolation •• the active social life of most working class persons
is largely confined to informal leisure time activities that take
place in intimate cliques, made up primarily of relatives,2

These American results coincide with the findings of British sociologists,

underscoring the generality of this phenomenon. Many other aerican researches

have pointed to the same social disparities.^
Use of the Pub.

On the basis of the descriptions of "traditional" working class areas, I

felt that the pub might still represent a working class alternative of the in-

: formal, personal variety, and might provide an arena of camaraderie occupying

much the same place in the working man's life as the formal association do in

the life of middle class persons. So, respondents were asked how frequently they

visit the pub - in general rather than for a specified period of time - and whether

to the "local" or to a pub elsewhere in town. The results supnort the hypothesis,

as Table V - 3 indioates. As the middle class self-placement separation seemed

important in the results, the middle class group is divided on this basis, the

working class identifiers denoted (Mo-Wo) and the .middle class identifiers denoted

(Mc-Mc).

1. Carol Slater, "Class Differences in Definition of Role and Membership
in Voluntary Associations Among Urban Married Somen", American Journal oi' Sociology.
May, 1960, p.p.616-619•

2. Mayer, op. cit., p.44-.

3. Floyd Cotson, "Patterns of Voluntary Association Among Urban Working Class
Families", A3R, (1951) p.p.687-693* Mirra Komarovsky, "The Voluntary Association
of Urban Dwellers", ASR. (Dec. 1946), p.p.688-6j W.G. Mather, Jnr., "Income and
Social Participation", 'SR. (1941), p.p.380-383, Hollingshead, op. citj Iynds,
pp. cit. j W. Lloyds Earner and Paul S. Lunt, The Social System of a Modern Cota-
imunity. (Conni Yale University Press, 194-1,) chapter 16: Lipaet. PolitloalHan.
op, cit., p.p,109#195. —
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The last column includes men vho indicated that their drinking is done in a club

or hotel bar or at home rather than in a pub; the other grouping should be

adequately self-explanatory.

TABLE V - 3

FREQUENCY AND LOCATION OF PUB VISITING

N
Often
local

Often
elsewhere

Occasionally
somewhere

Seldom
never

Home, club
hotel Total

Working (41) 39 22 10 29 mm 100/'

Border (17) 18 - 24 59 12 100^

Mc-Wc (14) 29 7 14 50 mm 10Qj

Mc-Mc (1?) 11 26 37 26 lOCrt

Total (91) 25 13 16 40 8 100/'

Sixty-one per cent of the working class men report frequent visits to the pub,

either local or elsewhere. My impression is that many of the "elsewhere" answers

illustrate the previously described nostalgia for "old haunts" where the individual

previously lived and still meets old "mates". Only twenty-nine per cent of this

lowest stratum said they never or seldom go to the pub. The question was not put

to the respondents so as to delve into drinking patterns in general; and the large

numbers of "seldom or never" answers over all probably do not represent, in the

main, an anti-drinking persuasion, but merely the fact that these do not often go

out somewhere for social drinking. For this reason, the final column probably

understates the number who sometimes engage in home drinking. Cauter and Downham

likewise reported that "working-class people are very much more likely to be regu-

:lar visitors £to the pubj going at least once a week".^

1. Cauter and Downham, op. cit., p.94.
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Bearing in mind the decline in gregariouaness and nei^jhbcurhood sociability,
A

it is noteworthy to find a hif£i working class retention of the pub-going custom.

Indeed, as many as one-fifth go to the trouble of travelling out of the neighbour¬

hood to "have a couple pints" with old friends, X brewery engineer remarked,

The pubs here are okay, but I prefer up town, I still have ay
*10061' pub where I grew up and that's where I usually go.

The different attitudes surrounding social drinking are evident in the borderline

and middle class groups, A general foreman said,

There are enough pubs around here, but not enough places to take the
wife. I like to go up town somewhere where I feel the wife can go
along and make an evening of it.

There are two pubs within the Prestonfield area, neither within the council

scheme but both bordering it. One is quite new and stylish, with a large parking

lot to cater to "through traffic" on a major road out of the city, but is generally

less busy. The other is on Dalkeith Road, across the street from the fringe of

the scheme and is packed out every night, mainly with men from the council houses.

It is to this pub that the following middle class men were referring in these

remarks.

The pub here is too toughj I drink at home.

No, I don't use the local pub; it's filled with a rough lot fraa
the scheme.

I don't frequent the pub because it's frequented by hooks, crooks,
and comic singers from the area across here rthe schemed who are really bad.

Digressing to make an obvious comment, these remarks certainly illustrate the

feelings which keep a social curtain drawn between the classes. Some middle class

men still announce disapproval at the socialising style of working class men.

Barriers to social intercourse are still obvious, even if decried.

1, Again, Dagenham proves to be contradictory on this measure but it may be
related to the limited availability of pubs, "In fact, there are relatively few
pubs on the estate, Bethnal Green has a pub for every 600 people, Woodford one
for every 2,500 and Dagenham one for every 10,000", Only 2{J/ of the men in Dagenham
reported making a visit to the pub within the previous month, ftillmott, op.oit,,
p.87.
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The middle class self-placement factor comes into prominence again on this

question even though it made no difference for organisational activity* Close

to a third of the "discrepant" men use the local pub, but none of the "consistent"

middle class men* None of the "discrepant" volunteered information about drinking

in more sophisticated surroundings such as a hotel, while this category of answer

was volunteered by a fourth of the "consistent" middle class respondents* Appar-

rently the men who still consider themselves working class are able to "feel at

home" in a working class atmosphere, or perhaps thqy wish to reinforce their

deliberate renunciation of pretentiousness* The middle class identifiers are

uite willing to deny assocJa tion with "rougfr" elements in the "looal".

Our data does not speak to the .matter of trends in pub-going for men who

have come to the council from an "old style" centre! city district. But, I have

no doubt the conclusions of Young and Willmott (regarding men in the Greenalei^i

council scheme from the old Bethnal Green area) would hold true*

The majority of men (twenty-aix out of thirty-nine) said they had
reduced their spending on drinking and smoking after going to the
estate. Generally speaking, the money saved came into the home
instead*

Despite this qualification, the pub is still predominately a working class

"institution" and helps fill the social vacuum in the kind of unstructured, casual

atmosphere that the working class man finds congenial. The borderline men are

most akin to the "discrepant" middle class men and are particularly high in

claiming little or no use of the pub*

3* Leisure Time Pursuits.

Another approach to the coupler of social activity is aside by the question,

"What sort of things do you like to do in your leisure time"? Since no pre¬

determined categories were employed, the answers to this quexy proved extremely

1* Young and Willaott, op* oit*, p.145*



difficult to code and analyse. A large variety of responses were given (thirty-

three) and ny efforts to reduce these to a workable number of groupings for

analysis has not, in ny own opinion, been altogether successful. But, some

general tendencies are evident, tendencies ewmpu i,ible with the previous findings.

Over all, the borderline group mentions slightly the greatest number of leisure

pursuits, the middle class group is just behind, and the working class group

mention by far the fewest, proportionately. But, there is room for deception in

this fact since the frequency of participation in an activity was not asked, but

merely the sort of activities preferred. The reason for this is that X was

mainly concerned with discovering the types of leisure pursuits valued by the

different groups, irrespective of how often these were enjoyed in practice. The

latter aspect is greatly influenced by family stage, marital status, finances iuad

other factors, of course. But, taken in conjunction with the organisational

involvement variable, one may infer that these responses also indicate the less

frequent "outside" leisure pursuits for the working class man. This was found

to be the oase in Derby by Carter and Downham,^ and was the impression that I

obtained here.

Thar® is an admitted "ad hocness" about the four main classifications of

leisure activity which have been devised. The first is called "relaxation" and

includes a wide variety of activities — T.V., cinema, walking, bowling, gardening,

reading, dancing, snooker and a few more. The second is called "passive recrea-

:tions" and refers to pub-going as well as "following" football, horses, greyhounds,

wrestling and boxing. These are, then, other than pub-going, mainly "spectator

sports" and are associated with the working class. The third classification is

called "active recreations" and covers a wide range of pursuits including gplf,

fishing, hunting, swimming, tennis, skiing, mountaineering, etc.

1. Carter and Downham, op. oit., p.63*
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Thc fourth grouping is called very roughly "cultural, social and service"# Within

its scope fall photography, theatre, Boys' Brigade and Bey Scout leadership, home

entertaining, motoring and others#

bout one-tenth of the men gave no indication of a leisure pursuit at all.

The rest gave at least one preference, some as many as three or four. Table V - 4

combines the first and second choice (where there are second choices)#

TABLE V - 4

UBIoUKE ACTIVITY gUSMSHEMCES

N
Relaxa¬
nt!on

Passive
recreation

Active
recreation

Cultural,
social,
service Total

Total
no# of

preference

Working (41) 36 42 4 18 1 oops (45)

Border (17) 32 18 32 18 100?A (28)

Middle (ft/ 33 4 22 41 100« (51)

Total (92) 34 21 18 27 icx$; (124)

As suggested, the "passive recreations" are predominately selected by working

class men, particularly visiting the pub and watching football matches# Pear and

others have pointed out the important part played by football in the life of working

class men#1 Only the "Relaxation" category is apparently uninfluenced by class

dispositions, but if the various activities included were singled out, more varia¬

tion would certainly appear# For instance, nearly all of the "cinema" replies

were by working class asen, which is consistent with the statistics for England and

Wales presented by Carr-Saunders and his associates.^

1, T.H# Pear, English Social Differences. (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1955)
p#243»

2# A,M# Garr—Saunders, D, Caradog Jones, C,A, Moser, A .urvey of ooial uon-
iditiona in England and Aales. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958) p#24f>.
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The borderline and middle class men (to a lesser extent) both frequently

allude to "active" recreations, most often to golfing, But, for the middle class

men, the dominant type of activities stressed and highly valued is the "mixed bag"

of non-sports pursuits described (fourth column) above# Hie borderline group is

least concentrated in specific categories, but is, as usual, more weighted toward

middle class interests# &y impression is that the "magio box"with its perpetual

panorama of entertainment, the television, is most dominant in the lives of the

working class families# It requires least effort, money and social pressure and

is a substantial substitute for more active pursuits#

'Hie class implications of leisure preferences are made more manifest when

we control the middle class choices by social class self-placement# For the

first-mentioned leisure pursuit preference the "consistent" middle class respon¬

dents select one of the activities in the last category (cultural, etc#) twice

as frequently as the "discrepant" middle class men# The higher average age for

the "discrepant" man could account for this in part, but the disparity is eonsis-

:tent with previous findings# The men who identify themselves with the working

olass are less removed from wosking class values cai most measures# All of the

men with college or University educations make their initial leisure choice within

this latter classification, further underscoring the social contrasts#

So, throughout the range of social participation examined - organisations,

pub-going and leisure preference - there has been mounting evidence that life

styles of middle class and working olass men are generally distinct# In these

terms, at least, little merging of classes is evident, though it is, of course,

true that social separations are less than iron-clad# But it is not possible

on the basis of these findings to conour with the statement of Johnson concerning

Britain's "social evolution" that,
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Art and amusements became ♦popular* in the quan .native sense of the
word, with the result that all sections of the community tended to do
the same things, Lo&eraism produced a new type of working class man
and woman whose ambition seemed to be social equality with the trading
and black-coated classes,

D, FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS

finally, it remains for us to catch at least a panoramic view of some of the

salient fe u . of family structure uncovered by our interviews for in these, too,

we find signs of class variation in life style. Of course, the family has

previously been Introduced to the discussion with regard to the centripetal farces

in working class life producing greater companionship between husband and wife

and greater commitment to the home as the focal point of family activity. In the

main, this is the direct result of a major change in the role of the husband.

Young and ""illmott describe the old image and the new role of the working olass

husband,

,,, the notion still survives that the woricing class man is a sort of
absentee husband, sharing with his wife neither the responsibility nor
affeotion, partner only of the bed, Such a view is in the tradition
of research into working olass family life,2
whatever happened in the past, the younger husband of today does riot
consider that the children belong exclusively to his wife's sphere of
work, or that he can abandon them to her (and her mother) while he
takes his comfort in the male atmosphere of the pub. He now shares
responsibility for the number of children, as well as for their welfare
after they are born,^

1, Family ize.

The referenoe to the number of children introduces a measure of family struc¬

ture which was sought for in the interviews, I'arah has pointed out that in

1, L,G, Johnson, i^he Sooial Evolution of Industrial Britain,

2, Willmott and Young, op, cit,, p.19j see also Hoggart, op, cit,, cap.
p,p,i4-8«51; E. ."later and M, V'oodhide, Patterns of ? arriage, (London: Cassal,
1951) J F, Henriques and C, Slaughter, d'oal is Our hifei Analysis of a Yorkshire
Lining Community. (London: Lyre & 'pottiswoods, 195^,

3, ibid, p.21#
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England and Wales aince the beginning cf this century there has been a large-

scale revolution in family size and planning. The revolution began with the

higher classes, who first reduced the number of children systematically, but has

gradually spread through the social structure, with small families becoming

normative for the whole population,1 Wrong also notes the continued narrowing

of difference in family size, but stresses that manual workers' families are

still measurably larger on the average. The lowest fertility is found among the
p

lowest non-manual groups. The latter fact may accompany high aspiration for

upward mobility among these lowest fringes of the middle class, Lenski has

indicated that in America there is a correlation between increased family size

and reduced educational opportunity, which tends to perpetuate working class

status.^
Within our own study, the variations in "family stage" sake comparisons

difficult without sub-dividing the groups to the point where the size of the sub-

samples become miniscule, Most of our working class families are "complete"

families, but few of the middle class families are complete. This is evident

in the comparative ratios of children over seventeen years to children below six

years for each class division. They are 4:3:1 for working class, 2;1 for border-

jlinf and 7:1 for middle class. Many of the middle class couples are quite young,

just getting their families under way.^ But, taking the borderline and middle

groups combined, there are nearly as many men over fifty years of age as there are

within the working class group. Despite this, six of the seven men who report

having more than three children are working class, Furthermore, there are nearly

1, David C, Marsh, The Changing social Structure of England and '/.ales 1871-1951.
(London: Routledge & Kegan Raul Ltd,, 1958) p«p» 45»51 •

2, Dennis H, Wrong, "Class Fertility Differences in England and Wales",
Mlllbank Memorial Fund Quarterly. (January 1960), p.p»37-47«

3, Lenski, op, cit,, p.243,

4, The age factor has not often been brou^vt to attention because it has had
little or no effect on other measures.
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as many working class families with three children as with two, which is not the

case in the other division. So, whatever the present trend - which is, no

doubt, a convergence of family size patterns - the larger family tendency of the

working class is still visible for our respondents,

2, Working Wives.

Another family variable associated with life style is that of "working wives".

About forty per cent of the wives of our respondents are employed in some capacity,

part-time or f\ill-time. For the working class grot?), all but two of the

working wives are employed in a manual job, and all but two of these work on a

part-time basis. Most do part-time cleanir^ working in private residences,

hospitals or hotels. By contrast, the largest number of middle class working

wives are engaged in full time non-manual work, largely secretarial and office

work. There are only two middle class wives who do work of a manual nature, both

on a part-time basis. Only a third of the borderline wives do any work outside

the home, and with only a single exception this is non-manual work.

Within the middle class, the self-placement distinction comes to the rore

once again, A slight majority of the "consistent" middle class wives work (it

will be recalled that these men were, on the average, quite young and married for

only a short time) and all of these are in non-manu. 1 positions. Only a third

of the "discrepant" middle class wives work and half of these are in manual posi-

rtions. It is also of interest that a number of working class men volunteered

the fact that although their wives are free from outside employment now, they had

worked sometime during their married life. Only a fifth had done no work since

marriage. Only one middle class man whose wife was not working alluded to

previous work since their marriage.

The general conclusion reached is that for the working class families, it

may be deemed necessary at various points throughout life for the wife to go out

and bring in some extra money cleaning or performing some other manual task, per-

:h|kp8 a couple of days per week. For the middle class wives, full-time office



work is frequently engaged in prior to the family reaching the stage where this

is no longer convenient. Such work may again be taken up after the children are

grown* but only if it is desired in order to help keep busy and enable additional

purchases: not as a matter of necessity, A few insist on keeping active in work

outside the home, even with children. Por instance, a aupervisor with two young

children remarked,

My wife? Oh, she's a 'career girl' ••• has spells when she must go
out. She's Just starting in a catering business ••• says she
prefers to work than to take care of the children.

This is, of course, exceptional,

3, Children's Education.

Some information was ascertained concerning the schooling previously received

or presently being received by the childi-en of the respondents. The variations

in family stage limits the feasible scope of analysis and only the most summary

statements will be given. The clearest - and most predictable - feature is the

greater advancement of middle class children over the other groins in education,

with no variation on the basis of the class self-placement variable. Over half

of the middle class families with children of sohool age or above have at least

one offspring attending a "fee-paying" school presently or one who has in the

past attended senior secondary sohool or above. Only a handful of working class

children received anything but the standard minimum training.

Statistically the borderline group looks much the same as the working class

group on -this measure, but among the younger men there is indication of greater

educational aspirations. Two of these men illustrate tie feelings of hostility

to the prospect of their children attending the local Junior Secondary school,

James Clark,

My one girl is going to Sciennea School now, I tried to get her into
Gillespie's but wasn't able to, I hope she'll be able to get to
Boroughmuir after Sciennes, I will not let her go to James Clark5
I'm definite about that.
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Another ma «ith two little boys, one just cooing up to school age said,

I don't know what to do about the boy's schooling} whether to put
him in the local school and hope he wins a place in a good school
later or to buy him into a good school now. It's a zeal problem.

Those men who had children who had "got on" were very proud to recite their

accomplishments, k baker who lived in the council estate spoke with irrepressible

paternal joy as he told of the whereabouts and work of ids six married children,

two of whom were "doing very well" in Canada and one was a broadcaster for the

BBC.

The question of the aon's work most often had to be in terms of aspirations,

and sometimes hypothetical (if there were no boys in the family). There was a

noticeable reluctance to prescribe what the son ou^t to be, A motor mechanic

with two teenage bays said,

Well, you've gpt to fit the boys according to their individual abilities,
I've got them both into apprentice ships new, and I think they'll be
happy,

aid a supervisor for a cash register firm vho had two very young (ore-school)

boys,

hothing is preconceived about the future, I hope to get a glimmering
of what they aught to do as time goes by, I would never dictate.

Though few would state specific jobs they would like to see their children

attain, this reluctance was not synonimouo with low aspiration, A technician

said,

It's too difficult to say what I'd like the boy to be. I'd like
to see him getting on, naturally.

Civil Service jobs seem to represent feasible opportunities for advancement and

most often (along with the general term, "trade") were spoken of as aspirations

for boys. An electrician with two boys in school replied,

I wouldn't like to see them in dungarees as tradesmen. I'd rather
see them in Civil Service, but don't think they'll make it.



A carton-maker retorted simply, "Civil Service, that's the job today".

The foregoing indicators of life style in family life serve to further

accentuate the contrasts by class. In short working class families tend to have

more children who are afforded generally minimal educations. The wives of these

families continuously or "off and on" through their married lives contribute to

the family budget with part-time manual work. The middle class families are

consistently kept small and in a majority of cases the children are provided

educations which will assure "then non-manual positions. The wives who work are

usually full-time office workers, most often early in marriage, continuing with

pre-marriage work until family responsibilities militate against further employ-

tment. It has not been possible to examine carefully aspirations for children.

However, it is evident that most men want to leave the specifio choice to the

children, but are anxious to see them attain good positions consistent with their

own frame of reference (that is "trades" far children of workingmen, non-manual

jobs with advancement possibilities for the others),

4. Language Barriers.

Before leaving the area of life style a somewhat parenthetical issue

•welcomes attention at this point because it is especially pertinent to education,

and will serve to lay the groundwork for additional considerations later in the

thesis. This final word about the amalgam of life style relates to the constric-

iting context of language and values which so often blunt the possibilities of
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social mobility through the educational system for working class children. The

main vehicle of upward mobility is, without question, education. But there ie

by no means an equal possibility of catching a long ride on this vehicle for

different segments of the oonmmity. Many have pointed out the different values

placed on formal education by various social classes.1 There is more to this than
a deprecation of education by working class persons and a glorification of educ tion

by middle class persons. For even where an abstract commitment to the worth and

necessity of educational nuccess is present in a working class family, the whole

informal value structure of the environment may militate against success. Models

to emulate are not in abundance — incentive is not usually provided; peers are

taking jobs at fifteen or sixteen and bringing home enough money to enjoy theca¬

lselves and make desired purchases; the very sense of obligation to strive for

higher position may be untenable. So few working class children are able to

claw their way throu^i the morass of environmental traps and "make a go of it* in

school. Lockwood gives body to this knowledge Then he shows that forty-five per

cent of children Of clerks get places in grammar schools as opposed to seventeen
2

per cent of children from homes of skilled and semi-skilled manual workers.

1. See, for instance: Eva Bene, "Some Differences Between Middle Class
and Working Class Grammar School Boys in Their Attitudes to Education", BJ;..
(June, 1959)# p.p. 12»B-152j Richard Stephenson, "Stratification, Education,
Occupational Orientation: A Parallel Study Review", BJS. (March, 1958)
p.p. 42-52.

2. Lockwood, op. cit., p.129.
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Baail Bernstein has, in recent years, approached this phenomenon from a linguistic

standpoint. He has ingeniously articulated the variations in modes of speech for

different classes, showing how linguistic restrictions and inability to use a

"formal" language undercuts the educational efforts of working class children.^
In contrast to the syntax!col variety, theoretical attitudes and perceptual capacity

of a middle class "formal" language (which dominates the schools, quite obviously)

the "lower working class" has a mode of speech "distinguished by the rigidity of

the syntax and the limited and restricted use of structural possibilities for

sentence organisation".2 This very restricted and predictable form of coaaunication

Bernstein calls a "public language". He asserts that "a middle class child learns

both these linguistic modes and uses them according to the social context, whereas

a lower working class child is restricted to a public language".^ The difficulties

in mastering the raw materials of education are implied in that,

The working class child has to translate and thus mediate middle class
language structure through the logically simpler language structure of
his own class to make it personally meaningful ... Where he cannot,
make this translation he fails to understand, and is left puzzled.

1. Basil Bernstein, "Social Class and Linguistic Development: A Theory of
Social Learning", in Education. Economy and Society p.p. 291 -310j Bernstein,
"Some Social Determinants of Perception". BJS (June 1958). p.p. 159—17^5 Bernstein,
"Language and Social Class", BJS (September, 1960) p.p.271-276j Bernstein, "Social
Class, Speech Systems, and Psychotherapy", 3JS (-March, 1964), p.p.54-64? Bernstein
"A Socio-Linguistic IApproach to Social Learning", Penguin Survey of The Social Science
1965, also relevant are J. Floud, N.H. Helsey and F.M. Martin, Social Class and
Educational Opportunity. (London: Heineman, 1956): L. chatsaan and A.L. Strauss,
"Social Class and odes of Communication", merican Journal of , odology. 1955
P*P*329-38* J.H.S. Boasard, "Family Modes of Expression", American ociolokical
Review. 1945. p.p. 226-37*

2. Bernstein, Ed. 5c.. and Soc.. op, cit.. p. 291.

3. Bernstein, ibid, 292.

4. ibid, 293.
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The middle class child has been socialised to adhere to the value system of school

and teachei'B, and is conditioned to respond appropriately to the language structure

of communication. The working class cliild, on the other hand, is not wellpre-

;disposed for the authority structure of school, the future oriented value system

or the modes of speech. His grammatically simple, limited language is strained

to the breaking point by the need to formulate ideas and relationships precisely,

'urtherraore, the language forms he possesses tend to maximise identification with

a local group who share an understanding of these forms and to minimise identifica-

:tion with more remote segments of society#

All this i3 by the way of very condensed paraphrase of Bernstein's thou^vt.

It deserves a brief mention, though, because the - .cognition of intra-society

linguistic barriers has major relevance to the subjects we have been discussing,

and to subjects which will occupy our attention in the remainder of the thesis.

as long as such analyitically distinct language forms exist, this can only serve

to reinforce class-consciousness and distinct life styles. Of course, Bernstein

refers in particular to "lower working class"; this theory would seem to noid.

true to a lesser extent where working class families do not live in such close-

knit sub-cultures. But, the barrier is a force to be reckoned with, not only by

educators, but also by sociologists of stratification and by leaders within other

institutions where the tacit assumption of unhindered communication is made. We

will later suggest that this has application to the Church. No less than the

schools, the Church ccnsaunicates its liturgy and message in a "formal" language,

perhaps even further removed from the comfortable "public" language of the local

working class groups. It is, therefore, very plausible that this linguistic

aspect of life style may have direct relevance to the patterns of church involve-

:ment. Such a possibility provides one bridge to the next section of the thesis.
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5, Social Class Conclusions.

Now we have reached a major point of transition. The window of our

investigation has so far been opened to the panorama of social class; we will

hereafter see the steeples of the churches dotting the social horison. But,

first a brief look backward is in order so as to draw together the strings of

conclusion concerning the rather lengthy discussion on social class.

While indicators of class-consciousness and life style have manifested

the continuance of class separateness and solidarity, thus putting to rest the

nyth of working class "embourgeoisement", the initially explored social attitudes

demonstrated the peaceful nature of current class divisions. The working class

does not, on the whole, exercise the tendency to o ndecan the system and thereby

cushion the fact of their own low position. In fact, they often have harsh

words for workers and unions, and good words for the financially successful*

Obviously the cutting edge has been dulled from the past history of working

class militancy; the proletarian muscle-man tearing down the vested powers by the

exertion of every sinew is with us no more* How has this come to be? As already

suggested, workers are today rather substantial stockholders in the firm of British

society. The privileges and securities of the welfare state have put into history

the worst catalogue of misery and deprivation. The great power of Hie Labour party

and Trade Unions has not only given enormous bargaining power and leverage to the

worker, but also symptoms of the d±sallusionraent of power. Many are unsure that

the power is being well exercised, and for the riiht ends, and with a long enough

view.

Yet class divisions have neither disappered nor do they seem to be disappearing*

Class orientations are still major characteristics of the social scene, colouring
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the lives and values and activities of individuals, helping shape the systems of

commitments, reflecting the boundaries of economic interest and social belonging-

ine&s, What is gone - or, at any rate, dissipating - is the kind of hostile

confrontation of classes, the invidious sting of conspicuously great disparities

in power and prestige which marked the early years of the century and the whole

of the previous century. There is todry mutual distance and distinctiveness of

classes without noticeable rancour* Class has sustained meaning but not a high

degree of militancy* Class groups are aware of their own interests but do not

display Irascibility in their efforts to promote these interests*

Working class men, for instance, do not often speak in revolutionary terms*

The present system and structure is, by and large, taken for granted* The

working class cling to the Labour party and the Trade Unions as those who are

waving the workers' banner; but the clinging seems partly from habit and perhaps

a bit tenuous* Workers have a stake in the present scheme of things; they are

no longer disenfranchised politically, economically or socially* People do not

usually throw bricks at the building ox which they are part owners* In short,

the working class is not in penury, in political or social exile or condemned to

the infamy of inherited limitation - nor are they middle class*

Middle class persons maintain a separate style of social activity and want

it to stay that way; but they are reluctant to verbally attack the working class

or even to describe themselves as middle class for fear of pretentiousness* They

do not oppose toe improvement of the working class, are not blatant in displaying

financial advantages - but they do not welcome aiy merging of classes vfeich would

disturb the social separateness they enjoy.

Within this framework of understanding, it can be said that the definition of

social class presented at the outset of toe discussion - stressing subjective

apprehension and identity, and mutuality of interests, values and behaviour -
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(thia definition) has been most fully substantiated by two groups: the working

class section and the "consistent" middle class (who are middle class both by

objective criteria and by self-identification)# Throu$iout the spectrum of life

style and class-consoiouaness measures, these two sections, comprising about two-

thirds of the sample, show meaningful and consistent attachment to their respective

classes and strong contrast with each other#

The other one-third of the sample is comprised of the borderline and " iiaoze-

:pant" middle class respondents# Their class identity and solidarity is tenuous#

they are subject to cross-pressures of class, either by way of precarioueness of

status or by way of conflict between background and present occupational status#

On the whole, their attitudes tend to strain in a diddle class direction but the

influence of working class origins or milieus is still manifest in their behaviour#

In part the social unsureness and inconsistency of these groups may be no mere than

the unavoidable side-effects of first generation social mobility, destined to

disappear with their children.

The "embourgeoisement" theme, en a .major explanation of sooial class trends

is rejected on the basis of our data# The phenomenon most nearly approximating
n embourgeoisement" in life style is the increasing home-centersdnesa of the

working class man# But this transformation seems to be more a response to

ecological stimulus than an endogenous social change. It does not appear to stem

primarily from middle class aspirations or middle class emulation, nor is it

accompanied by adoption of other middle class styles and ideas which would make it

part of an overall pattern. I feel Justified, therefore, in dealing with the

status divisions as meaningful class groups which cany the implications of class

influence suggested by ay conceptual framework. This will be the procedure as

class is put alongside the dimensions of church attachment in the remainder of the

thesis#
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/, Pr£LIIvaNA;.Y C N: IDEWJEICa? OF SSPR&EBCY

Relationship to the church is not a uni-dimensional phenomenon which is

exhaustively depicted by the descriptions, "goes to church" or "does not go to

church"* Following the strategy of "disaggregating" that was to some extent

employed with regard to social class, in this chapter and the next I will engage

in breaking down the gross concept of "church relationship" to a number of more

specific dimensions. The operational assumption is that one's relationship to

the church may be along various lines, covert as well as overt. The behavioural

indices of participation in the formal programme of the church do not comprehen-

:aively denote an individual's possible ties to the church; they reveal only a

part of the story, albeit unquestionably a fundamental part. But there are an

array of other meaningful criteria which may contribute to the complete mosaic

of church-relationship. One's whole attitudinal 1 posture toward the church may

be equally important: elements of perception of the church's leadership, of her

value to the individual and to the community; appraisal of church services, ideo-

:logical commitment to the noras and doctrines presented by the church (or lack

of commitment), etc, - these ou^ht to be taken into account in the Interest of a

comprehensive appraisal of where the individual stand vis a vis the church.

In speaking of the disaggragated aspects of relationship to the church,

several terms will be variously employed: dimensions, components, elements,

constituents. The terms "involvement" and "participation" will be reserved for

the overt elements of concrete activity connected with the church. These do not

seem appropriate terms of the spectrum of attituuinol dimensions which do not

necessarily connote direct participation. Instead, for these more subjective

components the label "attachment" will be used. Thus "involvement " and

"participation" on the one hand, and "attachment" on the other, may be viewed as
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sub-species of the inclusive, overall term "relationship" to the church#
The general purpose of this particular approach is to get beneath the gross

facts of the church-class relationship arri try to ascertain some of the forces

working to produce the overall configuration# Ft>r instance, it is vital to
understand whether working-class absence (relatively) is due to ideological

rejection of the church's teaching, negative perception of the church's "image",
distaste for the particular farms of liturgy and communication, feelings of

social distance from the active membership, plain disinterest borne of a secularised

view of life, or some combination of these or other factors# Likewise, a similar
set of questions could be advanced regarding the greater middle class church involve-
:ment# I feel that only this more "probing" technique, delving into the "behind-

the-scenes" aspects, can lead to fruitful interpretation of the church involvement

pattern# Even apart from the question of interpretation, these dimensions, as

segments of the whole phenomenon of commitment to religious institutions (or lade
of commitment) seem fundamental to the question of description alone#

On the whole, sociological investigations of religious behaviour have confined
themselves to measuring degree of involvement in terms of overt church participation#

What differentiation of KIND of involvement has been undertaken has been mainly

along the lines of the church-sect dichotomy. This may be viewed as one sort of
"dimensional" conceptualisation of religious practice# Recently, for instance,

Demereth has employed this "-typology" outside the usual context of a discussion of

different kinds of religious institutions and instead used it as a basis of his

discussion of differential participation - both degree and content - within the

same religious organisation* he has shown that within congregations of major

1, Demarath, op# cit#
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Amerlcan denominations some members have a "sect-like" type of involvement

(esaphadising the motional satisfactions and communal interaction) and some

members have a "church-like" type of involvement (stressing observance of litur-

tgical forms and formal requirements of church attendance). He found that, by

and large, within each distinct religious body there is a correspondence of " sect¬

like" involvement to lower status groups and "church-like" involvement to higher

status groups. His analysis is clearly a useful advance in disaggregating the

concept of church involvement,

Joseph Fichter has established a scheme of classification of types of involve-

jment in the Roman Catholic Church based on studies in Catholic parishes in the

U.S,^ His main concern is degree of participation in the formal programme of the

parish church, Hs classifies aggregates of parishioners ("nuclear", "modal",

"marginal" and "dormant") on the basis of several explicit behavioural indices.

His emphasis on the differing responses by these various types of parishioners

to the secular pressures of other commitments is enlightening. However, he fails

to carry the investigation thoroughly into the realms of attitude and value orlenta-

:tion and thus provides little inspiration for this study.

Other important efforts to distinguish motivations and type® of religious

(rather than specifically church) experience have stemmed from a psychological

frame of reference. The classic example Is William James' "Varieties of Religious

experience'" initially presented in his Gifford Lectures in Edinburgh around the

turn of the century,^

1, Fichter, op, cit,

2, William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience> A Study in Human
Nature. (New York: Mentor Books, 1958),
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His brilliant portrait of the "healthy-minded" who faces the world with a

sanguine air, unhindered by a deep sense of sinfulness and concerned chiefly

with maximising temporal happiness, and of the "side soul" who is morbidly con-

scerned with the profundity of sinfulness anddssirous of a radical, supernatural

transformation of human nature, are classic stereotypes of religious experience.

More recently Michael Argyle has examined the psychological dynamics giving rise

to forms of religious behaviour and has considered also social factors impinging

on it«^ However, the main thrust of these outstanding studies is to focus on the

individual and his psychological propensities leading to particular expressions

of religion. They are thus of minor usefulness in formulating a sociological

system of classification.

The most notable "dimensional" paradigms for conceptualising and researching
2 3

religious experience have been developed by G-locfc nd Fukyama. Glock asserts,

A first and obvious requirement if religious commitment is to be
comprehensively assessed is to establish the different ways in which
individuals can be religious. With some few exceptions, past
research has curiously avoided this fundamental question. Invest!-
t gators have tended to focus upon one or another of the diverse manifesta-
: tions of religiosity and to ignore all others,^

Glock proposes that there are several distinct dimensions of religious experience

which should be systematically separated for analysis! his "experiential" dimen-

tsion refers to the emotional and perceptual content of religious life; he gives

the label "ideological" to the belief system adhered to by an individual} the

"ritualistic" dimension ecompaases religious practices such as worship, prayer and

participation in certain religious activities; for the aspects of religious

1, Argyle, op. dt,

2, Charles Y. Glock and Rodney Stark, Religion and Society in Tension. (Chicago
Rand McNally & Co,, 1965), ^ ~

3, Yoshio Aikyama, "The Major Dimensions of Church Membership", Review of
Religious Reserach. II. 1961, p«p,15A-l6l,

A. Glock and Stark, op. cit,, p.19.
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cognition and grasp of religious information Glock uses the term "intellectual";

and fifthly, a dimension sui generis is the "consequential" which is inclusive of

the secular effects of religious belief, practice, etc, "These dimensions, it is

proposed, provide a frame of reference for studying religion and assessing religio-

x sity" #1
It is clear that this scheme incorporates some basic, now traditional, distinc-

xtions in the field of sociology of religion. The distinction between "iue&iogical"
2

and "ritualistic" echoes Durkheim*s fundamental dichotomy of "rites and "beliefs".

The "consequential" dimension could be viewed as expressing one phenomenon elaborated

by Weber - the effect of religious ideology upon the economic and social facets of

life. The "experiential" connotes the distinctions in the "tone" of religious

activity which are crucial to the church-sect dichotomy,

Fulyama has devised a similar analytical schaxie to that of Glock's with the

difference that is is applied specifically to church involvement rather than

religiosity in a more general sense. His terminology is also disparate with

Glocks, He distinguishes these four types of religiosity: "cultic" (akin to

"ritualistic"); "co^ivitive" (similar to "intellectual"), "creedal" (parallel
to "ideological") and devotional (roughly the same as "experiential" in Glock'a

system), Without reviewing his findings in detail, suffice it to say that his

conclusions and main contribution closely parallel Demarath's church-sect findings.

This brief review elucidates the on-going development of this sort of analy¬

tical "attack" upon the variations in religious experience and church commitment#

However, virtually all systematic "dimensional" investigations of the church-class

1, Glock and Stark, op. cdt,, p,21,

2, Eraile Durkheim, The Elementary orms of the leligious Life. (New York:
Collier Books, 1961),
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relationship have taken as their research context a particular church boc^r (or
church bodies). In a departure from this conventional pattern I have selected

respondents from a caamunity at large with no preliminary account taken of their

religious affiliations. The advantage accruing from this procedure is that,

within the dimensional structure employed, it is possible to asses® the "attach-

:merit" to religious institutions for those who have no overt church ties as well

as for those who are involved in a church congregation. In other words, "uiffewo-

jtial attachment" to the church is deecernable for a wide range of individuals -

within the church and outside of the church - not only "differential involvement"

of church members.

Clearly, use of the term "church attachment" to describe the wider set of

dispositions toward the church on the part of those outside the pale of institutional

religion bears some explanation. It is related to the remark of linger that one

of the most relevant questions for sociology of religion is, "What does it mean to

belong to the church?"1 In a country like bootland this is m especially perplexing

question; I propose in dealing with this query that it is especially pertinent to

examine various aspects of ideology and attitudes associated with the church from a

more inclusive base than the active membership. To begin with, a nominal attach¬

ment to the church is assumed for moat everyone. There is an Established Church

with a paroehi&l system covering every particle of land. And even among the non-

participants in church, virtually all have a network of contacts with the church

throughout their lives. The church,whatever her concrete influence^ ia an ubiquitous

institution, tn inescapable part of the *i<uhs*y&p#% ihe projects herself into the

whole structure of society. Therefore, virtually everyone is bound to have a.

1. Milton linger; Sociology Looks At elision, (hear York; The KMHlUias Co.,
1963) P.163.
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constellation of values and perceptions and attitudes related to the church.

Some of the inevitable points of confrontation or engagement with the church out-

• side of direct involvement are these,

1) The church has an immense "physical presence" - buildings, bells,
men in clerical attire, etc,, which cannot escape notice,

2) The church promulgates her teaohings to all young people: to
most of them throu^i Sunday school or church-related clubs, but
to all of n.heta through the compulsory religious instruction of
the schools,

3) The church manifests herself prominently through the mass-media;
certain amounts of time are allocated on television and radio, for
instance, which make contact with nearly everyone at one time or
another,

4) The church conventionally plays a central role in "key events" of
life; she sanotifies birth with the sacrament of baptism, marriage
with a religiously coloured wedding oeremorgr, and death with a
funeral service conducted by a cleric, etc,

5) The church maintains a system of contact with people in certain
"special circumstances" such as those in hospital or in the
forces, through the medium of Chaplains,

6) The church is widely represented - however unofficially - by the
large number of church participants. Evexyone must encounter
church-goers in some way: observing people making their way to
church - at the very least, conversing with people who are within
the church, or enjoying a friendship relationship with church
people and deriving some impression of what difference the fact of
church going makes or does not make.

In other words, everyone oocupying a "normal" position in society is bound to

be accosted by the church, to be forced to "size up" the church, to "take che

measureof her many times, A well-formulated or merely scattered and fragmented

attitudinal system related to the church is fin invariable part of the cognitive

framework of individuals within a society like Scotland, And even among those

outside the church, because of the various "bonds" that may exist - and those

enumerated above or often the bonds of a family histories which associate them

with the church - many may consider themselves linked to the church in a very real



way, no matter what constitutes their religious practice. Clearly then, there

are innumerable possible combinations of attitudinal dispositions and degrees of

involvement in the ohurcsh. It is perfectly plausible that a favourable attitu-

sdinal disposition toward the church may coexist with non-participation. The

opposite may hold true in some cases. It will become dear in the course of our

analysis that other factors and influences than attitudes and ideologioal commit-

jments also help determine one's church involvement; the whole network of social

interaction is profoundly important as is the very mundane natter of ingrained

habit patterns. But the inevitable formation of a set of dispositions toward

the church may be of central importance outside of the relationship these disposi-

:tions bear currently to one's level of church participation. The subjective

structure may predispose one to change in patterns of involvement or non-involvement

given certain precipitating events. For instance, one favourable disposed to the

church but not involved in her programme may readily become a practicing church

member if stimulated by dose contact with a regular church-goer. Contrariwise,

a life-long church-goer who is harbouring critical attitudes to the church may be

disposed to break with the pattern of attendance if he changes residence. The

configuration of attitudes may also make a significant difference in transmitting

religious ideas to children and thus affect church attachment (and even church

participation; for the next generation. Finally, thee*. subjeotive factors of

relationship to the church hdp create the larger "image" of the church in society;

they both reflect and hdp determine the degree to which religious institutions are

cherished and enshrined and thus indirectly contribute to shaping the future of the

church. So I feel that the application of the term "attachment" to this wider

context, and the implimentation of this dimensional analysis for the larger system

of dispositions toward the church, is justified by the church' 3 ubifjuitous institu¬
tional position and is certainly relevant to comprehension of the church-class
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relationship. Vie know - and shall shortly demonstrate - that there is a

measurable, systematic variation in church participation associated with social

class. The question to which our empirical strategy speaks is, are the differences

in participation based upon or accompanied by differential "attachment" through the

links of attitudes and evaluations? In order to make headway in answering this

question, in developing a system of explanation for class differences in church

involvement, it is necessary to "analyse" in the most straightforward sense: to

parcel out, separate factors snd rrake distinctions within the whole realm of church

related attitudes. Concretely, this analysis will be undertaken with two goals in

mind; to find the crucial points of variation in subjective relationship to the

church with respect to class - i.e., to see what components "make the difference",

and secondarily, to build up a more complete picture of the church's societal

"image" - in what esteem she is held and what are the elements of common perspective

concerning the church from different social vantage points.

The next chapter (Chapter VII) will "come to grips" with the attitudinal factors.

Admittedly "attitudinal" is being employed as a rather elastic rubric to encompass

a large range of constituents. This rubric and others which will be employed are

to be considered as conveniences and as inclusive rather than precise descriptions

of the contents of each section. In the remainder of the present chapter I will

give further and more detailed treataent to the behavioural measures of church involve-

:ment - "cultic" or "ritualistic" factors in the nomenclature of Aikyama and Clock -

than required by the brief over-view of data in Chanter II. Comparison will be made

with other western societies both for church attendance in general and for differen-

: tial attendance by social class. In addition to indices of present church partici-

: nation, the religious backgrounds of the Prestonfield respondents will be explored

and related to the class categories.
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B. &UER L PATTERNS OF CHURCH tSMBVRLHIP KD ATTEND'I-TCE

Before delving into the crucial class variations in church participation, it

may be useful to sketch, parenthetically, the overall "drawing power" of the

Scottish church in comparison with English rid American churches, /ocording to

figures compiled by John Highet, the Church of Scotland notably dominates the

Protestant membership of Scotland, Approximately fifty-eight per cent of Scottish

adults are church members (and Hi$iet estimates that the number of "adherents"

would swell this figure to about seventy per cent)j over thirty-six per cent of all

adults are members of the Established Church, about seven per cent are within other

Protestant denominations, and the remainder (over fourteen per oent) are Roman

Catholics.^ By comparison, in England and .Vales, the Church of England claims just
2

tinder twenty-three per cent of the adult population. Even the Church of Scotland's

thirty-six per cent represents a decided decline from over forty-six per cent of

the population in 1901,"*
However, the Church of Scotland fares much more poorly than other Protestant

denominations in Scotland in getting membership into the pews on Sundays?. Highet

estimates from available data that an average Sunday turn-out embraces 12.7$ a? the

country's adult population for the Established Church or about 3A$ of her own

membership. Mapy of the smaller denominations claim average Sunday attendances

accounting for over half of their adult membership; this is true also for the Roman

Catholic Church.*4" For all of the churches in Scotland, the estimated average Sunday

attendance is about 26$ of the adult population.^ But not all of these persons

1. John Hi^het, "Soottish Religious Adherence", British Journal of Sociology.
1953, p.p.1A2-159»

2. loc. cit.

3. ibid, p.145.

4. John Hi^iet, The Scottish Churches: A heview of their State 400 Years fter
the Reformation. (London: Skef&ngton,~T960) p.fil,

3. ibid, p.60.
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are steady in attendance, of course, and Highet suggests a "maximum number of

regular attenders of about 20?. of the population".^ In * 950, one quarter of the
adult population attended at least one Church of Scotland service duiing the year;

this figure naturally includes the very infrequent attenders, those making the

haster and Christmas "pilgrimages",

Since the PrestonfieM respondents do not represent anything lite a random

sample of the national population it is both futile and misleading to compare the

overall attendance figures for the sample to these national averages. In the

first place, the status distribution does not even roughly correspond to the

national average since the purpose was to sample approximately equal manual and

non-manual aggregates. Suffice it to say, without altering the rather tedious -

and tenuous-mathematics involved, that if the status factors and projections from

the reported attendance patterns are taken into account, it seems that the Preatooa-

; field sample is roughly typical of the average national patterns. The only

real object of interjecting this point is to assure the reader that the opposite is

not the case - that the Prestonflelcl s ..pie does not appear to be an anomalous or

a-typical instance.

There are an array of surveys, scientific and otherwise, which contribute to

the overall impression that the average church attendance in England is somewhat

lower than in Scotland. Indeed, for Britain in general, churchmen have been

regularly decrying the church1 s looa of hold over Hie people for many years.

S.H, '.layor has compared the religious situation in 3rdtsin today with that of Greek

religion in the period when the " slympio Pantheon, thou#i still the official cult,
2

ceased to comm nd the personal devotion of the people". Wickam indicated that it

is especially the middle classes «hich have loosened their ties with the church in

this century and explains that "the religious faith of the middle classes had always

1. - Highet, "Adherence" pp. cit., p.152.

2. S.H. Mayor, "The Religion of the British People", Hibbert Journal, 1960
p.p. 38-43.
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weaker than its impressive expression suggested".

father than discussing in detail the particul r surveys dealing with church

attendance in England (or in Britain generally) and the methodology and scope of

each of these, the swiraary Table VI - 1 below reports a number of relevant data.

TABLE VI - 1

SUMMARY TABLE 0iP BKTiT.II CHURCH ATTBMDjSNQE SURVEYS

Investigator Year Location % Attendance

Odham2 1947 G.B. 14.4

B.I.P.O.2 1948 G.B. 15.5

B.I.P.O.2 1957 G.B. 14.0

Stockwood2

kowntree^

1953

1951

Bristol

York

12.8
(E.G. est.)

16.7

Lowntre©^ 1951 High Rycoabe 9.9

Gorer^'-

C&uter 5
Downham

Pickering8

1955

1953

1961

G.B.

Derby

"Huldington"

15.0
(postal response)

13.0
(once a wk. or more)

8.0

Pickering8 1961 "Thomby" 10.0

fc&ss- _

observation

Gallup Poll8
1948

1957

England

England

15.0
(approve.)
14.0

Gallup Poll8 1964 England 10.0

1* Vcickhaai, op.cit. p.218.
2. Argyle, op.cit., p.6.
3. B.S. Rowntree and G.R. Layers, ingliah Life and Leisure; Social Study.

(London: Longiaan's Green 1 Co. 1951) p. 344.
4. Carr-Saunders, op.cit,, p.260,
5. Cauter & Downham, op. cit. p.52.
6. W.S.P. Pickering, "religious Movements of Church Members in Two Working

Class Towns in England", Archives De - ocio.logie Pes ■(eligioma. 1961, p.129-140
7. Maas Observation, keet Yourself on Tunday. (Naldrett Press. 1949)» p.3*
8. Social Surveys (Gallup Poll) Ltd., Television and Religion. (University of

London Press, 1964)
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In fact, the locations of these surveys and variable techniques of

gathering data make then far from uniform for purposes of oomparision. Ruwntree,

far instance, actually counted persons in attendance at services, but soias indivi-

: duals no doubt attended more than one service, thus increasing the percentage unr

: realistically. Nonetheless, the overall impression favours an estimated natianal

average Sunday church attendance of around twelve to fourteen per cent. Argyle

shows that this is a decided decrease from the percentage around the turn of the

century*1 Gallup poll recently found that "the rate of church-going is particularly

low in the Church of England: only 13 per cent of those who call themselves Church
2.

of England claim to go to church most . undays".

In at least one major western nation, primarily Protestant, the church atten¬

dance decline on the early part of the century has been reversed since the econd

World War — this in the United states. Between 1940 and 1962, church membership
3

increased frees 49r of the total population to over 63?-. During the same period,

Gallup found that the average weekly church attendance rose from 37a to Ijbfo of the

adult population,^ similarly, Laxerwitz' research in the U.S. indicated that in

1957> K5r> of the adults attended church "regularly" and another 2\% attended "often".

So, on the basis of the church attendance criterion, the American churches are much

more vigorously supported than the 3ritish churches, and instead of losing ground

have surged forward in the post-war era.

Whether the American situation carries important implications for the British

churches or riot is a matter of dispute which I shall not try to resolve. One could

1. Argyle, op. cit., p.26.

2. Social urveys (Gallup Poll) Ltd., Television & Religion (University of
London Press, 1965) p.19-20.

3. Clock and Stark, op. cit., p.74.

4. ibid, p.75.

5* Bernard Lazerwitz, "Religion & Social Structure in the United States" in
Louise Schneider (ed), Religion, Culture and ooietys .Reader in the Sociology of
Religion, (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1964) p.430.
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interpret the renewed strength of 'merican chux-chea since the war as but a

temporary reversal of the general western trend of institutional religious decline

in the twentieth century# Altermtively, it could be viewed as an early illustra-

:tion of church resurgence which is destined to be replicated in other societies#

The latter possibility receives provisional support from Scottish statistics#

Hi$xet points out that there was in increase of about three per cent in church

membership in Scotland between 1947 and 1959, and he believes that this minor in-
1

: crease beagpeaks a genuine gain by the churches#

C# DIFEEKEKTIAL CLASS "INYOLVEltENTw IK THE CHURCH

1, Review of Western ,-Qcletiea,

In the Introduction, I ventured the generalisation, without at that point

providing documentation, that the established churches in western countries are

largely identified with the middle classes# In the next few pages I shall try

to show the validity of this generalisation by sketching some of the major findings

in a number of locales. We shall see that for the three focal nations of this

sketch, middle class church dominance is probably most complete in Trance, very

evident but somewhat less draaatio in Britain and Iobs true of America but still

prevalent,

Aa for Britain, Wickam has said, "The extent of working class estrangement

is still insufficiently realised inside the churches, partly because the churches

do not ask embarrassing sociological questions, and also, perhaps, because we have

grown accustomed to the situation •##" Cauter and Dopmhom report from Derby that,

"##.the middle class are relatively much mors -otlve in all natters connected with

the church. While it would certainly not be true to say that the churches are a

1# Hi^het, The Scottish Churches, p#59#

2# Wickham, op. cit#, p«217*
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class organisation, their membership does show a bias towards the middle class".^
In his study of four Biraiingh&m congregations, Thompson found similar class

connotations and concluded that, "the congregations reflected rather than reconciled
p

social divisions". Tiichard Taylor conducted a nation wide canvassing of the

Church's new "strategies" in the industrial structure of today; he reports that,

"There are already signs that some churches are beginning to reap a harvest of the

new affluent middle class, for whom attendance at Jkuiday worship may confirm their

social respectability".^ Statistically, Argyle shows evidence from 1947 a^d 1950

national surveys that middle class persons are several percentage points higher

in weekly attendance than working class persons.^ In both a primary working class

council estate and in a primary middle class suburb, Will-nott found that twice the

proportion of "white collar" persons reported having attended church, than working
K

class persons, within the previous month.

In post war '"ranee a considerable body of literature in religious sociology

has accumulated. A number of very sophisticated researches have bean mounted,

often by sociologically trained clerics, with the primary goal of making more effective

the church's efforts to reclaim the vast "lost" segments of the population. They

have found the urban working class not only unengaged in church activities but

often intractably hostile to the church. Tne Trench workers have apparently

accepted anti-clerical ideologies, such as Communism, to a far greater extent than

is the case in Britain or the U.S. The loss of contact between the Church md

the poorer groups has led to some daring and controversial experiments such as the

"worker-priest" movement in which priests have taken manual jobs along side workers

1. Cauter, op. cit., p.61.
2. R.H.T, Thompson, The Church's Underatending of Itself: A Study of f^ur

Birmingham Parishes. (London: 3CM Press, 1957), p.83. "
3» Taylor, op. oit., p.15«
4« Argyle, op. cit., p.130.
5. Willmott, Kvolutlon of a Community, p.1^0#
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in factories an a full time basis.1

Michoimeau, pariah priest in the working class acre' Cour de Colombes
p

district of Paris, speaks of the French working class as a "pagan proletariat".

He found only % of the district practicing Catholics and ruefully concludes that

"The mentality of their surrounding completely conquers them after a few years of

factory work, or even office work ... in our days, religion has vanished from the

hearts of people, they consider it as something outworn, dead".** Bculard has

summarised in a single volume the findings of the French investigates: s of religious

practice. He recites, for instance, the findings in a parish of the diocese of

Blois:

The smallholders, considering the low level of the whole region,
maintain a fair level of practice. The wives of tradesmen and
artisans have a high level with almost 50ft practice. Almost all
the professional people make their Easter Communion; retired
women do to a large extent; but farm workers hardly at all, and
none of the industrial workers."**1

Boulard concludes that in urban areas, social structure is largely the

determining factor in religious observance. "Social groups today are clearly

the most powerful influences".^ Boulard also quotes the salient points of Abbe'

Daniel's studies in Paris, which noted the same pattern, "The number of workers

1. Maaie Ward, France Pagan? The Mission of Abbe1 Oodin. (London: Sherd & Ward
1949)# One of the most dramatic and publicised of these worker-priests was Abbe'
Godin who became enmeshed in Proletarian life in a Paris slum*

2. Abbe' Mlchonneau, Revolution in a City Parish. (London: Blackfriars, 1949)
p. xx

3. ibid, p#p»2, 5.
4. P. Boulard, An Introduction to Religious Sociology; Pioneer 'lork in France,

(London: Carton, Longman and Todd, 1960), p.4k. -----■-—
5. ibid, p.51.
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who praotioo is very small, A whole social milieu Is cut off from the Church ;..

On the other hand the lower middle class, clerics and officials, are predominant

in the churches".^
2

Emile Pin's research in a Lyon parish furnishes similar evidence. He finds

that the whole cultural existence and life-style of the urban Proletariat militate

against Catholio Church nartioioation. Having reviewed the personal, informal,

superstition-laden sub-culture of this group, Pin concludes: "Urban Catholicism

appears remote, theoretical, impersonal and ineffectual, Te fight way that it is

involved in all those aspects of urban life which are beyond the intellectual and

practical grasp of the proletarian"Iaambert has postulated three factors as

explanations of the Prench workers' religious estrangement: (1) workers identify

Church with those in economic control; (2) the working class is, by reason of its

social and economic position, virtually ostracised from the larger society; (3)
the working class sees in the religion preached to it merely a reflection of its

own weaknesses.^

Iaambert has also brought together existing evidence from other ixropean

societies to demonstrate the same prevailing sooio-religious patterns.^ In Belgium

there is higher overall church involvement but approximately the same ratios.^

1. ibid., p.61, quoting from Abbe' Daniel, Aspects De La Pratique Religjeuae
A' Paris, p.126. ~ ~ —

2. Emile Pin, S*J*, Pratique Religieuae et Classes Socialea Dans r"ne Parousse
Urboine Saint-Pothin a lyon. (Paris: Editions Spec. 1956).

3. ibidl, p.404 translated in Schneider, op.cit., p.416*
4. Francois A, Isaabert, "V Abstention Aeligieuae da la Classe .uvriere",

Cahier Intermationaux Sooiologie. 1958, p*p*116-134; see also: Michael Jackson, "An
Account of Religious Sociology in France", Sooioloaio Review. Dec., 1959* p.p.197-22;
and Jacques Petit, "Structure Sociale et vie Religieu se D'une Raroisse Pfcriesienne —
Saint Leuabart", archives de aociologie de Peligleuse. 1956, p*p#71-127.

5* Sfransoia-Andre' Iaambert. Christiani&ae et Classe, Ouvriere. (Caaterraan, 1961)
translated and condensed in Schneider, op.cit., p*p#400

6. ibid*, p.400.
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A study in a Viennese Catholic parish found the loweat rate of church attendance

among workers.1 In Tilburg, Netherlands, despite very hi$i proportions of religious

observance, there were more religious abstainers in the working class, Isambcrt
discusses the possible use of the term "sociological law" to describe this socio-

religious configuration so uniformly in the pattern uncovered.

In the United States, the patterns are not quite so straightforward. Overall

raenbership and attendance rates, thought tending In the same direction, are not as

variant for different status levels as in the European countries oited,-* The

variegated denaninaticanal structure of the country, with its tradition of unlimited

religious pluralism, has provided fertile soil for the growth of lower-status

sectarian groups, So the class differences in religion tend to appear between

religious orgruiisations rather than within religious organisations. The "loss" of

the working class has thus been mainly a loss by the established churches rather

than a loss to the Church in an inclusive sense, Yinger, for instance, says

regarding the urban influx of workers, "The established city churches are iU-equlp-

:ped to help him adjust to this new situation because most of them are accommodated

to the middle and upper classes in their form of worship, type of sermon, and group

organisation",^ It is to the long-standing churches that Winter is referring when

he says, "The churches have had notable suocsases in the growing suburbs; they

have suffered dismal failures in the central areas of the metropolis" •"*

1, loc. cit,

2, ibid,, p.401.

3, -Argyle, op,cit,, p,131, notes 1955 Gallup Poll in which 50& of white collar
workers reported weekly attendance compared with of manual workers,

4, Yinger, op,oit», p,22«

5, Gibson Winter, The Suburban Qaptivity of the Jhurchea; n nalysia of
Protestant Responsibility in the ixpandlng Metropolis, (New York: The "acraildan
Comcapy, 1961), p.15,
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Though the entire American society is relatively "relif^ous" - at least in

terms of the amount of church activity and participation - individual churches tend

to be very homogeneous socially* Winter says that, "The Church is new a reflection

of the eoonomic ladder", and says that change in church membership often accompanies

social mobility*^ The older churches are associated with the higher class groups

in the same manner as we heve noted in European societies, and according to Winter

this is not primarily a matter of geographical exclusiveneaat "The cleavage between

old-line Protestantism and the working class was created by social rather than
2

physical distance".

However, even when qualification is made for the unique nature of religious

diferentiatlon associated with class in America, it still holds true that middle

class persons are somewhat more active in the churches in general* Lenski found

in Detroit that middle class - shite - protestants attended church more often than

working class - white - Protestants by about eleven percentage points.^ Laserwita

in another recent study concluded that both white collar workers ind farmers atten-

: ded church significantly mare often than blue collar workers.*1" Numerous other

studies over the past twenty-five years testify to the same general features*''

1*ibid«, p.77.
2* ibid*, p*45.
3* Lenaki, op*cit*, p.48.
4* Bernard Laservdts, "Some Factors Associated with Variations in Church

Attendance", Social floroea. May 1961, p.301-309.
5* See, for instance, Gerhard E. Lenaki, "Social Correlates of religious

Interest", ASR, Oot* 1953J Hadley Cantrll, "Educational and Economic Composition
of Religious Groups". AJS* 1943# p.p.574-4791 Listen Pope, "Religion and the
Class Structure", in Bendlx, Class * -tatus and Power. p*p* 316-323; August
Hollingahead, "selected Characteristics of Classes in a Middle Western Community",
■ASR* Hollingshead says that in the loosest status group "religious tier are either
very tenuous or non-existent **•* more than nine out of ten families have no fhno-
jtional connections with any church", p*p*385-395l Iynds, op.cit., Louis Bultema,
"Church Membership and Church Attendance in Madison, V.iaconaon", ASR. 1949# p.p.
384-3891 Lee G* Burohinal, "Some Social Status Criteria and Church Membership and
Church Attendance", Journal of Social 1'aychology. 1959, p.p.53064; W, Lloyd Warner,
et. al., Democraoy in Joneaville, (New York; Harper nd Brothers, 1949}$ Domld
0# Gov.gill, "The Ecology of Religious Preference in Wichita", in -chneider, op, cit.,
p.p.405-456.
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It is, therefore, possible to conclude from an overview of studies in

Western societies that there are general, outstanding features of the church-class

relationship which are not completely attenuated by the unique features of the

various societies# Most salient, and for our purposes, most important for oom-

•oarison, is the appreciably lower degree of church participation for the working

classes than for the middle classes# Both in countries with relatively low overall

church participation - such as hranoe or England - and in countries with relatively

high religious practice - such as the U.S. or Belgium - the saiiie class ratios are

found, roughly speaking* Our own class-church findings, to bring the discussion

back from the telescopic to the microscopic, are seen in this larger context to

reflect a far-flung, general, and important phenomenon of modern socio-religicua life#

2# Prestonfield ttendance patterns#

There have been several intervening chapters since the correspondence between

the class groupings and church attendance was first demonstrated (in Chapter II)#

Therefore, it seems advisable to review these data and the contents of the atten-

jdance categories at this point. Those given the "Regular" label go to church

frequently, at least once a month; "Marginals" either attend occasionally - several

times a year - or else have discontinued the church attendanoe practice at some

time as adults; "Dormants" go to church very seldom or - in the main - do not go at

all#

Only seventeen per cent of the working class men reported "regular" attendance1
compared with fifty-nine per cent for the Borderline group and thirty-four for the

middle class. As I remarked earlier, it is interesting that in addition to the

basic ooniraat between working class and middle class attendance patterns, we find

1# Since the Daganham Council Estate referred to earlier had many features in
common with the rreatoni'ield Estate, the iindings on church attendance there provide
an interesting comparison: only 10^ reported having been at church in the previous
month and 8Q& said they never go to church# ftillmott, Evolution of A Cocuaanity. p#86
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an especially hi^i proportion of "regular" borderline attendera. Of coarse, as

I have often cautioned, this group ia very small in number and thus has minimal
statistical reliability. It may, however, reflect a genuine tendency to religious

activism tan the part of individuals poised precariously between clearly manual and

clearly middle class positions. In his analysis of /merlcan church attendance

data, De&erath found a similar phenomenon. He concludes, "Church attendance

seems to have greater appeal for the highly discrepant wfc.o are working stratus in

their overall vertical rank.^ This may be a klgfc.AOg- ovcrooispensatian. Their
hi$i discrepancy defines them as persons with some claim to hifjn status. '"heir

9
church attendance may be a way of stoking this claim deeper". Without detailing

the distinctions, it should be said that Deraerath*s "disc epant" A-orking class,

here referred to, is not perfectly parallel to our "borderline" grouping, but the

positions are similarly enough "intermediate" in status to justify the suggestion

of parallel religious motivations.

Knowing the significant effect of class self-placement in regard to social

class indicators, there was some prior reason to believe that this class identificsa-

:tion factor might be related to rates of church attendance as well. However, I

found that controlling the class-church attendance correlation by this subjective

index of class made virtually no difference in the results. The most notable

feature of this procedure is that "discrepant" middle class men tend more often to

have a "marginal" relationship to the church; but they also have nearly as high a

proportion of "regulars" as do the "consistent" middle class men. The fact that

the distinction is not particularly meaningful for religious behaviour allows us to

dispense with this additional class variable throughout this chapter and the next;

it is likewise found to have little bearing on measures of church "attachment".

1. This refers to his aailtipie-criteria system of classification.

2. Denarath, op.olt., p.164.
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I will deal with the class collectivities as complete units, though when

the presence of Catholics in these categories has a significant Impact on the

results, this will be pointed out, and the Catholics will then be separated for
a closer examination in comparison with the much larger number of Protestants#

The reason for occasionally stressing this religious distinction is simply that

commitment to an alternative - and minority - religious tradition may sometimes

prove more meaningful than the fact of one's class orientation#

Two of the men who attend the Catholic Church regularly had not come into

that church by upbringing but had previously been in a Protestant church# They

proclaim two forms of reaction against Protestant churches:

The children were raised as Protestants# I went to the Methodist
Church with ny wife while I was courting her and for a while after
we were married# But to me the atmosphere Just wasn't right — I
couldn't get the sac® feeling# It seemed like the minister was
the kind Metro-Goldwyn-Jlayer would want, putting on a show — too
dramatic, you know. Now I go to the Roman Catholic Church every
Sunday, and most mornings, even though I have to go by ayself#

I changed ay religion to Soman Catholic ten years ago# I saw so
many empty Protestant churches, and so much narrowness that I got
fed up. I was impressed by the dedication of the Roman Catholics
and became interested# I started going and felt it was what I
wanted, I'm very regular now. I think it's to discipline ayself#

Most of the Protestant, as well as Catholic, church-goers referred to a

life-long pattern of church going, perhaps with seme slackening during the early

adult years# A policeman reported for instance;

I had to go then I was young, but kept going# The idea that
if you're forced to go when young, you'll stop going when you
can make your own mind, isn't true in ay case# I think it
becomes a regular part of your life that you don't want to step.

A few men had developed a strong relationship to the Church sometime during

their adult years; these seemed to take their church activity with unusual serious—

mess# A "white collar" worker explained his religious experte.see:

I Joined the Church at sixteen, but didn't go veay often; it Just
didn't mean much to me, I think, thcugh, that deep down I knew
there was something in it, find some day it might come out — but,
'not now please* was ny attitude. My wife is actually responsible
for bringing me back to church, and new I'm very much involved and
really very happy about it#
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Many men who reported going to church very infrequently or not at all none-

the-less expressed hi^i regard for the Church. A curious sort of divided perspec¬

tive comes to the fore in these comments — the combining of a nebulous, thorax

sincere, admiration for t he Church with a personal disinterest in participating
in her affairs. Often this is coupled with some indication that the person

considers himself negligent and. wrong in absenting himself from the Church. Several

respondents illustrate this type of reply.

(Bookmaker's cleric)
I've never been in church ..lrice I was married, Going to church
is a way of life. I'm not against it, by any means, but nobody
can change your way of life. If I went to church I'd be a
hypocrite.

(baker)
I haven't been to church for years, though I should go, I
know. But backing horses and things like that puts me against
going — you can't bet on horses and go to church; it just
wouldn't be right. Of course, it's partly an excuse, too.

(postal deliverer)
I don't go, but it's just laziness. I do say ay prayers
every day of my life.

( Btoreraan)
I don't go now - just laziness, I respect the Church though I
don't go and haven't been since ay youth. It's a bad thing; I
admit that, I fell away after about seventeen,

(engineer)
I'm afraid I don't go to church, I'm not against it or anything,
I believe in God and that; I just don't go out of ny way to show
it. But, I'll tell you this, every working man I've ever known —

they talk about like you've got to meet your Maker before you go
like,

Come men revealed interesting views of the church's function, assuming it

exists to inculcate certain basic ideas rather than to provide a particular form

of fellowship or continual religious inspiration. Such an impression is deducible

from the comment of a plumber:

I go about once a month, but don't really feel it's necessary now,
I heard plenty as a child, I should know th« fundamentals by now.

There were also a variety of negative reactions to the Church, A few men had
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encountered some particularly bitter experiences which turned them forever against

the Church. A retired clerk of works related this scene:

I don't go, but can't say I'm proud of it, mind you. I always
went regularly until coming to Edinburgh. Here I went to a
church straight away where they had paid seats, but I didn't know
at the time. The usher came and told ;ae I would have to change to
another seat. I've never been back. It was the most un-Chriatian
thing in the world. I've never been back.

Others had come home from wartime experience with sober qualms about the

actions and teachings of the Church:

( gardener)
In the Jirst lorld War I saw things contrary to Christian teaching —
just didn't fit in. It had an effect on me. Why should I shoot
that man on the other side of the trench} I don't even know him?
Oh, I do go maybe once or twice a year; but somehow the 'war put me
off the Church,

(mason)
No, Idon't go now, I quit after the war. I got sick of the Church
through the last war when they began saying that the Lord was on our
side. Staunch church-goers, elders, etc., are the most un-Christian
people in the world. The heads of the Church could stop wax, but
instead the poor people have to suffer.

In some cases, unfavourable impressions of the Church were given as

explanation for not attending:

(warehouse packer)
I do go occasionally, but as a boy I always went to church# It was
a mining town and everybody went, even if they were half dressed#
Today it's a fashion show, and puts a lot of people off going#

(motor mechanic)
No, I'm too young for this now; it's something you need when you
think you're going to die#

(clerk)
I went to church till I was twenty-four, then quit# There was too
much politics. And I'm also against missionary work; one religion
hasn11 got an advantage over others. I didn't like the sermons

either, for that matter#

.jQrne rejections of the Church focused on unhappy relationships with ministers

or impressions of ministers. Three respondents typify these reactions:
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(civil servant)
I don't think much of the Church today. I've come away from
the Church. I'm a non-believer in the Church, but I'm a
believer in uy Paker. I came up against this bucky old minister
who was only a careerist. I've done more good for the Kirk, and
helped more get on their feet than that minister, I'll tell
you. People put their money in the Church, and the Church sits
with its millions; and what does it do -with it? The Church and
the ministers should do more really to help people.

( engineer)
I seldom go now; I used to go occasionally but seem to have
fallen out of it. I saw several things when I was lying in
hospital that weren't Christian - like a minister who was there
who wasn't interested in the patients. I still believe in God
and everything, but I don't often go to church.

(electrician)
No, I never go now. The minister has never once approached me
to go to the church. And the people at church don't talk to
you; they all go into little groups after the service and don't
act as if you were there.

Taylor tells of interviewing a tool-maker in Birmingham who, like this last

respondent above, found the church people unwelcoming. This is a most common

complaint, even from many who do attend frequently# The tool-maker quoted as

saying:

I tried going to the local parish church. I didn't get much there,
but I stuck it for twelve months. The people there were not ay
sort; they were mainly what I would call pre-war middle class.
The vicar used to shake hands with me after the service, but I just
as well might not have been there for all the notice the people took
of me.

We shall later see (Chapter VTI) that the common, and accurate, perception

of the Church as primarily middle class in composition, acts as one of the barriers

to working class participation, and serves to intensify the feeling of "not fitting

in" for those working families who may venture to church occasionally, but are not

long-standing members. We shall also have occasion to consider more systematically

the different types of explanations for church-going and non-church-gcdng within the

t. Richard Taylor, Christians in an Industrial Society (London: 3CM Press, 196^
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next chapter. At this point I will note, however, that it is an interesting

commentary on the ambiguous position of the Church that many people who do not

go, appear to feel the need to justify their abstention, or excuse it. People
seldom express rejection of the ohurch on an ideological plane or expi-ess their

abstention as a casual matter. Even disinterest in the ohurch tends to be a

sort of meaningful disinterat rather than a casual detachment, "he issue is

assumed to have importance and is dealt with in a thoughtful manner almost in-

{variably,

3. Other Measures of Church Involvement.

oupplementary to the church attendance criterion are three measures of

religious behaviour which, may be said to assess "intensity" of church involvement.

The first measure concerns participation in church activities other than going to

church services. Several men hold postions as elders or other church officersj

several others work with youth organisations such as Boy's Brigade. In all,

twelve men fraa the sample, or thirteen per cent, reported some form of additional

participation in the programme of the church. Table VI - 2 shows that the propoav

: tions of such participation, either considered for the sample totally, or for the

"regular" ohurch at tenders alone, is weighted in the same direction by class as is

church attendance — a much higher proportion fcr "borderline" and middle c lass

than for working: class, with a slightly higher figure for the borderline.

TABLE VI - 2

OTHER CHURCH ACTIVITIES

N
% other

activities regulars
N- % other

activities

Total

Working

Middle

Border

(41)

(17)

l&l
(92)

2$%

18£

13*

( 7)

(10)

Hal
(32) 51%

ML
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Quite obviously, a big jump from working Glass rates of "extra Sunday morning"

church involvement is evident for those just above working class status. The

second half of the table shows that this is not a mere appertananoe of Hie church

attendance findings; even among regular church-goers the difference is apparent.

It may be postulated that in socially "mixed" congregations, the positions of

leadership are normally held by the better educated end more "respected" members."'
That impression certainly finds substantiation within our sample.

One may also suggest that middle class dominance of church leadership positions

may not be simply a result of greater middle class church activity generally, but

may also serve as a cause of working class estrangement from the Church, The nine-

: teenth century church, as we will later see (Chapter VIII) did assuredly identily

herself vdth middle class control and middle class values to the point of contribu¬

ting to this historical alienation of the working classes. In Chapter IX an

analysis of the Church Leadership Survey will enable a more sustained consideration

of this possibility,

A second indicator of "intensity" of church involvement concerns the respon¬

dents' relationship to the minister. Each was interrogated thusly: "Do you

know, personally, the local minister, or any other minster? In case of affirmative

replies, it was further asked, "Does he visit you at home?" Table VI - 3 shows

that the same general olass pattern obtains; the Protestant workers report the

least "close" relationship with clergymen.

TABLE VI - 2

PERSONAL idBLATIJNSHIP TP MINISTER

Working
N (41)

yea (visits home) 34

little acquaintance 12

only in past 15

no acquaintance
Total i$r

Border
(16)

Middle
(3V)

Total
(91)

63 51 47

6 15 12

19 3 11

11 27 30
am 100/£ 100/!
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Only In the working class is there reported a less than 507 incidence of

present acquaintance (of any degree) with a minister# Indeed, this figrre

includes some who are simply visited by the minister occasionally as a part of his

"rounds" of the parish or know him in a oapaaity outside the church. This is

clear from the fact that 23/5 of the "doraants" are Included in the first row as well

as 53$* of the "Marginals"# Pully 80% of the "Regulars" are found in this category*

The final "intensity" measure of church involvement is a less direct indicator.

Respondents were asked if they "ever discussed religion" and if the; do "with whom?".

This may be taken to indicate religious behaviour rather than church-connected be-

:haviour. It is included, I think usefully, because it may point to the impact of

religious commitment in extra-church contexts. Msny who report that they never

discuss religion, emphasised a definite policy of avoiding the subject# "I never

discuss politics or religion", seems to be a common cliche'. These are included

in the first row "never". In the second row are "yes* or "occasionally" answers

which did not receive further elaboration. The third and fourth row® indicate the

main contexts of ucfa discussion for the cases where it was mentioned - "work" or

"family or friends". The final row contains those suggesting that their only

discussion of religious topics were arguments, usually along the lines of Protestant-

Catholic dispute#
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TABLE VI - 4.

DISCUSSIONS OF KIUGION

Working Border Kiddle Total

N (40) (17) (34) (91)

Never (or avoid subject) 50 4-7 35 44

yes or occasionally 7 24 30 19

at work 15 6 9 11

family or friends 10 18 18 14

arguments only- 18 6 9 12

Total 100 100 100 100/

One working class ican (warehouse worker) who attends the chur ch in his old

area of town indicated that he engages in discussions about religion with his

"mates" at work: "Oh yes, we talk about it at York, They know I go to church#

Many say, "I knew I should go". On the virole, though# the interviewees report a

hi$i degree of reticence about religion in their day to day affairs. Discounting

the "argue" answers, only in the middle class section do we find that over half the

men ever discuss religion. Overall, fifty-six per cent of the men say they

never discuss religionj this fact, I think stands out most forooably. This would

see.i, even more than church attendance rates, to express the secular tone of contem-

rparary life.

In terms of class variation, this is one indicator of religious activity which

shows a consistent positive correlation, the middle class men exceeding the horder-

:line men in religious discussions. Compared to the £\% for the middle class, the

borderline group has a l&fi. rate of discussions ana the working class only 33,-»

Three working-class men elucidate the "negative" responses.
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(non-attending -working man)
The subject does come up at work occasionally, but I out it right
now. I won't discuss religion.

(frequently-attending working man)
No, you can't discuss on the Bible, Who can say whether it's
right or not. The 'Church is there to keep order, like the courts#

(non-attending working man)
No, it's too deep a subject. I might say the wrong thing.

Consideration of these three additional measures of church involvement have

served to substantiate and reinforce the class patterns far church attendance#

In short, we may conclude that church-related behaviour is much more common, and

more intense, for borderline and middle class Protestants than for working class

Protestants#

4# Church-fs>lng of Personal Acquaintances.

Indirect appraisal of class involvement in the church is possible to some

extent from answers to two questions about the church-going propensities of persona

with whom the respondents are in contacts "Do az\y of the people you know personally

go to church?" and "Are any of the men you contact in your work church-goers?"

The first query may have fceen phrased in too general a manner to thoroughly illuminate

class differences. None-the-less, what minor variation there is falls in the

expected direction with somewhat fewer working class respondents reporting acquain¬

tance with church-goers.

TABUS VI - 5

ACQUAINTANCE oITH CHURCH-GCEIS

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (17) (33) (91)

Yes 66 % 73 70

2t 2k U 30.
Total 10C$ 10C$ 10C^ 10C$
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As for the church-going patterns of friends at work, middle class interviewees

report considerably greater incidence than either working class or borderline men#

In f-uet, the latter two groups have almost identical proportions of "yes" and "no"

answers. For the borderline men this is notably divergent from their previous

results, suggesting that their work environments may be more like those of the

workers than like those of the middle class respondents#

N

yes, (few, some, many)

no (or Catholics only)

Total

TABLE VI - 6

MSN IN WORK OiUHCH-GCBiS

Working

(37)

40

60

Border

(16)

37

63

Middle

(30)

60

¥>

Total

(83)

47

33

10C$ 10C^ 100, ioq:

D. AGE AND SEX FACTORS IN CHURCH INVOLVEMENT

1# Church Attendance and ge#

In Chapter XT it was demonstrated that the age variable does not significantly

affect the correlation of social class and church attendance# However, age does

make an impact on the overall pattern of church attendance and, therefore, deserves

parenthetical examination at this point# It has been often noted that religious

activity tends to slacken during the young adult years when concern with career and
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family arc dominant, and tends to increase again toward middle age,^ Laaerwifca
found in his U.C. study that Protestant parents beoome more active in church when

their children reach the age of involvement in Sunday School and church. Table
VI - 7 manifests the fact that, in Prestonfield, respondents in their thirties are

much more frequently dormant than those in any other age category. This corresponds

closely to the finding of Abbe1 Daniel in France that, "Between the ages of thirty

end forty there is an almost universal oreaJc in religious practice. This is the

period of life when people are struggling to make their way in the world, and when
3

many accute moral problems of family life are raised,"

tabu: vi - 7

piotestant chilfch ATTEND. by AGE

N iiO0ilar Aiarginal Dormant Total

21-29 (10) 60 20 20 100/

30-39 (19) 21 5 74 1 oq;

40-49 (11) 36 18 46 100/,

50-59 (20) 20 35 45 100/

60 A over (18) 33 17 50 iocs'

Total (78) 31 19 50 100/

It might seem anomalous that this early adult nadir of religious practice is

not evident among men in their twenties. The fact is though, that the twenties age

1« Argyle, op, cit., p,66j Flchter, op, cit,, Chapter y and Cauter, op.cit,
p.60,

2, Lazerwitz, op, cit,,
3, Bcul&rd, op. cit,, p,6l.
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group is particularly small in our sample and very heavily weighted to middle

class men who are not yet raising a family; so it is much less representative of

the whole comaunity thin are the other categories. There is also an evident dip

in regular attendance for the men in their fifties, but they have an unusually

high proportion of .i&rgLn&ls and an average proportion of donaants. The really

significant drop-off considering both regulars emd marginals is in the thirties,

confirming the trends found elsewhere. An insurance underwriter in his forties

typifies the pattern. He said concerning his church attendance,

I go regularly now, I guess it's the ordinary Scottish formula —
go to church when you're young, then quit and nothing to it.
Then you get married and have some experiences and have children
and feel they should have training in religion. And first thing
you know you're involved again, and you still, perhaps, wonder if
there's much in it.

?. Husbands and wives Comparison.

The respondents were asked to state how the church attendance of their

wives compared with their own. In only five cases did men indicate that their

wives attended less often than thery (two of these were Catholics), but no less

than twenty-seven said that their wives went to church more often. Nearly all

of these latter replies suggested a habit of regular attendance for the wives.

TABLE VI - 8

CHURCH '''TT'HD.*NC3S OP WIVES COMPARED WITH THEIR HUSBANDS

Working Border Middle Total

N (35) (15) (30) (80)
Came 48 74 67 60

More often 46 13 30 34

Less often 6 13 3 6

Total 100^ 10($ 10Q& 10Q*
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It is quite apparent that our sample indicates conformity to the common

pattern of greater female church activity. This finding has emerged uniformly

in studies of church participation.1 In York, for instance, howntree and Layers

found that 60$ of the anglican church attenders were females. In visiting forty-
seven homes on one street in Glasgow in a "lower middle class" district, Vincent

found that few of the men attend church, but "most of the women" do attend. He

interprets the religious interest of the wives in this way; ":laiy of toe women

stated implicitly or explicitly that they were now more [sic j "respectable"
(middle class) they took an interest in their church, which was absent in their early

married years when they lived elsewhere in more *working class' districts of

Glasgow" ► He quotes onewxnan interviewee as saying, "Gomehow it seems more natural

to go to church here" .** This explanation is compatible with the notion that women

tend to be more status-conscious than men. Church activity, associated as it is

with middle class life style, would thus be an indication of status-striving.

Most investigators, however, have interpreted this notable, and nearly

universal, sex difference in church-going in terms of the contrasting roles of

males and females in society. Lenski, in explaining why, in Indianapolis, 60/

more women than men have "much religious interest", says that the more competitive

job world of men is less compatible with religious ethics than the predominately

domestic role of women. Pickering does not examine his North of England data on

this basis nor develop these implications. But, it is possible to draw such an

inference from his analysis of expressed reasons for decreased church attendance

among church members who at some point discontinued church-going practice. By

far the most frequent explanation, accounting for over one-third of the total,

1. ^or instance, Jackson and karsden, op. exit., p.38,
2. Rowntree, op, cit., p.344.
3. Raul Vincent, mimeographed "preparatory paper" for the Scottish Churches'

Tell cotl&nd Movement, Consultation on sociology, Theology and Mission, April,
1965.

4. Lenski, i&R. pp. ait., p.



involved the distraction of work commitments.1 >bad, of ccurse, this would

logically be a male explanation in most cases. Pichter finds the same sort of

variation in a Southern U.S. parish, especially ftor those over thirty years of

age. He likewise suggests that religious roles are more coiqp&tible with otter

female roles in society than with other male roles, particularly occupational roles.2
If this line of interpretation is correct, then it is particularly salient that

the male-female disparity is greatest among the working class. It would seen to

follow that this especial disparity is a consequence of the working daos male role

system being more uncongenial to religious practice via a vis the working class

female role-ays ten than is the middle class male role-system in oomparisen with the

middle class female role-system. Indeed, attitudinal indices which will be intro-

s duced in the next chapter seem to support the hypothesis that working class males

are especially subject to social pressures which militate against church-going.

3. Church Activities of Children.

Respondents were further requested to explain the religious practice of their

children. A major drawback to the data gathered on this variable is the wide age

variations of the children involved, from small toddlers to married adults with

families of their own. The common pattern of early Sunday school attendance and

adult discontinuation of church going means that a primarily school child cannot be

readily compared with a young person beyond school age. None-the-lesa, the data

presented in the table below shows a variation by class in the same direction a3

that for the respondents themselves. The "regular" row includes offspring, who

go to church services, Sunday school, or youth organisation meetings frequently.

The "marginals" attend occasionally or attended formerly but have discontinued.

The "varies" category applied to families where at least one child attends and at

least one does not. My recollection is that in almost all such oases, the female

children were the ones who were involved in church activities.

1. Pickering, pp. cit.,
2. Piehter, op. cit., chapter 7.
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T/BLE VI - 9

CHURCH INVOLVEMENT OP ClgLDHSN

Working Border Middle Total

N (31) (12) (19) (62)

Regular 42 42 53 45

marginal 16 17 16 16

Seldom or never 23 17 21 21

paries 19 25 11 18

Total ioc$ 10C$ 100$ 100,

There is, in these statistics, a rough indication that church activity

patterns are being passed on to the next generation with approximately the same

social class tendencies. This impression is reinforced by the fact that 64$ of

the men who attend regularly reported that their children are enmeshed in church

activities. The Dormant men reported such a pattern in 41$ of the cases and the

Marginals in a surprisingly low 8$ of the cases, but with a high proportion of

"varies" - 32$. Interestingly, the latter figure creates the impression that a

"marginal" relationship to the church is reflected in the offspring of these
A

respondents.

£.. CHURCH BACK.GK3UND

In this, the last division of the chapter, I shall xamine data revealing

the chronological roots of the church involvement dispositions associated with

class. Several items related to the early religious background and training of

1. Knowing the Pooan Catholic emphasis on religious education for children,
it is not surprising that the Catholic church-going tradition is oarried on
overwhelmingly in the younger generation - 88$ report that their children are
"Regular" participants.



the respondents will be explored* It will be seen that » as cculd be expected -

overall class patterns of church involvement of male adults are largely prediotable

from parental church involvement and personal involvement in youth.

Parental habits of church-going, first of all, are reported to vary in accor¬

dance with status in the direction that is now familiar. However, I have the

suspicion that there is some tendency to exaggerate the frequency of parents atten-

:dance; forty-six per cent of the parents are said to be (or have been) regular

at tenders, plus another thirty-eight per cent of mothers alone* It may be that

the mechanism of recollection tends to make of any degree of parental church involve-

;ment ar. habitual pattern. For if these figures are taken at face value, we are

forced to conclude that there has been a monumental drop-off in church attendance

during the last generation. To be sure, it is reasonable to assume a somewhat

higher rate of attendance for the previous generation since there was a decline in

overall attendance rates between 1900 and 1950.'' But, on the basis of these

reports, combining inferences for both mothers and fathers, it would appear that

about two-thirds of the parents were regular church-goers. And, as figures for

fathers' job status depicted (Chapter IV) the large majority of the parents were

working class urb&nites - the class least active in the church since the Industrial

Revolution. But with this caveat presented, it is still possible to use the data

fruitfully; presumably the distortion would be fairly uniform throughout the

social scale* The categories in Table VI - 10 should be quite self explanatory;

but I should point out that, in addition to the "mainly mother" responses there

were also two "mainly ffcther" responses which have been inserted into the rather

amorphous "occasionally or slcakened" collectivity for the sake of simplicity.

1, Highet, • oottiah Churches. p*6l, and Wickham, pp. dt., p.l67.
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TABLE VI - 10

CHURCH ATTENDANCE 0? PARENTS

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

Regular (both) 37 53 53 46

Mother mainly 34 12 27 27

Occasionally or slackened 7 24 3 9

Never or seldom 22 12 18 19

Total ioqC 10C$ 1 oq£ 10Q£

Clearly, the female-male contrast ic reported as similar to the ratio fox* the

present generation, Apparently the differential expectations of religious behaviour

connected with sex have been in existence for some time.

It is also notable that the manual - non-manual contrast in church attendance

is greater for the respondents themselves than it is for the parents of the two

groups (combining borderline and middle class). For the interviewees themselves

there is nearly a four times greater incidence of regular church attendance among

the non-manual men. The parents of the non-manual men, on the other hand, are

reported as having a rate of regular church attendance less than 5Q,C in excess of that

for the parents of the manual workers. This may be taken to mean that parental

religious practice, though certainly influential, does not sufficiently account for

the present social class variations in church attendance,

I asked each respondent if lie had been baptised, and (if married) if he had

been wed in the church or by a clergyman, Affirmative responses were the rule

for both of the queries to such an extent that it is not necessary to tabulate the

results. Only seven men had not been baptised, of vfoom four were working cla ,s.
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Tourteen had. not been married in the Church or by a minister, but there was no

significant differentiation by social class. It is still generally believed

among all social groups, that the Church should be used for these functions, that

these performances add a certain sanctity to life and, eventually, to marriage,

which is valued. We may deduce from this another indication that people who

abstain from church attendance have not usually rejected the Church completely.

People want the Church to "oariy on", even if they consider it irrelevant to

their normal pattern of life.

The next background question involves the religious training of the respon¬

dents in their early years. They were asked if they received any religious

training when they were young, what this consisted of, and, if necessary, specifi-

jcally whether or not they went to unday school or church. The difference by

class are larger for this measure than for parental church involvement. Almost

all of the men had been introduced to the Church in some manner during their early

years, but many did not attend the church services in addition to Sunday school.

Combining the knowledge gathered from this and other questions, it seems safe to

assert that those who have been sent to Sunday school only, (but not ahurch services)

are most likely to discontinue association with the Church after they leave school.

The only column in the table that may require explanation is the one titled "forced

to go". In this small minority of cases the men laid emphasis on the fact that

they had been coimpelled by their parents to attend church or Sunday school.

TmJe. VI - 11

YOUTH TRAINING Ik' CHURCH

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)
Church services 24 65 38 37
Sunday school & youth
group 15 12 15 14
Farced to go 15 12 12 13

Z = 2 Z_
Total 10<$ 10C$ 10($ 10<$
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In this instance the preaenoe of several Catholics within the working class

section makes a significant difference since 8^ of the C&tholio men report

attendance at church services as youths. If Catholics are removed from the class

groups the contrasts for Protestants alone are much greater; only 90S of the

workers are then within the "church services" row compared with 6ltfo of the borderline

men and 3Q$ of the middle class men. Since the vast majority of Scottish young

people of all classes have some contact with the church through uunday school or

youth organisation the variations in participation in the actual worship services

of the church seems to be most directly linked to the establishment of an adult

church-going custom. However, even this link is not too strong as we can see

from the fact that while 59/* of those who are now "Regulars" attended church

services as young people, 31^ of the Dormants and Marginals (combined) also report

this sort of church background. This measure seems a less dear indicator of

present patterns than the next item, but did engender several revealing remarks by

men who are not now active in the Church.

(insurance clerk)
I went to Sunday school as a boy but there was too much 'God is up
there', too much mysticism.

(factory worker)
I went to the Roman C&tholio Church till I found I could make a

shilling for myself. Then I was Inclined to get the shilling and
forget the church.

(shop fitter)
I went to Sunday school till I got sick of the whole thing j I
didn't see the sense of it.

(engineer now engaged in advanced education for teaching)
Yes, I was in the Band of Hope and the Youth Fellowship, but not
from a religious impulse I can assure you. At the time the
minister tried to translate the Bible literally, which I couldn't
swallow. I've nothing against religion though; I think it's
necessary. But even now, twenty years later, I turn on the T.V.
and hear the same sermons to the word. The Church seems to be
static. And the Church seems to twist things — things incompatible
such as going for money, money, money and backing war. Surely you
must be a Christian pacifist in light of the founder of Christianity#

The final question pertaining to church involvement in the early years provides
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the moat accurate "predictive" measure for present patterns. This is the

question, "After you left school, did the friends that you went around with attend

church or not?" The first row, "yea", included unqualified "yea" answers as well

as responses like "most of them did". The second row applied to situations in

which the friends attended church occasionally or attended youth organisation

activities only. In the third row the men suggested that only their Roman

Catholic friends attended or that they are unsure. The final row includes straight

"no" answers and "v<s*y Seldom" answers.

TABLE VI - 12

QHUROi ATTENDANCE OF -FRIENDS AfTER LEAVING aCHOOL

Working Border Middle ... ■ .■ i/&l

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

Yes 27 41 38 34

Youth organisation or
occasional 20 29 24 22

R.C. only or unsure 12 6 9 10

No or seldom 41 24. 29 34

Total 100^ ioq? 100$ 10C#

In the f irst place, we can deduce from a comparison of this table and the

last, that there is a large drop-off in church activity after leaving school.

Thompson, in his study of Birmingham parishes notes a similar, "mass exodus of

elementary school children from the churches upon the completion of Sunday school".

1, Thompson, op. cit., p.13,
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Pickering also points out in his study of two North of England towns, that nine out

of ten children are regular in church or .Sunday school as children, but roost do not

carry this involvement into adulthood. The adolescent years seem to be crucial in

determining life-patterns of church-going or abstention*

We are here confronted with the veiy powerful effect of tire church-involvement

patterns of the adolescent peer group on adult church participation* Only 7$

those whose after-school friends did not gp to church are now regalar attenders

themselves whereas 21$ are now "marginals" and 72$ are presently "Dormant". Thus

the church activity of post-school friends is seen to be a remarkably accurate

predictive indicator of long-range attendance patterns. Clearly the social milieu

makes a great impact on religious behaviour by the time a young person is leaving

the world of school for the world of work*

F* SUMMAHT

In this chapter I have shown from the Prestonfield data a strong positive

correlation of status and rates of church involvement which reflect a wider pheno-

rmenon, regularly found in western societies* Additional measures of church

involvement were found to correlate with social class in roughly the same manner*

It was also noted that the age and sex trends in church attendance found elsewhere

are paralleled in our sample. Finally, it has been demonstrated that present church

involvement is predictable with a fairly high degree of accuracy from parental

patterns of church activity, early training in the church, and especially from

church activity of friends after leaving school* In ter.s of concrete behaviour

associated with the church it is now/ clear that manual workers show a definite

1* Pickering, op. cit., p.
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poet-childhood pattern of considerably less church involvement than non-manual

workers (including Borderline men). This chapter has furnished both an opportunity

for fairly detailed analysis of church-related behaviour and a framework for

exploration of attitudinal dimensions in the subsequent chapter.
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.As earlier suggested, the realm of attitudes, as the term is being used in

this chapter, is very encomt>a»sing, including several non-behavioural dimensions

of relationship to the church. A number of measures pertaining to church "attach¬

ment" (as distinct from church participation) will be investigated. As also

previously suggested, the purpose of exploring these subjective dimensions is to

discover and spotlight: one, the amalgam of class variations and similarities in

church attachment, including the overall "image" of the contemporary church; and

two, the crucial points of differentiation in attitudes which seem to be aignifi-

jcantly related to the notable class contrasts in church participation.

In fact, it will be seen that the most interesting feature of the overall

structure of attitudes toward the church is the appreciable similarity found

throughout the social strata. To a significant degree, the results will warrant

the conclusion that ideological and attitudinal postures associated with class

groupings are not mainly responsible for the wide disparities in church involvement.

But a few salient class contrasts emerge which provide important clues to these

involvement disparities. The clues that come to li$vt will not only be emphasised

in this chapter but will be followed up at a later point as part of a system of
4

interpretation.

Three broad areas of "attitudes" are investigated as central to church

"attachment": Religious profession (a very elastic label for fundamentally ideo¬

logical postures in regard to religion); general assessment of the church; and

1. In the course of the present chapter, the reader may well wonder why there
is not a concentrated development of "multi-v&riate analysis" to disclose differences
between church goers and church abstainers within the class groups. The answer is
two-fold. First, the necessary sub-dividing leaves us with groupings too small in
number for statistical utility. Only the middle class includes aggregates of more
than ten men within both the "Regular" and "Dormant" categories. The second reason
is that even middle class sub-division by church attendance fails to prove meaning-
: Ail. In the few instances where the contrast is of a fairly large magnitude, this
fact will be pointed out. But, on the whole, it is true to say that significant
differences in response on particular items is accounted for either by class or by
church attendance variations singularly. But analysis of the data controlling by
church practice within the class groups proves neither very feasible or very fruit¬
ful.
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attitudes toward specific representations of the church. Data from the survey of

six Edinburgh secondary schools - briefly described in the Introduction - is

applicable at several points in the discussion and such relevant findings will be

brought to bear on the analysis.

A, KEUGIOUd PROEBa.IQN

1. Explanations of Religious Practice.

Immediately following the question on church attendance, respondents were

asked to select from a printed card, une major reasons for their pattern of church

participation. Each respondent was presented one of the two cards, according to

their stated pattern of attendance - the "reasons for going" card to those who

described themselves as at least fairly regular attenders (including a few marginals),

and the "reasons for not going" card to the Dormants and most of the Marginals.^
These alternative reasons for attending church were provided to the rather

regular church-goers.

(1

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

(7

(8

(9

Because I've always gone.

To meet fry friends.

Family or friends expect it.

To worship God or pray,

God expects it.

To hear sermon.

To learn how to be a better person.

Makes me feel better.

Other (specify)

1. The former list was adapted from Lenski's Detroit survey. Lenski, op. cit.,
p«383» No definite limit was set on the number of possible choices, but the
majority gave one or two choices.
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Two alternatives dominated the selection - (4) "To warship God or pray",

and (7) "To learn how to be a better person". Since the alternatives fall into

quite natural groupings I have combined into three single categories the first

three alternatives, the second three alternatives, and alternatives seven and

eight. Table VII - 1 gives the combined totals for respondents making one or

two selections: the handful of third choices are ignored.

TABix. VII - 1

REASONS K)R TIENDING CHURCH

N

Always gone, family,
friends

Worship, pray, God,
sermons

Be better person, feel
better

Total

Working

(17)

18

41

1OC0S

Border

(25)

12

52

&

ioq£

Middle

(32)

13

47

_Jt!

100/5

Total

(74)

14

47

3?

ioq<;

There is fairly equal stress on "spiritual" motivations (depicted in the

second row) and "self improvement" (third row) with little emphasis on the force of

custom or pressure from family or friends. But clearly the tendencies are quite

uniform across class lines.

Nine alternatives were also given to those who reported never or very infre-

: quently occupying a church pew as possible reasons for their behaviour:
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(1) I don't believe in God.

(2) Church people are hypocrites.

(3) Don't have time to go.

(4) Don't get anything from it.

(5) Feel ' out of place" in church.

(6) Don't like sermons.

(7) Can be Just as good a person without going.

(6) Family or frienis don't expect it.

(9) Other (specify).

It is not convenient to collapse these alternatives into as few columns.

However, four alternatives each received less than 1Q$ of the total responses and

are c crobined under "miscellaneous". This rubric encompasses: (1) "Don't

believe", with only four total answers, of which three were middle class; (3)
"No time", with nine choices; (5) "Out of place", with six choices, of whom five

were working class; and three "Just lazy" answers which did not appear as an

alternative on the card. Figures for the remaining alternatives appear in Table

VII - 2.

TABLE VII - 2

REASONS FOR NOT ATTENDING CHURCH

Working Border Middle Total

N (56) ( 8) (31) (95)

Hypocrites 18 12 16 17

Don't like sermons 11 12 16 13

Get nothing 9 25 29 17

Just as good without 34 12 29 30

Miscellaneous 29 38 10 23

Total 10C$ 100$ 100$ 10<$
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The moat prominent contrast in ;nsc is found in the "get nothing" row;

29^ of the middle class responses are found there aa opposed to only 9ji of the

working class responses. This may indicate that middle class men who are not

involved in the Church more often feel they have a critical appraisal of the

Church and found her wanting. The slightly higher proportion of criticism of

sermons argues in the same direction.

Overall the most frequent choice - and especially for workers - is "can

be just as good a person without going", My impression was that this alternative

was often ceiezed upon as convenient justification (or rationalisation, depending

on one's point of view) for not going to church. In fact, I often had the

feeling that without the list of alternatives, which provided some ready-made

answers, many men might have been at a loss to say why they don't attend. An

Insurance salesman, for instance, said,

There's no real reason. Frankly, I've just drifted.

A surveyor added the terse comment,

There's more good and more charity outside the church than inside.

But, a great mary are simply disaffected with the Church with no particular cons-
4

jciousness of reasons. Thompson has expressed well -this common situation by

referring to a factory foreman who was formerly active in the Church? "he remains

unshaken in his convictions, yet now possesses only the most tenuous connections
2

with the Church and a sense of bewilderment at his am defection". Wickhara has put

it this way, "Significantly, the British workman wants to justify and excuse himself

for his separation from the Church. Me wants to explain that 'you can be a

Christian withcut going to a church'

1. Gallup asked persons in England who had discontinued church-going the
reasons for their defection. Four of the six "main answers" accounted for 38/'
of the total? "just lost the habit" (16jfc)} "found the services boring" and "un¬
interesting" (9)j "No point in going" (&%)•, and "prefer to stay at home and watch
T.V." (5$). Social Surveys, Television and Religion, p.58.

2. Thompson, op. cit., p.12.
3. E.R. Wickham, "Worker-Priests in Britain", in Schneider, op. cit., p.424.
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As I mentioned above, only four* men explicitly indicated a doctrinal rejection

of Hie Church — a disbelief in God. *nd these choices were more in the nature of

puzzlement and provisional agnosticism than of the militant "village atheist" type.

It will become more clear during the course of the chapter that non-church-goers

overwhelm! gly retain a vague sense of respect for what they consider the basic

teachings of the Church. The Church has not been rejected on the plane of belief -

in fact, the Church has not been fbrth-rigjiily rejected at all by very aany. It

is simply not important enough to may people to motivate actual church activity.

Highet points out that in a poll taken by the Glasgow evening News, many

people who were non-attendera did not attempt to criticise the Church, but merely

declared themselves "not interested".^ Herberg emphasised the same perspective

among unchurched merican Protestants: "These people are not anti-church; on the

contrary, they identify themselves religiously and often think of themselves as

Church members".^ So, it is rather a lack of ability to attract, rather than a

marked tendency to repel, that restricts the church's contact with the majority

of people. In fact, "Just as good without ..." and "get nothing" may be two

versions of the same tacit meaning - "I don't know vhy; but I'm just not interested".

Respondents were further asked, "Would you say that you consider yourself a

religious person or not?" Regretably, this query was not a part of the original

Interview schedule, but was added after a number of interviews had been completed.

Por this reason, nearly one-third of the men are absent from the figures on this

measure; most of those missing are working class men because the Council Estate

v*as first visited. Table VII - 3 shows the distribution of answers along a

continuum broken into four separate divisions.

1. John IIi$iet, The Churches in Scotland Today; A Survey of* Their Principles.
Strength, ftork and Statements. (Glasgow: Jackson & Co., 1950; p.1.~~

2. Will Herberg. Protestant. Catholic. Jew; An Essay in American eligjoua
Sociology. (New York: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1960), p.123.
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T BLS VII - 3

CONSIDER SELF RELIGIOUS?

Working Border Middle Total

N (21) (12) (29) (62)

Yes 19 25 28 24

Somewhat 14 33 31 26

Not veiy 29 17 17 21

No 38 25 24 29

Total 10QS6 10C$ IOQ£ ioo?:

Overall, there is an exactly even division between the first two "type of

answers (basically affirmative) and the second two types of answers (basically

negative). The borderline and middle class groups are virtually identical in

distribution, but the working class group answer in the negative much more often -

two thirds of the time. Such a response is quite in line with the church-

attendance patterns though not so much in line with doctrinal commitments, as we

shall see. It may be that having just explained their church-going habits, the

men tended to take this as the assumed criterion of religiosity.

Two non-manual men who declared themselves not religious expressed interesting

points of view.

(policeman)
I'm coming to a definite non-belief in a supernatural being. Belief
in the supernatural has helped some people, but has done more harm
than good. It will die out as nations grow up.

( supervisor)
I think of a religious person as soiaeone who goes around praying
all the time.

Several men who do not go to Church but declared themselves "religious"
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reveal various understandings of the writ*

(engineer)
I believe in Christianity — not as strong as I once was — but
now more in the practical side. Helping people — I reckon this
is Christianity,

(porter)
Deperle. how you look at it, I say my prayers at night — that's
the main thing,

( surveyor)
Depends on what you mean, I believe in God, feel I'm a fairly
good-living person; but I feel I can get on just as well by
nyself without going to Church,

(insurance salesman)
I've taken an interest in several religions, Buddhism for instance.
The grounding is always there, I think there's a certain fear of
God inherent in most of us.

These comments clearly illustrate the fact that unchurched men, if they

declare themselves religious, are not adopting an "assooiational" criterion but

a "devotional" or humanitarian one. It is perfectly natural that men who do not

go to church but have not rejected the teachings of the church would deem them-

:selves religious on a non-assooiational basis, if at all.

Another Lenski - devised question was employed to determine the main sources

of religious influence. This may be seen as an indirect, supplementary aspect of

one's explanation of his religious practice. Each respondent was asked, "Which

of the people or things on this card have had the greatest influence on your

religious beliefs?" and was provided a card with these alternatives:

(1) Friends
(2) Teachers
3) Wife or children
4) Parents
5) Ministers or Priests
6) Books ,

7) T.V, or Radio

The final two alternatives have been collapsed into a single row; all the

others appear separately in Table VII - 4« Second choices (occurring in about

one-half the cases ) are combined with all first selections to create a single

1, Lenski, op, cit,, p.385.
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more comprehensive, table.

TABLE VII - 4

MAIN INFLUENCES ON RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

Working Border Middle Total

N (67) (28) (51) (146)

Friends 15 11 14 14

Teachers 19 14 8 14

Wife 25 43 45 35

Parents 12 14 18 14

Clergy 13 11 8 11

Books, T.V., Hadio 15 7 8 11

Total 10C% ioc% 10Q% ioqs

Out of the seven alternatives, over one-third of the total number of choices

went far "wife or children". My recollection is that this selection, in fact,

virtually always referred to the wife, and it has been denoted in this way in the

Table, Only the working class array of answers notably minimises this alternative.

The working class group also has the lowest inc&denoe of "parents" selections, For

these two sorts of "family" alternatives, taken together, the working class shows

yfr compared to the Borderline's 57% and the middle class's 63%, This may be taken

to mean that working class male religiosity is relatively less under the influence

of family (both family of "orientation" and family of "procreation") than is middle

class male religiosity. The religious dispositions of working class men - at

least with respect to beliefs - appear to derive less from these immediate personal

sources than from the general "carriers of culture" such as teachers and television.
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2."Meaning" of Religious Belief,

Two rather different but rel-ted projective questions are included under this

rubric which, though it does not perfectly describe the questions, seams to come

adequately close. The words used to engender "open" responses were: "A Christian

is and ""*y opinion of religious belief ..." Needless to say, there was a very

diversified array of reactions,

s to the definition of what "a Christian is", the majority saw it in terns

of basic character traits or simply ' being good" rather than in doctrinal terms.

several interviewees illustrate the variety of responses, from the most vague to

the most specific,

("Dormant" surveyor)
Could be anybody — a gentleman,

("Dormant" advanced student)
One who sees no wrong or evil, is tolerant to everyone,

("Regular" general foreman)
It's hard to Bay what a Christian is. Supposed to be someone who
does no wrong, but everyone does,

("Dormant" factory orker)
I would say 1*411 a Christian^ but I'm not a holy man.
Christianity is a good thing; men have died for it.

("Marginal" plumbing foreman)
Must live as Christ would live — not just speak of it,

("Dormant" geologist)
Sombody who believes in Christ and follows Hi® teachings.
In the accepted sense someone who is unselfish without
pretending to be a Christian,

Evidently there is little consensus as to the specific characteristics of

behaviour or belief which qualifies a person for the title, "Christian", However,

there is consensus that the title is a rather exalted one, manifesting some sort

of general goodness. Indeed, to many the term "Christian", appeared to be

synonymous with "good person". One may interpret this as a secularised definition.
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TABLE VII - 5

A CHRIbllJi IB ....

Working Border Middle Total

N (40) (17) (33) (90)

believes in God, Christ
etc. 25 1 2 30 24

(general) believes, goes
to church 15 - 12 11

good person 38 29 24 31

specific character traits
(integrity, helps people,
etc.) 13 53 27 26
negative opinion 10 6 6 8

Total 10($ 1CX$ 10<$ 10C$

Class oontrasts are minimal, centering not on the issue of whether or not

to be a "Christian" is commendable but rather centering on the degree of speoifi-

:oation in the commendations. In short, workers tend to be less concrete in

ascribing "goodness" to Christians than are middle class men and especially border-

:line men. Negative reactions constitute only a small residue throughout the

class groupings; and these reactions seem to stem more from a poor impression of

those who are Ksupposed to be Christians" rather than of "ideal" Christians: "It's

hard to find one", "They*re not in the church", "There's no such thing", etc. It

is also dear that few men think of a Christian as one who performs certain religious

"duties", such as going to Church.

"l$y opinion of religious belief ..." brought forth a scatter of replies some-
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:v»hat more variant with respect to cl- Considerable combining of separate

answers has been required to produce a table with six categories.

TABLE VII - 6

OPINION OF RELIGIOUS BF'.I.TKF

N

Very hl$i opinion
("essential", 'hecesoary")

High but contingent
(e.g. "good if lived")

Personal belief expressed

Tolerant (e.g. "fine for
those who want it")

Negative (skepticism, no
interest, etc.)

No answer

Working

(41)

22

7

12

17

17

24

Border

(17)

18

24

24

24

6

6

Middle

(34)

41

12

6

21

18

3

Total

(92)

28

12

12

20

15

13

Total 10C$ 100$ loo;;

The answers, with respect to class, can be seen to correlate quite strongly

with church involvement patterns though the fact that one-fourth of the workers

are in the "no answer" row exaggerates the contrast to some extent. Combining the

first two types at answers - both suggesting a high evaluation of religious belief -

the respective percentages by class groups are: working - 29% j borderline. - 42^'j

and middle class - 53?*• Within the categories of church attendance the distribution

is: Dormant - 27%| Marginal - 6Q^j and Regular - 52$. On the other hand, the

1. Those who made no verbal answer are in this instance included in the table
in contrast to the usual procedure. On this question they represented a sizeable
proportion of the working class responses. In fact, on most questions pertaining
to religious values and attitudes the majority of the "no answers" are working class,
though this will not always appear in the tables. In itself, such relatively
higher expression of ignorance or lack of opinion epitomises the greater vague¬
ness about religion in the working class.
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working class is especially high on n^g^-ive responses or no response - a combined

total of 41$ compared with 12$ for borderline and 21$ fcr middle class# Gallup

found in England that 47$ of the "lower class" think Religion "is largely old

fashioned and out of date" in contrast to 41$ of the "upper social class".^
Though the small variation is in the same direction, this is, overall, a far more

condemnatory view of religion than is taken by our respondents#

Even allowing for the variations, it is true that (ignoring the "no responses")
the vast majority of all groups express opinions favourable to the holding of

religious belief. None of Hie class groups express deprecatory views of religious

belief in as nary as one-fifth of their answers. Thus, we find further evidence

of acceptance of religion at an abstract level, despite great variations in personal

practice. As Mayor puts it, "Open challenge to Christianity is not strong ... It

is customary to say that the prevailing attitude is indifference to religion associa-

rted with naive hedonism ### Religion of a sort is almost universal in Britain
•a«

today; it is church-going and aotive participation which have failed# Zweig

concludes from his interviews with English working class men: "The overwhelming

majority were believers in one way or another; only a small minority were non-

believers or agnostics. However, the nature of their belief was, in many oases,

very vague and groping" .-5 Pickering also noted a superficiality of religious

beliefs in England, using these phrases: "Belief did not appear to motivate

praotioe," and "dogmatic assertions are of little importance"J*
Many ot the coacients following depict the tone of "blandneas" surrounding

the matter of religious belief. Gone are the strong feelings and controversies

so much a part of Scottish history# Belief is not denounced, but it is viewed,

on the whole, unemotionally, and with a strong measure of tolerance* The pre-

:vailing opinion is, "everyone should believe, but it doesn't matter what they

1# social Surveys, op. cit#, p#44#
2# Mayor, op. cit#
3# Zweig, op# oit*, p.146.
4# Pickering, op. cit#
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believe, so long as it helps them". Wiakham has insi^tlUlly expressed the

situation: "There is a deeper secularion than is often apparent in a nation that

has always shrunk from the spoliation ♦atheist* and has no knowledge of a philisophi-

:cal agnostioism. But, the stain of the Churches runs widely over British society
i

if thinly, even into groups that have been historically estranged from the church.'

In ohort, there ia neither inflamed opposition to the church or impassioned ardor

in her behalf. Vague respect, rather than religious excitement^is the prevailing
tone of church valuation. The respondents tell this story most eloquently themselves.

("Regular" medical scientist)
Essential, one must have some belief, even if it isn't specifically
religious.

("Dormant" salesman)
A person should have a belief whether it conforms to any church co-
Just to his own code of behaviour.

("Dormant" geologist)
I don't, personally, believe in most religious life. But, it
does help most people in crises, am keeps jaeople from getting
more dishonest and worse. Crime has increased since religion
declined.

("Regular" plumber)
A man must believe something — and he must live it. If he does
there's nothing wrong with him, no matter what his convictions,

( " Regular" caretaker)
It Just means to be a good citizen and do no one any harm.

("Regular" tailor)
Everyone should be tau^it religion at school and Sunday school,
then think for themselves.

("Regular" proof reader)
I'd be very sorry to see it come about — that there wculdn't be
a church. As to what belief, everyone should have their own
thoughts on that; I have no axe to grind.

( "Dormant" electrician)
It's all Just a story. Everyone should believe what they like.

("Dormant" advanced student)
It's all right for people who want it; seems to give a purpose
for those who need it — if you like, a therapy.

1. Wickham, in Schneider, op. cit., p.424.
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("Dormant" painter)
Frankly» it doesn't bother me if they want to believe or not.

("Dormant" railroad fireman)
I'm not against it. If a person believes, good enough.

While these replies demonstrate this prevalent tone - aftsu&l, undogmatio

acceptance of "belief" — a few others evidenced som personal struggles of

belief.

("Regular" chemist)
I get doubts at times, but deep down we know that there is a basic
religion in each of us.

("Regular" business executive)
Xou don't want to think that when you die that's the end.

Two other men illustrate the minority of negative reactions.

("Dormant" motor mechanic)
It's all business, not belief at all. In a full church, not
more than six or seven are there for the proper reason — most
are there from habit, some because the boss goes, some women to
show off a ne«/ hat or something — but the proper reason is to
worship God.

("Dormant" baker)
It's Just plain fear, that's all.

3. Doctrinal Positions.

Religious belief comes under scrutiny now in a more specifio manner. The

final port of the interview schedule consisted of a series of statements introduced

in this way.

I'm going to read to you a number of statements and ask you to say
whether you agree or disagree with ©:.ch one. There is no correct
answer} it's only your own opinion that counts. Xou'11 probably
find that you agree with some of the statements and disagree with
others.

Five of the statements (which will be referred to as "propositions") from this

series will be considered as indicative of doctrinal commitments - as suggesting

degree of dognatism or tolerance, orthodoxy or liberalism.

A general lade of intolerance is deducible from the overwhelmingly affirmative

responses to the first statement, which read, "The Christian way is only one of
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raany ways of knowing God; it is not the only way".

TABLE VII - 7

CHftlBTIAH WAY NOT ONLY (IPX TO KNOw GOD

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

Agree 76 77 88 81

Disagree (or unsure) 24 23 12 19

Total 1CX$ 10C$ 1CX$ 100/i

Catholics, as a separate group, disagree with the proposition in over one-

third of the oases, considerably more often than aiy of the class groups in the

table. In all likelihood this is due to the Roman Catholic doctrine of " the

true church" and the emphasis on the necessity of proper sacramental liaison with

God: in fact, that two-thirds of the Catholics should agree is perhaps surprising.

That over four-fifths, overall, should decline to assert that Christian!-ty

has the exclusive way to God is persuasive evidence of religious tolerance and

absence of dogmatism. Evidently, today's oosomon religious world view is a far

cry from the "fire and brimstone" emphasis of previous eras when axry persons not

under the cloak of the Christian Church were widely thought to be "eternally damned",

This finding is quite in tune with the responses to the projective question on

religious belief considered above - the conspicuous lack of concern with specific

beliefs,

None-the-less, we immediately confront an equally strong affiimanation of a

traditional, keystone Christian doctrine when we examine responses to the statement:

"Jesue was not merely a good teacher: he was also God's only son". All Catholics
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agreed; only about a fifth disagreed fdi the hole sample with a very uniform

spread by class.^

TABLE VII - 8

JESUS OOP'S ONLY EON

Working Border Middle^ Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

Agree 83 77 79 78

disagree (or unsure) 17 23 26 22

Total 10Q& 10C#; 1QQ& 10C&

It is interesting to compare these answers to another doctrinal statement

with a particularly "fundamentalist" slant: "The Bible is the Word of Cod, and

everything it says is completely true". There is a much more even division of

opinion on this proposition with the majority refusing to accept it. The third

row in Table VII - 3 is comprised of the small minority who suggested that the

Bible is "good" but were unsure whether they would affirm the entix-e proposition#

1# Gallup found in England that 55% of the men and 7<$ of the women inter-
:viewed believe that Christ was the Son of God. Social Surveys, pp. cit., p.47.

2. Middle class "Dormants" had only a 43<i agreement, much lower than any
other class-church involvement grouping.
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TABLE VII - 9

BIBLE WORD OF* GOD - ALL TP1IB

Working Border Middle Total

N (W) (17) (33) (90)

agree 40 41 30 37

disagree 50 53 61 54

good but ? JiO 6 2- 2_
Total 10C$ 10Qfc 10Q^ 10Q?C

On the basis of this proposition it appears that the middle class respondents

are least "orthodox" despite their relatively high inciaence of church involvement.

But the general impression from the last two items is that, while a proposition

central to traditional Christianity, the Divinity of Christ, commands general ad-

:herance, more narrow views such as the "inerrancy of the Bible" are considered

optional.

The last two statements contributing to -this section are of a different sort

than the previous three. Particular doctrines are not put forward for acceptance

or rejection, but rather the value of beliefs is put alongside other values. This

is particularly true of the statement, "Living a good life is more important than

having any particular religious beliefs". Overall, too-thirds of the roan considered

the statement correct.
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TABU", VII - 10

GOOD Uiffi Ml® IMPORTAHT . NY PAifflOILAR BHUEflS

Working Border Middle Total

* (41) (17) (34) (92)

agree 68 70 61 66

disagree or unsure J£ jO £ * „ 34
Total 10C£! 10CS! 10<$ 10Qv

Again there is striking similarity in response across class lines* Middle

class men put slightly more emphasis on the importance of beliefs vis a vis "living

a good life". The high proportion of affirmative replies by workers may also be

interpreted as suggesting that living a good life is not dependent upon church-go ir®*

Gallup found in England that "only 6 per cent ••• directly attribute good behaviour

to their religion".1 This and previous results (e*g# "A Christian is • ••" - good

person, etc.) also indicate that religion is as highly valued for ethical reason

as for doctrinal* Mayor refers to "the common assumption of religion as an

ethical code" • ^ However, the more active one is in church the more likely he is to

dispute the proposition, giving stress to "having particular beliefs" * Fewer

Regulars accepted the statements than Marginals or Dormants (58>", 1% and 74$ res¬

pectively)*

"Christians ought to try to influence other people to think the way they do",

the other proposition, in a sense places Christian belief system over against nomas

of tolerance and avoiding inflamatory subjects* Only one-third straightforwardly

1, Social Surveys, op. alt*, p*74*

2* Mayor, op* oit*
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agree; another one-sixth pi*oclaiiaed it essential to influence unobtrusively, "by

your life", etc*

TaHLK VII - 11

OiklbTlPhd OUaiT To 1hJLUiHO. QTH-K PhGPU.

Working Border Middle Total

N (40) (17) (30) (87)

agree 35 35 30 33

disagree 55 47 47 51

only by life (no pressure) 10 18 23 16

Total 10Q^ 100> 100$ 100/O

n Again there is remarkable class uniformity with two-thirds of the men failing

to agree directly. This, in itself, suggests the powerful influence of the narsa

of tolerance. We return to the importance of this value which was brought to

attention by the general rejection of "the Christian way" as an exclusive approach

to God, and by the prevalent tone of responses for "opinions of religious belief.

In his moat fascinating volu .. Becular City an American theologian, Harvey Cox,

has developed the theme of secularism's impact on religious belief. He says,

Secularisation 3imply bypasses and undercuts religion and goes on
to other things. It has relativised religious world views and thus
rendered them innocuous It has convinced the believer that he
could be wrong, and persuaded the devotee that there are more important
things than dying for the faith ... Pluralism and tolerance are the
children of secularisation.

oOhneider and Sanford have shown from an examination of American religious

"inspirational" literature sampled over seventy-five years that there has been a

decline in eschat©logical themes and a pronounced present emphasis on "salvation
2

in the world". They see in this evidence of the imp ct of secularisation.

1 * Harvey Cox, 1'he decular City: Secularisation and Urbanisation in Theological
Perspective. (Hew lork: The derail!an Company, 19^5) p.p. 2, 3.

2. Lois Gchneider & M. Lornbusch Sanford, "Inspirational Religious Liter-itur©"
JJS March. 1957. p.p. 476-2*80.
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In general, furthermore, there ~s to be an acceptance of a basic,

minimum system of Christian doctrine, but willing detachment from traditional,

controversal doctrines (such as Biblical inerrancy) viiich are offensive to come

modern world views. An American study of college students f a- <,bat both the
1

religious and the unreligious believe in a similar "common cultural morality".

Argyle report? a study of Y.M.C.A. members by Ross (1950) in which it was found

that their belief wan a kin^ of "passive acceptance".2
It Is a major theme of Herbert's classical merican essay that exclusive

doctrinal positions — even fbr major Catholics, Protestants, and Jewish divisions-

are giving way to a common cultural religion exalting "the American way of life"

And Lenski said that, among Protestants in Detroit the same appeared to be true;

"A transcendental faith is gradually being transformed into a cultural faith".^
Our cteta suggests, tentatively, that much the same phenomenon may be occurring

in Scotland (or in Britain as a vhole). Thompson, in his Birmingham study, for

instance, speaks of "the lack of a distinctive ideology". He says that other

values of church members are for the most part drawn from other secular groups in

which they have membership ... The appeal of the Church rests on social ocropatibi-

:lity, rather than doctrinal conviction".^ Whether secularism*a advances are seen

as an encroachment on the Ideological provinces of religion or as beneficial oontri-

tbutions to the climate of a complex, scientific age, there can be little doubt

that these advances have whittled down the dogmatic religious values of the past.

Nor is this phenomenon restricted to any one social class. Our data shows little

variation in orthodoxy by class; if anything, working class men, who are least

active in church, are a bit more prone to acceptance of orthodox doctrines.

1. Russell Middleton and Putney Snell, "Religion, Noimative Standards, and
Behaviour", Sodometiy. June 1962, p.p.141-152.

2. Argyle, op. cit., p.31.
3. Herberg, op. cit.,
4. Lenski, pp. cit., p.59.
5. Thompson, op. cit., p.85.
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Clearly, therefore, degree of commitment to religious beliefs does not thoroughly

account far differences in religious practice.

4. Moral Issues.

Respondents were asked to apply one of four degrees of disapproval (always

wrong, usually wrong, sometimes wrong, or never wrong) to four types of behaviour;

moderate drinking, heavy drinking, gambling, divorce.^ On the first, moderate

drinking, only 13f overall declared the behaviour "always or usually wrong", but

there is considerable contrast between the "sometimes wrong" and "never wrong"

distribution.

TABLE VII - 12

OPINION 0? MODERATE DRINKING-

Working Border Kiddle Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

always or usually wrong 10 12 18 13

sometimes wrong 32 64 36 39

never wrong 59 25 47 ij-3

Total 100 100 100 100/5

Working class men are most lenient toward moderate drinking; the borderline

men have the most reservation (taking "sometimes wrong" as indicating some degree

of reservation) and the middle class men are quite near the overall averages though

more often declaring definite condemnation (always or usually wrong). "Heavy

drinking" received very uniform disapproval, only seven men choosing other than the

"always wrong" alternative. Apparently then, as long as drink is used properly

1. adapted from Lenski, op. cit., p.389
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and controlled, it is almost unanimously approved. Nor does church attendance

seem to affect opinion; controlled drinking is not considered a "spiritual"

matter. There seems to be little strong anti-a^ilSSdl fervour such as captivated

many around the turn of the century.

Opini on on the moral correctness of gambling presents quite a different

picture. Ml but four individuals found it at least "sometimes wrong" and over

half declared it at least "usually wrong".

TABLE VII - 13

OPINIONS ON GAMBLING

Working Border Middle Total

N (40) (17) (34) (91)

always wrong 28 65 15 30

usually wrong 20 24 38 27

sometimes or never wrong 52 11 47 43

Total 100$ 100$ 10$ 100$

Again the borderline group takes & stance far more condemnatory than the

other divisions. Working class and middle class respondents are quite similar in

their answers. However, the proportion of "always wrong" replies increases with

degree of church association: 23$ for Dormants, 33$ for Marginals and 42$ for

Regulars.

Pinally, opinions on the propriety of divorce are examined with a good deal

more variation occurring.
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TABLE VII - 14

OPINIONS CM DIVORCE.

Marking Border Middle TotaJ^

H (28) (12) (30) (83)

always wrong 46 53 18 36

usually wrong 9 27 24 18

sometimes or never wrong 46 20 58 46

Total 10q£ 100^ 100^ 100/C

Middle class men are easily the most lenient on this moral issue but there are

no notable variations in opinion with respect to church attendance rates* Hot

surprisingly, considering the official Roman Catholic disapproval of divorce, &%'»
of the Catholics voice the "always wrong" alternative.

By way of brief recapitulation of this section on "Religious profession", we

oay conclude that variations of belief are not responsible for church participation

differences in terms of class, in overall picture emerges showingi church attcn-

:dance based mainly on spiritual motivations, church abstention based upon what may

be called simple disinterest rather than upon reasoned rejection of the church;

quite general agreement on the value of "religious belief" in the abstract and

on being "Christian"; a hi^i degree of doctrinal tolerance; acceptance of

traditional Christian Theistic belief; low level of dogmatism and moderate leniency

on questions of moral behaviour.

B, GSKBR/-L ASSESSMENT 01? THF. CHURCH

We turn now to evaluations of the church "in the large", in terms of how she

is perceived as a whole entity rather than how specific aspects of the church are

viewed.^

1 • During the course of the interviews, the men were given no hint that the
survey bore a particular relationship to the church and religious information
until after the twenty-four projective questions had been presented,i)
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Thie overall assessment is elucidated along two lines: the church's fbndamental

"value"} and her "effectiveness" with respect to her ability to engage the

commitment of individuals.

1. Church's Value.

Three projective questions and one proposition (calling for agreement or

dissent) are relevant to the perceptions of the church* s worth. For the first

projection, the initiating phrase was, "The word, • church', makes me think of ..."

The wide spectrum of answers is focused into the six columns of Table VII - 15»

TABLE VII - 1 5

THE WOHD CHURCH ...

Working Border Middle Total

N (36) (18) (32) (86)

(general) God, Christ, religion 36 22 28 30

(specific) Sunday, worship,
ch. building or service 8 22 25 17

Christians 14 mm 9 9

Personal (e.g. "I should go") 17 11 6 12

Negative ("hypocrites",
"unthinking people") 14 6 13 12

Miscellaneous (youth, fellowship, etc.) 11 39 19

Total 10C$ 10C$ 10<# 10CC

Overall, the type of answers accounting for the largest proportion of answer's -

and quite equally by class - are the references to God, Christ or religion. It

(con4)in this way it was hoped to maximise the "unstructured" nature of these items,
and to assure as "uncoloured" responses as possible.



seems surprising that less than one-fifth of the respondents are found within the

second row, suggesting particular activities (worship service), time (Sunday) or loca¬

tion (church building) associated with the church. However, there is a significant

variation by social class and the variation is in the direction predictable from

patterns of church involvement. Middle class and Borderline men name a specific

aspect of the churoh about three times as frequently as do working class men. By

contrast, workers more often express the feeling that they are remiss in not going

to church (row four). Center3 found that both working class and middle class

persons declared that people do not take religion seriously enough even though his
A

workers - like ours - attended church less often than the middle class respondents,'

Hy general impression from the replies is that an appreciable vagueness shvouds

the idea - "church", I have already pointed out that many non-attenders are with-

:out a definite explanation for absense from the church. Much of what has so far

been brought to light in this chapter tellingly suggests that the church is an

"accepted" part of life not often viewed with rancour; but she often seems to be

quite remote and vague. This is not, in the main, an age of Inflamed religious

passion, of bitter doctrinal controversy or of intensity of feeling about the church.

The word, church, elicits few concrete images; people tend to be very mild in their

expressions. Two men said the word, church, brought to mind only "weddings". It

is also cogent that only one msn thought of a minister. Indeed, the moat articu-

:late group were the minority of 12JJ who carne forth with critical remarks. ?or

instance: -

("Dormant" scientist)
A narrow kind of life not applicable to the present day.

1, Centers, op, cit,, p.l45«
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("Dormant" mechanic)
Could make me very angry. I'm very much against it. I'm not just
not religious, I'm against it. I think its the cause of all wars
and always will be.

("Dormant" railway worker)
Money collectors,

A related - and more direct - projection was, "The value of the church ..."

Most people indicated that the church does have some value though the appraisals

are quite varied, or course. A "no answer" row is incorporated in Table VII - 16

because it includes one-fifth of the workers, a not insignificant fact.

TABLE VII - 16

VALUE OF THE CHURCH ....

Working Border Middle Total

N (37) (18) (34) (89)

Essential, great 24 18 32 28

(mild) some value, O.K.,
gives unity 24 11 9 16

specific value (e.g. "help", "peace",
"uplifting") 5 39 21 18

No value, little, outdated 27 17 29 26

No answer 19 6 9 12

Total 10# 10# 10# 10#

Combining the last two rows (''no value", etc. or "no answer") we see that a

substantial number of working class and middle dass men are without definite

plaudits for the church' a value, 46/ and 3# respectively. These may not, of

course, connote complete rejection of the church.

However, nearly two-thirds of the sample overall suggest that tne church does

have a positive value (first three rows). The incidence of positive replies seem

to be related to church-going patterns by class: working class - 53Arj» borderline

- 68^, and middle class - 6Looked at directly in terms of church-going rates,
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the corresponding figures are: Doraants - 46j£, IS&rginals - &T%, and Regulars - 75$•

The pattern is logical, to be sure, but it is interesting that as many as one-fourth

of the regular cnurch-goera have not come forth with commendable appraisals of the

church's worth. Even those attributing to the church moderate value were often

very restrained. Gallupte recent iHndinga in England are relevant: "Nineteen out

of every 20 people interviewed (95$) thought that you can lead a good and useful

life even if you do not go to church. Only 3$ thought that you did have to go to

church for this to be the oase, while 2% were undecided".1
Our discussion at this point is further informed by findings that emerged

from the survey of six secondary schools in Edinburgh. The pupHa, 1,110 in all,

were asked to rank six activities (from one to six) "according to how important they

are";-

Watching an interesting T.V. programme.
Learning about something new.
Helping to make something.
Talcing part in a favourite sport.
Going to Church.
Reading a good book.

Outside of the one Catholic school, "going to church" consistently ranked

(on the average) in the bottom half of the continuum. Girls tended to consider

the church slightly more important but not to such an extent that this factor

deserves elaboration. Figuring the results in a veiy simple wqy, giving inverted

numerical values for each ranking (i.e. 1 for sixth choice, 2 for fifth ahoioe ...

6 for first choice) we can compare the mean soores for this one item in the list to

the mean score for all rankings combined (3.5). The schools are classified in

four types, primarily on the basis of the general status composition of the pupils.

Other than the one Catholic school, the schools are mainly Protestant in composition.

1. Social Surveys, op. cit,, P.38.
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one Catholic school (low-st&tua) - (N-21S) - 4.7 (aeon score)
two low status schools - (N-307) - 3«1

two medium status schools - (N-384) - 3*0

one high status school-all boys - (M-212) -2.5

I cannot readily explain why the ranking of "going to church" shcxild decrease

with status, since those from higher status hoiaes probably receive more emphasis

on this practice, generally speaking. However, the ranking does not measure

importance of church-going in "absolute" terms but only in relation to several

other forms of behaviour. Therefore, obviously, differential class valuation of

other activities - those listed as well as activities not listed - would have to

be investigated in order to thoroughly explain this apparent anomaly. I shall

not venture such a painstaking investigation but wieh only to stress the veiy

moderate importance placed on church-going by these secondary school students

overall.

Indeed, an "open-ended" question given to the pupils suggests that religious

matters are not prominent in the value systems of the young people at all. The

question, "The two most important things in life are:" was followed by four open
«

lines in which each value could be described. Taking the first choices only

(the second choices follow the same pattern) we find that a very small proportion

of the reported values related to religious otters. Including all such seleo-

stions - religion, God, Christ, faith, going to church - only the Catholic school

pupils name a religious value in more than 1C$ of the cases (13/^). far the

other low-status schools the figure is 1%\ for the middle status schools, Jjgtj ^nd

for the high status school, 3/^« One is bound to think that this apparent dis¬

interest in church and religion does not augur well fbr the church in the decades

ahead, though many intervening factors effect adult religious practice; predictions

are notoriously dangerous.

Returning to the answers to the "value of the church" projection in the

Preatonfleld survey, those who minimised the church*s value did so in a number of

ways, including these illustrations.
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(two middle class "Ttegnlars" )

It's too much of a leaning post to some.

The church has its place} no higher than that,

(two working class "Dormants")
It* a losing its value now — people who go, go because their
people have gone before "them. It's the done thing,

I don't know much about the church: I'm not interested,

/inong those who declared the church essential are these two working class

men.

To everybody the Church should be first.

The Church is needed. We all need it someday. You need a
minister even if you don't go to church.

Several others who expressed rather higi valuations of the Church make it

clear tnat they feel many others do not share such a valuation.

Inestimable value — even to those who ignore it or scoff at it —
that person calls the Church when he really needs it.

It should not be underestimated. Must be 10Cfe to get real value —

5a or 5Q?c not much goocu People think they're okay if they go for
christening or marriage — make the church a convenience,

Greater today than people realise.

The Church has a lot to offer. Some of the younger ones,
instead of going to the picture houses, should go to church —
they'd learn more.

One of the most notable voids in the array of responses is the almost complete

absense of stress on communal aspects of church life — fellowship, belonging to

close-knit group, etc. Whatever values are conceived as embodies in the Church,

there is little notice taken of corporate belongingneas. Only two borderline men

mentioned "fellowship" as one of the values of the Church (categorised under

"Miscellanecus"), Piehter similarly pointed exit the limited recognition of this
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value among many U.S. Catholic parishioners: "a consciousness of * family membership'

in the parish appears to be present only in the nuclear parishoneis and those of

long residence",^ Likewise, Pin concludes that, "Parishes function more as

administrative centers than as effective groups, or at least, so it seems at first

sight"

Somewhat in contrast, Nash and Berger in an American study found that those

joining Protestant churches were seeking to maximise basically secular values

including, expecially, familiarism and belonging.^
It may be of paramount significance that our respondents - and other measures

later in the chapter will underscore this interpretation - apparently do not see

such communal values embodied in the church. ^om llan, who organised a church

campaign to canvass his working dass parish in Glasgow, noted that the visitors

found little antagonism, a good deal of "bland indifference" and a considerable

amount of interest on the part of people who said they really wanted to be part of
4

the church but had never been personally contacted in her behalf.

Thompson says on one Birmingham church: "The church was not seen au a fellaw-
5

:ship; nor was fellowship regarded as integral to the process of worship".

Taylor says that, "There is indeed a widely diffused sense amongst all kinf|s of

people that the survival of the church is important, but this expression of corxvic-

:tion is rarely articulated in a manner which provides a social justification for
c

the church. Vincent, in his small Glasgow survey found that, although "no man

1. Fichter, op. oit., p. 190.
2. Pin, in Schneider, op. cit., 412*
3. Dermison Nash and Peter Berger, "Church Commitment in an American Suburb:

An Analysis of the Decision to Join", Archives de oociologie de eligjons. 1962.
p.p.105-120.

4. Thomas Allan, The ?&ce of My Pariah. (London: LCM Press, 1954) p.p.26,27.
5. Thompson, op. cit., p.14.
6. Taylor, op. cit., p.14.
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criticised the chui-chea or was antagonistic to them", they felt the church

irrelevant because "the churches ooulu offer no specific guidance, or help in

their daily lives". ^ To apply Toermies' popular distinction, thou^i the church
ia thought to be worthwhile, it provides mainly an "associational" involvement,

without enough opportunity for "communal" involvement to translate the abstract

acceptance into concrete church-orientactivity.

Respondents were asked what they consider the "ideal" value of the church b,

the £>rejection, "..hat I think the church ought to do for people .." The reactions

further support the notion that there is a widespread feeling that the church falls

short on provision of communal values.

TABLE VII - 17

CHURCH OUGHT TO DO K)R PBOPIE ....

Working Border Middle Total

ft (39) (16) (31) (86)

No change from present 12 19 26 19

Welfare, help people 14 6 29 19

Make closer contact 30 44 26 30

Provide social activities, modernise,
attract 30 31 13 23

Negative (e.g. "discontinue") 14 6 9

Total 10CT'S 10C£ 10C$ 100/.

About one-fifth, especially conoentrated in the middle class, mention the

church's need to serve people in terms of welfare (row two). In fact, one of

the "propositions" ("The church should not bother about social welfare") evoked an

overwhelmingly negative response (only four exceptions), conclusively indicating

1. Vincent, op. cit., p.2
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that people feel such service is part of the church work. Keith-Lucas, in an

American appraisal of the church's welfare works, says that, "There are people who
■j

believe that social welfare problems are none of the church's business". Few

in Britain seem to hold to that persuasion; there is near-unanimity th t welfare

is a legitimate province of the church.

Gallup asked, in the English survey, should churches be mainly concerned with

the spiritual life of the individual, or should they express their views on day-to¬

day social questions?" Despite the fact that this question seems to eraboqy a

false dichotomy, it is noteworthy that over three-fifths chose the seoond alterna¬

tive.2

It the oppastie extremes are minorities who feel that either the church is

fhlly cariying out her task (row one) or feel that she should "close up shop"

altogether (row five). The former finds most support from middle doss men; the

latter from working dass men. But the majority, 53# overall, fall into the third

and fourth categories, primarily emphasising a need for the church to relate herself

more intimately and more communally with people. Working class and borderline men

make this stress especially, 60J& and 75^ respectively. This is in line vdth

Demarath's fiitlirg that communal, pect-like religiosity is mainly a working class

propensity, while middle class persons prefer more formalised, church-like involve-

:ment.^ In the working class case, a conflict between this "ideal" view of more

informal relationships within the church and a feeling that this desideratum is

actually lacking may be a weighty factor in the large-scale working class abstention.

(This possibility will be taken up in more detail in Chapter X). several working

class and borderline men illustrate by their answers the belief that the church should

strive for a mocre*down-to-earth" liaison with people.

Take greater interest in the working side of life. Get to know people.

1. Alan Keith-Lucas. The Church & ocial Wdfare. (Philadelphia; Westminster
Press, 1962) p.7,

2. Social Surveys, op. cit«, p.p.123, 62.
3. Deiaarath, op. Git.
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Come more into contact with them* There's no sense of oontact
between church and public*

Go out and do more instead of being behind closed doors* draw
people in*

Out out the cluniahncsb* fou must get dressed up foz* church,
have best suit of clothes on on yofre looked down upon. The
ahurdh needs to be more open*

In a different way a 'proposition" probes perception of the church's value:

"It is more important how you treat your fellow can than whether or not you attend

church". The overwhelmrigly majority (80/j) were in agreement* Catholic respondents

provide something of an exception, splitting their answers evenly between agreement

and disagreement, thus testifying to the Catholic Church's emphasis on performing

the religious duty of attending uess, In general, it may be said that the ethical

value of trating others properly is taken to be an injunction with priority over*

performing the religious duty of churoh-guing. Of course, maintaining proper

relationships to others may be viewed as response to ane sort of religious injunc¬

tion, but the fact that the ethical, "practical", non-ritualistic aspect takes

precedent is cogent. Church-going is evidently not seen as pre-requisiteto good

inter-personal relationships,

2* Church's -..fectiveaeaa*

We now turn to an examination of three questions which elicit an appraisal

of the effectiveness of the church in general* (Later in the chapter other

concrete indications of the impact of the church's operation will emerge and will

supplement this section.) first of all, "Would you say the church toiiy, on the

whole, is gaining ground or losing ground?" requested, very straightforwardly,

opinions about the current fortunes of the church. The prevalent feeling is that

the church is decidedly waning; many seem ready to write trie epitaphs for institu-

itional religion. Overall, four-fifths say the church is losing ground* It has

already been pointed out that there is some scanty evidence that the tide has been
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turned, and of course, the church may prove more durable than the prophesies of

those who see her impending doom allow. But it cannot be comforting to the

leaders of organised religion th.t people so overwhelmingly believe the church to

be on the way to oblivion.

TABLE VII - 16

CHURCH G IKING OH LOSING GROUND?

forking Border Middle Total

N (41) (14) (32) (78)

Gaining 7 7 6 7

Evan, balanced 1G 28 9 13

Losing (or R*C«on2jr gaining) 65 80 80

Total 10Cpi ioqp® w. 10Q%

Gallup found in ngland that "for every person who thinks that the influence

of religion is increasing (22?S) there are nearly three people who think it is

decreasing (63^).1 If religion is taken to mean the Church, then our findings

reveal an even less sanguine view. However, a few added to their doom-saying the

thought that religion itself is not slipping into the grave with her institutional

embodiment — the Church, A "Dormant" porter said, for instance,

Many people, like ourselves, don*t go. Church is losing as far
as getting members, but Christianity is not failing; almost
everybody has that Christian feeling down within the'",

Church-goers (Regulars) were not quite so glooiqy about the future of the

Church as non-church goers. But even those who have, in a sense, staked a claim

in the on-going operation of the Church, over two-thirds assert that the Church is

losing ground.

1, Social surveys, op, cit,, p.itO,
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Since men far more often than women abstain from church involvement

respondents were asked to explain this aspect of the church's ineffectiveness with

the projective question, "The reason why more men don't go to ohurch ..Thuu$t

there is a wide variety of responses, when they have been collapsed into a few

categories, the class groups are seen to be in general agreement.

SnhLS VII - 19

mx MOk£ mh JjQii'T GO TO ui'oroH

working border Middle Total

h (33) (17) (27) (77)

hot interested, get nothing 21 35 19 23

Lasy, distractions 21 29 26 25

Too busy 24 - 7 13

church is for women 24 29 26 26

Don't believe, iiypooracy ? 7 22 13,

Total 100? 100/ 100/ 100/-

Working men more frequently suggest that men are too busy to go to church,

often making reference to Sunday work. Middle class men have the highest frequency

of answers suggesting that men have rejected the church on an ideologic-! plane.^
I think the best summary of the profile of response, hew/ever, is that to men

church-going is simply not a high priority} it is not viewed as a necessary corol-

: laiy to religious belief uxl, often, not even as a desirable one. Several main

categories of response are manifest in the excearpts.

1. This point of view is expressed by 41of the " Dormant" middleclass man,
but by only jjl of the middle class "Regulars".
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Not Interested. Get Nothing

("Marginal" joiner)
They're just not drawn to the church.

("Regular" caretaker)
They aren't up against the church; they just can't be bothered.,

("Dormant" electrician)
Because the church doesn't offer them anything,

("Dormant" bus dispatcher)
Minister must bring it better, it's too mournful, should be gayer.

Lazy, dlstructiuna.

("Dormant" lavatory attendant)
Drink too much on Saturday night,

("Regular" building foreman)
Quite a few work: Sunday; others think their neighbours will laugjh
at them,

("Dormant" porter)
They have a fUnny feeling they'll be seen sneaking into church by
their nates, and will have to explain on Monday,

("Regular" policeman)
They're out all week and want to stay in van Sunday; women are in
all week and want to get out an Sunday,

("Dormant" panel-beater)
Not disbelief - I think lasiness is the biggest part of it.

Dolit Believe, y.-ocrj^y

("Dormant" architect)
Experience of war and hypocrisy have deterred many,

("Dormant" advance student)
People are more cynical and materialistic; science lias something to
do with it.

Church is for tomen

("Marginal" office worker)
Because it's a sissy's game.

("Dormant" mason)
Men haven't got the sentimentality that women have,

("Regular" technician)

Probably they think it's feminine; you know, all rigit for women
but not for men.
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A leaa direct effort to assess opinions of the church's ability to gain

the commitment of people was hosed on the "preposition", "ihe ohui-oh demands too

little of people". 1*early half are in agreement, indicating; that many believe

the church requires too little involvement, while another eleven per cent waver

between agreemetit and disagreement.

TABLE VII - 20

THE CHURCH DSMMDS TOO UTTIE

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

.gree 39 65 44 47

Disagree 51 35 38 42

Unsure 10 - 18 11

Total 10QP? 1QQ? 10($ 103

Borderline men most often say that the church should provide a more demanding

orogramrae; working class respondents most often take the opposite point of view,

'•a this suggests, incidence of agreement shows a slight increase with church

attendance rates, a most interesting finding. Apparently those closest to the

church are most convinced that she does not motivate a deep enough ooimnitment.

In three of the four Birmingham parishes he studied, Thompson found the same per¬

il caption that the church is undemanding: "Except in th case of a small minority
4

the church was not seen as an institution which made demands upon its membership".

Again, "To all but a minority, the church "was an important institution, but not
2

one which placed them trader any kind of obligati on".

1. Thompson, op. cit., p.35.

2. ibid, p.62.
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This "general assessment of the churchf can be very briefly surjaarised by

saying that the church has created a general impression of mild - rather nebulous —

value combined with decided ineffectiveness* Those on the lower end of the social

scale particularly imply that the church fails to win their adherence by her failure

to sustain a congenial, communal atmosphere for interaction. Man are seen as

essentially disinterested in the church, and the church is overwhelmingly viewed

as sliding dovanhill,

C. AFP5AI5-'*L OF SPECIFIC CHULCH HEPIESENTATIONS

More concrete reasons for the predominant perspective on church - her

current incapacity to gain and sustain commitment - are elucidated by an explora-

jtion of attitudes concerning three specific "representations" of the church -

ministers, church-goers, and church "programme". It will become clear that these

major manifestation of intitutional religion are not accorded an appraisal as

complimentary as that accorded the church "in the large".

1. Ministers.

Lenski says that the "power" of the clergy derives, in the first instance,
4

from the "attitude of the laity, and their respect for the office". The Gallup

survey in England, previously alluded to, found that men who direct the work of

the church are generally well thought of and are considered to be labouring under
2

a difficult task with salutoiy motives, but with little reward. Fichter, in his

U.S. Catholic study, thought it of significance that the laity thinks more hi^ily

of priests than priests do of themselves.^ Our own data, however, tend to under—

:score an attenuation of the esteem in which ministers of religion are held. There

1. Lenski, op. cit., p. 285.
2. Social Surveys, op. cit*, p.p.67-72.
3. Joseph Fichter, "A Comparative View of the Parish Priest", -Archives de

Soolologle de Religions. 1963, p.p. 4VJ*8.
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is, in replies to questions about ministers, considerable reservation about their

capabilities and their orientation to modern life. Despite many caiimendatory

reactions, the overall impression is that ministers h^ve been stripped of much of

their once hallowed image.

I will first explore the attitudes to ministers as persons, then look at the

views of their relationship to people. The former line of investigation revolves

about reaction; to two questions which appeared at different points in the inter-

:view# One was contained in the projective sections "A typical church minister

today ..." The other was a straightfor*8^! question encompassed by a number of

other church-related queries: "What kind of men would you Bay ministers are

generally?" The latter evoked le?s critical reactions on the whole and is suraauri-

:sed first, in Table VTI - 21•

TABLfc. VII - 21

iOMI3Tu:.„ m..-, -hAT KIND OF -iN?

..orking Border Middle Total

N (42) (1S) (34) (94)

Good, effective 40 44 47 44

Ordinary ("some good, some bad' ) 17 39 12 19

Negative (dull, "not with it", "just
a job") 12 17 32 20

No answer or unsure 31 9 17

Total 1CX$ ix; 10C$ 100"

Workers reveal theiz^ general remoteness from .Anisters with a high incidence of

"no opinion" - nearly one-third of their replies#"*

1# Catholics, as a separate group, are found far mare often expressing octamen-
:d&tion far the clergy than any of the class groupings, nearly two-thirds of their
replies falling into row one.
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But they aore, in answer to thi3 question, less critical of ministers than

borderline or middle class men - the latter in particular. Within the middle

class division there is a significant division of opinion between "Regulars" and
"Dormants"; only 1 %' of the "Regulars" are in the "negative" row compared with

yjj. of the "Dorm&nts". Indeed, other indicators point to the fact that middle

class men who ere outside the church tend to take a far more critical view of her

than any other cales-church involves rrt grouping.

Some of the answers commending ministers demonstrate a distinction between

the ministers themselves and the position in which they function. This distinc-

jtion is depicted in the replies of two supervisors:

Dome of them are veiy good. Almost flogging a dead horse though now.

Sincere men, do their best; but they're too oonstr ined by the
traditional forms of the church.

The "ordinary" descriptions (second row) are exemplified by those respondents

who are neither very critical nor very laudt:ory.

("Dormant" supervisors)
Like other jobs. They are a crpss-section, some sincere, others not.
Just like aqy other business; and that's what it is - business.

("Dormant" salesman)
Sincere, but too cautious. They're afraid to be critical.

("Regular" technical worker)
Some are delightful and are Christians in the deepest sense; others
emasculate any crowd of people. They have this sort of Music Hall
voice, etc.

(" egular" businessman)
Some ministers are very difficult to talk to; ours is easy to talk
to. They're educated men — have to be. It used to be considered
a cushy job — perhaps middle dags people who didn't know the people
who need ithe uhurch most, the lower class people who don't understand
it as well. I think this is changing today.

Several other interview excerpts demonstrate the type of reservations and

doubts about ministers which apparently abound.

("Regular" technician)
They are God-fearing men who are keen to do God' 3 work. However,
they're a bit off the beam — too old fashioned, I'm afraid. The
Church of „cotland is rotten with tradition.
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("Dormant" advanced student)
I suppose on the whole they're pretty good and decent men; bat
they're sort of airy and fairy and out of touch.

Moving to the closely related projective query, "/ typical church minister

today ..." it becomes clearer that the image of the minister, in stereotype, is

somewhat tarnished. In this case, only a minority, perhaps one-third including

the more complimentary "miscellaneous" answers, respond with any degree of

commendation. Probably this indicator, being "projective" and without preliminary

announcement, captured a more accurate, "off guard" reaction. There is also a

subtle difference between the previous question and this one in "tone"; "what

kind of men?" tends to elicit statements about the personal character of ministers

•while "4 typical church minister..." evokes appraisal of the professional capability

and general "image" projected by ministers. This distinction, I think, in part,

accounts for the far more critical answers. TABXE VII - 22 divides the negative

reactions into those stressing the drubneas of ministers (row three) and those

impugning to them bad motives of hypocrisy (row four).

TABLE VII - -g£
A TYrio. - uiUHCH MINISTER ....

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

Good, devotee 27 12 15 20

Txying, hard job 2 6 18 9

Dull, unsuccessful 15 6 9 11

Derogatozy (insincere, hypocrite, etc.) 20 35 35 28

Miscellaneous 12 29 15 16

No answer 24 12 11 16

Total 10# 10# 10#. 10#
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Once again, workers stand in relief in that they are less critical and wore

apt not to have an answer (in one-fourth the cases). And their criticisms are

more apt to focus on the "drabneas" of ministers (ro» three) than are those of the

borderline or middle class men, whose negative re|>lies usually tend toward definite

derogation.

Overall, it ia the telling negative tone which stands cut very vividly. The

image of the "typical" minister is deprecated not only be all classes, but also by

all church involvement categories in at least one-third of the instanoes. Cout¬

shining the two negative rows, the proportions by church attendance groups are;

Regulars - Marginals - 60Dormants - 36/«. Dearly all of the "no answer"

reactions are Doraante, accounting for 2&% of their responses. The very hi^x

proportion of negative answers by Marginals probably confirms the fact that these

are mainly men who have some connection with the Church, but are particularly

dissatisfied with her at present.

gome of tlx© men expressed rather mild criticism, perhaps trying to give the

minister "his due"»

("Regular" office worker)
Less bigoted than ten to fifteen years back.

("Marginal" office worker)
He tries to be with it, but never quite succeeds.

("Dormant" clerk)
Friendly and gushing - not all sincere.

("Regular" engineer)
They feel if you come to church that's enough, and don't concern
themselves with your spiritual life.

("Regular" policeman)
They don' i do too badly except for not bringing young people into
the Churah, which thqr must do.

Others were less restrained in their negative opinions.

("Marginal" maintainance man)
Dry, stuffy person.
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("Dormant" mason)
Needs to be re-eclucated in Christianity.

("Dormant" civil servant)
Hopeless. He's a financeer, his heart isn't in it.

("Dormant" railway worker)
Hasn't a clue what goes on.

( Dormant" warehouse worker)
Many ministers you can't get close to] it's like they're looking down
on you. The Catholic priests I've met are friendly and naturalj
never had this with a Protestant minister.

("?Marginal" technician)
Mealy-mouthed iypocrite.

There is some scattered evidence that this ort of disparagement of the

minister is widespread in Britain today. Vincent concludes from his series of

informal interviews in Cl&agow that, "There was a widespread view that although

the ministers concerned were pious, hard-working men of good intent who cared

ddeply for their fellow man and society, their background and way of* life made it

difficult far them to be an integral part of society and fully realise the mission

of the churches in society ... All In all, the public image of the minister — no

matter how hard working — appears to be that of a man educated in his own sphere,

but with no wide role to play in society. lie is a man who conducts services ana

provides certain rites ... at important stages of life ..."1 Even this view of

the minister's limited impact is more salutory than many of our respondents' comments

have allowed.

Howntree and Lavers also found direct criticism of ministers. They say that

"just a job" is a common stricture and conclude that there has been "a real decline

in the esteem in which Protestant ministers of religion are held". They report the

same distinction, which is notable in our survey, between opinion of "the Church"

and opinion of ministers — "The Church is generally regarded with tolerance and

indifference aid with little or none of the hostility which ... the clergy so often

evoke". Thompson, found in Birmingham serious doubts about the position of der&y-

1. Vincent, op. cit,, p.3,
2. Rowntree, op. cit., p.p.346, 349, 352.
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jiaen, "Most members of the congregation, had no clear idea of the role of the vioar •••

The office of vioar carried little authority, even in the spiritual sphere. To

many of the congregation there was little that he could do .... The position and

role of the clergy have become ambiguous and uncertain"• ^ It is interesting that,

while the majority of Gallup* a interviewees in England reported a hi$i level of

respect for ministers, there was indication that ministers were seen as "behind the

times". Forty-eigfrt per cent said that the clergy are slow to accept new ideas,
2

37?< said they are not, and did not feel qualified to give an answer.

Pupils in the six Edinbux^i secondary schools were asked to rank (from one

to six) these six occupations, "according to the value of each job"»

Joiner
Medical Doctor

Independent Shopkeeper
Trade Union Official
Industr' 3l an&ger
Church -Minister

"Church Minister" was ranked a good deal higher by the Catholic school pupils than

by any other group of pupils, but other than this, the variations by school (as
well as by sex) were minimum. The mean ranking for church minister (3.6) was

almost exactly on the overfill mean score (3.5) which means that ministers were,

on the average, ranked rif£xt in the middle of the six occupations. Specifically,

medical doctor was easily in first place in the average ranking, followed by

"Industrial Manager", also substantially ahead of "Church Minister"• The

clerical occupation was just third in the ranking, slightly ahead of "Trade Union

Official". "Independent Shopkeeper" and "Joiner" ranked fourth and fifth,

respectively, well below the other four occupations.

1, Thompson, op. cit±, p. 90.

2. Social Surveys, op. cit., p. 70.
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This must be construed as something of a downgrading of ministers by the

younger generation. "Church Minister" was ranked first only one-eighth as often

as "Medical Doctor" and outside the Catholic school less than one-sixteenth as

often. Apart from the one Catholic school, "Church Minister" was ranked first

leas than one-half as frequently as "Industrial Manager". These are the only two

other positions listed which, on the basis of training jod responsibility, one

would have thought comparable to the clergy, and each is considered of more "value"

than the minister by secondary school pupils.

Gallup's respondents in England, by contrast, gave a slight edge to ministers

over doctors as the person with the greatest influence for good, 3naming

ministers and yzf- naming doctors.^ Perhaps the different phrasirg is partly re¬

sponsible for the contrasts or perhaps the difference in perspective between the

two generations is the main factor.
jy

If the latter possibility is valid, it persuasively argues that the church

is losing her potential adherents of the years ahead.

We turn now from a consideration of attitudes to ministers as persons and as

typifying a certain type of individual, to consideration of their relationship to

people. Two related questions - one direct, one a "proposition" - prove quite

revealing. The first, "Who would you think most ministers are closest to, most

friendly with?" elicited a large array of answers which especially emphasise

"closeness" to members of the church congregation.
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TABLh VII - 23

..HQ jJMoTuHb CLOSEST TO?

worKing Border Middle Total

N (35) (17) (30) (82;

congregation 46 35 30 36

Church leaders 3 18 30 16

Old, infirm 6 29 13 13

Everyom 17 0 10 11

middle class ( l rofeasionals,
wealthy, etc,) 29 18 17 22

Total 100$ IOC# 100^ 100;'

Workers most often assert that ministers are closest to those higher up the

social ladder (row five) but also most oft€« declare them closest to their congreya-

jtions in general, Since workers are not, on the whole, within the church, but

are aware (as we shall see) that middle class persons frequently are, it may be

concluded from these two sorts of answers that workers view ministers as not close

to themselves, Tom Allan, a famous Scottish ioinister, asserts this "distance"

between ministers and working class, from the "other side", the side of the

minister: ""fhile I find it comparatively easy to mix with the professional and

middle class people of lay pariah and speak to them of the faith, I find it in-

: expressively hard to establish the same rel-itiunthip among what are called the

working classes, although I was brought up in a working olasB home We a-«

strangers to our own people",1

1, Allan, op, cit,, p,106,
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Michonneau, in 'ranee, apeaks of priests being ensconced in a separate

culture, surrounded by those who understand the particular Ibrais of thought and

speech; not really like the parishioners but more raiddie class than anything else#

In a similar vein, Gustafson says "A #.# factor that frequently determines what

the minister does, more than he is aware of, is the class ideology of his ooasaunity#

In very subtle ways the minister tends to assume not only the external habits, but

also the values that are prevalent in his coinsanity, particularly if his corigrega-

jtions tend to be single-class in character". *

Unchurched workers most often described ministers as closest to higher status

persons; sever 1 typify the disapprobation of such remarks:

dometiaes they*re out for rich people; try to get on the right
side of these people.

I think it's the middle class more than anything# I don't think
they have much time for the ordinary working class people#

Some are closer to the better class# Thiu is not so with cur

minister; everybody' a the same with him#

People with money. When a working man goes into church, it's
'cheerio'; if I drove in with a Holla Royoe, th^r'd meet me and
3how me to the front seat.

Someone who's buttering them up - Just a lot of nonsense; there
wouldn't be any ministers if they didn't get a free house,

/mother point of interest from TABLE VII - 23 is that those groups who have

the highest rates of church involvement (Borderline and middle class) tend often

to specify that ministers are closest tc church leaders rather than simply the

congregation. Only one worker makes this distinction, which could be taken as

a further indication of the general remoteness of workers from the church. In all,

54& of the sample opined tint ministers are closest to members or leaders in their

church congregations. Often, such statements were not motivated by a favourable

attitude, as the comments of these two men illustrate.

1. Ward, op. cit.,
2, James K. Gustafson, "An Analysis of the Problem of the Role of the

Minister", Journal of Religion. 1954, p.p#187-192#
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("Dormant" mason)

Their own people; they ought to go out and look for sinners.

("Dormant" electrie.il fitting installer)
Their own church-goers, they don't seem to expand; they don't come
to grips with everyday things in life.

Complimentary information is supplied by responses to the propositions

"Ministers are very closely in touch with people". Only borderline sen expressed

agreement in the ^lajority of cases; working Glass and middle class men tend toward

the negative soraewhat.

TJiBLt, VII - 24

maiSTh-RS AXE ULQfeE TO PEOPLE

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (16) (34) (51)

gree 29 56 23 32

Disagree 1*2 31 50 43

home people, church members or leaders 12 6 6 9

Should be or unsure 1,7 6 21 1 6

Total 10($ 10Q£ 100^ 100pi

Catholics, as a separate group, see their priests as "alose to people" to a

greater extent than do Protestants regarding their ministers, answering in the

affirmative in nearly two-thirds of the oases. Regulars agree with the proposition

twice as frequently as Dormants, indicating that the perception of "closeness" be-

: tween ministers and people increases with rates of church attendance. In

general, however, the fact that only one-third of the respondents make a clear-cut

affirmation of the statement adds substantiation to the impression that people

largely believe ministers to be "distant" and out of touch. But with respect to

the major class division (working and middle class )differences are minimal.
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Though we found no torrent of attack on the ohurch herself, ministers have

been the recipients of such a volley* When Taylor refers to the "aloofness of

the professional clergy from the life and v?ork of ordinary people",1 he puts his

finger an a perspective shared by many of ail social levels in this survey*

large portion of men have raised questions about the effectiveness, motives and

interpersonal rel^ ^unships of clergymen*

2* Church-goers.

In several ways I tried to bring forth from the respondents the views that

abound concerning church-goers in order to discover what sort of stereotype is

attached to the type of person so identified* To begin with a major distinction,

interviewees were asked, "Do you think that people who go to the church regularly

are mainly working class or middle class, or what?" Since "middle class" replies

predominated to a great extent, this category is further sub-divided to bring to

light some of the explanations incorporated in the replies*

TABLE VII - 25

CKUHCH PEOPLE FORKING CLASS OR MIDDLE GLASS?

Working Border Middle Total

N (40) (17) (33) (90)

Even or unsure 20 41 21 24

Working class 17 12 18 17

Middle 63 46 60 59

pretention (e*g* "done thing") 03 12 30 19)
working class absent (13 24 12 14)
no explanation V37 12 18 26)

Total 1005* 10($ 10Q*

1* diehard Taylor, Christians in an Industrial Society. (London* SCM Press,
p, 1961) p* 47* ~~ ~ " *
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Three fifths of the sample declare that church-goers are mainly middle class

v/hile less than one fifth say they are mainly working class. The most salient

class variations in response are found in the reasons for answering "middle cla_a''#

Workers tend not to give an explanation; borderline men note the absence of workers

from the church, and interestingly, middle class men tend to impugn the motives of

middle class church-goers by saying that their behaviour is insincere or pretentious#

They -* gn the motives of middle class Church involvement with such epithets -a

"Its a show", "put on", "phoney", etc,

ii»e "workers don't go" type of explanations are typified in these excerpts

from the interviews,

("dormant" labuurer)
Middle class and upper class. The working class has more of a struggle
to live — no time to think about church and that. The middle class
have no worries, they lust go to church, like,

("Regular" technician)
.riddle class. The working man probably feels it's soft; he doesn't
need it. He gets on okay, slogging away, getting ten 'quid' a week;
and he may work on Sunday,

("Marginal" linotype apprentice)
Middle, forking class go out and drink Saturday night, sleep in
Sunday morning — the Corporation housing scheme type.

("Regular" dispensing ohemist)
Definitely middle. In Uie depression era workers got out of the
pattern — hadn't good clothes and too proud to go. They haven't
gone back, and have more distractions now.

("Regul r" postal worker)
Working class have the wrong, idea — that they're as well carrying
on without going to church. I've heard it said hundreds of times,
'I'm just as good as him and he goes to church'.

Several men illustrate the disparagement of middle class motives in church

going.

("Domrrnt" publican)
Middle. Pomp, to give folk an impression,

("Regular" inspector)
Middle class in general. They' re better educated to understand.
Often it's socially the thing to do — to go to church — though they
haven't an idea what's going cm. It's a different thing to go to
church and to be a Christian.
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("iiarginal" office worker)
Middle class. They principally handle the government of the Church.
The Kirk eesion are all middle class; they're lighting for poaition,

("Regular" policeman)
Middle class are the beat church-goera. They are striving to retain
respectability in the eyes of the community; lower classes just den't
care.

("Dormant" electrical fitting installer)
rtliddle class. They take it more to heart — not tns church itself —
but they like to be seen there, like it known that they go there.

("Regular" civil servant)
Our church is definitely more middle class, but 1 wuuldn*t cay
they' re all Christians. It's more the 9 done thing', fixed into
the pattern of life.

Siuite obviously, there is by no means unanimous opinion that church-going

proceeds from meritorious motives, or that those viio go to churoh are thus made

better people. Hi^xet claims that many Scottish persons give as a reason l'or

their church abstention, "Look what these churoh folk are like; can you blame

us?.... It is commonly said by non-church folk (and about themselves, by som

Christians) that the members of Scotland's churches today are just as fond of

material possessions, of flaunting observable insignia of social class and social

status, as are non-Christians ..."^
The same rather extensive array of deprecations appear in answer to the

projection, "The people who go to church regularly ..." Not all reactions are

negative, of course, as the table protrays, but a significant proportion are.

1. Kighet, (bcottish Churches) op. ext., p.166.
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TABLE VII - 26

PMMJtti MiO 00 TO CHIMB afiGUURLT .....

Working Border Middle Total

N (33) (10) (30) (73)

Christians 21 m 23 19

Good people 18 30 7 15

Out of habit, no different 21 30 27 25

Negative (hypocrites, etc.) 28 10 40 30

Miscellaneous 12 30 3 11

Total 10Qfe 10C$ 100^ 100/

Only about one-third, overall, definitely extol the persons who regularly

attend ahviroh (first two rows)1. Again, middle class men are found to be more
2

critical than workers, despite their higher rate of ahurch attendance. Indeed,

Regular and .Marginal church-goers contribute a higher proportion of derogations

than Donaants (38/, 535* and 26/, respectively). Apparently those closest to the

church have the most suspicion about the motives and benefits of church involvement.

The closely related propositions, "Not all people who go to ahurch are

necessarily religious) and some people who do not go to church may be religious"

engendered overwhelming agreement, only six persons taking exception to the state-

iment. Church going seams to be taken li^itly by most people whether or not they

personally engage in the practice. A non-attender tersely replied that church¬

goers are "harmless" • Some of the uncomplimentary attitudes are expressed in

these remarks.

1, The Catholio proportion exceeds this considerably, with about one-half of
their replies indicating approbation.

2. It is interesting to recall that, earlier in the chapter, 06$ of the
regular church-goers gave as the reasons for their own attendance either "spiritual"
motives or desire for self-improvement.
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("Ivlaxgiaal" technical worker)
Often hypocritical, Reserve Christianity for four walls of a
building; once outside they shed it like an overcoat.

("Marginal" warehouse worker)
There's more business done there than anywhere; people use the
church to set up Jobs and the like. -After cooing out they get
together in little groups - that's business.

("Regular" plumbing foreman)
I've been a far better man with no church connections than most
men in the church.

("Dormant" engineer)
Some go because they've got to; some for the sake of a red face.

Further evidence that most people do not see church attendance aa a means

to a better life is found in answers to the question, "Do you think there is any

noticeable difference between those who go to church and those who do not?" This

was actually a follow-up question given only to those who answered affirmatively

in regard to having personal acquaintances who were church-goers (discussed in

chapter VI); thm, with the elimination of those who said "no" to the preliminary

question, and the fact that this query was unfortunately overlooked rather often,

there are fewer respondent8 included in the table than usual.

TABLE VII - 27

ANT NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE IN CKtJRCB-GCBRS?

Working Border Middle Total

» (27) (13) (16) (36)

No difference 63 39 62 57

Eavour&ble difference 22 46 25 29

Negative difference 15 15 13 H

Total 10C# IOC# 10C# 10Q»



Over TPf of the men included in the table report noticing either no difference

or a negative difference in church-goers vis a vis other people. On this measure

"Regulars" were much more disposed to declare "favourable" differences in church

goers, nearly one-half of them answering in this way; virtually no Llarginals or

Dormants replied in the same way. Apparently only those with a similar church-

going orientation claim to discern the snlutory effects of this practice, or

perhaps they feel obligated to declare such a difference. At any rate, those

outside the church overwhelmingly assert that church-goers are not particularly

different than others.

Gallup found in England that only 13,' of the members of the Church of England

thought that church-goers lead a better life; non-oonfoirmists had a figire of

22$; Roman Catholics 33£S.* Observations made by Thomson in Birmingham parishes

point to t he same undistinctiveness of church people: "There was little apparent

awareness cm the part of the congregation of any difference in practice between the

values and behaviour of those outside the church and tiiose inside". /aid again,

"The values of church members are, for the most part, drawn from the other secular

groups in which they have membership. In general, this means that the ways of

correct behaviour and values are one or other of the species of middle class values,

exalted by their association with the church".* ^

A final question very indirectly reveals attitudes, not only about church

goers, but also about church-going itself. Though it was stated hypothetical2y,

this query was obviously answerable from personal experience for imry: "Do you

think there might be some men vho may go to church sometimes but wculdn* t want

other mm to know this?"

1. Social ourvcys, op. oit., p.54.

2. Thompson, op. ait. 37.

3. ibid, p.84.
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Table VII - 28 contain* three varieties of affirmative answers: those

stressing eub rrasament, self-consoiouaiiess, shyness, etc., as motivation for

such retioenae (row one); unelaboratea "yes" answers (row two); and equivocal

affirmations - "perhaps', "might be some", etc* (row three)*

TABI# VII - 28

CHURCH-GOERS MIGHT MOT KM? IT XNOSH?

Working Border Middle Total

N (38) (15) (34) (87)

yes, self-conscious 32 47 15 26

yes, no explanation 24 13 3 14

Possibly, unsure 11 7 25 15

No, know none, etc* 34 33 58 44

Total 10<$ 100/ 100? 100/

Only within the middle class group do a majorily doubt the existence of such

clandestine church attendance; only one-third of the working class and borderline

men deny the possibility. This contrast nay carry important implications* It

was previously noted, when examining church background (chapter VI), that working

class men seem to be especially under the influence of their work and social

comrades as regards religious matters* That two-thirds should suggest that men

might be unwilling to disclose the fact of going to church, largely because of the

social consequences feared, is certainly supportive of such a hypothesis* It also

introduces & postulate which I will further elaborate in chapter X: namely, that

middle class men live a more compartmentalised existence than working class men;

that middle class male milieux ars more variegated in overt behaviour and permit
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inale religious roles alongside of other social roles with minimal conflict.

Working class milieux, on the other hand, especially the -oik milieu, tend to be

unsympathetic to religious roles, however distinct from the work and social

situation they mty be.

Along with aelf-conscious embarrassment in facing these at work who may be

apt to ridicule — or at least are feared because of this possibility — there is

another apparent feeling which tends to produce & "tight-lipped" approach to church

attendance, na^aely, a sense that if one is known to go to church, he is put on a

pedestal and scrutinised to see if his behaviour conforms to what is expected of

a "religious" person. There is an uncomfortable sense of being "on trial" before

the skeptical work associated who apply extra-stringent standards to the church-goer

and are very willing to conclude, "lis, he's no different from the rest of us",

duoh a feeling is illustrated by two regular church-goers, both in non-manual poai-

:tions.

Yes, that's the trouble with men in Scotland; men don't want it to
be known. They think they have to be real good all the time or
people will say they are hypocrites.

That's quite possible, I find that people who know I go to church
are always 'taking the mickey' a bit, I'm an ordinary block with them —
probably drink and swear and tell jokes as much as the rest — and some
may say, 'what a cheek*, he goes to church*. So some people may nut
let others know because they uuy think they're hypocrites,

Many more men describe the feeling of social ostracism and pressure which both

militates against revealing a practice of church attendance and initiating the

practice in the first place. Several excerpts typify this mood,

("Dormant" engineer)
Yes, I have found this on occasion; some men are afraid of being
scoffed at, called goody-goody, and holy-holy, etc.

("Regular*" book binder)
Yes, that's rir£it, sort of ashamed. Some would go if they know no
one was watching.
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("Dormant" publican)
Yes, definitely. They*re frijatened they're made to look stupid#
Some folk belittle people who go to church#

("Regular" inspector)
Tee, a lotj I've been guilty of that flyseli# Th«y sort ox'' look
at you as if you're queer - 'He goes to church) there oust be
something wrong with him' #

Before leaving the discussion of church-goers - and the attitudes they evoke -

as representatives of the church, a parenthetical point calls for brief mention#

The impression has emerged quite decidedly from this section as well as from

questions regarding the church-going of acquaintances in the previous chapter,

that extremely few of the respondents' close personal relationships either were

initiated within the church or have the ohurch "fellowship" as a major context ox''

interaction# It appears that few of those who go to chinch develop close personal

ties with other members of the congregation# Nor does there appear to be a feeling

that church members ought to draw their friends into the corporate church body#

Church-going is taken to be an individual option, a personal custom or

performance, with few ramifications for personal friendships. Needlesa-to-say

there are exceptions to this impression, and it is probably true that church women

more commonly than men involve themselves in vigorous groups connected with the

church# But even when within-church ties are formed, these seem to seldom carry

into social contacts outside the church# Thompson notes a similar pattern in

Birmingham: "Relatively few church members were an mutual visiting terms with

other members". It is of interest to contrast this non-intimate tone with the

report that Winter makes of an amerxoun study which sampled new church members in

Pittsburgh. It was found that ihe majority of these new "recruits" had initially
2

entered the church through contact with persons already members# Conversely, in

same very vigorous churches, mutual membership is the basis of friendships which

1# Thompson, op# dt#
2# Gibson Winter, The Suburban Captivity of the Churches: An Analysis of

Protestant Responsibility in the Expanding Metropolis. (New York: The Macmiilan
Company, 1%2) p.83#
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extend far beyond the walls of tho churah. In our case thcugh this information

wan not specifically called for in the interviews, it is unndatakeably clear that

such church-based friendships, or friendship based church memberships, are almost

totally absent. In short, this reiterates cy earlier conclusion that the church

tends currently to operate mainly as an "associational" organisation rather than

a "communal", corporate body,

i. Church Proj,ramae.

A final manifestation of the church vhich elicits a revealing commentary

on the prevailing attitudes toward the church is what I refer to as her "programme"

consisting of church services and other church-related activities. With the

question - "What would you say in general are your impressions of church services"

I probed the feelings about church services specifically.

TABLE VII - 29

....... -,r OfflliUi omaxVICES

titorking Border .-liable i-otol

N (36) (16) (30) (82)

(general) good, fine 25 25 20 23

(specific) peaceful, enjoy music, etc. 11 31 17 17

"some good - some bad" 14 13 13 14

Negative (e.g. "drab") 59 31 47 49
Total 10Q, 10Q& ioyi 10Q

Except for the fact that Borderline respondents tend more toward the positive

side in their impressions of church services, tho class categories are remarkably

similar in distributing their replies. Actually the proportions of approbation

(first two rows) in the working class and middle class groups are boosted by the
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ainority of Catholic man, «io de<ixar« i'avuirable impressions in four»»fifth* of

the cases. If Catholics are removed from the table, "working class proportion

of cotqplimentaiy reactions reduces from 36^ to 2gX>, middle class from 37?" to 26,-•

Thus for Protestants alone, in the two main class categories, the Impressions are,

on the whole, not particularly favourable, ~nd although regular attendeio are

less critical, they also evidence appreciable dissatisfaction. For the "drab',

"negative" ooluon the scores are, by church involvement categories: Regulars - 38?',

Marginals - 33, , Dormanta — 4?/a. As usual, middle class Doxmants are the most

critical, with 58$ of their responses falling in the negative column.

In the Edinburgh secondary schools survey, pupils were asked to rank the

same six activities discussed earlier (in terms of importanceJ, the second time

"according to how interesting they are". It will be recalled that the list of

activities was comprised of: "Watching an interesting T.V, programme", "learning

about something new", "helping to make something", "taking part in a favourite

sport", "going to church" and "reading a good book". One activity fared by far

the poorest in the ranking - "going to church"• Catholic school pupils ranked

this alternative first in 14$ of the oases, sixth (last) in 40$ of the cases. To

the pupils of the other five schools, "going to ahurch" seemed even less enjoyable.

Only 4$ ranked this choice first, 61$ ranked it sixth, with very little difference

between the various schools. The pupils did not attribute to "going to church"

too much importance; but it is certain that they think it an uninteresting experience.

Returning to our Prestonfield respondents, those who expressed favourable

impressions of church service" often referred to the personal feelings created in

the atmosphere of church. A Regular plumbing foreman said,

There's a different feeling in church; you feel more humble and
contrite. It may be a throwback to my childhood days, I don't know.

A very small minority made a point of extolling the effect of the sermons. For
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instance, a Regular young executive replied,

No matter what it's about the sermon seems to speak deeply
to me, whereupon I shake in ay boots, I'm very Impressed with
ao.it services,

k£uy of th negative answers indicated a serious breakdown in go aaunicatiui,

as if a great gorge separates the pulpit from the pew. Though the object of his

remark is the church of .uigiand, arle has captured me impression I often

received from the men in our sample: "why are most of the churches in this

country so lacking in appeal to the aan-in-tho-sti-eet, so oold in their approach.

to him that he is nervous even of entering their buildings? Stylised worship

wight account for his ubsense from services ... The teaching of the Ratabliaheu

Church, its social life (where it exists), and its discipline seem to answer* almost

no need of trie twentieth-oentuxy citizen who doesn't happen to have gram up in it",^
several of the respondents echo this reaction,

("karginal" garage attendant)
Very dreak; there's no hold over the congregation. The saute theme
is repeated over .and over; it just rambles on,

("regular" civil servant)
heed more practical application to everyday situations. Sometimes
I have the funny feeling that we're getting a lecture for the sake
of other ministers in the audlenoe. He should give everyday examples.
Usually 1 come out thinking a bit, but by the end of the day have
forgotten what it's all about.

("Dormant" engineer)
I know I'm going to hear the same services as twenty years ago and
I'm never disappointed*

("Dormant" engineer)
dome sermons are dull. Our minister preaches for above you; I
can't understand what he's talking about.

1, hick narle, what* a V»rong with the Church?. (London: Penguin Books, 1961)
p.p. 26-27. ...
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("iiargiaai" railway worker)
The sermons are long, drawn out, and it' ■ the easts week by week*
He* s looking at & book, not addressing the congregation; it' a & weekly
habit* You know what you're going to hear; yofew never disappointed.
,.e had an eocohangie minister for a summer and what a difference! he
put life into his sermons. You forgot you were in ohurah* He had
everyone looking and wanting more* hut why don* t they draw you to the
Church. There's nothing to faring ma to church* nd they should stay
away from this sing-song as if we're all boomed* It it's a nice day
no body bothers*

Compatible with the previous result is the finding that raoet men in our

sample agree with the proposition that "The Churoh is too formal".

TABIE VII - 30

THE CHURCH IS TOO FOZ'-'L

Working Border Middle Total

N (41) (17) (34) (92)

Agree 56 53 61 58

Disagree or unsure M 4? 3?, ¥?
Total 10C$ 10Q£ 1CX$ 10Q

linger says that far religion to remain vital, "There is constant need for

shuffling off ox" accidental and outworn religious beliefs and practices • the

traditional elements - in order that the intrinsic elements may flourish"*^ If

the attitudes of & majority of this sample are typical, it appear? that the church

may be suffering the consequences of a failure to "purge" and revamp her services.

On tills measure, as on mapy other, class groups are appz-cocimately in agreement*

If mazy are dia-satisfied with the church as she is, and critical of her

present operation, titan what changes would they suggest to eliminate the deiloieuces?

Za order to determine the answers to this question, two queries were included in the

1* Yinger, op* alt*, p.155*
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survey, These were: "Do you think there are any changes which the cam ch aij|it
make in order to be more attractive to people? (if ao# wh&t?)j and, "In acme

pi ces ainistere are meeting with small groups of people in homes so that thty can

discuss life «na religion together in an informal way; what do you think of that

idea?" Taking the latter, more 3pe<a.fio iteu first, the results appear in

Table VII - 31

tabu: vn - 31

OiUBCH fEOPLS MSETIHG- IM INTQBMAL GftOURS

Working Border Middle Total

N (37) (15) (32) (AW

definite support 73 73 62 69

reserved approval (e.g. "good for some") 11 7 25 16

opposed .

20 13 16

Total 10C$ 100f! 1(X$ ioo,:

Clearly, there is quite uniform commendation for this idea. The effect of

this affirmation - and indeed, on the whole, the idea, met with enthusiasm - of

the suggestion for a ''down-to-earth", informal, intduaate forum of discussion abo U

religious matters, is to reinforce the earlier conclusion that many persona detect

a lack of provision of communal values in the church today. Many of the answers

laid stress on the fact that this more intimate context of interaction would allow

meobers of the congregation to "get to know each other".

It seems that only a small minority- of the church's membership are deeply

engrossed in her operation, linger has pointed out that the church is unlike sane

other organisations which operate efficiently with the active participation of a



small core of individuals; "Thii is not true of religious organisations: to

accomplish their goals ordinarily required the active co-operation of the whole

range of laaabership"«^ Cmith points out that there needs to be a thorough examina-
a

; vlon of the "group with regard to religious organisations. Rrom a study in a

small town Mormon church in America, »hotiadis concluded that, "Today's churches,

besides initialing the eye tern of ritual-belief, initiate an additional system -

that of interaction or participation and attachment to the church group. This

would, in turn, suggest that the introduction of secular activities into the
..3

American churches could have contributed considerably to their- success and survival,"

alnoe we- have found that class variation in church participation is not assocrla-

sted with notable variation in adherence to certain doctrinal beliefs nor with

notable clans variation in attitudes to ministers or church goers, there is

reason to suggest that the attraction of the church (or lack of attraction) as a

"group- , as a corporate framework, may be a crucial determinant, rickering con-

:eluded from his study in hngland, "People's movements both toward and away from

the church are I rgely associated with movements of non-rational, non-tiieologic J.

kind".^ In chapter X, I will iUrther elaborate the hypothesis that a conflict

exists between the middle clas -oriented, assooiational, character of the church,

and working class disposition for informal, communal, milieux.

Closely related to the above interpretation is the fact that a number of

respondents commented that small discussion groups would be beneficial in bringusg

the teachings of the church down to a more practical level. In reference to

merioan religion, but with applicability to our- own concern, is a passage by dock

1, ibid, p,17S*
2, William C, Smith, "The group and the Church", sociology and Social Research

1957# p»p«349-353. ■—
3# Joha D* ' hotiadis, "Overt Conformity to Church Teaching as & Function of

Religious Belief and Group Participation",, 4m, Jo, Soc,, 1965#
4# Pickering, op, cit.



and Stark concerning the church'a c octiveneas in inculcating norms and values;

"they are major themes of much that is talked and written about. But the level

of abstraction at 'which the topic pursued has the consequence of leaving to Other

sources the fin 1 say in determining everyday nonus and vines". ^
finally, taking up the "open-ended" suggestions for changes within the chtuvii,

■we find a most interesting variety of responses, which serves to underscore points

which have already been cade.

TABLo VII - 32

Qi.-ihC&D TO MAKE CTOCH MOftK Al^RtJCTIVE

working Border Middle Total

N (35) (14) (26) (75)

As is, ah&nge impossible 11 21 35 21

mormons or doctrines 17 21 12 16

brighter, livelier 37 m 19 24

Social activities, closer contact
of ministers 23 36 15 23

People should change (not the church) 11 21 19 16

Total 100^ 1(Xf 100?? 100*

About two-thirds of the respondents feel the church would be well advised to

make some alterations, but there is a vast array of solutions offered# The middle

class profile of replies stands in relief in that over one-half (5V) of these man

fiiscem no need of change within the church herself (rows one and five). Only

about one-fifth of the workers eapreas this point of view, thus providing a major

class contrast which corresponds to the differential incidence of church partieipa-

1, Clock and Otark, op. oit«, p. 183,



: tion. This finding my be further adduced as evidence that the rather austere

and formalised mood of the church's programme is uncongenial to viorking cl.ws

per one; uQ of the working class respondents suggest that a brighter, livelier,

more eaaaunai or more intimate atmosphere within the church ,vouiu eniiance tier

"attruotiveneaa". Borderline men too, clamour far & more socially-oriented mode

Of operation.

These results suggest the cultural estrangement of working class persons from

the fomal and liturgical processes of workship prevalent in the church* for the

less compartmentalised, less culturally variegated existence (and narrower frame

reference) of working class men, the forms and format of the church sweia to be

particularly uninviting* Similarly in France (where the gulf is even wider tix&n

in Britain) Pin concludes, that "A gplf is opened between tfc* proletariat and

urban Catholicism primarily through the agency of words, of gestures, of attitudes
* ' 4

and of cultured, dliaensiona, customs and modes of feeling"*1 Church services are

conducted, essentially, in the formalised language style familiar to the middle

classes - with the added complication of an esoteric theological termmolo^* That

the caimunic&ticm which proceeds frum the pulpit is bewildering or merely "dull"

to the working class man oftentimes is consistent with Bernstein's ftabulations

(reviewed in chapter V) concerning linguistic barriers in education, A few-

working class and borderline respondents epitomise these feelings:

Make it gayer; the melancholy servioe is too old-fashion*^.
It should be more liko Kegroes who enjoy their x-eligion.

Ministers should come out in the open and apeak of something
besides Jesus Christ and Ct* Paul and the Gospel and all that*
If they'd apeak about the common life and the world « maybe a
story - I think it would be for better.

More audience participation. Open pulpits to laymen. It ml^at
show how much the minister knows, .and it would bring fresh air into
the services. The minister, like all professional people, gets
stele, gives forth with the time-honoured message to all and sundry,

dinging is difficult. They give yew hyms you don't know and you
try to chime in with all these dreary voices, and its no good.

1* Pin, in Schneider, op. cit*, p* 417*
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In this chapter a number of "nttitudinal" dimensions of church "attachment"

have been explored: explanations for religious behaviour, doctrinal positions,

moral convictions, views of the church's value and effectiveness in general, am

store concrete views on ministers, church-goers and the church "programme" as

major represent tlone of the church* What has emerged from this exploration is

a large degree of similarity in attitudes between the class groupings and a few

salient class contrasts which provide dues to the interpretation of differential

class particii>ation in the church.

Overall, we have discovered that there is a uuch. higher degree of comitment

to the church - and to religion in general - in the abstract than in attitudes

toward the conspicuous manifestation of the church, (ministers, church-goers, church

services), religion received respectful deference with regard to its general

"value" and in terms of minimal doctrinal cotmndtments* few are anti-church or

anti-religion on an ideological plane. In-so-far as the church and her ideological

system represent the general value system (and nor 1 nonas) of society " a sort of

aoaial norm writ large, or writ in religious symbols - she is the recipient of the

expressed couszri.tre.ent and reverenoe of the large majority. But when particular

expressions of the church are brought before the bar of opinion, only a minority

come forth with similar eulogiamc. This curious separation between abstract

appraisal of the church and attitudes directly pertinent to the institutional

operation of the church seems to me a significantly revealing commentary on the

position of the church in contemporart society. In concrete terms, the majority

of all classes feel that the church is less inviting and less inspiring than it

ought to bo; and most feel that constructive changes could be initiated. In

particular, services could be enlived, the church could be more outgoing in over-

stures to people, and above all, she oould provide a eocirel base of fellowship.
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The clue;, to differential class partidpatlon In the ohurch which emerge

can be summarised in three statements. First, working class abstention may be
a consequenoe of a "ooaaunal void" in the church and the uncongenial fbxmalised

atmosphere. second, within working class occupational and social milieux, strong

pressures militate against church-going; the male working class role-system see..jc

to be bound up with values unfavourable to overt religious practice. Third, it

is plausible that many workers are repelled by the general perception that the

church is middle class oriented and middle ai&aa dominated.

Despite these important allies, it seems to me that differences in chinch

"attachment" have not conclusively accounted for the very large class difference?:

in church participation. Therefore, in Dart IV of the thesis, the clues will be

taken up fiirther. In chapter IX the middle class nature of tiie church will be

explored, using as source material the Church Leaders survey. In chapter X,

among other topics, I will discuss the consequences of contrasts in disposition

to the church inherent in the "character* of the different classes. In addition

a sketch of some of the historical forces thich contributed to the present church-

class configuration (chapter VIII) will give added "depth" to the interpretation,

of this phenomenon.
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last eras tend to be remembered in stereotypes which emphasise qualities

not so evident in the present. So it is that the Victorian era is remembered ao

a paragon age of moral probity, sobriety and religious faithfulness. But this

piotui-e has major flaws. Only the middle classes fit the description at all, rid

not altogether uniformly at that. In particular, the assumption of an equal

intensity of religious feeling across class lines must be dispensed vdth immediately.

The vast working classes, swarming into the proletarian dungeons of the grand and

degrading cities of Britain in this golden age of Capitalism, simply did not go to

church. Great stone churches, which make a mockery of today' a attendances, were

built by the hundreds* But these were monuments to the satisfaction of the mid 1©

classes with their own virtues and to the conviction that God, himself, was ushering

in the age of machines which benefited them so greatly. We shall see that the

churches were not open doors of warship to the whole of the community,

Schneider has said that, "The entire phenomenon of working ola3s alienation

from the church has a historical b okground that should not be neglected, for its

neglect could only impoverish sociological wisdom on the whole subject".' for

this reason, the present compter is directed at the historical events of the 12th

century which are of crucial importance in understanding the conteqporaiy church-

olass relationship. And the "event" that stands out against all others is the

overwhelming estrangement of the -working classes from the church in the new and

difficult urban environment. To understand the class fissure of today's church

it is absolutely prerequisite to appreciate some of the historical forces impin¬

ging upon the church and upon the various sections of the community in the early

period of rapid industrialisation and urbanisation*

In fact, it is convenient for explanatory purposes - though pehha^ s somewhat

arbitrary - to distinguish between these two momentous movements - (urbanisation

1* Louis Schneider (sd), Religion. Culture and Society: A Reader in the
Sociology of Religion. John Wiley & bona, Hew York, 19&L, p.375*
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and industrial!sation) idiich radically rearranged the whole structure of life.

Both undoubtedly contributed to the cla : s division in relationship to the church

in the 19th century. Urbanisation had the ccaisequence of disrupting the old and

stable pattern ox* rural life. This meant a morphologic 1 and nonaativo transi-

:tion of such niagnitude that it recast the whole structure of social relations,

creating a new density of persons, a new impersonality in economic behaviour aril

new forms of social solidarity in the cities. The church was very much a part

of the old order - indeed, she was its cornerstone - providing the structure of

norms, the symbols of meaning and unity and one of the primary instrumenta of

social control, Pre will see that, although the chur-ch was allied to the middle

classes in the cities and enjoyed their relatively strong commiunent, she was no

longer the key-stone of the whole social arch, no lunger the glue of a well-

boundaried social order, and for the working classes in the cities - the "masses'' -

she was largely outside the realm of day-to-dy existence.

But not only in the massive migration to the cities do we find a key to

working alass absence -"rom the church. It ie, true that, in a sense, the urban

wage-labourers left the church behind in the villages and fields of a former way

of life. It is also true that the new economic order based upon the factory

system, capital accumulation and the other accoutrements of Industralisation,

resulted in a deep social class division. The religious fissure can be viewed

as one expression of the wider cleavage between bourgeoisie and roletariat emer—

jging in the new urban context. This deep cleavage marked a departure from the

close spatial proximity of tire classes - however distinct they were in power nd

privilege - in pre-industrial society. The rigid social separation bore its

fruit, not only in distinct residential districts and, in Marxian terminology,

distinctly different relationship to the means of production, but also in the loss



of the church.'s claim to be the herliiags of uue whole couunuiu. ty, una la a

growing callouanesa to nuaian udsexy, swiich was iaainly • una for tne first time -

out of the immediate view of those who oouia bo something about it*

in taking account of the impaot of both the diaru: .1 a of the social structure

in vhich the church was anchored (urbanisation) and of the new econoraio confisare-

;tion with its strenuous distinction between capitalists and wage-iaoourers

(capitalistic industrialisation), it is obvious that I aux drawing upon the familiar

theoretical formulations of several of the "founding fathers' of docioio&y,

especially of .jurkiheiia and m&rx* Indeed, not only dies© "authorities" but

Toennies and eber as well can be interpreted as providing theoretical guidelines

for the histoxuchL explanations here venture^ in summary form* It is not qy

intention to engage in a polemical effort adaed at vindi -sating the foxiaolations

of one or the other of these major theorists, but rather to use pxacpjatioaliy and

eolaotically tne insights of each which are relevant to tine m±rcov purpose of the

chapter at various points*

hurkhoiia' a olaooical suggestions include fehe miction that religion is the

symbol of grotfti solidarity, the nailoweu aiahu. eatauion of the norma and values of
4

the society itself* hut with the ' dynaado density" of population increase and

cocpactness, and the resultant transition from "mechanical solidarity" - baaed on

likeness and commonality - to "organic solidarity" - based on difi'erentlatian of

function and inter:uipandenoe - «ne oenirulisy of religion recede* This formaiu-

: tion has application to the break-up of the churoh-Kiaainated rural social struc¬

ture, the normative disruption caused by edgratdona to the city, and the auppiaii-

: ting of religious norms and solidarity with new forms steaming from economic forces

und spatial procdraity* Likewise, Tpennies distinction between "Geasinsauo.>t'<

(ccoiounity) relationships - prevalent in rural oultures - and "gesellsohaft"

1* hmile axrkheim, The Elementary Forms of the BgjdgAoua Life,. (Hew forks
Collier Books, 1%1)

2* Jhaile Durkheim, Ttie Division of Labour In society. (Hew larks The Free
Press, 1933)
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(aesooiaiioo-J. y relationships - ^ edoialnating in urban cultures,^ and *h«

raoifioations of the transition from one to the other, ia rex'leoteu in die massive

afc-*i* of urbanisation in this period*

marx, ox cuui'se, Lays great stress oar* tuts open or 1 l .at conflict oetween

c^-pitalists aid iroletariat in tike industrial senate, and on the subservience ox

2
ideology to the ..aterial interests of the classes* ' 'There is ample evidence that

the class divisions of the 19th century were reflected in the various institutions

of society* including religious institutions* «nd it is clear that working cl. -rs

gravitation to economic instruments for improve..cut (e*g* trade unions) and move .cut

away from a middle class coloured church, was impelled to a large extent by die

sharing of economic deprivations* On the other side, the middle class alliance

with the church, the religious sunotifioatlon of extreme individualism and enormous

disparities in weal th, the hapugoing of moral ineptitude and unworthinoss to the

poverty-stricken - all of this closely relates to weber's descriptions of the

Galvinistio ethic of "worldly asceticism" which in its later stages saw pursuit of

wealth as a divine calling**-^
In limiting the historical snquizy to the oruoisl phenomenon of working class

estrangement frcra the church, it is necessary to .jacre mazy other important fea-

stures of the 19th century socio-religious oonilguratian. I will only incidentally

deal with the very large subject of middle class religion in this period, e.g., the

reasons why the church was able to occupy an important oon^pftrtment in the lives of

1*f#rdinand foenaies, fundamental Concepts of sociology (Gaaeinscifaft and
G-eaellachaft)« (hew York; The .American hook Caerpaiy, 19A0)

2TT£rX Mam, Selected rtritings in Gooiology and aoolal philosophy (edited by
T.B* Sottomore and Maximilian ftibal;, (Penguin Books, 1956)

3* H*H# Gerth and G* Wright Mills (eds), from *djc iebar* Essays in aociolo;-y.
(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co* Ltd.1," 1&7)
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the "well-to-do" while she was virtually excluded, from working class life. The

internal changes in the church and. vicissitudes of her "fortunes" in general, like—

twise, will be mentioned only in passing, though these are noteworthy. for in~

: stance, particular schisms and denominational alterations through this period

undoubtedly played a role in shaping the legacy of today' a church#^ There is

evidence of a strong resurgence of church attendance and church building in the

later decades of the nineteenth century.^ -ince the turn of the oentury, and

especially since the Great War, there has been a general decline in religious

observance, with the aduuie classes and the rural sections of the community to

some extent following belately in the train of the urban Proletariat.**
But these trends and internal religious "events', while of some relevance,

would expand the scope of this analysis beyond the restricted focus I have set.

Indeed, the whole amalgam of forces - social, economic, political, and religious -

were so complex in tlxia period of history, and have been so thoroughly elucidated

by various authors, that there are numerous opportunities for being diverted into

fascinating aide-issues. Thus the narrowness of the analysis is self-imposed.

Nor is there claimed any kind of finality or comprehensiveness to the suggested

interpretations which follows.

My strategy is to provide - as one fundamental level of explanation, for the

present church-class relationship - a provisional outline of some of the forces

contributing to the conclusive loos of the working classes to the church in the

previous century. Establishing the fact that present generatioxis of working

1. Arthur H. xxnnet, The Church in Changing Scotland. (London: James Clarke &k Co.,
1934)t J.H.c. Burleigh',' ' Church History of ocfci nd, (London: Oxford University
Press, 1960)
. K.S, Tnglir, Churches and the Working Classes in Victorian England, (r " <n,

Rcxitledge and Kegm Paul, 19^3) ' ' ''■■■■' '" 1 '
3. E.'. '¥lckham. Church and People in an Industrial City, (London, SCM Press, 19&1)
166,171,212. Wlckham has produced evidence for this oomraon observation.
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people have inherited a cultural tradition in which the church was at best

aarginal is probably a sufficient goal for the chapter in li^it of the contemporary

focus on the thesis as a whole. The effort to describe, not only the outlines

of this widely known abstention of urban working classes from formal religion, but

the dynamics producing this phenomenon as well, derives from a desire to make more

complete and satisfactory the provisional interpretive system of the thesis.

We shall see, as I*ve already suggested, that the factors contributing to

the religious estrangement of the working classes were rooted in several soils;

the disruption of the structure of life in which the church was anchored due to
massive migrations and rapid social changej the economic division by classes

deriving from capitalistic industrialisation and the reflection of this division

in the church; the conditions of life of the "masses" in overcrowded homes and

oppressive factories which fragmented the family and led to new forms of protest

and solidarity; and the ideological perspectives of the church which were largely

absorbed from the ascendant urban classes and militated against making effective

overtures to the working classes.

In the first section I will present a limited amount of evidenoe simply to

verlIV the assertion that the urban working classes were extensively outside of

the pale of institutional religion in the 19th century* Sections (B) and (c) will
undertake an exsmiiAtion of some of the causes of this estrangement - one from the

side of the economic and social forces, and the other fraa the side of the church,

taking note of her failure to engage the commitment of workers in the cities.

Section (D) will point out Sams of the efforts of the church to "reclaim" the

working classes and the very limited successes of these efforts, and Section (s)
will luck at the church* s equivocal involvement in the labour movement,

a, kergrr o? wditog class sstr/^gsmert ?k?m the church

The common assumption that working class religiou disinterest is a product

of the 20th century is patently inaourate. As T* Ralph Morton says, "We often
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say that in recent years the working man of Scotland has given up the church.

It would be far more true to say that he ted never been in it". Ingiis, refer-

: ring to the aarfi assumption of a uniform religious fervour in Victorian England,

refutes the idea by saying that,

The authors of such hypotheses do not realise that in the co3e of
the working Glasses, any recent detiine in attendance at worship
has only accentuated a pattern that was clear long before 1900.
In tire modem urban environment, the act of warship did not becane
customary among most working class people.'

Though writers throughout the 19th century showed some awareness of working

class religious alienation, and middle class church dominance, by the turn of the

century churchmen were forced to acknowledge the apparently irretrievable loss to

the Church of the lower status groups. By this stage, it appeared that the church

was faced with a fixed and intractable pattern of working class abstention from

worship. No longer could it be viewed, as it was naively viewed by some through¬

out the century, as a temporary syiapton of social unrest, easily amenable to

energetic overturns by the church. In 1893» tedcod writes that,

There is in every city and town in this country whole sections of
the community, embracing a large proportion of the labouring
classes as well as the very poor, to whom it would make little
practical difference were we tomorrow to dose every church in
the land. It would also be no exaggeration were the wards
'Social Inequality* written over the doors of the vast majority
of our Protestant churches, so exclusively do they seem to be
reserved for people who are 'better off, or those who can
appear there in ' Sunday dothes'•

In 1910 a Labour Tarty Member of Parliament and influential participant in

the Christian Socialist movement, Arthur Henderson, said simply, "we have to admit

there is an estrangement ... between a great percentage of the masses of the people

and organised Christianity".^ Wickham announces as one of the major conclusions

of his study in Sheffield, but pertaining to the whole of Bidtain, " :"rom the eraer-

1. T. Ralph Morton, The Household of Paith, (Glasgow: The Iona Community,
1961), p. 75.

2. Inglis, op. cit., p. 323.
3. Donald MacLeod. Christ and society. (London: Isbister & Co., 1393). p.47.
4. J. Keir Iiardie (et al), Labour and Religion. (London: W.A. Hammond, 1910),

P.20. —— w
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tgence of the industrial town in the eighteenth century, the working class, the

labouring poor, the common people, as a class, substantially, as adults, have

been outside the churches. The industrial working class culture pattern has
<«

evolved lacking a tradition of the practice of religion". He also uses the

terms, "alienation", "gulf between the churches and the camion people", and

"general estrangement", in describing this phenomenon. Haw wrote in 1906, "the

great mass •••• remain either antagonistic to modern religious teaching or in-

jdifferent to it", And further, "Modem Christianity is no doubt a trump card

in the hands of the wealthy classes".^
It should not be thought that the excluded inner-city "mac sea" were anti-reli-

sgion or opposed to Christian teachings, Few adopted outright agnostic or

atheistio systems of thought. Indeed, there was general retention of nebulous

beliefs in the basic tenets of the Christian faith, at least as far as there was

knowledge of these, Lansbury wrote during the First World -ar, "The people are

not, and never have been, actively hostile to religion, but the organisations for

the spread of religion have failed, and are still failing, to get any sort of

hold on the common people, who do not oppose or aocept religion, but remain ooople-

itely indifferent", Campbell makes a similar appraisal in 1912, "The ordinary

working man is not hostile to Christianity; he just lets it -alone, because it see.as

to have nothing to do with his life". The wo riding classes were simply committed

to an unconscious secularism; they were not iconoclastic about religion itself,

but they found the particular forms of religion represented by the churches un-

:pals table, without practical value, and peripheral to the urban way of life,

1, .vickham, op, cit,, p,14.
2, ibid, p,p, 85, 103.
3, George Haw (Ed,) Christianity and the Forking Classes, (London: Macmillan

&Co., 1906) p, 1, 9.
4, George Lansbury, Your Part in Poverty. (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1917)#

p» 88,
5, H,J. Campbell, Christianity and the Social Order, (London; Chapman & Hall,

Ltd, 1912) p, 8,
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James Johnston and Robert iviilne both attempted to describe statistically

the absenoe of working class people from the churches during the ndd-Viotorian

age, using oantengparaiy church reoords and limited surveys* They concur in the

conclusion that about one-third of the population of Scottish cities never attended
A

church services taking for grantedt that the abstainers are working class people.

Huntington quotes a fellow churchman who had worked among people in two poor dist-

: riots of an English city behalf of the Church of England; the churchman

exclaims with consternation that among over seven hundred families contacted, not
2

one person would even promise to attend a church service. Wickham cites a

Sheffield "enquiry" in the 1840's which indicated that less than one in twenty
3

working class families was in the practice of attending either a church or a chapel.

It therefore appears conclusive that the social and religious farces of the

nineteenth century combined to produce a thorough-going disinclination^ of working

classes, toward church participation. Abstention from the church was near complete.

% the end of the century it had become olear to even the most "missionary minded"

of the middle class church people that the socio-economic cleavage between the

classes was reflected in the patterns of class involvement in the church. And

these lines of religious separation had hardened; the situation was visibly beyond

easy amelioration. The sub-culture which had developed among the industrial

Proletariat in the crowded environment of factories and tenements, precluded involve-

jment or interest in the church. The church, no longer in its leadership alone,

but in virtually her entire coaposition, was a middle class church. All efforts

to reverse the trend had come to naught.

1. James Johnston, The Ecclesiastical and Religious Ptatiatics of Scotland,
(Glasgow: David Biyce & Son. 1874). Johnston. The losing: Tide of Irreliri-on.
Pauperism. Immorality, and Death in Glasgow. (Glasgow: Bryce & Son, 1871) and
Milne, op. cit. * '

2. Huntington, op. cit., p. 129.
3. Wickham, op. cit., p. 92.
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Thia working class religious abstention -was not confined to Scotland, It

was equally evident in England, and, indeed, in all of the rapidly industrialising

western societies. Similar social dynamics to these in Britain were operating

in the cities of the United States, and we would, therefore, expect that the result

was vezy asuch the same. This is precisely the case, as Herberg points cut:

"Between the Protestant church as it came to be constituted toward the end of the

century and the urban, industrial masses, a gulf had arisen which was to grow wider

with tiae".^ linger cites the results of a questionnaire presented in the Workmen's

Advocate in 1887# "In reply to the question, "How large a percentage of the

artisan classes are regular attendants at any church?" the responses for Frotes-

jtants varied between one half of one per cent and ten per cent • In the main

ranks of the church, the workingman was certainly not finding a place that suited
2

him". So the Scottish workers' response to the church ( or non-response) was a

single instance of a wider phenomenon in nations undergoing the cataclysmic changes

of rapid urbanisation,

B, ECONOMIC MP SOCIAL FORCES ..43 O- 'UTKIBUTOKY CAUSES

1, Review of Economic and Political Setting,

Before taking up the linkage between social change, conditions of life and

working class religious abstention, it seems worthwhile to give a veiy compressed

review of some of the relevant economic and political features of the period#
CO jr>'V

These features are actually very familiar: the amazingly urbanisation with vast

hordes of families pouring in from the countryside to operate the machines of the

new factories; the quickening pace of industrial expansion producing both wealth

and polution; the multiform efforts of the working classes to redress the in¬

equalities and find for themselves a brighter place in the sun,-^

1, Herberg, op, ait#, p# 116#
2# J# Milton linger, Religion in the Struggle For dower (New York, Russell &

Russell, 1961) p# 134# " '
3# Gr#D#H. Cole, A Short History of the British Working Class Movement, 1959-

1912. Vol, I, 1789 • 1&jM5, (London: George lien & Unwin A the Labour Publishing
coa^any, 1925)
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Regjarding the pace of urbanisation, its staggering rapidity is demonstrated

by the fact that Glasgow trebled in size between 1801 and 1831 (from 77,385 to

202,426) • By 1851# Scotland* s largest city had grown to 344,986, a nearly five¬

fold increase from the turn of the century.^ During the same half-century#

dirhur^i burgeoned from 90,768 to 208,477, a mild increase compared with Glasgow,
2

but in absolute terms, quite enormous for such a span of time. Aberdeen .and

Dundee both trebled their population in this same period.^ In part, the fires of

urban expansion were fueled by an unprecedented population growth in the country

as a whole. Rroai 1801 to 1851 the population of Scotland increased from 1,608,000

to 2,888,742Similarly in England and Wales, five million inhabitants were

added between 1001 and 1831,^
The oonglomeratian of workers in the cities and the development of inatiu-

cments of protest and solidarity among these workers are also germane to the

following analysis. The early trade unions with substantial leverage and strength

came into being around 1830.^ A flurry of revolutionary movements followed, such

as the Chartist agitation which failed to bring to political power the sub-bourgeois

reaches of society.^ By mid-century workers had ceased to look longingly toward

1. B.F, y&cDonald, Sootland'a shifting Population, 1770-1850. (Glasgow,
Jackson, Son & Co., 1937) P*P* 67-o8«

2. Loc. ci t.
3. Loc. cit.
4* Loc. cit.
5» Cole, op, alt. p. 35.
6. W.H. arwick, labour in Scotland; A Short History of the Scottish v,pricing

Class Movement. (Scottish Secretariat, Dec. 31# 1949) P« 4. several major "
organisations oame into being around this time - for carpenters, masons, bricklayers,
and cabinet-makers - ee did the first efforts ab joint organisation of workers in
different industries.

7. ibid, p. 6; Cole, op. cit., Vol. 11, p.11.
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the abandoned fields of the countryside and had reconciled themselves to the

ineluctable permanence of their urban situation# In the wards of Cole,

A new generation arose, bom amid the smoke and noise and filth of
the spreading factory towns, and accepting wage-labour at the machine
as its appointed lot# The call of the fields had grown fainter; the
clanking and puffing of the engines had deadened their ears# They had
grown only too prepared to accept the new order as inevitable, and to
make the best of it#'

Though workers made vocal, and sometimes vandalic, demands for improvement,

through most of the century they won only scanty and grudging ground. They were

kicking against the pricks of inve terate refusal of employers to deal with ooa-

:bined workers' organisations. Government, too, refused to assert mare than

token responsibility for conditions inside err outside the factory. ?or instance,

Johnston writes that in 1851,

Captain Kinaird, the Faotoxy Inspector, whose fourteenth half-
yearly report is almost ludicrous in its pro-capitalist bias,
informed the government that 'the Trade Unions are a great
social evel ,*# strikes for wages can never lead to ary good,
for though Masters may be made to listen to reason, they will
never be found yielding to oo-ercion'#2
Sane improvement in the workers' lot was evident in the laid-Victorian years,

1850-1880# The fruits of prolonged industrial growth and economic well-being in

the country trickled down to the workers# Commissions established by arliament

and local municipalities helped uncover some of the appalling facts of inner-urban

deterioration, and thereby contributed in snail measure to alleviation of the worst

effects of overcrowding and undernourishment#^ Acta of Parliament reduced the

working day and attenuated the servile suffering of women and children in the

factories#^ But the improvements were relatively minor, and even these were to be

1# Cole, op# olt#, Vol# II, p#12#
2# Thomas Johnston, History of the Working: Classes In Scotland. (Glasgow

Porward Publishing Co#, 1922), 311#
3# R«P# Wearmouth, Methodism and the Struggle of the Working Classes, 1850-

1900. (Lriater; Edg*r BmUi T,10») action I.
4# Cole, op. oit#, 16,21,24#
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undermined by the "Great Depression" in the last two decades of the century, which

left mary thousands out of work and in destitution*

It was at this time that doctrines of Socialism came into prominence, Working-

jmen now sought for more than inching improvements within the existing power struc¬

ture, but for radical reconstruction of society along lines presaged by European

socialists. The growing self-consciousness of workers led gradually to the

formation of the Labour p&rty as the standard-bearer of their cause. Trade unions

gained momentum, won recognition and exerted increasing leverage in the economic

sphere. By the turn of the century, changes that were to lead eventually to

present econocdc and political arrangements had begun along a wide fronts sub-

jsidence of the dragooning tactics by employers, awakening of a general "social

consciousness", retreat from the extreme individualism of the 19th century, realisa-

stion of the need to protect the "underdog", and provision of greater soaial

balance. The supreme optimism of the Victorians was lashed into submission by

the holocaust of military conflict; 4iu the death knoll of "pure Capitalism" war,

sounded by the Inter-war economic collapse.

This brief, parenthetical, sketch draws us nearer to the present than is

required by the focus of the chapter. It is important to extract from this review

the fact that the cries of poverty from the industrial proletariat fell mainly on

deaf ears throughout the nineteenth century; their desires to rise above the

squalor of their oppressed factory and home conditions were for the most part

muffled, It is also cogent that the immense social change from the stability of

agrarian life to the insecurity, density and dependence of wage-labour in the

urban factories engendered new forms of solidarity and new values of existence.

Long before the fabric of social and economic life had settled into a relatively

stable pattern and the worst conditions produced by the new industrial order had
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been ameliorated, a new normative structure had developed among the -working

classes which, in the main, excluded the overt practice of religion#

2# Disruption of Social Structure,

Although the class separation and antagonisms of the emerging urban

environment will be seen as barricades against the resumption of church control

over the lower echelons in the new structure - suggesting a Marxian framework -

the initial disorientation toward the church on the part of the uprooted migrants

was brought about by the shaking of the foundations of the traditional social order -

suggesting a Durkheiadan framework. Both of these perspectives are essential to

our understanding# Structural disarray of the old ardor can be viewed as the

prior cause (since movement from the old environment to the new typically preceded

the impact of industrialised existence) although, of course, the processes were

simultaneous and interwoven#

Taking an oversimplified look at the pzedorainee^ rural social structure, we

note a rather fixed institutional ay s tem, which had as its care the church# The

presence of the church was ubiquitous; her enforcement of norms and dissemination

of religious symbols was thoroughly effectual# he served an integrative function

and provided the pervading philosophy of life for the whale community# The

parochial system was genuinely compatible with the stability, unity and relative

self-sufficiency of the basio geographical entities - rural townships with their

surrounding f&rnring areas# The ritual life of the ahurch gave a context for the

primary physical "coming together" of the whole community. She was also the main

vehicle of humanitarian action, through whioh suffering was alleviated# The

minister was - along with the Lord or Duke - the most auspicious and revered figure

in the pariah, exercising authorities which in practice went far beyond the spiri-

:tual sphere# Pew questioned the authority or necessity of the church; religious

practice was not so much an option to the individual as an essential, accepted facet
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of community life*

In describing a rural "Borders" parish as it was constitued around the turn

of the 20th century, Littlejohn illuminates the features of this type of social

structure.' apparently, in this district, the traditional order remained in tact

until this century, hut now had undergone changes reducing the church to perip¬

heral importance in the community. But in "Westrlgg? in the borders of

Scotland some 60 years or more ago,

only the very old and the sick did not appear in Church on Sunday,
the rest walking up to six miles to attend* The social organisation
of the pariah was displayed in the seating arrangements in the main
church **• most parishioners considered it an honour to be elected
an elder* The minister was regarded with utmost respect and could
rebuke persons for lapses of piety ••• In the course of his duties
he played an important part in integrating the parish *** The
Sabbath was then truly a holy day during which taboos were laid
upon many of the weekday profane activities, taboos ihich impressed
the saoredness of the day upon all"**

But the integration of this well defined network of social relationship was

destined to change, and fbr many thousands it oame to an end when the countryside

disgorged large numbers of inhabitants to the early 19th century cities* Cole

reports that the processes of eoonoodc change,

tore up by the roots old social relationships and institutions
which had seemed to be firmly established* It destroyed the old
life of the village, and created the problem of the factory town*
And, last but not least, it created the modern wage-earning class -
the proletariat which, nominally free, can live only by selling its
labour for a wage.*
It cannot be overemphasised that the web of the church's extensive power was

firmly attached to the rural parochial system. Institutional religion was deeply

interwoven into the fabric of the pre-industrial order* We will later take a

closer lock at the inability and indisposition of the ahurch to adapt with sufficient

alactrity to the new world of the industrial city. At this point, however, it is

1* James Littlejahn. Westrice: The Sociology of a Cheviot Parish. (London:
- Houtledge & Kegan Paul, 1963)

2. ibid, p.p. 50-31.
3* Cole, Op* cit*, p*11*
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the impact of the structural and normative disruption of the traditional system,

upon the "uprooted" themselves that I wish to pndersoare. The result was a

classical instance of "aromie", of extreme disorientation# For those viio came to

man the machines of the noisome factories and crowd the tenements of the inner-

scities, the old norms and forms of interact!ana were no longer relevant# The

new life was a bewildering aberration from all that was familiar and uncomplicated

and well-comprtih«~ided. New commitments and perspectives had to be forged under

the pressure of adversity and deprivation. In particular, the church was not

an established minify this new environment, was not at the apex of the social
order, was not an integrative force to give a oohesiveness to life#

Though it incorporated a rigid pyramid of sooial ranks, the rural structure

was organised basically along geographical lines# The local community constitu»

: ted a unified cultural entity, often coterminous with the boundaries of the

parish. By contrast, the urban, industrial structure had as its central division

the economic demarcation of social classes# Other systems of differentiation

were secondary to this# The implications of this shift from community-based

structure of society (reflected in the parochial system) to a class based structure

(deriving from the major owner-labourer economic demarcation) are very great#

Because the networks of unity and commonality were economic rather than coiaminity-

based, the emerging ideological perspectives and symbols of solidarity, and the

forms of united action were also along economic lines rather than religious#

Speaking of the early background of the industrial revolution, T&wney says,

in the eighteenth century both the State and the Church abdicated that
part of their sphere v/hich had consisted in the maintenance of a common
body of social ethics; vhat was left was the repression of a class,
not the discipline of a nation •••• And the Church was even more
remote from the daily life of mankind than the State, Philanthropy
abounded} but religion, once the greatest social force, had become a
thing as private and Individual as the estate of the squire or the
working clothes of the labourer#'

1# H#H# Tawncy, The Acquisitive Society. (London: Ihe Montana Library, 192^
P#17#'l8# ' --
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So tha first great blow" to the church's position, to her control over all

levels of society, cane with the undermining of the traditional order of community

unity. The thousa nds who were torn from the moorings of familiar surroundings

and social patterns found themselves without the sense of a unified comraunity, and

without the old sense of obligatory religious practice. The whole framework of

behaviour and relationships in which the church ( long with her symbols, value and

hallowed personages) was suddenly rendered obsolete by entrance into the centers

of population and production. The breakneck-paced metamorphosis of life for the

lower aehelongs who flocked to fill the menial positions of the urban factories,

veritably left the church behind in the fondly remembered setting of a by-gone life.

The fragmentation and social distance of a brutal, inchoate industrial structure

made irrelevant the integrated, simpler way of life in which the church was so

vital. , Structural upheaval dethroned the institution at the pinnacle of he

outmoded system - the church - and left her to attach herself to the rising star

of the middle classes in the cities/

1, It may well be asked, if the social changes inherent in urbanisation had
such a lethal effect on the church, why did not the urban middle classes also lose
their commitment to this institution? The question is a penetrating one and to
answer it satisfactorily would require delving into a number of facets of the
emerging class separation. Rather than going into the matter in detail, I will
put forward four suggested differences between the working and middle classes which
may be fundamental to the differential class involve/sent in the church in the 19th
century cities. (1) The middle classes were built upon a nucleus of tradesmen,
artisans and small capitalists who were already in the towns prior to the great
influx. This stratum, though it absorbed many who "made good" from the ranks of
the proletariat, was not over-run by the uprooted migrants. This "merchant doss"
upon which the industrial capitalist class was largely built, was already imbued
with the religious-ideological value system I will later describe. In other words,
the seeds of church-commitment were implanted in the inchoate urban middle classes
although they were not implanted in the normative system of the urban working
classes. (2) The middle classes were able to keep their economic and religious
ro3.es integral. On their side of industrial organisation there was a sense of
enterprise and creativity and "worldly asosticsm" interpretable as part of one's
"calling". "'or -workers, economic life was purely motivated by desire for maximiaa-
jtioa of vrages and allowed far little intrusion of "higher" values. (3) The
middle classes did not undergo tha fragmentation of the family which we will see
reduced the working class family's capability for incaleating religious values.
(4) The church in the urban areas adapted itself to the middle classes} she was
remade in the image of the prosperous. As we shall see, the leadership of the
church was, as it has usually been, from the higher strata and thus was more amen¬
able to the economic orientation and values of these groups.
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3. Working Class " lienation"

The world of the industrial working families of the past century was a very

restricted, and in :sany ways, debilitating world# The physical and social
features of this environment made an -mormous impact on the new structure of life

and had the practical consequence of giving rise to secular rather than religious

forms of solidarity and instruments of collective action# V.ickham speaks mildly

when he refers to the working class life situation as the "cultural isolation of

the masses"#^ Tor the workers, it was a life with few redeeming features; people

were constantly face to face with misery, with disease, with filth, and with

cruelty# Rowntrce and Levers say that, "In the nineteenth century ••• there was

a long story of brutality #.. It was a century of exploitation of women »•• It

was a century of poverty #«# It was a century, too, of destitution #•• Despite

the glories of the Victorians, it was probably a thoroughly disagreeable century
2

for all except the esominent, learned and well-to-do" #

In using the term "alienation" to refer to the conditions of the labouring

classes, I am using a word which through popularisation has captured a number of

varied meanings: isolation, anocrLe, meaninglessness, and (for Marx) lack of work

satisfaction due to loss of independence, variety and creativity. T?ksn together,

these various uu^oratandings accurately describe the situation of the urban pro¬

letariat in this period.

At this juncture it should be made clear that I disclaim any suggestion that

there is a direct or ineluctable link between deprivation and estrangement from

religion. Nor is there any A priori connection between religious practice find a

particular level in the social hierarchy# The relationship of religion end the

soci 1 stratification is indeterminate, depending upon the particular chape of the

1. Wlckam, op. exit#, p. 158.

2. Howntree and Lavers, op. dt«, p. 368.
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society and particular forms of religion, besides many other factors germane to

specific situations. In contrast to developments in the 19th century, it has

often occured throughout the history of the Christian church that the poor, the

miserable .and the outcast have been among the most deeply reliant on the succour

of religion. Niebuhr describes the regular recrudescences of the "churches of

the disinherited".1 The companionship of disease and ever-visible death has often

been a great spur to a religious faith which looks beyond the pale of death for an

assured glory cm "the other side".

Other religious movements of the oppressed have been "millenial" in nature,

finding the reversal of present positions in the cataclysm of a new order in which

they will enjoy the material bliss of an Utopian existence. "sorsley has described,

how in the islands of Melanesia after the intrusion of the white man and the break-

:down of the accustomed social and economic conditions, there was an outbreak of

"Cargo cults". In these cults and the frensied activities accompanying them the

natives sought for a new way of life - either imminent or distant - which would
2

restore the independence and unity of their life-patterns.

In a more general vein, Worsley indicates the type of persons usually

converted to "activist Millenarian movements":

But it is amongst people who feel themselves to be oppressed and who
are longing for deliverance that they have particularly welcomed ...
Millenarian beliefs have recurred again and again throughout history,
despite failures, disappointments, and repression, precisely because
they make such a strong appeal to the oppressed, the disinherited and
the wretched".*

1. H, id.chard Niebuhr, The Social Sources of Dmorainationalism. (Hamden, Com:
The Shoe String Press, 1954)

2. Peter Woraley, The Trumoet Shall Sound,(London: Macgibbon & Kee, 1957)
3. ibid., p. 225.
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Many times in the Western world, the lower classes have found themselves

repulsed by the sober liturgies of upper-class hi^-dhurchmanship and have evolved

emotional, communal alternative forms of religion to satisfy their special needs.

So I am not asserting that irreligion necessarily follows from poverty or

from disintegration of familiar forms of life, What I suggest is that in the

particular circumstances or urbanisation end industrialisation in the previous

century, and with the particular "bent" of the church in this period, the working

classes gravitated away from the church and toward secular alternatives.

Conditions of life for the workers - both in home and in the factories -

were appalling by any modern standard. To begin with housing conditions, the

descriptions of crowding and squalor from contemporaneous sources can only evoke

revulsions. The process by which the working class residential areas became

sorely overcrowded is not so difficult to fathom given the enormous numerical in-

tcrease in urban populations. Mechie describes the process in this wayj

As the people seeking employment crowded into the towns, the well-to-do
deserted the older parts and built themselves new dwellings in the out-
: skirts. The old houses with their room divided and sometimes sub¬
divided became the refuge of the newcomers} and, ere long, as the
influx continued, the courts and gardens which had provided air and light
in the former times were built over, and even cellars were brought into
use as dwelling places.

The result of this centressing of humanity into inadequate and unhygenic quarters

is described by a Scottish churchman, John Pirie, writing in 1871

No one can penetrate far into the wynds and closes of the
Canongate and Cowgate and not speedily ascertain that one most
outstanding barrier in the wey of any kind of reform, physical
or moral, is the miserable house-accommodation of the people ,,,2

1, Stewart echie, The Church & Scottish Social Development 1780-1870 (London:
Oxford University Prows, 19^6) p,26,

2, John Pirie, The Lapsed With SugKestiom as to the best means of • ising Them
(Edinburgh: John iiacLaren, 1871) p, 9,
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He is describing the older sections of Edinburgh and continues with a more specific

description:

Let us ascend one of those stairs, leading to the abodes of some
forty or fifty families. The stair is dark, damp, and slippy
with heaps of ashes and other filth lying in corners. Each flat
branches out into passages, ri$it and left, leading to congeries
of denB, some of them fourteen feet by ten, with sc ree any li^it.
Think now of the family of nine, ten, and sometimes twelve, and
in not a few instances more than one ■* My, doomed to dwell day
and night, to eat, drink, lie down, sleep and rise up and perhaps
perform all their domestic duties, in an appartment smaller than
an ordinary dressing closet."'

A few years later, another Scottish churchman, Robert Milne wrote:

So injurious to health are the conditions of existence of those
inhabiting many of the more wretched localities, that, but for
the fact of their being replenished by some above that are every
now and then sinking in the social scale, their population would
sensibly diminish.

An historian, Thomas Johnston, provides a more precise statistical pictures

in 1861, thirty-four per cent of all families in Scotland, over a quarter-ciil lion

lived in a single rocm with only one window; another eight thousand families

lived in single rooms without the benefit of a window. He says that the "Vynds

of Glasgow are arid to be the most unhealthy places in Europe".^ Smith in his

Btudy of "Social Criticism" in the Scottish church agrees that conditions prevalent

in Scotland were unusually severe; he writes,

It is difficult to exaggerate the appalling conditions under which
great masses of Scottish people had to live in the industrial tovaia
throughout the last century. Contemporary sources make it clear
that conditions were far worse in Sootland than anywhere else in
Europe. English reformers, so long familiar with the worst slums
of England, were horrified at the sights they saw in Scotland,
especially in Glasgow,^-

1. ibid, p. 9.
2. Robert llilne, The ; Tobias ox* the Ghurchless raj - oor in Our Large Towns.

(..dinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons, 1884) p* 30.
3. Johnston, op. cit., p. 281,
4. Donald Smith, The Failure and Recovery of Social Critioiam in th» KnaMrfwh

^Un-puj3^'8hed Doc^ora^ Thesis, Faculty of Divinity, University of
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Contemporary reports in England, describing squalor and domestic degredaticsx
no less foreign to the modern eye, show that Scottish conditions must have been

unthinkable, indeed, if they exceeded these for crowded misery. Vvearmouth quotes
from "Reports on Lodging Houses ct" of 1853 and 1857 which relate to sections of

Londont

The evils existing in the lodging houses of the poor were beyond
description. Crowded and filthy, without water or ventilation,
without the least regard to cleanliness or decency, they were
hotbeds of disease, misery and crime. (In one room fourteen
feet by fourteen in Church Lane, St. Giles, were found) 'no less
than thirty-seven men, women and children, all lying together on
the floor like beasts'. (One of the visitors discribed it)
' scarcely possible to describe the filthy condition of houses,
the loathsome bed filled with vermin, the surroundings which
caused fever to be rarely absentI

Hayward reports that even after the first World War, a child born in one of the

slum-districts of east London had only one-fourth to one-third the chance rsf

reaching adulthood as children bom in the well-to-do districts, and even if he

readied adulthood, enjoyed a much shorter life expectancy. 'fhe boy introduced
to life in such an environment (living in a one room abode) on the average "loses

about four inches in height and seme eleven pounds in weight by comparison with

the average boy reared in a four room house in a more salubrious suburb"

Returning to the Scottish situation, it is pointed out by Brotherston that

disease did, in fact, I'louriih in the central cities of the early industrial age.

Though from mid-seventeenth century there had been a gradual improvement in health

and decline in the death rate till 1820, "Thereafter, as destitution and disease

increased in the rapidly expanding industrial areas, the death rate began to rise

1, Wearmouth, op. cit., p.10.
2, Brotherston indicates that in mid-century one-half of the middle class

lived to 51 i years of age; one-half of the artisans and labourers "had died out
by a£® 17|r". The increases in the death rate were confined to working cla ss
districts. J.H.P, Brotherston, Observations on the Early Health Eoveaaent in
Scotland, (London: H.K. Lewis & Co.,1962) p. 44-W>.

3, Edward E» Hayward, The Christian Citizen. (London: The Kingagate Press,
1926), p. 21.
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again in the major urban centers"#^ l^rom 1825 to 1835 the death rate in
Glasgow rose from one person in every forty-one of the total population to one in

thirty-one, reaching a peak of one in nineteen in 1847# at the height of the

"hungry forties",^ Not only -were people packed inhumanely into dilapidated and

filth-ridden quarters, but they were inadequately nourished and given over to

extrerae immoderation in drinking. Public health authorities, .'such as they were,

had not yet begun to cope with the spread of disease.

As Smith emphasises, the deterioration of inner-city areas surrounding the

factories was heightened by abandonment of these areas by the more prosperous -

both in terms of residence and in human concern. In Edinburgh* he suggests, the

building of North Bridge early in the century and New Town on its South side,

provided a means of escape from the crowded "doses" around Hifh Street,

North Bridge in Edinburgh forms an outward and visible sign of the
social and psychological division of the community and nation
caused by the industrial revolution ,,, the old areas (Canongate
and Graasnnrket) presented ... by 1330 ••• all the signs of the
deplorable but familiar pattern of the nineteenth century indust-
srial towns - the working class slum area,3
But for the "masses" there was no escape from the smoke, noise and filth#

As ever larger numbers poured into the already bulging districts,, +he horrible

catalogue of poverty and mis- , in tenements and hovels, several

persons often share me corner of straw if there was no bed;

open dung-heaps prov _*»ej»oapable olfactory offenses and helped spread the germs;

lade of light and ventilation made the inner surroundings thoroughly oppressive and

dim.

Nor were the factories havens of sanitation or safety. Not only men, but

women and children as well were conscripted or attracted into the factories, there

1# J#H,F# Brotherston, Observations on the Early mblic Health .Movement in
Scotland. (London: H.K, Lewis & Co,, 1962), p,p, 48, 5$-59»

2, Morton, op, cit,, p. 70,
3, Smith, op, dt«, p,40«
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to sweat throu^ long and torturous days of labour in most unsatisfactory cnviron-

iments. Until 1833, it was typical for labourers to spend thirteen to sixteen

hours per d-ay on the Job. The Factory Act of 1833 reduced the maximum legal

work-day to twelve hours, and in 1847# farther legislation put the ceiling at ten

hours per day.^
The exploitation of children vhich abounded is probably the most sordid page

in the history of early industrialism. Cole speaks of the employment of children

who had fallen, into the hands of Poor Law authorities - the so-called "pariah

apprentices" j these, he says, lived "virtually as bond-slaves of the factory osmer".

Commonly the children were beaten and normally they were decidedly undernourished.

Sherrif Watson of Aberdeen, the founder of industrial schools, was quoted in the

Glasgow Herald in 1850 as describing the working class children of this era as

"dwarfish in body and mind ... puny, pigrqy, feeble, deformed creatures".3 Johnston

summarises the disastrous panorama of this existence:

A plethora of labourers, cottars from the soil, handicraftsmen from
villages, driven to the little, overcrowded, bleak and oheerless
hovels, hastily erected around the factory walls; conpelled to
sell their toil in foul and filthy working conditions, and for the
barest pittance; from dawn to sunset bullied and oppressed, the
last ounce taken from their bodies by scarcely less oppressive
overseers; hunger, misery, dirt; no sanitary or factory regula-
ttions; no machinery ferwel; their children killed off like
flies, and they themselves emaciated, consumptive and without hope.**-
It hardly need be added that there was in these conditions a monumental break¬

down of the home. Life was fragnented; the former solidarity of the ham© was

utterly destroyed. In the countryside and villages, the family had operated as

the primary economic unit • " I was now atcsnised by economic functions. It was

also disrupted by the fact that the habitations were visoiously uninviting and

squalid. The dark hovels, cramped and without privacy, focal points of destitu-

:tion, were not conducive to a high order of family living.^

1. ibid., p.47.
2. Cole, op. cit., p.37#
3. Johnston. History of the marking Classes in Scotland, p. 320.
4. ibid., p.2fu
5. Promiscuity and illegitimacy were very common; in 1866 over 10}' of all

children bom alive in Scotland were registered as illegitimate, the highest
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The thus home no longer served as a context for the inculcation of societal

values} specifically, it ceased to perpetuate religious ideals and the habits

of religious practice. Generally, when religion is absent from the home, it

does not take root in the lives of individuals. The breakdown of the family

among the urban working classes is, therefore, a major factor in the disconti-

jnuity of church participation.

The deplorable conditions of life of the working classes may have linked to

church abstention in other, quite direct wsys. f&ny of the slum-inhabitants

did not possess clothes which they felt were suitable for attending the predominately

middle class churches. Smith suggests that the poorest groups of workers were

excluded by their appe&ranoe and their very low status as well as by the fact that

their needs and thinking were too different from the middle class church-goers,

For the better paid workers, faith stresses as barriers to church-going, the "fecial

irrelevance of most cxMiteaporory Christianity and church life and tie anti-working
«

class bias of most clergy and influential laymen,

4, "Alternatives" to Religion.

The church was not without competitors in the inner-city ghettos. Other

values, movements, and forms of behaviour were available to fill the vacuum left by

religion, Two alternatives stand out in particular} the labour movement and

vice. The first may seem the more obvioue, but the stupours of drunkenness also

served as an escape from the coarseness of lifei the need to "escape" into a more

pleasant world has often been met by the succour of religious emotion.

figure ever recorded, Thomas Fergus can, Scottish Social Welfare, 1867-1917, (lidihbur^i
E & S Livingstons, 1958) p, 20, ~~ "

1, Smith, op, cit,, p,259.
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No doubt the moat significant institutional alternative to the church was

the inchoate structure of working class mass-action, the Labour movement. Cole

points out that there had previously been organisations of working people;
But until nearly the end of the eighteenth century these bodies seem to n^ve
had little contact with one another, and little consciousness of a
community of view and interest. The sense of unity oame only when the
Industrial Revolution began to form all the workers in the common mould
of the wage-;The Industrial Revolution gave birth to the Labour
Movement"•'

The problems confronting the dty slum-dwellers were starkly economic and

political in nature, and the instruments evolved for coping with these problems, too,

were economic and political. This is not to say that there was no "religious"

element in the protests of the Trade Unions, and later, the Labour party. Indeed,

a or:,a have interpreted these instruments of betterment as constituting a quasi 4

religious movement, engaging energies which otherwise would have been directed at

spiritual goals,

I have already alluded to the fact that in previous centuries, the disinherited,

excluded or estranged from extant religious organisations, had turned to impassioned

sectarian movements which offered communal intensity and supra-mundane solutions
2

to worldly problems. By turning from the "world" and its institutions the poor

and oppressed establish new sys«^as of value in which personal holiness is rewarded

rather than material success. But the sects, by channelling the energies of the

committed from the lower strata, and by inculcating discipline and enterprise,

usually become the vehicles of worldly success and thereby provide, in the long run,

worldy solutions as well as "other-worldly". iiiebuhr speaks of, "the story of

the religiously neglected poor, who fashion a new type of Christianity which

corresponds to their distinctive needs, who rise in the economic scale under the

influence of religious discipline ,,,"^ This was the story of Methouisa a century

1, Cole, op. cit., p.11,
2, Kiebuhr, op, oit«, 23-60,
3, ibid, 28.
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e&rlier. But we shall see that neither Methodism nor the newer sectarian xaove-

:<nents were able to galvanise the donmnt religious desires of the urban "masses"

sufficiently to take on major importance in the 19th century.

It is of primary significance that secularised versions of sectarianism,

rather than spiritualised forms, won the allegiance of the industrial working classes.

/gain, Niebuhr expr .a this alternative:

whenever Christianity has became the religion of the fortunate and
cultured and lias grown philosophical, abstract, formal, and ethically
harmless in the process, the lower strata of society find themselves
religiously expatriated by a faith which neither meets their psycho¬
logical needs nor sets forth an appealing ethical ideal. In such
a situation the right leader finds little difficulty in launching a
new movement which will, as a rule, give rise to a new denomination,
.hen, however, the religious leader does not appear the religion
remains bound in the forms of middle-class culture, the aecularisa-
jtion of the amasses and the transfer of their religious fervour to
secular movements, which hold some promise of salvation from the
evils that afflict them, is the probable result.

This passage is perhaps not applicable in every detail, but if accurately

depicts the sort of "secularised sectarianism" which became pre-eminent in the

last century. Perhaps because they were further removeu from the dominance of

religious symbols and values, than earlier sectarians, the urb-n faotory workers

occupied themselves with a direct confrontation of economic woes by secular means.

Perhaps commitment to the dev ag trade unions and other workers' organisations,

and the solidarity engendered by these, insulated Proletarians from the overtures

of established and sectarian Coma of religion alike. It was, in fact, later in

the century that a religious mantle was thrown over the foment of working class

protest. Yinger says, "Christian socialism was largely a sectarian rfiovemont".^
2

Koffer makes much the same point. Bo, the spate of efforts and organisations,

known inclusively as the Labour Movement, provided a major alternative to the Church

for the commitments of the working class.

1. J. ill ton linger, Religion in the Struggle for Power: A Study in the
Cociology of teligion. (New York: Kussell & Pusaell, 1961), 122,

2. Eric Hoffer, She True Believer; Thoughts on the Nature of Mass Movements,
(New York: Mentor Books, 1951) 45.



The other type of behaviour which augr be viewed as "(alternative" to the

church was the widespread resorting to vice. Jrunkeaaneas and prostitution were

rampant. The former, especially, represented a grave social problem in the slum,

areas. The rigours of the life - the noisy, toilsome factories, the dingy abo^os,

the dark, littered streets - these could be escaped, at least temporarily, with

cheap alcohol. Not only men, but women, nd children not fully grown, were prey

to the most debilitating ;iastery of immoderation. Having suocomed to an inveterate

pattern of vice, drink and depravity were often the main goals of existence.

There was a dire absence of constructive alternative provisions for recreation

tmd diversion. And alcohol was both cheap and abundant. Aechie notes that
1

spirits sold for about three shillings for an ihglish gallcm in retail. Whisky

had become a popular drink outside of the upper social circles just in the late

eighteenth century and became the staple article for consumption in Acottish drin-

:king-houses. Ferguson reports that "Dr. Coirdner, newly appointed Medical Officer

of Health of the city (Glasgow) was convinced that habitual overcrowding was highly

conducive to a craving for alcoholio stimulants, due in amy cases not merely to

bad habits or examples, or to proximity of spirit shops, but to want of such natural
2

stimulants as derived from domestic comfort".

The magnitude of the drink problem is made most vivid by the statistics re¬

garding the nuiaber of drink-establishments in 1833. In Edinburgh there was one

spirit dealer for every fifteen families} in Glasgow, one for eveiy fourteen

families."* Mechie says that at this time "it was estimated that the quantity of

spirits consumed in Scotland was 23 pints yearly per head of population, as coo-

:pared with 13 pints in Ireland and 7 in England".^ Huntington quotes a contempo-

:raxy eye-witness account of just- one Aoottiah alum district, "In part of one

1, Mechie, op. dt«, p.82.
2* Thomas Ferguson, op. cit., p.69.
3. F.echie, op. cit., p. 84.
4. loo. cit.



street, forming a chord of the circle, there are thirty-seven public houses ana

beer shops} and from the single point, not an intersection of streets, fourteen

can be seenO ''"ran the earliest years, in such an environment, children were

victims of cruel human degeneracy, all too often falling prey to excesses them

:selves(or to the severe neglect of their parents) before reaching the age of

maturity.

To describe the urban working clsuss life as "secular" may be a satisfactory

way of summarising the "alternatives" to religion and at the same time sunsaxising

the entire discussion of the economic and social onuses of wearking class church

abstention. If not on the level of belief, than certainly in practice^the life

of the urban proletariat was thoroughly irreligious. The first generations of

industrial workers shaped an essentially seeulia JUtlook on life which for the

most part disregarded the church and her teachings.

We have seen some of the powerful econtaaic and social forces which led to this

state of affairs. The church-permeated, unified structure of rural life was

disordered by the process of rapid urbanisation. The uprooted were literally

stripped from the moorings of all that was familiar and valued, including the in¬

tegrative, normative value of religion. The new urban environment was not only

bewilderlngly different but also impersonal, crowded, cruel and squalid. The focus

of work was utterly economic; the family was fragmented by the demands of the

factory and the character of domestic habitations. All of this tended to propel

the industrial poor toward secular instruments of protest and economic improvement

and toward secular emotional releases and forms of "escape" from the starkneas of

existence.

It may also be important that there was a meagre presence of nature and natural

1, George Huntington, The Church's »ork in Our Large Towns, (Londoni James
Parker & Co., 18?1) p,127.
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symbols which in the countxysi&e fed been associated with the x-eligious dimension

of life. Nor fed the church herself penetrated the inner-city working olass

ghettos to a degree sufficient to re-establish the priority of religious symbols

and values. Of course, this latter fact is tied in with the actions (or lack or

action) and attitudes of the church. The discussion in the remainder of the

chapter will revolve vout this other side of the question, which is also vital to

the analysis of working class religious abstention.

d. PnlUJIIE Jf Hi.. aiui.ai WITH UHft'fl PKOIlSTAiJAl

It is common to associate revolutions with the disprivileged, with those who,

as underlings, are interested in overthrowing the scheme of things and establishing

a new order. But the Industrial devolution was given 5 to main impetus by a class

who had already gained a large measure of ifeluenoe and affluence, the merchant

class of the towns. And this was a class deeply imbued with religion - largely

the religion fashioned by the reformation. As Hoffer puts it,

Another Ihgliah revolution by the rich occurred at the end of the
eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century. It was the
Industrial evolution. The breathtaking potentialities of
mechanisation set the minds of manufacturers and merchants on

fire. They began a revolution as extreme and radical as ever
inflamed the minds of sectarians, and in a relatively short time
these respectable, Godfearing cltisens changed Has face of
England beyond recogniti n".'

;?rom the beginning of Industrialisation on a large scale and the swelling

of British cities, there was a strikingly close link between religious enthuaiasim

and economic power* The church in Scotland - to direct attention to our specific

concern - was largely controlled, financed and patronised by the class which was

in the ascendancy. With a heritage of Calvinism, many members of this class had

a deeply inclulcated sense that worldly activity and success were part of their

spiritual duty. The wealth-accumulating entrepreneurs of expanding capitalism

were deeply committed to the ideals of individualism and self-help. Little

sympathy was extended to those at the foot of the economic ladder for they were

1 • Eric Hoffer, The True Believer: Thoughts on the Nature of Mass Movements,
(New York: Mentor Books, 1951) P»20 (and quoting Karl Polanyi, The Great Trans-
:formation. p.AO) —- ■



as turned to have it in their power to "pull themselves up by their own bootstraps" ,

and if they could not, they merely adduced convincing evidence of their own

iflfepti'sude and supineness. In piping this tune, the church headed the parade and
waved the banner, vesting with spiritual authority the notion that those who

succotabed to destitution merely reaped the fruit of mor.J. laxity*

We shall see that the whole posture of the church exac erbated the working

class disinclination to religious practice brought about by the forces already

outlined. This posture identified her with the prosperous and disqualified her

from effective ministrations to the industrial poor. The doctrine, "repent from

your sins and all will be well" sounded resoundingly hollow to those who were

suffering the disorientation of a social earthquake and could see no way out of the

vicious cycle of poverty, disease and early death.

In this section of the chapter it is ay purpose to show that the ramifications

of this basic embrace of institutional religion and the triumphant class of the new

industrial order were very great indeed; that from this fact - no less than the

structural re-arrangeuent of society and the impact of industrialism of the urban

proletariat - derived the estrangement of working classes from the church. The

church* s orientation and value system in the 19th century played a basic part in

creating the socio-religious cleavage.

However, before taking up the importance of the church's ideological antago-

jnism toward the working classes, I will speak to another, prior aspect of the

church* s failure: her structural and ideological incapacity to adapt to the urban

situation in the earliest part of the century, when the leadership of the church

was still looking back to the ideal order of rural society. We will then look

more closely at the perspectives of the church (adopted from the urban middle class)

which were alien to the workers, and then at middle class character of the church.
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1, Inability to adapt to Urban Situation.

"The church cherished the old rural type of ordered society because ••• she

sincerely believed that it formed part of the divinely - ordained structure of

society" The parish system, corresponding to the geographical arrangement of

stable communities, was so entrenched and so long in operation that it seemed to

moat churchmen the only logical and effectual deployment of the resources and

influence of the church. With the very great increase in the size of towns and

the conoora itant compactness, diversity and mobility, the church was faced with a

crisis of magnitude. The instinctive reaction was to transplant the parochial

system into the centers of population. Msqgr religious leaders believed th.it they

could re-introduce the paternalistic, church-guided rural system into the cities j

they were convinced this was the appropriate means for bringing the separate

classes jointly under the guidance of the church, again. Smith says, "after half

of a century of rapid industrial development which transformed the whole basis of

social and economic life, the church remained convinced that the ideals and values

of agrarian society were as valid as ever in the new situation ... the church's

social teaching became, therefore, increasingly irrelev.jit as industrialism pro-

:greased".2
The frame of mind here described predominated in the early part of the 19th

centuzy inside the church. Control of the church was still with those absorbed

in the traditional order. The church was abiamally unaware of the profundity and

implications of the changes which were so rapidly taking place. Her whole

structure was not only challenged by the urbanisation but was inapplicable to

industrial society. All her struggles to attain in the cities the social control

and veneration she enjoyed in rural society were futile. Her institutional

rigidity « which is hardly surprising considering her long-standing pre-eminence -

prevented the kind of rapid and strategic adjustments that might have (lypothetically)
re-established a similar institutional position in the cities.

1. Smith, op. cit., p.124.
2. ibid, p. 119.
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Until 1833 — which cover's orucial years in which patterns of urban life were

formed - the Church of Scotland was controlled by the rural-oriented "Moderates".

In th t year the "Evangelicals", with the assistance of the rising middle classes,

won out in the internal politics of the church.1 This change of leadership makes

a change in the effort to provide enough churches for the urban populations.

Through 1833# very few churches were built; then began a flurry of construction

and between 1834 and 1838 no fewer than 180 new edifices were opened. days

Smith, "Noble as this effort was, it came 30 years too late. fly the middle of

the 1830's great numbers of the industrial masses had been without any church
p

connection for years".

Not only did the church react too late to papulation movements with respect

to the provision of church buildings, but when the buildings were finally available,

an invidious system of pew rentals effectively excluded most of the lower groups

in society. Parliament would not endow these new churches and so the church

leaders turned to the device of renting seats to support the ministers. Since

the seat charges were cm a sliding scale, one's place in church was invariably a

reflection of his economic status. This system could only serve to accentuate

class divisions and class resentments.

The labouring poor, who could seldom afford to pay seat rents had
to bear the social stigma of accepting free seats or stay away.
It is not surprising that the more independent and self respecting
of them chose the latter. Certainly the system of seat renting
played no small part in the alienation of the industrial lower
classes from the church.3

/mother internal political conilict in the Church of Scotland around mid-

century had the consequence of diverting attention from the growing class schism

1. ibid, p. 35.
2. ibid, p. 38.
3» Smith op. cit.# p# 37*
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in the church ami from the peculiar needs of the new urban working class. This

was the "Disruption", in which the church was completely rent in two over the
issue of "establishment"» Over one-third, of the church of Scotland ministers,

including many of the most powerful, left the Established church on the principle

of complete freedom of the church from secular authority. The dissenters joined

together to form the Free Church. The enormous r©consolidation that was necessi¬

tated on both sides tended to turn ttte separate churches in on themselves vhile

they put in order the new organisational frameworks and continued the polemic to

justify the divergent positions in the controversy.

All the while, the glaring absense of the lower echelons of the cities became

mare clear. The church had missed any opportunity that was available for main-

staining a tradition of religious practice among the industrial labourers during

the difficult transition from countryside to city. But, not only the insuffi-

: ciency of the church response to the change, but as 1 shall further detail, the

enormous anti-working class bias she absorbed, sealed the irretrievable loss of

tiiis massive section of the community.

2. Ideological Bias.

Wickham speaks accurately when he refers to the "sociological imprisonment

of the churches" during the nineteenth century.1 During the eighteenth and nine-

: teenth centuries the churches in Scotland, in the whole of Britain, drunk deeply

at the springs of individualism and "laisaos-faire" economics. The leadership

and middle class congregations of the churches were ebullient in their conviction

that God hfi given his unqualified benediction to the new capitalistic order.

Whatever the side effects of their own prosperity, such as poverty and veritable

slave labour in the factories, these were but trifling ills (for which the victims

themselves were to blame anyway) in a marvelously healthy world. Greenslade, in

1. tickham, op. cit., p.l6l.
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his excellent short survey of the churchs' historical relatioriaiiip to the social

realm says that, "the theme of submission to an existing social order was shockingly

ov^i.-wrked".^
How thoroughly Inculcated in the mind of the churches was the extreme indivi-

sdualism of the era is clear from the statement of Wb&tely, a Professor of Political

Economy who was later to be an Archbishop in the Church of England, "It is curious

to observe, how, through a wise and beneficient Providence, men thus do the greatest
o

service to the public when they are thinking of nothing but their own gain".

Church leaders of renown showed themselves to be great disciples of lills, (icaruo

and Smith in sanctifying the motive of competitive and unrestrained avarice, The

greatest Scottish churchman of the oentuzy, Thomas Chalmers, was vehement in his

defense of the present hierarchical structure; he held staunchly to the doctrine

that economic forces and conditions should not be tampered with but left to the

uninhibited operation of natural forces: "We would, in short, raise no positive

apparatus whatever for the direct object of meeting and alleviating the ille at

3
poverty".

It was at this tin* that the "Protestant Ethic" and the "Spirit of Capitalism"

were virtually aynanisioua; but the latter, the economic ideology, was at the 1'ore-

:front, and the theological formulations followed in its train. Tawney* s personi-

sflcation of "The iUritan" Is a most accurate description of the nineteenth century

churchman, but with a reduction in the degree of piety the latter case:

1. S.J , Greenslade, The Church and the Social Order: A Historical sketch.
(London: SCM Press, 131&) p.103. '

2. ibid, p.106.

3. Mechie, op. cit., p.48.
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Convinced that character is all and circumstances nothing,
he sees in poverty of those who fall by the way, not a
misfortune to be pitied and relieved, but a moral failing
to be condemned, and in riches, not an object of suspicion —
mflft like other gifts they may be abused —^but the blessing

which rewards the triumph of energy and will.

Armed with the assurance that the structure of society was God-ordained, that

the pursuit of gain and possession of wealth were not only acceptable but of

spiritual value, and that the underlings in the scheme of things cculd, with enough

zeal and character, successfully climb the ladder of success — the churches of the

day put to rest all grave and difficult social troubles with simplistic pronounee-

:zaents. The pathological ilia of the inner-city districts were almost casually

dismissed with the fiat-like statements about the sinfulness and depravity of the

inhabitants of the areas.

Wiekham writes,

A seriour aspect of the lack of sensitivity to the secular
world, and ultimately traceable to theological narrowness,
was the tendency of the churches to reduce complex social
problems, to a matter of personal morality. It still persists,
a dangerous heresy among Christians, Inevitably the social
habits of the working class, as the massive groig> outside all
the churches in which the social problems were most glaring, „

were the easiest targets for the darts of evangelical moralism.

This is not to suggest that the churches were altogether unconcerned that their

particular programme of religion should fail to take root among the poor. At tines

the activity and discussion were quite intense. But all of the approaches were

guided by the intoxicant of individualistic nnd pietistic solutions; the church

could not for a moment extricate herself from this ideological orientation and

apprehend the defects of the social structure itself. No less than the economist,

banker or industrialist of the day, church leaders believed that all problems were

1. R.H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of capitalism. (New York: Penguin 'nooks,
1947 (first published 192b) p. 191 •

2. -vickham, op. cit., p. 194«



remediable within the existing boundaries of the social system. Indeed, the

"mind of the church" was thoroughly saturated with the values of these ideological

pai^-aetters. Therefore, as will be elaborated later, the religious apathy of the

working classes, of special import to the churches, was dealt with on bases com-

: p&tible with these individualistic notions* Harper explains that "whenever

social problems are named in, say, Church Conferences or soeiablies, there is no

more uumaon argument used than this:

Preach Ujub gospel, and you will do all that is required; preach
it to the individual and social questions will solve themselves.
This is generally offered, and one must add, i3 generally accepted
as a final argument.

Weber said that, "religion provides the theodicy of good fortune for those

who are fortunate"This "theodicy of good fortune" carried particular force with-

:in religious communities in the Calvinistio tradition. It was the conviction

that God had forordained the salvation, enterprise and success of those who achieved

affluence - it was evidence of his blessing. On the other hand, the poor and dis-

:privileged suffered because of their odiousness in the eyes of God."* Their misery

was no less destined of God as condemnation for sin. Equipped with such a doctrine,

churchmen could divorce economic activity nd possession of wealth from any Bocial

responsibility. Consequently, there was an unprecedented lack of concern for the

bottom layers of society. Janet Glover has recently written that despite the

conspicuous oontrast of prosperity and abjeot poverty,

The church as a whole was timid about being involved in political
controversy, its members reluctant to face the terrible problem of
wealth and its proper use by Christians •••• The evil effects
of the all too frequent divorce in the life of prominent Christians
between individual piety and economic and political action have
still a baneful influence on the religious situation in Scotland.^

1. J. nilaon Harper, The Church and Social Betterment. (Glasgow: The Grant
Educational Co., 191 o) p«p»29-J0.

2. H.H. Gerth & C. Wright Mills, •'rom Max Weber: ssays in Sociology. (London:
Kegah Paul, Trench, Trubner <fc Co., 1

3* Loc. cdt.
4. Janet Glover, The Story of Scotland (London: Faber & Faber, 1960) p.286.
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So the church found itself in a position of being curiously well-equipped

to tolerate severe fissuring of society and utter destitution for hundreds of

thousands. Having allowed the norms of individualism to erase all traces of

the struggle for social justice, the church could be content, in the words of

Morton, "to condemn popular protest and to equate poverty with sin".1 Aware

that people were suffering - people for whoa the church claimed moral and spiri-

: tuiJ. stewardship - the church could insulate itself with the understanding that

the suffering was individual and the causes, too, were individual. According

to iAwnet, this fr^oae of mind was sustained even into the inter-war depression

era. Writing at that time, he says, "Many of our church people, aware of the

conditions in which cur less fortunate fellow citizens had had to live, have

excused their indifference and neglect by stating that slums are created not so

much by overcrowding or defective buildings as by the habits of the people them-

:selves".2
This complacency of the churches, ana its counterpart, the disapproval of

other than moralistic remedies for social ills, was no less evident in England

and America than in Scotland. Writes Inglis,

For most of the nineteenth centuiy, Englishmen looked at poverty
and found it morally tolerable because their eyes were trained
by evangelical religion and political econaay. A preacher would
spend his life surrounded by the squalor of a manufacturing town
without feeling aiy twinge of socially radical sentiment, when he
believed that rnaiy poor people were suffering for their own sins,
and that the plight of the rest was the result of spiritual ordi-
snances which it would be impious to question and economic laws
which it was foolish to resist.'

Regarding the nineteenth centuxy religious scene in America, Demerath says,

"Who can wonder that the lower classes should have retreated from Protestant

1. Morton, op. dt., p.68.
2. Dunnett, op. cit., p. 92.
3* Inglis, op. ait., p.250-251.



services when the prominent minister Henry ward Beecner advised workers to rest

content on a dollar a day for a family of eight since, 'water costs nothing;

and «. man who cannot live on bread is not fit to live*.o1 Kenry May indicates

that "in 1876 Protestantism presented massive, almost unbroken front in its

defense of the status ouo".^ The leaders of merican rrotestant opinion, like

their counterparts in Britain, were paraliaed in relating the Church to the

working classes, by an ideologically engendered apathy# Writes Mayj

The conventional clerical view of society was deeply entwined with
his theology* Just as a sinful man could not debate the Justice
of eternal punishment, he was not permitted to criticise the laws by
which God governed society* Neither salvation nor social well-being
could be attained by human schemes. Poverty, like sin, was part of
the structure of the universe.-^

Yinger quoted the advise of the "Congregationalist" during the strikes of

1877:
Bring an then the troops - the armed police - in overwhelming numbers,
bring out Hie G&ttling guns* Let there be no fooling with blank
cartridges. But let the mob know, everywhere, that for it to stand
one moment after it has been ordered by proper authorities to disperse,
will be to be shot down in its tracks •••#"*

The "spirit of the times" proved a straightJacket, which, having been donned

by the church, rendered her incapable of comprehending the true nature of urban

poverty or directing her social efforts constructively. The "mind of the church'*

was the mind of the upper strata. The church had no independent base of "social

criticism" for she was utterly enamored with the extreme individualities ethics

which dominated the era. Her whole perspective on the conditions of misery and

1* Beiaerath, op. cdt., p. 51# and Henry May, Protestant Churches and
Industrial America, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949), p. 96*

2, May, op* cit., (ibid) p. 91*
3* ibid, p. 83.
4. Yinger, sociology Looks at Religion, p. 147*



oppression abounding in the cities nullified sincere concern for the dormtrodden.^
Her pronouncements on social issues could only antagonize the working classes

against the church.

Class Character.

By underscoring the fact that the church adopted a fUlly middle class style

and value system I am, clearly, not so ouch examining a new theme, as stressing

the Izgicisl conclusion arising out of the above description of the church' a

eoonctaic una social outlook. The church, in the 19th century, emerged as a near-

perfect personification of the class whose ideology she absorbed, the developing and

self-confident middle class. Winter makes this very clear: "The identification

of Christianity with the middle and upper classes occurred in recent centuries in

Western Europe. This seems to be the primary factor in the decline of Christian

churches in Cweden, England and "ranee" • We have seen that the American churches

evidenced to a large extent the same general subservience to tic better-off.

linger stays, "The failure of American churches to make an adequate place fox

co jaon labourer is demonstrated by the vast decline in religious enthusiasm among

the working class during the latter part of the nineteenth century".^
Morton explains the orientation of the Scottish church at this time:

It was church life which met the needs of the class which set the
pace and thinking of the church, the rapidly expanding middle
class •••• Christian stewardship — -the responsible use by the
individual of his money — was the Christian virtue. And the
Church was essentially the Church of those who had something to
steward.

1. It should be said, to be perfectly fair to the church, that there were
notable exceptions to this predominate indisposition to deal with the very great
problems encountered by the industrial poor. Mechle has described at length
the contribution of same clerics and concerned laymen to the early endeavors of
social reform in education, housing reform, etc. The point is perhaps somewhat
overstated for the sake of emphasis. I am less concerned with developing the
subtle variations of social action within the church than presenting the general
picture and the overall effects with regard to the religious estrangement of the
working classes. Bee Mechie, op. cit.

2. Gibson .Vinter, The Suburban Captivity of the Churches, (hew York: The
Macmillan Co. 1962) p»57.

3* Yinger, -Religion in the Struggle for bower. P.133.
4« Morton, op. cit., p.p.66, 69*
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The Church, no doubt in part unconsciously, capitulated completely to the

ascendant olass vho were able to endow her program g and were eager to enjoy her

blowing. The Church, therefore, wholeheartedly adapted herself to this proape-

troua constituency — Glared their values, spoke their language and trumpeted

their successes# Inglis quotes a leading Congregationalist minister who said in

1852, "Ie regard it aa a significant ,nd cheering fact, that we number in our

r uiks 30 large a proportion of the middle classes of this country, the backbone
4

and sine., of its strength and probity, of its intelligence, and industry" •

Like ancient Rome, which, having conquered Greece, was in turn hellenized by her

captive, the Church in winning the up-and-coming classes, became the spokesman

for their cause#

In fact, it was not only the values of middle classes that the Church and

ministers shores, but their affluence and social status as well# The clergy

were drawn from the more prosperous strata raid were dependent upon the continuance

of gross inequality. Cmith points out that many ministers were receiving in 'the

1830* s and iSijO's, stipends of six hundred pounds and more, the equivalent of

several times that mount today, and oertainly enabling them to enjoy the material
"t

2
luxuries of life. He believes that, "from their comfortable position among the

priviledged classes within the established order of society, the clergy found it

impossible to seriously question either the basis or the presuppositions of that

order."3
For the well-to-do, the Church had praise, congratulations, and the injunction

to use the fruits of their enterprise wisely. For the masses of poverty-stricken,

the Church could only advise that they remain content in their appointed lot, and

warn them of the disasteroua consequences of any disruption in the present structure.

1'Inglis, op. cit., p. 100#
2# Smith, 58, 59.
3* Smith p# 6.
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Th&t the destitute and underprivileged victims of the manufacturing cities

recoiled from such short-sighted, unsympathetic pronouncements is perfectly

understandable* Stated brilliantly by Smith:

How strange such social teaching rust have sounded to the
masses of Scottish people livi/»g in the crowded industrial
towns in the thirties and forties; how anachronistic; how
irrelevant «... It is not difficult to understand the
revulsion they must have felt for much of the supposedly
Christian teaching proclaimed from the pulpits across the
land; nor vhy some believed they must, in faithfulness to
Christianity as they understood It, leave a Church which
preached contentment to the poor, and hallowed and sartified
an arbitrary and unjust social arrangement. *

This middle-class oriented clergy were neither able, nor indeed, particularly

anxious, to speak the language of the lower orders, George Haw writes that,

"The churches have ceased to speak the language of the people. Work-people view

ministers as men who are ecclesiastically minded, and the ecclesiastical mind

2
work-people never feiva oeen able to understand". The whole ministerial thou^it-

pattera militated for inclusion of the middle class in the Church and exclusion

of the working class; any other result would have been surprising. Throughout

the century the clergy were, "little more than chaplains in the central fortress

of power, wealth md privilege, who not only failed to ohumpion the causes

assooiated with the oppressed and underprivileged but were among the moat heated

opponents"

1. ibid, p. 66,
2. George Haw (ed), Christianity and the Corking Classes. (London: KacMillian

& Corapary, 1906)
3* Cmith, op. cdt., p.465,
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D, EFI'TQIvTS OP THE CHURCH TO " aECLAIK" WORK7-RS

The churches did. launch various endeavors designed to win back lost ground

in the inner cities. The church literature of the day is replete with suggestions

and reports; most of the energy was wasted, however, complying with the epigram,

"too little, too late". The efforts were generally superficial, failing to take

into the account the deep-seeded disintegrationcf working class life.

1. Ham and 'hilanthronv.

"Outreach" efforts were, in the first place, hampered by the cherished pre-

: supposition that personal piety and morality were the sole cures for social malad¬

justments, Outside the realm of individualistic religion, the raain attempts at

religious reconciliation were charitable. The "handouts" were on the whole,

gratefully - if reluctantly - accepted, but they were readily interpreted as

condensoension and a way of smoothing the conscience of the wealthy without really

altering tha financial structure. forking people could easily ascertain that the

gifts alleviating some of the severest suffering meant only the receiving of t

not the receiving of prosperity. As Morton says, "Hie work of the church on

behalf of those who remained 'down town* was philanthropy"• ^
It is observed by Johnston that in the late 1840* a, when a majority of

working people in "Dunfermline contracted Typhus and the disease began to spread

beyond the working class ghettos, the other classes became concerned and recognised,

"That something more drastic was required than the special diet of 'humiliation
2

and prayer' which the church hurriedly organised". But the "something more drastic"

was exactly what the church was not prepared to provide or to urge upon civil

authorities through these decades. Cole Eludes to the "failure of the church to

present any social gospel"

1# Morton, op, cit», p. 67#
2. Johnston, op. cit., p. 293*
3. Cole, II op, cit., p. 36.
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In 1910, Harper mourns the fact that church endeavours among -working people

were pareliseel by her commitment to current religious nd economic conceptions.

He o-ys that "the confession oust be made that until within recent years the

Church, as such, and in her corporate capacity, has stood apart from the cthico-

economic problems of the day" I The belatednes3 of enlightened concern is clear

from the statement of Harper regarding the renewed social efforts of the Church of

Scotland in the first decade of the twentieth century, "The work is as yet

tentative, and not large in volume. It can be described in a few sentences.

The General Assembly of 1908, in response to an earnest appeal made by many

clergymen and laymen, who are interested in social questions, instructed its
O

committee an *L±fe and Work* to make an investigation of these questions",

A few years later, fleaiing also describes it as a "confession" that the

Church for so long failed to see the material nature of the social and "spiritual"

problem in the dti-s uad to direct her efforts moz-e comprehensively, "But it

must be confessed that the conscience of the Church has only slowly awaken*— to

the social evils aggravated by modern industrialism, and to the material remedies

that have had to be applied to make the spiritual cure complete",^ Indeed, around

the end of the century there was a growing realisation among churchmen that the

working classes were outside the pale of the church* s influence, not necessarily

because of innate depravity, but largely because of the blindness of institutional

religion in assessing the situation and operating effectively among the oppressed

classes,

^vangeliyu

/mother type of "outreach" effort, which was given the support of aax*e

Scottish ahurch leaders, was the "Revival" movement in the second half of the

1, Harper, op, dt,, p, 7.
2, ibid, p. 20,
3, J.R, Fleming, A History of the Church in Scotland 1875-1929. (Edinburgh:

T & T Clark, 1933) p. 176.



century. Several eloquent "evangelists", most notably the American Dwight L.

Moody, toured Britain and drew vast crowds preaching a traditional and individua-

rlistic message of repentance from sin and personal conversion. The consequence

of these "campaigns" W£» the establishment of several permanent mission churches

(such as Carubers Close Mission in Edinburgh) in the centers of Scottish cities.^
By and large, churchmen applauded the apparent effectiveness of these evange-

ilistio missions which reinforced the prevalent conviction that effective "preaching

the gospel" would solve the problem of the "lost masses". However, the end

result, from the standpoint of the church's desire to bring working classes into

the church, may have been to further inhibit more fruitful, socially oriented,

pursuits. There had been in existence throughout the century agencies which were

operated by the established churches as mission stations for the slum inhabitants.

These had failed to excite the interest of the poor because their invitations did

not penetrate the social conditions and promise genuine transformations in the

life-situation. As Vlokham puts it, these missions in the slums, "predomin mtly
2

aimed at their spiritual salvation".

Restriction of the emphasis of the church* s "evangelistic" campaigns to

"personal salvation" unquestionably militated against a dose scrutiny of the

social and economic system viiich was at the root of working dass disinterest in

the church. Even the philanthropic zeal may have, knowingly or otherwise, been

a "line of defence" against social or economic changes. The preaching was

vigorous, but was too doctrinal, abstract and bound up with "middle class morality"

to motivate many working class persons. The pronouncements and personalistic

panaceas of churchmen failed to illicit workers' commitment to the church, not

only because they failed to reach deeply enough into the actual life situation

1, Fleming, op. cit., p#l62.

2. Wickham, op. cit., p.15A-»



of the poor, but also because churchmen failed to realise their own social aloox'-

tness and anti-working class biases#

3# ideification.

Some of the dealings of the church, or leading churchmen, with the poor were

even less salutary# These took the form of religiously-tinged opiates# Procml-

jgation of the doctrine that God had ordained the wide social disparities concealed

blatantly self-interested motives of preserving the power and prestige structure

that favoured the church's patrons# For instance, William Blackie penned a very

popular book, Better Days for . orking People# which combined pseudo-Christian

platitudes and anti-revolutionary social thought# The status quo was so cleverly

defended in his advice to workers, that employers in Glasgow actually had a cheap

workers' edition printed and distributed in the factories. In the book, Blaokie

argues that the structure of society is good and beneficial ; that it ia ordained

and ineluctable that workers should live in dire poverty; that coercive tactics

like collective bargaining were morally and pragmatically wrong; that it is

workers' primary duty to "be content with such things as ye have"; and that the

hope of a better life resides in the fact that a few workers will rise above their

class by applying lessons of frugality and industry learned from the middle class#

He explains the purpose and tactic of these notions#

We don't wish to make them dissatisfied, or to awaken or inflame
their jealousy towards those who are better off. We don't wish
to see them in such luxury as shall teapt than to forget that
they are but 'strangers and pilgrims here'# We don't wish their
life so changed that it shall no longer furnish that noble spur
to industry, and that inestimable training in habits of self-
denial and regularity which are among the highest fruits of a
life of labour#"'

1# William G. Blackie, Better hays for Working People, (London: Alexander
Strahan, 1867) p. 6-7.
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Yihen religion was used as a device to quiet (open or latent) turmoil

among the underprivileged, it was understandably spurned by them, Guthrie, who

was instrumental in forming schools for poor children (in itself forward-looking

and commendable) described his rationale for the proposal with the same mixture

of utilitarian religious and defensive class-interest} be warns that the higher

classes must arm themselves against the poor, because they will be overthrown,

"unless measures are employed to change the habits of this class and arrest its

formidable advances". They must be Ghristianised, ho argues, in order to

become loyal citizens and to respect the property, privileges and freedom of

others, "We must learn that the Bible is the cheapest, and in every way, the

best instrument of government"•^ According to Smith, "In opposition to the

growing democratic sentiment and widespread demands for more liberal institutions •«,

all branches of the church, but particularly the established and Free churches,

tended to stress only one aspect of Biblical teaching - the Christian duty of
p

accepting the existing social order",

4» dectarjaniaa.

What inroads were made by religious organisations during tJrie period were

primarily made by sectarian groups. In the latter years of the century, the

Salvation Army, in particular, managed to gain a foothold in the run-down sections

of cities. Initially, the zealous efforts of William Booth, the founder and

early promoter of the movement, were entirely directed toward" winning the souls"

of the "lost sheep" of the slums. He said, "You don1t need to mix up ary other

ingredients with the heavenly remedy",-* But a perceptive man as well as dedicated,

Booth, before long, sounded very much like a socialist, fulminating against the

dreadful conditions which made intemperance and <aiseiy an inevitable part of the

worker's existence.

1, Smith, op. cit., p. 265, quoting T, Guthrie, A Second Plea for :-h>ged
Schools. p,p,38, 47* ™"

2, ibid, p. 75.
3, Inglis, op, oit.
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"He turned to social reform because he became convinced, that poverty itself was

a grave impediment to salvation".^ He came to realise, that to penetrate the

slums, religion must come to grips with temporal conditions of life, and not rest

its case with the future glories of the hereafter or the presumed equation of

virtue and worldly success. The followers of the rny also had the advantage of

being conspicuously unrepresentative of the conventional brandies of the Ohurch-

raarching through the streets in their uniforms, blaring out lively songs with brass

instruments, and speaking the language of the people. They managed to identify

with the plight of the slum inhabitants and to express down-to-earth involvement

in their circumstances. But considering the potential numbers of "converted" in

the areas of their mission, the Salvation rosy' s successes were limited as well.

The Methodist Church, which in the eighteenth century England had come into

prominence with a grass-roots movement among the lower orders of society, was not

able to successfully appeal to the industrial workers of the nineteenth century.

Huntington writes in 1871, "The successors of Wesley and Whitfield are not/content,

not with supplementing the labours of the Church by being pioneers, so to speak,

for the parochial clergy, by missionary exertions directed specially to the

recovery of the lost, but with addressing middle class people who can afx'ord to

pay for their pews" But one of the splinter Methodist groups, disaffected with

the mother church, the Primitive Methodist Church, made appreciable headway among

the working class, especially in English cities. "There can be no doubt that

Primitive Methodism embraced more of the artisan class than any other, church in

the second half of the century"

Short-lived "Labour Churches" which "played down" Christian dogma and "played

up" socialist dogma, gained a swarm of adherents in the last decade of the century

but died out in a few years.^ Even the Mormon*, who were just migrating to the

1. ibid, p. 195.
2. Huntington, op, oit., p.259-260.
5. Wickham, op. cdLt., p. 154.
4. Inglis, op, cit., p. 215-250.
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western part of America in mid-century, were able to proselyte with some success

in the areas where anybody who could offer hope was welcome,^ Other sectarians

offered their assorted doctrines to the poor with varying degrees of success.

Considering the massive numbers unconnected with ary church, the total effects

of sectarian overtures to the working class were rather negligible. Indeed, in

contrast with other periods when the social cleavage was immense and the lower

strata estranged from the religious organisations of the previleged, the response

to zealous religious movements springing from within the working claa3 was not

great. In previous centuries, such situations - though not altogether parallel,

of oourse - had galvanised new fervour and new churches which provided the sucocur

and opportunity for emotional release demanded by the rigours of life. It was in

the fires of Just such eras of turmoil that "churches of the disinherited" were

forged in earlier times.

In America, as hordes poured into the flourishing new industrial cities,

these too, as in Britain, felt ostraoised by the cold, established churches. But

their response was, among other things, the spontaneous development of a spate of

lower class religious groups. These were emotional, other-wordly, fundamentalist,

and fully adapted to the need of the uprooted urbanites for a calamity of hope

within the environment of diBpair, linger informs us that, "In the costly churches,

the poorer classes felt alienated, An a result, many new "holiness" churches

began to appear - at least twenty-five holiness bodies came into existence between

1880 and 1926",2
A key point of comparison between the British and American scenes is the

fact that during the same years alluded to by linger, in Britain the socialist

movement was gaining momentum and capturing the energies and aspirations of working

people. To be sure, there was simultaneous with the raeric&n sectarian recrudes-

:cence, a substantial American Labour movement, as well, But this movement, was

1, Huntington, op, oit,, p. 137.

2, Yinger, op, cit,, 135«
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less radical than its British counterpart; only on its fringes was there aglta-

:tion for a wholesale restructuring of the economic system; only its relatively

small "left wing" directed their actions toward a socialistic paradise of the

future. The merlcan Labour movement was far less all-absorbing than the Britishj

it had to share the spotlight with the non-secular, other-worldly means of succour -

the lower ctlass sects*

In contrast to America, the British sect® never really "got off the ground"*

They were among the alternatives to the formalised religion of the established

churches which working people had spurned, but in general, they fared poorly in

competition with the other alternatives, in particular the Labour movement*

Workers preferred to hitch themselves to the rising star of projected future econo¬

mic order than to the disciplines of sectarian religion, to the future glories of

the hereafter, or to a millenlol paradise on earth of which they would be the

spiritual heirs*

5. Summary of Church "Outreach".

Strangely enough, there was an abysmal lack of insight into the reasons far

the working class rejection of the Chui-ch' s outreach effort* . Most churchman

failed to understand their own true motives and. rationalisations or the underlying

reasons for working class abstention freni the church* Few were able to rise

above the pious morolism and invidious individualism and comprehend the church's

dominating prejudices and misconceptions* One remarkable "voice crying in the

wilderness" was an unidentified contributor to the Free Church Magazine in 1830*

He showed unusual, "prophetic" grasp of the attitudes of the poor toward the

misguided efforts of the church:

To tiiem the Christian church rather appears an institution kept up for
the benefit of an order of men - the clergy - or for the administration
of certain services, in which the wealthy and. middle classes somehow
feel and interest and for the benefit of the poor *.** they do not find
her profession of regard to the comfort and welfare of the working man
sufficiently borne out by her ordinary procedure.

1* Smith, op* oit*, p* 261-262*



A final illustration of the futility of the church's Ministrations to the poor

depicts several of the aspects that have been brought out, especially the super-

:ficiality of the message presented and the tacit middle—classness of the religion

offered* The setting is the appalling and squalid Wynds of Glasgow, where the

ree Church established a work among the destitute slum-dwellers* Though* "accounts

of ministers who worker in the Wynda reveal a frightening picture of* unbelievable

misery, poverty end degredation among the people",^ the ministers and lay workers
never seemed to question the assumption that the attempt to change the spiritual

condition of the people was a sufficient solution. In fact, physical destitution

was consistently attributed to the moral failing of the victims*

rUrtheimore, the representatives of the church in the district were blind

to the middle class orientation of the campaign* As smith writes, "the Christian

middle classes were bringing the poorer classes not only the Gospel, but a whole

new way of life - a middle class way of life •••• If the poor were to be fuliy

'Christianised'they had not only to accept the Gospel, but middle class morality
2

and respectability as well"# In other words, the church's desire to recapture the

allegiance of the uprooted poor in the industrial cities was thwarted by her owi

narrowness, blindness and ideological attachment to the higher strata* Whether

efforts stemmed from evangelistic sincerity or class self interest they were doomed

to failure by the church's whole structure and orientation*

Two salient features of the majority of church endeavours have recurrently

appeared in our discussion: the colouring of the Christianity offered with class

connotations and particular economic values, and the intransigent ooamitni-ent to

purely moralistic and evangelistic measures* The rejection of such efforts by

the crowded inner-city inhabitants was overwhelming} allowing for scattered

enclavea of sectarian sucoess and revivalistic enthusiasm, it was almost total*

1. ibid, p*268*
2* ibid, p.
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fc,. CHURCH BiVOLYi^EI'fT IK THE L-H-Uh ,,OVKMhNT

Another important facet of the church's relationship to the working classes

was her dealings with the various forms and goals of the Labour Movement# I

have already made mention of the fact that this mav«i»ent, which provided a vehicle

of secular remedies for the ills of the industrial workers' life, may be seen as

an alternative "religious" commitment# Further evidence to this effect will be

forthcoming# I will also try to show that the church's predominate posture toward

such collective action was antagonistic, serving to further erect a wall of aepare-

:tion between herself and the lower strata# It will also be made clear that in

the latter part of the century, a substantial number of churchmen endeavoured to

"baptise" the movement under the auspicies of "Christian socialism" and "the

social gospel"# But, it will appear that, although this religious intervention

was significant both for the church and for the character of the movement, it did

not result in a reconciliation of church and working class#

The removal of the church's influence from the workers vho crowded into the

nineteenth century cities meant the loss of a major bulwark of norms and' solidarity

in their lives# Y»e have seen that this void was partly filled by the efforts for

materialistic solutions# The Labour movement gained momentum through the

century as workers grew in the assurance that they could, by their own determination,

produce a more equitable distribution of material goods# While the poorer classes

were struggling in the new and frustrating environment, they were also striving to

overcome a deep sense of social inferiority and to produce means of nullifying

the powers arrayed against than, For most of the century the trade unions fought

uphill battles with relatively few victories# Other working class institutions,

like the Co-operative societies and Friendly societies, helped in a small measure

to produce solidarity and ^dependence in the working classes# But it was in the

last decades of the century that the various movements and ideas coalesced under

militant socialistic doctrines — partly borrowed from the Continent — and the

movement began to come to fruition#



In the latter part of the century, too, there was appreciable unrest in

the church regarding her middle class posture. Hsqjr made conscious efforts to

identify with the aspirations of the Labour movement and to harness the energies

of the church in its support. But even when ouch modified thinking emerged it

represented minority opinion in the church; and throughout nearly all the deoades

of the century the church was a staunch ally of the ruling classes. The prevailing

mood of the church was reactionary; by and large, she santified the crushing of

Labour agitation and clearly cast her lot with the "haves" vis-a-vis the "have

nots".

Even when it was evident that workers were adamant in their demands fcr

greater economic and political power, the church fought hand in hand, with employers

and Conservative politicians to preserve the existing order. Smith says that the

church was "still more concerned with defending existing rights than abolishing

existing wrongs. The sins she denounced were mostly those against good order and

private property rather than those committed against a suffering and exploited

humanity".1 He concludes that even "the most progressive and liberal churchmen

failed to see how weighted was the system in which workers had little power with

which to balance the power possessed by employers. They opposed all trade union

agitation and industrial unrest and thus, perhaps unwittingly, made themselves tools
2

in the hands of the possessing classes".

Lunabury claimed that all he remembered of the church's attitudes to labour

demands "are sermons and articles written by learned Divines telling the workers

to moderate their demand, and to give up using such terrible methods as those of

the strike" .3 He says the reason for the silence or o, position of the clergymen

was that, "The money for maintaining churches and chapels comes very largely from

rich men and women who benefit materially because of bad social conditions" J* One

1. ibid., p. 277.
2. ibid, p. 281.
3. Lansbuxy, op. cit., p. 96.
ibid., p. 100.
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of the pioneers of the British socialist movement, Keir Ilardie, who was also an

active churchman, claimed that uaiy labour men had been driven out of the church

There was often a bitter feeling directed at the church, that by the nature

of her history and proclaimed mission in Hie world, she ought to have been in the

forefront of the struggle for justice and eradication of poverty, but had habitually

failed in her duty. Just after the turn of the century, flaw writes, "today

Labour feels that whatever social ©emancipation it has won has been not only without
2

the churches, but often enough in spite of the churches." He puts the case very

bluntly, "The church to then is the enemy of Labour"Years earlier Huntington

reports the same feeling of workers that they had been abandoned by the church in

tnear legitimate demands. "Lightly or wrongly, too, the church herself was regar-

:ded as the eneay of freedom and the defender of abuses, and as setting herself

against the education and enfranchisement of the people" • Inglis suggests that in
5

Lngland ministers directly "participated in suppressing radicalism".'

The anti-Labour disposition of the church intensified her unattractivenese

to the workers. The church was viewed, not only as a part of another culture,

but as an antagonist against the workers' culture as well. Thus, it was particu-

:larly the moat thoughtful workers who deliberately surplanted allegiance to the

Church with allegiance to the Trade Unions. ..ickham says that the movement,

"certainly led mary of the veiy cream and elite of the working olass away from the

churches, or, to be moie precise, from the ohapela".^ A sort of "either-or"

proposition was posed by the incompatibility of working claws desire to improve

their lot and the church's sustained advice to be content with their present

position. Richard Kiebuhr says that one of the main reasons for the secular

direction taken by the American Labour movement was the "absence of an effective

social idealism within any of the Christian churches".^

1. Hardie, op. oit., p. 48.

by the unsympathetic attitude of the church toward the labour lovauent.
1

6. Yickh m, op. cit., p. 160-161.
7. Niebuhr, op. cit., p. 7L.
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Around the turn of the century, in Britain as elsewhere, there was an

appreciable break in the church' a line of defence against the demands of workers,
A new and radical outlook emerged within the churches. The Labour movement

found itself with articulate allies within organised religion as well as outside

of it# This whs the hey-day of the "Social Gospel"• Though not without

opposition from the more traditional voices, a considerable number of respected

churchmen came to proclaim Christianity as a basically social doctrine concerned

with bringing an aid to inequality and ushering in a "millenium" of social harmony,

justice and material bliss for all. Many of the early socialist leaders in the

countiy were delighted to identify their programme with the teachings of Christ,

Jesus and the Apostles were reinterpreted as social reformers of the first order:1
the tessence of Christian faith was now the elimination of social and economic

barriers and the fulfillment of social bliss in the here-and-now,

E.J# Campbell, one of the clergymen converted to the promulgation of

Socialist doctrine wrote, "the practical end which alone could justify the

existence of churches is the realisation of the Kingdom of God, which only means

the reconstruction of society on a basis of mutual helpfUlneea instead of strife
2

and competition"# Describing his own re-enlightenment, he writes,

The realisation that this other-worldliness was totally absent from
primitive Christian thought forced me, like so mazy others, upon
what was practically the Socialist position without any first-hand
acquaintance with the Socialist movement itself, I now regard
Socialism as the practical expression of Christian ethics and the
evangel of Jesus.'

Smith reports that.

The dominant type of Socialism in Scotland was marked by a high
moral and spiritual tone and was neither Marxist or anti-
Christian ••• not surprisingly though, it did tend to be anti¬
clerical and critical of the institutional church's past and
present Social passivity, her subservienoe, to the privileged
classes, and her acceptance of Capitalism,

1, L.G. Johnson, The Social Evolution of Industrial Britain.p. 150,
2# Campbell, op, eit,, p» 7
3* ibid,, p, 9
4, Smith, op, cit., p, 359#



The leaders of the "Christian 3ocialism" crusade were convinced they were

helping to bring the churches back to their basic responsibility as well as

implementing the goals of labour agitation. Said John Hodge, an early Labour M.P.

"I venture to say that the uprising of the Labour Party has given to the churches

... their lost ideal so far as Christianity is ccncemed ... The churches for

yeai*s back had their eyes cast so much upon heaven that they had all but forgotten

earth".1 Keir Hardie remarked that, "the impetus which drove me first of all into

the Labour movement, and the inspiration which has carried me on to it, has been

derived more from the teaching of Jesur of Nasareth, than from all other sources
2

combined".

Mary consider it significant that the British Socialist movement derived

sore of its impetus from Christian teaching and religious leaders. Greenslade

makes this assessment, "In contrast with continental Socialism, the British Labour

movement grew up within, rather than in opposition to, the Christian tradition, a

fact of overwhelming importance in the life of the nation".^ Clergymen who had

been won over to the cause of the Labour movement often spoke of "bringing the

Kingdom" as the main task of the church and clearly indicated that this "Kingdom"

was to be a utopia based on social equality and material abundance.^ Indeed, the

ministers of the "social gospel" persuasion believed that the church had for many

centuries obfuscated her mission to improve life in this world by concern with the

life to c me.

Of course, the "social awakening" in the church included many shades of

riolitical and economic opinion, from the most radical programme to mild sermons

about "love for our fellow men". The main point is that the church's fortress

in defence of the existing structure crumbled at a number of points; many within

1. Hardie, op. cit., p.15.
2. ibid., p. 49»
3. Greenalade, op. cit., p.117«
4. Hayward, op. cit., p.11.
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the clmrch acknowledged the one-sidednesa of her social and economic position and

openly called for revision. Having accepted the worst products of the industrial

age - the slums, poverty, depression® and general degradation of the working class -

for a century, as but minor flaws in a beneficient system, individual church leaders

were finally calling into question the presuppositions and practical expressions of

the system.

But the question which naturally arista out of this discussion is, what were

the practical effects of the church* s baptism of working class ideals and struggles?

For one thing, the British movement influenced the similar recovery of social

idealism in America, Herberg writes, "But the most significant effort of American

Protestantism to meet the challenge of the new America was the "Social Gospel" and

the social action agencies that went along with it. The Christian Socialist

movement, originating in England, had begun to make some impression on certain

sections of American Protestantian",^ Purthermore, the expression of these radical

ideas in religious terms had the effect of hastening reform with a minimum of

violence end revolutionary sentiment. No doubt, too, the sympathy of prominent

churchmen for the workers* cause went some way in alleviating the rift between the

churches and working class.

However, the end result of the alliance of ministers and the Labour movement

was by no means a wholesale inclusion of workers in the chur ch. In the long run,

the Labour movement was to become more purely secular and workers were to continue

to keep their distance from institutional religion. Workers were only united to

the church within the limited boundaries of this alliance for working class improve-

:merit. "Social Gospel" and "Christian Socialism" may have helped stem the aliens—

: tion of workers from the church, and were certainly influential in giving the

Labour movement greater respectability and social acceptance; but they did not

appreciably alter the pattern of involvement in the formal programme of the church.

1 • Will Herberg, Protestant, Catholic, Jew.: An Essay in American Religious
(Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, Doubleday and Daubleday, l960) p, 118,
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Probably the major reason for the minimal impact on workers' church involve¬

ment was the Pact that most ministers and churchmen were not enlisted in the

crusade* These ideas never represented more than a small minority opinion in

Scotland* "The majority of churchmen ••• claimed that Christianity and socialism
4

were irreconcilable ... and held most firmly to the old individualism. heir

bardie, the Scottish "Christian ocialist" denounced the anti-Labour sentiments of

most clergymen and blamed this for workers' disinterest in the church:

The whole tendency of the church' e teaching is toward the assumption
that the working man is an inferior creation who stands in need of
being elevated ... make the application of Christianity to present
day life^a reality, and none will support it with more seal than theworkers."

Therefore, it was the Labour movement which gained ground from the scattered

support of certain clergymen and influential laymen; the church did not reap a

harvest of working class participation. In the final analysis, taking a comprehan-

:sive view, the church's posture was little changed and the socio-religious cleavage

was little attenuated.

jjb dmith concludes:

however, although ... there were numerous sigr_ ui a change in the attitude
of many churchmen toward organised working classes in this period, it must
not be supposed that within the space of a few years, the whole church had
completely abandoned her farmer antagonist towards the working olass move-
:merits ana suddenly became vigorously pro-Labour in her outlook ... there
was ample evidence in contemporary sources of continuing influence of the
older views ... it snould not be surprising that a strong middle class
bias against the articulate, socially and politically aroused element of 7

the working classes still found a place in representative church circles.-'

e', SUMMAIg
We dive seen that the early years of urbanisation and industrialisation

establisned a self-sustaining separation between the church and the working class.

Whatever have been the vicissitudes of church participation in the intervening

1. bmith, op. eft*, p. 365,
2. David Lowe, ouveniera of boottiah Labour. (Glasgow: W. & R. Holmes, 1919),

P* 75.
3. Smith, op. uit.
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years, the near-complete estrangement of Industrial workers from the church in

the nineteenth century is of primary significance for our investigation of the

present-day church-class relationship in Scotland.

A complex amalgam of forces combined to produce this socio-religious fissure.

The initiating cause appears to be the structural and normative disruption of the

rural society in which the church was deeply rooted. Not only were great numbers

disgorged from this familiar setting, but 'tie church lacked the foresight or

flexibility to transfer her institutional centrality to the inner-city districts.

Ehe was never able to function en an integrative, normative force among the crowded

masses in the factory centers. The conditions produced by early industrialism

further removed the working classes from the religious view of life predominant in
the countryside. Instead, the new values, movements and means of succour which

emerged were thoroughly secular. The deep class divisions and the wide social

gulf of the industrial cities was reflected in the patterns of religious behaviour.

In short, both rapid social change and differential class conditions in the

industrial areas were motivating factors in producing this working class religious

abstention.

The attitudes and operation of the church also provide dues to working class

irreligion. Tn the burgeoning industrial cities the church plainly identified

herself vith the values end aspirations of the prosperous elements. Her efforts

to attract the oppressed factory labourers was aimed almost exclusively at what

she considered spiritual and moral laxity, and failed to take serious account of

the social and material barrenness of their existence. The church was, therefore,

viewed by most vurkers as both irrelevant to practical life and hostile to their

desire for economic betterment. Belated social concern expressed in the "Social

Gospel" and "Christian socialist" at the end of the century failed to significantly

alter the pattern of working class non-involvement in the church, but did make some

contribution to the cause of the Labour movement. However, only a minority of
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churchmen were able to detach themselves from their middle class orientation

and anti-Labour biases. It may finally be concluded that the cultural pattern

of life among the urban working classes which were established in this era, for

the most part, excluded the practice of institutional religion. Today*s roughly

similar configuration of class involvement in the church is in a large part a

legacy of the nineteenth century.
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A. EXPLANATICK OP PURPOSE

-mother pillar supporting the interpretive structure is built by data from

the airvey of Commissioners to the General ssembly of the Church of ;oo tland in

the Spring of 1964. The focus of this chapter is the social orientation and.

attitudes of this selected segment of the leadership of the National Church# In

bringing these data into consideration, ay basic purpose is to discover any avail-

table clues to the class differences in church participation from the backgrounds

and perspectives of these prominent representatives of the church. The expecta¬

tion, naturally, on the basis of the foregoing historical survey sand the present-

day church involvement patterns which have been observed, is a strong middle class

orientation. The exploration which follows confirms this expectation, providing

an imposing suggestion that the church maintains a "built-in" middle class bias#

A secondary, complimentary, purpose, is to catch a glimpse of the "mind" of

the church concerning contemporary social, economic and religious issues. ouch a

glimpse should make a useftil addition to our understanding of the church's stance

in relation to the wider panorama of social institutions and events.

Rather than giving a detailed treatment to the data of this survey, an over-

iview of the material will be compressed into one short chapter. Pour areas of

information will be summarised and tabulated: the social background of clergy

and elders ( and present occupational status of t he elders) j the assessment and

observations of the leaders concerning their own churches; opinions about the

church in her action and relationship to people generally; and opinions about an

array of sooial and economic questions.

B, THE GA.IPLB

Preliminary to delving into trie four areas of survey data, let me laake clear

the nature of the sample and survey procedures. i-rior to the annual convention

of the Church's central legislative body, The General Assembly, a questionnaire was
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sent by post to nearly all of the appointed Commissioners. One half of the

Commissioners are ministers, each of whom attends the ssembly once every four

years. The other half is composed of elders, who are appointed by their local

Presbytries (regional bodies of elders and ministers which carry authority in

matters of church policy and government). A representative cross-section of

ministers is couaaissioned each year, but the elders are rather untypical since

availability is one paramount consideration in their selection. It is appreciated

by officials of the church, and was stated to me by some of these, that the elders

commissioned tend to be preponderantly older men, raary of whom are retired.

(Considering the availability factor, the question was posed to each of the elders

among the Commissioners: "las your ability to "get away* the overriding considera-

ition?" Nearly one-half, forty-six per cent, responded in the affirmative, testi-

: lying to the centrality of this matter).

Of the 1,300 questionnaires distributed, 520 were returned, a return rate of

forty per cent. In addition, a number of letters cams in (about forty) with a

variety of explanations for not returning the questionnaire. Though church

officials commented (on the basis of their experience) that the response was

extremely good, especially for ministers, two unfortunate factors no doubt held it

down somewhat. First, the list of Commissioners was not available until about a

fortnight prior to the Assembly. Cince I wanted to provide the respondents with

the questionnaire before the Assembly (with its possible effects on their opinions)

the forns were then immediately sent out. .All but a smell minority of the

completed questionnaires were returned befoxe the Assembly opened, but had there

been longer before the event and less distraction in preparation for it (the Church

sent each Commissioner a number of preparatory materials) the response rate right

well have been increased. -Secondly, lack of funds and the oncoming of the holiday

season disallowed follow-up letters. Had follow-up been feasible, it would likely

have elicited further r-esponses, and would also have provided better means of

controlling any self-selection distortions.
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Perhaps the most important clue to the lines of any such distortion of the

sample is deducible from letters of those men who explained their option to leave

the questionnaire unanswered. A number of these very pointedly criticised the

whole venture of sooiologiaL penetration of the church. To be sure, the majority

of comments appended to the completed forms were kind and encouraging, as were

some of the letters suggesting that the sender for some reason felt unable to give

assistance. But a substantial number, who it may be assumed represent the views

of many more who made no reply, indicated definite opposition to my quest for

information. I think it is legitimate to assume that the Commissioners who react

very negatively to an inquiry about the church - which is certainly no more

"personal" or probing than the familiar public opinion sux-veys by major organiaa-

jtions - are of a more "reaction ary" sort than those yho willingly comply. If

this is the case, then it may well be that the respondents represent a more

"liberal" segnont of church leadership than the non-respondents. The tone of

this vocal opposition is dramatised by the excerpts from letters given anonymously

below.

I find the enclosed a perplexing document, which I have made no
effort to fill in tut please note: ... if you really desire answers
to the personal questions in Section X, 14-23, I suggest you will
find moat, if not all, of them in 'Who*s who' ... The fact that I
am a member of the Conservative Party covers most if not all the
questions in . ection III.

I am glad that you are aware of your presumption in asking
ministers (or elders for that matter), to reply to questions of
a very personal nature. I would not, however, impute impertinence
to your questionnaire so much as irrelevance ... It would be more
scholarly - though admittedly might entail more research on your
own part - to study the Church's official reports ... in order to
get a worthwhile statement on the Church's attitude to such
community and political matters ...

I am instructed by - to say that he cannot accede to your
request thot he should complete your form, as he is not in the
habit of disclosing his private affairs or opinions to outside
sources. He also wishes rae to say that as an Elder of the Church
of ocotl :=nd for some years standing, he does not think it a part
of an Elder's duty to answer such questions as you use ...
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I regard your questionnaire as a quite unwarranted intrusion.
X consider that you should never have been provided with the
list of Cotnaissioners to the General Assembly for this purpose
We are not interested in the politics or status of our member-
sship in the fellowship of the Church ... The "loaded Questions"
of ection HI are especially dangerous, and if members of
Commission are misguided enough to oomply with your request I
dread to think That a distorted picture you may eventually
present.

I have not got time to complete a questionnaire which is
largely pointless.

Rubbish.

Any minister of the Church of Scotland who has time to complete
this taradiddle is taking money under false pretences. America
may be brainwashed into a form filling existence. We are not.
And we know that statistics can prove anything even That is known
to be untrue.

Never in ny life have I received a questionnaire of this nature,
and no-one has any right to interfere with one* a private life.
I have never experienced rudeness like this, and that stands for
my elder as well as for nyself, Answers to questions like these
oan never be of any value to anybody, and God help the Church
whose leaders have no more to do than send out a questionnaire of
this nature to men who are trying to do their level best both fcr
the Church and for the community in which they reside.

Another Commissioner nho did complete the form appended this comment, "I am

afraid this enquiry is not being well received by some ministers according to

conversations I have heard", Quite an understatement1 The fact that such nega-

jtive dispositions toward the survey is one substantiated reason for non-response,

is worth bearing in mind as it tends to suggest that the stance cf non-respondents

may be even more conservative than that of the respondents, for whom, of course, we

have definite information.

In terms of the age distribution of the sample, we oan see from the age

profiles in Table IX - 1 below, that while ministers are scattered over a quite

"Natural" age curve for such a professional group, with the modal point within the

50-59 age bracket, the elders are predictably concentrated in the higher age

brackets over one-half falling in the above 60 years brackets.
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TABLE IX. - 1.

ACE PROFILES OF CO-MISSIONDRS

N sub-40 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+ Total

Ministers (257) 19 24 36 12 9 100>i

aiders (241) 8 1J 2^ 32 20 100,:
Total (498) 13 21 30 21 14 1CX&

(Note: total 'N' will always add up to less than 520, the number of returned
questionnaires, due to a number of partially completed forms).

A very rougfr demarcation is made with regard to canaunitgr size in Table IX - 2

below using a Aural-urban dichotomy, "Urban" inoludes men from the "four cities"

of Scotland - Edinbur^i, Glasgow, Dundee and berdeenj plus a small additional

number from major satellite towns; "rural" refers to all others regardless of

county, prooduaity to an urban area or size of town.

Total

10Q

JU9&-

10Qt

C, SOCIAL - POLITICAL CHARACTER
OF QIUACH LEADERSHIP.

Information was obtained regarding the occupational statuses and educational

attainment of the elders which is tabulated below (Tables IX - 3 and IX - 4).

TABLE IX - 2

RURAL - URBAN DID .U..JTIUMS

N Rural Urban

Fillisters (241) 59 41

KM"™ i&D !£

Total (472) 59 41
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Obviously, there la no point in relating similar information for ministers who,

with few exceptions, have University and Seminary training. The data reveals

the expected high status character of the elders and their concoraitant above average

educational profile.

Because of the anticipated "weighting" of the status distribution to non-

tmanual positions, the classification system was tailored to demonstrate the

gradations of middle class more precisely than it shows the gradations of manual

occupations. 1 single "working class" category contains all levels of manual

status whereas non-manual is broken down into "Upper" (combined here with Upper

Middle, since only 1+,' of the elders are allocated this highest status); "Upper

hiddle"; "Middle"; and "Lower Middle" classes. The basic contents of the class

groupings are: "Upper and Upper Middle" - higher professionals, civil servants,

government officials, company owners, directors or high officials and substantial

land owners; "Middle" - teachers, managers and lesser officials, lower professio-

snals and independent farmers; "Lower Middle" - clerical and office workers,

shopkeepers, salesmen and foremen. Regretably, a number of the elders indicated

that they were retired without stating their pre-retirement occupational positions.

These are included in the final column of T_ole IX - 3* rfhere retired elders

provided information as to the position held before retirement they have been

included in one of the status categories.
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TABUS a - 3

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF ELDERS

N Upper and Lower forking
Upper Middle Kiddle Middle (Manual) Retired Total

(238 ) 37 31 15 2 1 6 10C^

N

(206)

til n1 tia^m
secondary
education

17

TABLE IX - 4

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT Ob1 ELDSRL

Advanced

Secondary
education

30

Teacher^ College car
other specialised
advanced training

31

University
degree

22

Total

10C#

Clearly we may conclude from these data that the elders appointed Commissioners

preponderently middle class, comply with expectations. The next step in examining

social orientation takes us back to the previous generation - the social backgrounds

of clergy as well as elders which are presented by the following tabulation of

fathers' occupations. It will be noticed that, on the average, minister® bail

from even higher status homes than do the elders. On this, and several following

measures, a further urban-rural breakdown is included. What little difference is

made by this demarcation suggests slightly higher status origins for the "rural"

church leaders.
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TABLE 14-5

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 0? CCMMIS.JLONERS1 FATHERS

N

Upper &
Upper
Middle Middle

Lower
Middle Working Total

MINISTERS:
Urban ( 93) 33 28 26 13 100

Rural (137) ¥) 19 21 20 100;

All (230) 38 23 23 17 1<X$

ELDERS:
Urban ( 85) 16 26 24 34 10®;

Rural (126) 18 38 25 18 10®;

All (211) 17 33 25 25 io®;

One-third of the urban elders are from working class homes, the highest

incidence of lever status background for any of the groups. Over four-fifths of

the ministers overall, and exactly three-fourths of the elders, are from non-

manual parentage. It has been pointed out in several societies that udnisters are

normally attracted from relatively high status homes, For instance, Lenski states

that, "If our sample was at all representative, the white Protestant ministers of
A

Detroit are disproportionately recruited from middle class homes"•

1, Lenski, pp. e±t., p. 305.
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Xhe same situation almost certainly obtains in the Church of Sngland. Leslie

Paul reviews data showing that "the diocesan bishop is well connected and

the family into vhich he is bom is probably either clerical or professional".1
Consistent with the prevalently middle class origins are the data on

political affiliation. The assumed Tory inclination of non-manual persons is

evident. There is also an appreciable Liberal preference, especially among the

ministers where a greater number vote Liberal than vote for the Labour party#

Less than one fifth of the Commissioners, overall, say they usually vote for the

Labour party. This is a striking confirmation of the absence of working class

identification on the part of church leadership.

TABLE IX - 6

POLITICAL PARTI PREFERENCE

N Conservative Labour Liberal Total

Ministers:
Urban ( 88) 62 20 18 100;'

Rural (119) 57 19 2k 10C£

All (207) 59 20 21 100-i

Elders:
Urban ( 85) 68 | 22 9 10Qv

Rural (122) Tk 13 13 100*

All (207) 72 17 12 ioc?:.

Reflecting the Liberal strength in the northern rural areas of Scotland, there

are higher proportions of Liberal choices among both ministers and elders from

1, Leslie Paul, The Deployment and Rayment of the Clergy. (London, Westminster:
Church Information House, 1967; p.111.
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froej rur d sections. The most Labour oriented group are the urban elders who,

as wo have noted, more often than the other groups co«e from working class hones.

Kone-tho-less, overall, elders have even fewer Labour party choices than do

ministers and an appreciably higher proportion of Conservative party selections

(72/.' to 597*)• >>hat is most significant for class differentiation in church

participation is the decided non-Labour bias of the church leaders.

A further indicator of social orientation is in the form of a question

concerning "closest personal friendships"• Specifically, the question called

for the occupations of the four persona in the comsminity, excluding relatives, with

whom the respondent enjoyed the "closest personal r^ationahip", and whether or

not each of these persons was a marker of the respondentia church congregation.

.Answers to the first part of tl» query, the class base of friendship, are given in

Table IX - 7* All of the replies (reported occupations of friends) are combined

into a single table IX - 7,

table ix z2

OCCUPATIONAL STATUh 0? CLOSST FRIENDS

N Upper
Upper
Middle Middle

Lower
Middle Working Other Total

Ministers:
Urban (22,8) 15 41 27 21 4 12 10Q

Rural (395) 11 23 34 11 9 12 10C^

All (643) 12 30 31 15 7 12 10Q

Elders:
Urban (330) 5 25 26 18 6 20 10qv

Rural (397) 5 21 33 16 11 14 1QQ&

All (727) 5 23 30 17 9 17 100,"



In general, this table supports the observation of a notable middle alaas

orientation of ohurch leaders, demonstrating the fact that this orientation is

not confined to class backgrounds and political commitments but, as would be

expected, it is also clearly a* work in selection of personal friends. audi a

non-working-class context of intimate relationships would oert.dnly tend to rein-

: farce the basic middle class "belangtngness" of the clergy and ley leaders, and

the natural middle class bias aocompanying such a frame of reference, Being

enmeshed in the life of the church, as these church leaders clearly are, does not

appear to stimulate dose personal ties across class lines. In other words, the

church does not seem to create effective liaisons between class sections of the

cocanunity, at least so far as intiraate relationships are concerned. A point of

marked interest is that urban ministers sustain friendships, on the whole, farthest

removed from the working class, even though many of the ministers have parishes

within rather iiaaogeoeous working class districts.

Turning to the question of whether these friends are among the members of

the respondents own church congregation, two points especially stand out in

Table IX. - 8, First, ministers are more likely than elders to be close to fellow

church members, Second, among both ministers and elders, the rural sections

report a higher proportion of friends within their own churches.
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TABLE IX - 8

FHOPGfiTXON OF CLOSEST FRIENDS IN OWN CHURCH CQNGREG .*»X

number of Friends Mentioned % in own church

Ministers:
Urban (300) 91%

Rural (»?> ~b

All (699) 67

Elders:
Urban (331) 45

Rural 1*2) 61

All (743) 54

(Note: the numbers in this table do not correspond with those in IX - 7 because
some respondents answered only the ceoond part of the question but gave no
occupations).

It is, I think, particularly notable that urban elders, who we may assume are

among the most absorbed in church activities and relationships, report less than

half of their closest local friendships within the church congregation* This

would seem to add soma support to the conclusion that the urban church provides a

very limited context of communal belongingness* None-the-less, the overall

figure (sixty per cent of closest friends are church members) it is undoubtedly far

higher than would be the case for people other than ministers and leading laymen*

The foregoing data thoroughly confirms the expected middle class bias of

ministers and elder®. The men in this sample are overwhelmingly middle olass in

family background, education and personal friendships and are over eighty per cent

non-Labour in political commitment* Such a decisive class bias is bound to make an

impression on the style and "drawing-power" of the church. The whole operation of

the church, and method of presenting her message, is undoubtedly coloured by this
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"well-to-do" orientation of her top-level leadership, Clock and Stark refer to

American surveys that show the governing bodies to be far higher In status ccsiposi-

: tion than the congregations they represent. The conclusion drawn is apt for our

stuhy, "The Church more th- a oat other institutions in society* is committed to

serve everyone without regard to sex, age, ©conoedo position, race, or ethic group

membership•••••• It would seem that the relative exclusion of certain groups fro.;

church government can only serve to reduce the church' a capacity to follow out its

commitment in practice",^
0, DESCI-MIOK Off Tito Oi UH.HCC

A series of questions were included which requested information about the

churches represented by the respondents: their ialluence or: the membership and

community, the class composition of their congregations and Sessions (Boards of

Alders), and tiie amount of contact between members of the same class and different

classes*

1, Church Influence,

A scale of five choices from "very strong" to "very weak" was given to the

men pertaining to the church's influence on her membership and on the community

at large, Bo few "very weak" replies resulted that these are included with the

"weak" answers in both cases, first. Table IX - 9 presents opinions of the

influence of the respondents' churches on their own congregations.

1, Glock and Stark, op. ait,, p,p, 131-137,
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TABLE IX - 9

REPORTED CHURCH INgLUENCK •JN THE (XMGKBGATia.

K very strong strong moderate weak total

Ministers:
Urban ( 87) 16 13 69 2 loq;

Rural (133) 14 22 62 3 10#

All (220) 15 18 65 3 10#. ■

Elders:
Urban ( 92) 21 17 60 2 10#

Hural (127) 10 19 61 11 10#

all (219) 15 18 60 8 10#

Rural elders are a bit more prone to see the church as maintaining a merely

"weak" influence of hor membership. Otherwise the patterns of response are quite

similar, with nearly two-thirds of the total opting for the "moderate" label.

The community as a whole is seen as less under the influence of the church

than the church corsgregation, which is hardly surprising. "/Moderate" is again

the majority choice and there is on this measure considerable consistency between

the various groupings.
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TABLE IX - 10

REPORTED CHURCH mpltiaice or 'HIE "cqfeuusm"

n very strong strong moderate weak total

Ministers!
Urban ( 86) 2 12 56 30 100;:

Rural (135) 5 19 59 17 100:

All (221) 4 16 54 22 10q

Elders:
Urban ( 94) 4 20 62 14 ioq:

Rural (127) m 21 54 25 1qq

All (221) 2 21 57 20 100=

2, Church Cornredition by Class,

Information relevant to the differential class involvement in the church for

the whole of . cotland was elicited by the question, "shich of the following would

you say describes the compositions of your church congregation?" Pair alternatives

were provided: "mainly manual working class"; "mainly middle and professional

Class" "quite evenly manual working and middle class" and "don't know". Excluding

the very few "don't know" replies, the results appear in Table IX - 11,
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TAfli£ IX - 11

H Working Middle Equal 'l'otal

finistera:
Urban ( 91) 33 26 41 100/

Rural (129) 47 16 38 100/

All (220) 41 20 39 ioo'

Elders:
Urban ( 95) 32 23 45 100*

Sural (136) l& 12 42 looi

All (231) 40 16 43 100/

Superficially, it may seer, that the proportion of "mainly working class"

selections is •teUdngly high, that the report thereby contradicts the previous

finding of greater incidence of middle class than working class church p Anticipation,

But the results are found to be compatible with the general phenomenon of middle

class over-representation in the ciauch when three further considerations are

brought to bear on the data. First, the table shows that for both ministers and

elders there is reported a closer balance between working class and middle class

churches in the urban areas than in the rural areas. forking class abstention frcsa

the church is thought of primarily as an urban phenomenon, thau^i not entirely so.

A very crude statistical operation brings out the difference. If for the sake of

discovering a rough ratio of working class to middle class participation in church

congregations, we assume exactly equal proportions for the "quite even" selections
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and completely one—class congregations for the ".mainly" working class or middle

class selections, and further assume that all congregations are the same size

(or average out in this way), then we deduce these ratios: (Working class to

middle class) rural -2 to 11 urban - 11 to 9j and total - 3 to 2«

Second, to make these ratios really meaningful, we need to relate them to

the proportions of working class and middle class persons in the Scottish popula-

:tion as a whole. Analysis of the 1951 Census data shows that the country is, in

fact, something like four-fifths working class on the basis of the Registrar

General* s system of classification. Taking all grades of "wage earners" - 81>'o

of the total male population were classified (Classes III, IV, and V) as what we

may term "working class". Even if we allow for some swelling of the ranks of non-

manual workers due to structural economic changes in the past fifteen years, and

if we assume that some of the most highly skilled within the Registrar General's

system may be accorded a "middle class" label, we would still find a ratio of

■working class to middle class something in the order of three to one. On to is

basis, it is clear that, relative to the class proportions in the population,

workers are greatly under-represented in the churches, especially in the urban

churches, (liven though there is considerable room for inexactitude in this

procedure, the likely distortions could not seriously attenuate the conclusions).

In fact, a third consideration introduces evidence that informs us of an

even larger proportion of middle aLass church participation than the above figures

reveal, I have controlled the reported class composition of congregations by the

reported average Sunday morning attendance of the churches. The result is a

significant positive correlation of congregational size and middle class incidence

of participation. Estimating ratios by the same method outlined above, we find

for congregations of under 200 average Sunday morning attendance, a nearly 5 to 2

predominance of working class persons; for congregations 200 or over in Sunday
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iuornir% attendance the ratio of working class to middle class persons is just over

5 to 4. Furthermore, for the very largest churches, those with at least 400

present on Sunday coming, the "mainly middle class" churches actually outnumber

the "mainly working class" churches.

The impact of this differential class composition of large and small churches

is of great nagnitute when we note that nearly half again as many churches are

described as having 200 or more in attendance on Sunday mornings than those

described as attracting fewer than this number. Taking into account both of these

factors - church attendance ratios by class vis a vie class ratios for the whole

population and the pattern of increased middle class representation in larger

churches - we may conclude that the reports of the church leaders consistent with

the class configuration obtaining in Prestonfield and in western societies generally.

Respondents were also aBked to describe the class composition of the "church

session" by choosing from the same alternatives.

TABU, IX - 12

SOCUL UA-rUlTIofr OA ULAU i.

h Working Middle Bqual Total

(91) 29 36 35 10QA

CM 27 22 ¥ 1QQ/

(225) 30 24 35 1 00^

( 96) 23 34 43 1 00a

1121) 23 22 2£ 1M

(227) 25 30 35 1 0QC

Ministers:
Urban

Rural

All

Elders:
Urban

Rural

All

There i® an over ten per cent shift to "mainly middle class" in ascribing

status to besaions vis a vis congregations, with a continuing higher middle class
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proportion in the reports of urban ministers and elders than in the reports of

rural churchmen. Interestingly, the elders "weight" their replies toward "middle
class" to a far greater extent than do the ministers. And in terms of the "church

size" •variable the greater middle class representation in large churches compared

with those under 200 in attendance is even more noticeable within the Sessions

than within the whole congregations. So the lay leadership of the church is

described as higher status than the congregations thich they represent. Even so,

the elders as a whole in the churches described are far more heterogeneous in

class than aire the elders in the sample. The Commissioner-elders are tacitly

admiting that they ure, overall, untypioally high in status.

3. Clergy - Laity Relationship.

Five alternatives, ranging from "intimate" to "hostile" were provided as

possible answers to the question: "Which of the following best describes the

relationship between ministry and laity in your church?" No one selected the

"hostile" alternative and very few the "distant" choice, so the latter is combined

with "x'oruial" answers in the table, Table IX - 13. The majority throughout, in

fact, select the most moderate answer, "quite dose".

TABLE IX

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MINISTRY & LAITT

N Intimate Quite Close Formal or Distant Total

Ministers:
Urban ( 91) 33 59 8 ioo/:

Rural (137) 28 62 6 ioai

All (228) 30 64 7 100a

Elders:
Urban ( 96) 22 59 19 ioq:

Rural (130) 24 50 26 ioqe

All (226) 23 54 23 10<%
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The most interesting feature of this profile of responses is that elders,

on the average, do not see the clergy-laity relationship as nearly so close as

i.dnisters see it# Nearly one fourth of the elders describe this relationship

as "formal" or "distant"; only 7% of the ministers do so. It Is a particularly

meaningful disparity when we consider that these elders are bound to be among the

closest to the ministers of any in the congregations. Surely the answers for

less-involved segsents of the congregations would be far more at variance with

the ministers* replies. We may rec .ll, for instance, that moBt of the men in

the Prestonfield sample did not think that ministers are usually "closely in touch

with people" (Chapter VII), The striking optimism of ministers in describing

the relationship seems to indicate a failure to appreciate the "distance" felt

by a great many who are active participants in the church, and overwhelmingly

by those who are not active in the church,

4, docial Contact Among Church Members,

A series of four questions were designed to elicit an appraisal of the

"communal" strength of the churches represented. The first half of this series

of questions - the first two questions - was px-esented in this manner:

Among the members of your church from the same social class, how much
contact would you say there is:
(a) in social activities connected with the church?
(b) in social activities not oonnected with the church?

The same format was then repeated with the words "different social classes"

substituted for "the same social class", i^irst. Table IX - 14 relates the figures

for church connected activities.
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TABLE IX - 14

CONTACT BETWEEN MEMBERS Pi CHURuH-CQNNBCTd u ACTIVITIES

dame Class
N great deal occasional little total

Ministers:
Urban ( 89) 58 37 5 10<$

Rural (131) 50 42 8 10C&

All (220) 54 40 6 10Cpi

Elders:
Urban ( 92) 38 51 11 ioq:

Rural (129) 37 49 14 100;

All (221) 38 50 13 10QP?

Different Classes

Ministers:
Urban ( 79) 44 41 15 10C£

Rural (127) 46 46 9 100£

All (206) 45 44 12 10C$

Elders:
Urban ( 85 29 52 19 10<$

Rural (129) 24 53 14 10Q£

All (214) 26 52 16 100^

As with the relationships between minister and members, clergymen tend to

be extremely optimistic about the relationships between member and member, perhaps

unrealistically so; they consistently describe a greater measure of interwnanber

contact than do the elders* Predictably, members of different classes are seen as

enjqying less social activity - even church-connected activity - than socially

similar members. Notably, only one—fourth of the elders say there is a "great

deal" of church-connected activity*
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0f course, there is a general reduction in frequency of contact described
when we turn to inter-member social contact outside the church.

TABLE IX - 15

COMPACT BETWEEN KEMHEHS OUTSIDE Trr. CHURCH

N great deal occasional little ? total

dame Class

...iniaters:
Urban ( 09) 28 43 21 8 100/'

Rural (131) 42 45 1 2 10#

All (220) 37 44 10 5 10#

Elders:
Urban ( 92) 20 42 27 11 100X

Rural (128) 23 48 17 11 100/o

All (220) 22 46 21 11 loqpi

Different Classes

Ministers:
Urban ( 82 7 38 43 12 100,

Rural (129) 30 40 26 3 10#

All (211) 21 39 33 7 10#

lders:
Urban ( 87) 8 39 37 16 10#

Rural (124) 12 50 26 12 10#

All (211) 10 46 30 14 10#

Ministers' inclination to report appreciable more contact between members

than do elders appears again in regard to activities outside the church. But a

salient urban-rural variation also canes to the fbre. Throughout, menbers of

non-city churches are described as enjoying more mutual contact outside the church



in comparison with urban church members. The disparity is of a high magnitude

when members of different classes are under consideration. Extremely few ministers

or elders of urban churches say there is "a great deal" of contact between members

from different classes outside the church. This observation gives additional ,

and substantial, support to the suggestion that churches do not act as communal

settings in which heterogeneous social groups are drawn into close personal

relationships# Whatever heterogeneity of urban church congregations obtains, is

confined to the church itself; it does not provide the basis for outside-the-church

ties or personal friendships#

fc. OPINIONS KBGAHDIKG- CHUicCH'S PCblTlUN & gTREHQM

The final section of the questionnaire consisted of a series of eighteen

propositions related to issues of religious, social and economic importance.

Respondents were asked to indicate their degree of support or opposition to these

propositions by selecting one of five alternatives: "strongly support", "support",

"dorft know", "oppose" and "strongly oppose". The several relevant areas of

questions were not separated, but rather questions were thoroughly interspersed.

Propositions pertaining to the church, far purposes of analysis, are divided into

those involving the social action of the church and those involving the church's

relevance to individuals today. Henceforth, I will dispense with tlie urban-rural

dichotomy as it has generally minor effect on the following profiles of opinion#

1# social Action of the Church.

Responses to three propositions concerning the church* s social action and

pronouncements are summarised in tabular form below# "Dorft know" selections are

eliminated from the breakdown and for simplification only the percentage of

supportive answers (combining both degrees of support) are given in each instance#
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TaBLE IX - 16

QMHIoha UN CHURUH'S aOCghL AC/i'IOT'IS

N support

"The church has not demonstrated sufficient Ministers (236) 46
concern for the temporal conditions of people
(economic situation, working conditions, etc)" alders (215) 49
"The church should not make official Ministers (239) 20
pronouncements on political and economic
questions". Elders (217) 47
"locial welfare should form a major part Ministers (232) 84
of the church's task in spreading the
gospel". Elders (227) 90

Variation between ministers and elders is not appreciable on the first and

third propositions. As Prestonfield respondents have already shown, the church is

preponderantly seen as an institution which should concern herself with matters of

social welfarej ministers and elders are about evenly divided over the question

of whether this responsibility has been sufficiently carried out. Elders are a

good deal more likely to say that the church should avoid making "official" pro¬

nouncements on non-religious questions, however.

2. Opinions on Contemporary Eelevance of the Church.

The five propositions tabulated below are less focused in theme but can all

be seen to relate to the above rubrio. The penultimate statement about the effect

of Internal divisions in the church is, perhaps, sui generis, but certainly per—

stinent to the church's impact in society.
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TABLE IX - 17

OPINIONS OK CHURCH'S RKLEVAN(T

N % support

"The church today is identified by most
people too much with social tradition".

ministers
Elders m 61

71

"Ministers are generally too aloof from
the lives of lay people".

Ministers
Elders

(229)
(211)

28
37

"Most workers consider the church and her

message to be quite irrelevant to their
situations".

Ministers

Elders

(226)

(199)

69

70

"Social and economic differences between
members h .ve seriously hindered the unity
and brotherhood of the church".

Ministers

Elders

(222)

(212)

34

36

"Church people today, in general, are
becoming more secular and raaterialiatic" •

Ministers
Elders

(225)
(214)

71
79

Some interesting prima facie contradictions appear when we examine the patterns

of response to these propositions, even though there is a remarkable degree of

agreement between ministers ana elders. In the first place, the majority agree

that Hie church is too much identified with social tradition and that she is

considered irrelevant by most workers. On the other hand, the majority declare

that ministers are not too aloof and that the "unity and brotherhood" of the

Church has not been seriously hindered by socio-economic divisions. Of course,

there is substantial minority disagreement with the majority opinion on all of

these issues. None-the-leaa, the prevailing opinions do not seem to present a

consistent perspective. Apparently, these church leaders are aware that the

church's image is somevhat deficient, especially among working, class persons, but

ih«"*r do not attribute this deficiency, in the main, to clerical distance or social

differences. In contrast with the church leaders, our Prestonfield data suggests
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agreemsnt with all of these propositions. It is plausible that those who are in

positions of institutional responsibility would be leas willing to express severe

criticisms of the institution than those with looser connections. Or it may be

that social bias end social distance operate in such subtle wys as to be hidden

fran those who are deeply enmeshed in the organisational structure of the church,

F, OPINIONS CW SOCIAL iiND BOOKaiC sU^TDIfc

The final area of analysis co .prises a number of the propositions expressing

viewpoints on social, economic, and political issues, I have classified these

accordiii^ to a rough "conservative" - "radical" dichotomy. These tortus ate

employed, not in the sense of direct connection with British political parties

but as revealing general propensity for traditionalism and ttatus quo" (conservative)
or preference for altering the existing structure of society (radical). The

distinction, though "sefUl for heuristic purposes, will be seen to imperfectly

encompass the various propositions.

Two groups of propositions will be considered in order: those expressing

an essentially "conservative" or "right wing" point of view and those expressing

an essentially "radical" or "liberal" sentiment. On the basis of the preponderantly

high status and Tory leanings of both ministers and elders, it is natural to

expect a higher measure of support for the "conservative" than for the "radical"

propositions, In fact, though the opinions do strain in this direction, the

contrast is not as great as might be anticipated.

The three "conservative" propositions below are mainly economic in nature

but have social and political ramifications as well. The tabulated results

reveal a notably stronger conservative stance on the part of elders than on the

part of ministers.
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TABLE IX - 18

PH3fQ4ITIOKS <-'ITH ODNSBRV,a'IVE BI.-,.,

N % support

"The biggest obstacle to economic Ministers (193) 49
expansion is too high wage demands"♦ Elders (200) 70

"It would likely prove dangerous to Ministers (208) 67
individual liberty to nationalise more
of the nation's industries". Elders (219) 78

"Trade unions today wield too much Ministers (208) 68
power"• Elders (220) 77

The natural expectation of high support for conservative ideas on the part

of those high-status cnurch leaders is confirmed very convincingly for the elders

but not particularly onvinoingly for the ministers. Averaging the combined

support for the three propositions, the resulting percentages are: ministers - 59/'

and elders - 71>» The ministers average suppor is diminished by an almost

evenly divided opinion on the first proposition concerning "too high wage demands"•

Three propositions are considered as presenting a "radical" case, perhaps

more properly a "liberal" case for the ideas are not extremely radical; they do

not call for any thorough-going restructuring of economic power but rather for

"egalitarian" modifications in the present system. While both groups (ministers

and elders) are less supportive of these statements than of the conservative

statements, the difference between the two groups is insignificant.
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TABLE IX - 19

PROPOSITIONS WITH RADICAL BI.

N % support

"The Government should control land Ministers (202) 64
prices and use the nation's land for

(212)the general welfare". Elders 59

"Industrial monopolies and high profit Ministers (169) 57
margins are greatly responsible for

(207)the country's economic woes"* Elders 53

The public boarding school is an ministers (209) 39
outmoded institution which is in opposition

(201)to the principles of democracy"* Elders 45

By combining the support for the three statements we find that there is an

average support u* pjl by the ministers and 52/i by the elders* It is especially

interesting - and on the face of it, anomalous - that the first two propositions

receive majority support by both groups as thes* are not only mildly radical in

tone but are in line with Labour party doctrine* Only the statement condemning

the "public school" is, on the whole, opposed. Among this group of church leaders,

then, sho are generally middle class and pro-Tory, there seems to coexist a

relatively strong support for conservative ideas (in the case of the ministers, a

less definite leaning) and a less extensive but considerable support for mildly

radical ideas* Clearly, of course, the two sets of propositions are not diamet-

jrically in opposition and may be logically adhered to within a single rational -

though, perhaps, unusual - ideological system. But the result does sear, to

partially attenuate the very conservative image presented by the social and

political character of the churchmen,

dh the one question of "privilege", that pertaining to the "public school',

the ministers are, for the only time, found to the "right" of the elders* Renneta-

:bering that the class origins of the clergy were even higher than those of the
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elders, and that the ministers are even better educated as a group, it is very

probable that a higher proportion of them attended a "public school" • Thus

ministers may be especially tending to defend their own backgrounds and training

in opposing the deprecation of this institution. It is, of course, possible that

the wording of the question "overstates the caae" and fails to receive the support

of sans who are personally not in favour of the continuance of public schools but

base their opposition on other grounds than those set forth in this statement.

I think it is true to suggest that the overall effect of these economic

propositions has been to reveal a spectrum of opinion less singularly "right wing"

than would be implied by the social status and political commitments of the res¬

pondents. For the elders though, more than for the ministers, some leaning to

the conservative side on significant issues is apparent.

a. smJM

In brief, this "wide-lens" overview of data from the survey of Church of

ocotland Commissioners, has, an the whole coincided with the data from the smaller

(and entirely different) Preetonfield study. And it has provided a major link in

the interpretive chain of this investigation, for it has given unmistakable proof

to the notion that the National Church is, in terms of leadership, middle class

oriented and directed. If the sample is at all typical - and with a few reserve-

:tions it is almost certainly quite representative - then it is obvious that

ministers and leading elders are disproportionately - indeed, overwhelmingly - re-

jcruited from higher statue sections of the community. In education, in family

background, in political persuasion, in personal friendships and in occupational

position, the sample is definitely middle class in character.

Urban ohurches are declared to enjoy less contact among members than rural

churches, being almost totally without such contact for members of different

classes in social activities outside the church. I have on several occasions

alluded to the fact that the urban church does not, apparently, provide a coouaun&l
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context in which social relationships are created vhich would not normally be

created outside the church. It is however, moat interesting that the respondents

do not believe tliat the evident social differences have had a detrimental effect

on the "unity &nd brotherhood" of the church* But they do, in the main, accept

the fact that workers consider the church tied to social tradition*

On social and economic issues, great diversity opinion appears, with a

greater non-radical bent on the part of elders than on the part of ministers* But

I have noted that there is some reason to believe that the moot trenchantly reactio-

: nary commissioners have opted to leave the questionnaire unanswered*
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A. PRELIMINARY REVIEW

This final chapter plays a unique and composite role. It may be said to

serve three distinct purposes: to complete the provisional interpretive scheme;

to pull together "loose strings" from previous chapters; and to provide a sumraa-

:tion of the conclusions *hich emerge from the thesis as a whole#

In particular, I am concerned with furnishing tentative comprehension (beyond
what has JLrea^y been ventured) of the contrast between wide class dissimilarities

in church involvement and wide class similarities in church "attachment" (attitudes,

etc)# The expectation that socisl class groupings would prove to be meaningful

and distinct, carrying wide implications in values, commitments and behaviour, was

confirmed# It was further confirmed that - as likewise anticipated - these social

demarcations are reflected in church participation (church participation increasing

with status)# But class divisions have not proven to be strongly associated with

differences in the profiles of attitudes and beliefs pertaining to the church.

However, the attitudinal dimensions were not altogether barren of explanatory

value. Some dues emerge, which, taken in conjunction with differences in social

class dispositions onion-religious issues, contribute to the construction of

provisional interpretive hypotheses for variations in church-going. In short,

these accumulated findings h ve accomplished two things: thqy demonstrated the

genuine contrast in religious behaviour between working and middle classes, arid

they pointed to the need for explanations (of church involvement variations) which

go beyond the concrete findings of the main empirical research, the Prestonfield

survey#

I have already introduced two additional sources of "explanatory" material.

One obvious and productive source was historical data. The historical investiga¬

tion made it plain that present-day social lines of division in religious institu¬

tions represent continuations (roughly) of a general pattern existing for a number

of generations. The rootage of tills socio-religious cleavage is in the historical
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processes of urbanisation and industrialisation, and in the social diaintigration,

restructuring and emergent social divisions linked with these momentcus social

changes*

Returning to a contemporary source, to inform the study of the shape and

orientation of the church's current leadership, I examined data from the survqy of

Church of Scotland ministers and elders. Analysis of this survey showed that the

National Church is manifestly biased toward the middle class on the very straight-

: forward basis of the status composition of her leadership* The policy makers and

"mood-makers" of the church are grounded in the hitter social ranks* They, therefore,

provide the church unavoidably with a certain built-in class "character" which

inevitably permeates (not, of course, without the modification of other influences)
in values, programme and appeal of the church. Whatever "ideal" social hetero-

sgeneity the church would like to manifest, the fact is the church confronts a

crisis of narr-ow social identification.

Let us look at this dilemma a bit more closely* The church claims a spiritual

stewardship over the entire community. Since the middle ages, in fact, she has

been organised an the assumption that all persons are within her fold and comply

with her authority* But, as we have seen, this assumption has long since ceased

to correspond to the real situation. To be sure, the church is still the most

heterogeneous institution - taking the whole of her membership - but there is now

nothing automatic or compulsory about participation in her life. Abstention is

optional - a quite viable option - and this option is exercised unequally by

various social groups. Thus the church is forced with the need to "win" the

commitment of individuals and groups, to attract them, to vie with other institu¬

tions end sources of values for their involvement. It will no longer suffice to

ring the church bells on Sunday morning, open the doors, don clerical attire, and

wait for the flood of parishioners to fill the sanctuiy. (Parenthetically, it
often appears that majy churchmen see little need to go beyond the routine "open
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the doors and wait" policy).

In undertaking this modern "missionary* task, the church is faced with one

crucial problem (among others). On the one hand, she is confronted with the

widest possible range of persons end need: in age-distribution, education, social

situation, sex, value-system, etc. On the other hand, she must operate with the

encumbrances of limited manpower and limited organisational flexibility. Especially

in one minister parishes (the large majority) the minister is beleagured with a

bewildering scope of responsibility from administrative duties to hare and hospital

visitation to the reflective needs of sermon preparation. Unless laymen are to

be well-trained and imaginatively employed, it is simply out of the question for

individual churches to provide a really diversified programme with a wide range of

appeals, except perhaps in some unusually large parishes. (The desirability of

generally more diversified church programmes is disputed and the possible contents

problematic). And since the lay leaders tend to be oriented toward the more

educated and better-off, it is doubtful to what extent they could aid in broadening

the social base of the church's appeal.

In short, the church, faced with the formidable task of enlisting - rather

than taking for granted - the commitment of individuals from various social groups

and strata, also finds herself with the practical necessity of restricting the range

of her programme and social appeal. Because she is middle class dominated and

thus especially sensitive to middle class needs and desires, the restriction must

almost certainly work in one direction. There is a very strong tendency to orient

the programme and ante the main appeal to the middle class section of the community;

this happens without conscious realisation often times. The result, of course, is

to sustain or accelerate the status homogeneity of the congregations. The middle

class bias is further enhanced by the fact that positions of leadership usually go

the best qualified ^n extra-religious bases: education, degree of responsibility

in occupational position, etc. This would seem to serve to intensify the involve-



:merit of middle class persons in comparison with that of working class members*

Assume the church defines her task in contemporary society in terms like

these: to provide a religious context of commitment and interaction for person®

of all social position®, to give them a transcendental dimension to life and to

inculcate in them a Christian moral and ethical system* To accomplish such a

task the church must be able to motivate the commitment and satisfy the needs of

persons fro- all backgrounds and in all social environments* But the critical

question - for the church far more than for this study -5a whether such a comprehen-

isive structure of influence is conceivable given the continuing localised

parochial organisation of the church and the middle class domination of the church

(if indeed the whole pattern of life and "philosophy of life" today will permit

such a central influence by the church).

This drcituitous sketch of findings and problems brings us to ~ue basic

undertakings of this chapter* The first of these undertakings, which focuses a

number of the data from th# thesis, comprises a confrontation of class "character"

- the differences in way of life, needs, comprehension, organisational dispositions,

etc - with the "character" of the church - membership, mode of operation, liturgy#

position vis a vis the wider society, eto* From this confrontation, I will

postulate critical contrasts in class compatibility with the church as explanations

for differential class involvement in the church. It is, of course, assumed that

social differentiations imply variations in religious dispositions. The extent

to which these variant dispositions are satisfied by the church should be one

determinant of the disparities in participation*

It should be reiterated that the suggestions that follow, while motivated

by the research data, go beyoral the clear findings in order to construct provisional

postulates of interpretation* These suggestions do not masquerade as iron-clad

conclusions car validated hypothesis* In section (A) the question of class

contrasts in compatibility with the church will be addressed, using the familiar

"church-sect dichotomy" as a relevant theoretical mould* Section (B) probes the

realm of " f\inctional alternatives" to the church, an issue which logically
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follows from working class indisposition toward the main religious institutions*

Tlxe object of interpretive speculation in section (C) will be the curious residue

of vague reverence for the church which was found to be diffused through all the

strata (Cahpter VII) and to be in tension with the id# incidence of criticism of

concrete representations of the church* Section (D) will serve to conclude both

the chapter and text of the entire thesis*

B* Dlt^ESNTIAL GLASS DISPOSITIONS TO THE CHURCH

1* Contrasts in compatibility with Church*

Before re-introducing the "church-sect dichotomy" and applying this conoep-

: tualiaation to disparate class dispositions toward the Scottish church, let me

review three discernible levels of class "compatibility" (and incompatibility)
with the church as she is currently represented* Our data have pointed to

contrasts in the prevalent role-systems of the two main classes,^ and to class

contrasts in predominate forms of interaction* These contrasts, which seem to

impinge upon church involvement patterns., will be briefly reviewed; then sugges¬

tions, less well anchored in the empirical data, will be advanced concerning tlie

effects of class disparities in "comprehension" on church participation,

l-lrst, regarding role-systecis, working class males seen to define their roles

in terms which are especially uncongenial to the formal practice of religion*

This impression distills from several findings* Workers reported a very hi#

incidence of discontinuation of religious practice (for both themselves and their

post-school friends) at the time they began working* Th^y also evinced a much

higher degree of reticence about religious topics than middle class respondents.

1* The curious Borderline status group is not considered in the discussion of
interpretations as I am trying to "round off" the conclusions and underscore major
class contrasts* The rather unpredictable and dimunitive intermediate grouping
may be borne in mind as reflecting characteristics of persons "in-between" the
major status divisions who do not fit well either middle class or working class
stereotypes.
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And, perhaps most revealirigly , they often suggested that some men wouldn't want
it known if they went to church because they would fear the ridicule that might

result and the danger of being scrutinised to discover behaviour viewed as inconais-

:tent with church-going# By cantrest, middle class men suggest very little

sense of social disapproval in church-going# This does not appear to be a serious

issue in shaping their patterns of religious practice#

Does the foregoing really indicate anything more than the tautological

suggestion that working class men are not inclined to gp to church because they are

not church-goers? I think there Is much more involved in the role contrasts than

this# Increased hame-centeredness not-with-standing, working class role-systems

seems to incorporate (to a fairly large extent) these traits: toughness, profanity,

shunning of pretentiousness and keeping one's distance from other social groups#

3y contrast, middle class role-systems appear to maximise sophistic Lion, variety

and concern with social propriety# (These suggestions, of course, are based cm

impressions as much a® on data and draw the widest possible contrast in order to

make the point clear)#

Church-going, I suggest, does not "fit" the typioal working class role

interpretation without appreciable tension, whereas the practice fits with little

tension (and may sometimes be motivated by) middle class role interpretations#

Por many working class men there is decided uneasiness and awkwardness with regard

to religious matters# The whole atmosphere of the occupational milieu - the

style and topics of conversation, the ideal "self-image" projected, the way of

looking at life - seems to keep religion at arm's length, as a vezy private

concern or something to be avoided altogether#

On the matter of interactional differences associated with class, our data

confirmed the familiar tendency of workers to shy away from associational involve-

jraents and instead to confine their interpersonal relationships to more informal,

uncomplicated situations# By contrast, middle class life is more highly compart-
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:mental iaed, maintaining a varied network of informal and formal contexts of

interaction. As a part of this compartaentalisation, middle class persons often

relate themselves to the church, seeing the church as one of several Itorms of

associational involvement which provides certain specifio values in roughly the

same manner as a golf club, charitable organisation or professional society may

provide other specific values. But working class life, relatively, is homogeneous

and confined to immediate, familiar and casual contexts. Informal fellowship with

workmates, easy intermingling with kinfolk, unhothered evenings in the home, the

casual "roughness" of the pub or football match: these are far more natural

aspects of male working class life. Participation in the church (which is formal

and associatiunal) is relatively unnatural and uncomfortable.

We have noted that in previous eras when rural patterns of life prevailed,

the church was a vital part of the solidarity and "wholeness" of life in the local

community. Today the church may be viewed as one optional voluntary organisation

among manyj She is not vital to integrating the "communities" of modem life.

Thus the development of compartmenta1i«ation, of segoentalised satisfaction of

various needs and desires, is something of a precondition to church involvement.

This style of life is unquestionably more characteristic of the middle class than

of the working class, and, therefore, the church more readily occupies one "compart-

:meat" in the lives of middle class persons.

Thirdly, on a more speculative plane, it is plausible that the degree of

compatibility between class " frameworks of co;r.prehensionM end the church's mode

of comnunication has an effect on church involvement. As an institution vieing

with others for the participation of individuals from various social situations,

the church's ability to communicate effectively, to express herself relevantly, is

critical.

People today -re not so grounded in religious symbols and theological ideas

that they necessarily comprehend and appreciate the sermons and services of the
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jcally and in a hi^ily educated language. There is considerable uncertainty

regarding her relevance and effectiveness in speaking to an industrialised, secular

age in general. But in-so-far as she is well-comprehended, this is far more

likely to be the case with the more educated. The "language" of the church is

far more akin to managerial or professional styles of communication than to working

class styles.

Earlier I cited the theories of Bernstein (Chapter V). He suggests that the

educational system is especially oriented to the language and comprehension of those

from middle class homes. To my knowledge there has been little empirical verifi-

:cation of this fact} there are many who question the validity of Bernstein's

formulations. Kono-the-less, there would seem to be a significant germ of truth

in the idea that in both the educational and religious realms the "language" and

values which are taken for granted are manifestly influenced by the fact that those

in positions to ooustunicate the respective bodies of knowledge are preponderantly

middle class and highly educated. Working class persons certainly have leas

formal education, are probably, on the whole, more confined in their use and

comprehension of words and in their frame of reference and more reliant upon collo-

:quial usages. As a result, they are less likely to understand and find meaningful

the language of the church.^
In short, it is suggested that the abstract, indirect, theological forma of

coniHunication employed by the church are far more compatible with the middle class

framework of comprehension than with the working class framework of comprehension.

1. The question may arise from this, then why is there a reasonably high
incidence of working class participation in the Catholic church? part of the
answer may be that catholics receive a better grounding in their religion, Mao
the Catholic style of worship incorporates rote recitation of familiar passages,
has lesser reliance on sermons but more on symbolism and is, therefore, probably
better comprehended by vorking class persons than is the Protestant service.
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In presenting her "message", the church is not only restricted by traditional

theological language and forma and by the dubious (tacit) assumption that parishlo—

:ners share an understanding of the religious knowledge presented, but she is

also constrained by her middle-dasaness to direct her communication to middle class

persons. The ixaiflict of church communication and working class comprehension

which results, may operate subtly, but it probably contributes to working cl&.\3

religious estrangement.

Nor is it simply a question of words and fOzraa of worship. It is also a

question of relevance. Sermons are geared to middle class parishioners because

ministers are more "in tune" with the needs, conflicts and values of middle class

persons. Pew church leaders are in a position (or raake an effort) to understand

working class life, What is relevant to the business man in terms of, say,

practical ethic-1 behaviour, may have little application to the man on the shop

floor, I suggest that the church "talks over the head" of most workers not only

because of the sophistication and esoteric nature of her language but because

ministers - to the extent that they make the church's message practical at all -

tend to direct themselves to natter's germane to middle class persons but foreign

to workers.

None of the above suggestions are conceived as singly sufficient to explain
\

the class differences in church involvement; they are seen as several contribu¬

tory aspects. In essence, they indicate that church has a middle class "character"

and thus makes its most effective appeal to middle class persons, Neither is

class "character" as dichotomised as the above suggestions indicate. Role

interpretations, structures of interaction and frameworks of comprehension may all

be viewed as polarites. The point is that in each case the church' a structure,

forms and presentation are mare congruent with the middle class end of the continuum,

2, The Church- -ci. Dichotomy,

The importance of differential religious dispositions associated with clans



and the differential class compatibility of religious institutions brings us to

the "church-sect dichotomy"• This is on© of the major "typologies" in sociology

of religion; it has been used in explaining many variations in religious organisa-

stion. The proposition can be simply stated: lower status persons tend to "feel"

their religion; ni^ier status persons tend to "do" their religion. Taking another

point of view, in Demerath's words the claurohlike parishioner is " segmentally"

involved In his religion; sectlike parishioners are " organically" involved.1
Of course, these "thumbnail" summations greatly simplify the total churah-scet

conceptual framework. Weber first expressed the contrast, referring to different

principles of membership and authority in religious institutions. A "Church" he

says, is "a community organised by officials into an institution to bestow gifts
2

of grace". In the initial sense a "church" Is an established body, accomodated

to the state, claiming a generalised authority over the whole oa .mui.uty, and

entered into involuntarily, that is (usually) by means of baptism as a child. In

contrast, Weber refers to a "sect" as "a voluntary organisation of only those uho>

according to the principle, are religiously and morally qualified" In other

words, a person joins a sect on the basis of "conversion", consulting himself to a

certain demanding discipline of life.*1,
Troeltch took the lead from 'Weber and greatly extended the elaboration of

these two different fonsis of religious commitment and organisation, along with a

third type of "mysticism", which has generally been ignored in the succeeding waves

of scholarship. One of Troeltch' a most incisive summations of the daxrch-sect

1. Demerath, op. cit., p. 66. ,

2. Gerth and Mills, op. dt., p. 288.
3. ibid, p. 306.
4# A good sunoary of sect developments and characteristics is: Bryan R. Wilson,

"An Analysis of Sect Development", American hociolojdoal Review. February, 1959,
P«P« jH5»
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idea la this:

The church is that type of organisation .iiidh is overwhelmingly
conservative, which to a certain extent accepts the secular order,
and dominates the masses; in principle, therefore, it is universal,
i.e., it desires to cover the whole life of humanity# The sects,
cm the other hand, are comparatively small groups; they aspire
after personal inward perfection, and they aha at a direct personal
fellowship between the members of the group."
Xn its external relations the cfourcu accepts and compromises with the secular

order. It accepts a position as one institution among many. It maintains a

large following, and usually, the official favour of secular authorities. The

sect, in contrast, either escapes the secular world as much as possible or fights

against it actively; in either case it sees the "world" as an antagonist in a

spiritual battle and constantly urges its adherents to refUso capitulation.

Damarath well aumarises the distinctions in internal relationships.

Internally, the church has a professional leadership, a relatively
impersonal fellowship, and lax criteria for membership. It
stresses the sacraments and ritualistic religion. In sharp contrast,
the sect's leadership is charismatic and non-professional. Its
founder is typically a religious eccentric in the eyes of tire church,
and hie successors in authority are drawn from the ranks of the
congregation. further, the sect's membership standards are stringent
and include conversion and signs of salvation. The fellowship is an
exclusive moral community and charged with inti;:aaoy. Spontaneity
replaces ritual; personal testimony is values more highly than any
sacrament.

As with all "ideal types* it is unlikely that any actual religious organisation

perfectly typifies either the "church" or the "sect" description. But the

distinction is a meaningful one. As Troeltoh has shown, from the earliest dys

of the Christian church, there have bear: sect-like tendenc' ss nd church-like

tendencies pulling against each other and, along with other factors, producing

various configurations of religious groups. Troeltch believed that the original

christian teaching included both sect-like and church-like elements, thus providing

inspiration and justification for both sorts of or^nisationa throughout Christian

history.

1. Troeltch, op. oit., p. 331.
2. Deaarath, op. cit,, p. 37.
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Churches , as the above descriptions imply, are dominated by the prominent

arvl powerful members of the society. Churches are inherently conservative and

linked with vested interests. They, therefore, stand always in danger of failing

to accomodate sufficiently the lower ranks of the society. Indeed, it is usually

when the lower strata come to feel uncomfortable and religiously unsatisfied, and

perhaps unwelcome, in the established churches that sectarian movements erupt.

Usually under some charismatic leader, the sectarian movement takes hold among the

underprivileged, offering, at m spiritual level, compensation for the ijaterial snd

status deprivations of life. The seat absorbs the energies of its members,

requiring their total commitment. It is not one group among others but the main

context of fellowship, intimaoy and emotional satisfaction. In place of the

austerity and grandeur of church-like, worship, the sect reverberates with emotion,

revels in simple and dynamic views of life, and has nil the intense solidarity of

a company of soldiers escaping from the enemy. The sect is deeply communal and

personal.

The application of this model to the oottish situation is obvious. The

Church of Scotland is assuredly church-like on most criteria (though not without

variations within the church). The other main Protestant religious bodies in

cotland strain in the same direction to varying degrees, i.e., other Presbyterian

bodies, Episcopal church, Baptist, Methodist, Congregational!st, etc.^ Thus

working class absence from the church is a not untypical instance of withdrawal

from church-like bodies by the lower status groups throughout the centuries of

Christian history. But an important distinction is that, in this instance, with-

:drawal from the church (vhich we have seen occured over a century ago) has not bear

a prelude to, or accompaniment of, the emergence of sectarian groups. By and

1. Indeed, as the above list suggests, groups that have originated as
sectarian outbursts of the poor, tend over a few generations to become "institution-
:alised", to be upgraded in their status composition, to increasingly accomodate
themselves to the secular world and the other religious organisations. This
pattern of internal transformation has been stressed by Nieburh. Niebuhr, op. cit.,
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large it has meant a loosening of the ties with all organised religion#

It was pointed out in Chapter VI that one of Demerath* s commendable contribu—

:tions was his application of this dichotoay (or polarity) to variations in

religiosity within single religious groups (rather than between separate religious

groups)# He shows from a substantial American survey that within churches of

several main denominations, low-status persons tend to fc*ve a "sect-like" form of

involvement while high-status persons tend to have a "church-like" involvement#

This carries the important implication that if a religious organisation provides

for a wide variation in activities and forms of commitment, it may be able to

satisfy reasonably well the needs of both high-ststiis and lew-status persons#

It is at leest conceivable that a basically church-like body may accomodate aecta-

srian Inclinations to an extent allowing for a wide social range of involvement#

There is little reason to believe tint the churches in Sootland normally fulfill

this dual-role, satisfying the propensities of both church-inclined and sect-

inclined individuals# One of the central characteristics of the sect is its

provision of a "community" which serves to shield the individual from the unfavour-

:able comparisons of the "outside" world and to instil an intimate solidarity# But

it was discovered in Chapter VII, that persons of all social ranks - but particularly

working class and borderline men » are acutely aware of a communal "void" in the

church. The church leadens survey data (though incorporating the views of those

most deeply absorbed in the work of the church) did not dispel this impression.

The church does not represent or offer an intimate moral community# he does not

seem to foster friendships or to provide a locus of fellowship for existing frierkt-

:ships# In other words, this one key sect-like feature, the religious "community",

is not in evidence# ince working class persons are especially inclined toward

sect-like, communal forms of involvement, there is little in the structure of the

church to ingr tiate her with this stratum. In more sweeping terms, communality,

solidarity, fellowship, emotionality, compensatory systems of status to replace the

secular criteria of success - all of this (sect-like religosity) is relatively
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absent. Working class individuals are likewise absent.

It is not suggested that becauae the church-like (formal and undemanding)
nature of the church in Scotland is incongruent with working class needs and

dispositions, it necessarily follows that the church is effectively holding the

commitment of d.vJle class persons. The church faces other problems as well,

like the disturbing question of whether her anachronistic parochial deployment can

meet the needs of a complex, non-localised society* But what is being suggested

at this point is that our various sources of data have manifested the " church-like"

nature of the main Scottish churches and the failure of these churches to provide

the "communal" forms of involvement associated with the religious dispositions of

lower status persons. In short, there are barriers cutting the working class off

from the church. The church'a type of leadership, forms of worship, distant

relationships, associational character, may all be interpreted at barriers to

working class involvement in the church.

If workers have withdrawn from a church-like form essentially unsuitable to

their needs and dispositions, then the ohurch-sect model would suggest a flourishing

of the alternative foxia, sectarian religion. But as we have seen, this contingency

has not arisen to a significant degree. Thus we are confronted with an obvious

question, why have lower status persons in urban Scotland not developed (except

peripherally) sectarian religious groups ahich incorporate the values lacking in

the church-like bodies.'

0. "FUNCTION 'L ALgEHlATIVES" TO BIT CULT; .31

In addressing the question posed above, it may be useful to make one further

note regarding the church-sect conceptualisation, in order to dearly designate

the particular needs which are satisfied by the sectarian organisation. For the

sake of clarity and simplicity, it can be said that the sect provides two major

values: "salvation" and "community". Leaving aside tha theological implications,

the former has meant a process of tranevaluation vhei-eby the future glories which

are the inheritance ef the redeemed are superimposed on the deprivation and
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dispossession of the present world# Thus, the salvation is fundamentally a

salvation from the present world# Xhe second basic provision of the sect has

already been underscored, the cloistered "community" which satisfied emotional

needs and maintains scdioarity •

With thi&. classification of sectarian values in mind, we return to the

question of wry working class repulsion from tire major churches has not Jasn the

precursor of widespread sectarian fervour# It is now almost trite to say that

people may have "religious" commitments to organisations and ideologies which do

not profess to be religious in the conventional sense# A very large array of

entities have seen labeled "functional alternatives",^ to religion: political

extremism, trade unions, extended family, nationalism, communism, science, "gangs",

business firms, etc#* whether these can be referred to accurately as "religions"

themselves depends on the broadness or i«*rrownesa of one's definition of religion#

But this issue is not at stake# what matters for our discussion is that energies

which would otherwise be cn^ineled into religious organisations (in the narrower

sense) may be directed instead into various "secular" alternatives#^

1# Morton has succinctly expressed the general concept of "functional
alternatives" #•# we must set forth as a major theorem of functional analysis,
Just as the same item may have multiple functions, so my the same function be
diversely fulfilled by alternative items #.# in contrast to this implied concept
of indispensable cultural forms (institutions, standardised practices, belief
systems, etc#), there is, then, the concept of functional alternatives, or functional
equivalents, or functional substitutes. Merlon, op. cit., p. 33-37#

2. See, for instance, Demerath, op. cit., p. 25: and linger. Sociology hooks
at Religion. op, cit#, p# 121#

3# Having made clear the theoretical "model" now employed let me make the
disclaimer that I am not adopting a full-fledgod functionalist stance or ca.uniting
myself to functionaliam as an adequate theoretical approach to sociological data#
within the sociologists theoretical arsenal, functional analysis is one very useful
weapon; it has definite heuristic and explanatory value. But it also has critical
limitations# Perhaps most crucially, functionalist theory is strained by the need
to account for other than reasonably static social facta - the severe tensions and
changes which occur within cultural systems# Bo, the adoption of this functiona-
:list terminology and assumption, is based upon its apparent applicability to the
particular explanation ventured, not as an A priori attachment to functionalist
theory as a whole#
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In this instance, we are concerned with the possibility that lower status

groups upon withdrawing from church-like institutions may not be moved to generate

sect-like havens of religious comfort geared to their own dispositions. Under

certain circumstances (the specification of these circumstances offers a useful

realm of empirical study) alternatives may arise which provide different forms of

"salvation" and "community". The historical sketch (Chapter VIII) has already

informed us of this occurence. Under the peculiar pressures, conditions and

economic arrangements of the 19th century, working class disatisfactiona strained

toward secular rather than religious solutions, Neibuhr notes that since the

eighteenth century and the rise of Methodism, there has been no major recrudescence

of religions of the dispossessed.1 This perception is clearly apt for Britain

and European countries, but is less applicable to the U.S., where sectarian groups
2

generated by deprivation have continued to proliferate in the 20th century.

No alternative working class solution has received more attention than the

various facets of the "Labour Movement" - radical politics and trade unionism in

the main, irgyle examined the postulate that religion is a response to deprivation

by looking at religious practice at different stages in the "trade cycle". He

found little correlation between economic depression and religion, except in the

case of the smaller sects. But Argyle is aware that deprivation may elicit other

1, Niebuhr, op. cit,
2, Why have sectarian movements continued to spring to life in the U,S,,

(and radical political commitment has failed to manifest itself on a large scale)
in contrast with European societies? The prevalence of ftuidament&lisa in America,
especially in the South and Midwest, may have something to do with it. It may be
a consequence, rather than a cause, of the relative absence of left-wing politics.
Perhaps the traditional "middle class" ideologies and continued conviction that any
individual could achieve success (whatever the realities of the situation) have
tended to direct disatisfaction into organisations which were less threatening to
the existing social structure. And, some contribution may have been made by the
"pluralism" and voluntarism of American religion in general; it may be more natural
for new "denominations" to take root in such a soil.
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reactions: "It seen® that there are two opposed types of response to economic and

social status deprivation - an other-worldly fantasy response, and a left-wing
1

political action response".

Lipaet suggests that "Direct connections between the social roots of political
p

and of religious extremism have been observed in a number of countries". He

points to events in Russia, Sweden, Finland fund Holland, which indicate that left-

wing political fervour and fundamentalist religious fervour are strong in the same

areas} or one may replace the other as the focal commitment of the same group of

people. He says, "The point here is that rigid fundamentalism and dogmatism are

linked to the same underlying characteristics, attitudes, and predispositions which

find another cutlet in allegiance to extremist political movements"."* Deraerath

makes a similar point, "Indeed, an inherent religious quality may help to explain
4

the lower-class penchant for extremist politics in general".

Glock and Stark have t iken a close look at data in several societies which

reveal the dose correlation of church abstention and left-wing political sentiments.

They underscore the differing goals of religious groups and politically revolutionary

groups. The former dictate acceptance of the order of society, rearranging the

system of values so that heavenly rewards and paradise to come are of more worth

than earthly prosperity. The latter, in sharp contrast, offer to restructure

things here and now, to make more equitable the distribution of earthly goods and

powers, to make life in this world worthwhile. Religion typically bids the lower

strata to comply with existing institutions} radical politics motivates a desire

to replace those institutions.

1. -rgyle, op. ait., p. 143.
2. Lipset, Political an (o . cit.) p. 107.
3. ibid, p. 108.
4. Demerath, pp. cit., p. 201.
5. Glock and Stark, op. cit., p. 190-91.
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Reraenbering that sectarianism aimed at "salvation " from the present world,

we may say that radicalism aims at "salvation" within the present world. Or to

use the terns of Clock in another paper, frustration may be resolved cm a religious

plane, in which case religion is a "compensation"; or it may be resolved on a

secular plane, in which case the goal is a "remedy".1 But it required no stretch

of the imagination to see how these two disparate farms relate to the need of the

dispossessed and frustrated far "salvation".

Using Gallup Poll survey data of 1957* Gloek and Stark show that in Britain,

Labour Party supporters attend church only about one-half as often as Tory suppor-

tters.2 They suggest that the two major British political parties represent quite

opposite positions, the Tory party being the party of the status quo and Labour

being the party of change. Tory and Labour are predominantly alass-based and

represent conflicting attitudes toward existing arrangements for distributing
x

power, status and economic well-being". "Thus radical politics, perhaps fUnctio-

tning as an alternative outlet for feelings of status deprivation, do seem to
4

provide a key to understanding the low church attendance of the lower classes".

Whether the wide contrast in goals and political ideals of the two major

British parties announced by Clock and Stark are justified by current policies and

proclaiaatiana is dubious. One could reasonably interpret contemporary political

moods and events as indicating increasingly similar points of view for the two

parties. They both are committed to the raultitudinal facets of the welfare state,

coexistent public and private sectors in the eoanocy, and the use of governmental

leverage in influencing economic activity. None-the-less, on an historical basis,

the contrast is a valid one and there is a basic continuity of the class—based

1. Charles Clock, "Origine Et Evolution Dea Groups Religieux" Archives de
...ociologie de Religions. 1963.

2. Clock and Stark, op. cit., p. 193*
3. ibid., p. 94.
4. ibid, p. 195»
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adhereoce to both parties.

The working olnss in Prestonfield reported strong Labour support (Chapter IV)

along with low incidence of church attendance; (Chapter VI), so the rarty-Church
involvement relationship should be along the lines found by Gallup, Table X - 1

confirms this expectation.

TABLE X - 1

CHURCH ATTENDANCE BY VOTE

N "Regular" "Marginal" "Dormant" Total

Labour (46) 24 17 59 100?

Conservative (26) 50 8 42 100/

Liberal 07) 41 24 35 100/

Total (89) 35 16 49 10Q£

(Note: the one Communist and two "no preference" are excluded).

In addition, it was found (Chapter IV) that working class men are largely

comadted to trade unions, a fact normally related to left-wing inclinations. In

the Gallup survey, it was found that lower status persons were more likely than

those from higher positions to describe politics as more important than religion*

Clock and Stark conclude:

Thus we have isolated an important link between radical politics
and religious apathy; Radicals are more inclined than conservatives
to see politics as the more relevant answer to their status difficul¬
ties. In summary, lower-class preference of thls-world solutions
associated with radical politics accounts for a considerable portion
of the class differences in church attendance.

In the more complicated political contexts of ?rance and the Netherlands, the
_ re 4. ic o-1

same fundamental relationship obtains; the more the political party, the less its

1. ibid., p. 197.
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manbera involve themselves in religious organisations* For instance, in ''ranee,

only three per cent of the Communists report attendance at .Mass within the previews
two to three weeks, while sixty per cent of the Independents and fifty-six per cent

1
of the Q&ullists had attended recently*

I am inclined to think that the casual links in this interpretive chain are

less direct than the above data indicates (on the surface). I doubt that nowadays

in Britain there is extensive eschewing of religion (or of religious practice per se)
for the sake of involvement in radical, thin-world solutions to discontentment.

Bather, I suggest that this facet of the "functional alternative" theme is prima-

irlly (though not exclusively) of historical relevance. In the crucial years of

religious alienation in the 19th oentury, the withdrawal (or repulsion) of working

olasses from the church coincided with the emergence of politically radical, secular

solutions* Thus the deep frustrations and deprivations, which mig^it have fueled

either the fires of sectarianism or the fires of radical political agitation, in

fact, were channeled into the latter course* That the some relationship of

commitment to a leftist party (Labour) and religious abstention is still a strong

one, is not surprising* Both of these patterns have for generations been solidly

imbedded in working class culture* And, as we have noted, the "church-like" nature

of the church serves to reinforce rather than to reverse this abstention*

I stress that the "dlynamio" of tida religious "alternative" is of greater

historical than contemporary importance because in the Prestonfield analysis there

have been hints that radical passions have receeded among working class men* In

Chapter III, the examination of "social perspectives" informed us that workers seem

reasonably content with the existing arrangements of society; they express little

sentiment which would be construed as "radical" in the sense of desiring serious

changes in the basic socio-economic order* And ihile workers report a definite

retention of ties with the Labour Party and trade unions, they do not describe this

1* ibid., p. 207.



support in terns of crusading seal. (Of course, a crisis in industrial relations,
such as a strike, is apt to kindle more intense fervour). In most cases, the

left-wing commitments appeared to be strikingly non-militant.

This all seems to arg-le that the Labour movement, viewed as a functional

alternative to the church, is more an historical legacy (and decidedly meaningful
in this way) than a powerful sect—like force today. As the lot of the working

class has improved, the need for a radical "salvation" is probably felt to a far

lesser extent. None-the-less the several facets of the Labour Movement may still

serve to some extent as a religious alternative in that they provide a certain value

orientstion and a vehicle of commitment.

What about the other major area of value attributed to the lower status sect,

the intimate "community"? Is it possible to identify secular alternatives to the

close-knit corporate interaction which has often been associated with religious

groups? No doubt in more militant days the radical action solutions of the working

class absorbed individuals in this intense, intimate way. This seems to be far

less the case today. But one might suggest that there are several other working

class loci of dose personal relationships which may be interpreted as alternatives

to sectarian religion. For the working class male, one would be the familiar

coterie of "mates" who share feelings of solidarity and loyally as they gather in

the pub, go to football matches or enjoy a comfortable, colloquial fellowship.

However, these sorts of cliques, while they do exist, seem to be declining in

importance also, giving way to the growing importance of the home and family.

Again, the extended family may offer a substitute Nrelgiousa form of corporate

belongingneas and fellowship; this might be especially true with regard to

working class female kinship networks. Likewise in this same broad sense, groups

of workmates in a daop or factory may enjoy the kind of mutual involvement of

personalities which Amotions as a source of' communal values*
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These thoughts do not exhaust the possibilities# Further i*esearch is

needed to specify and classify the various alternative sources of satisfactions

traditionally fullfilled by religious groups# s I have suggested, such research

could be linked to the question of what conditions and predispositions strain

toward satisfactions within religious group contexts and which strain toward

secular "alternatives"#

And it should be made clear at this point that the Labour Movements and

other entities I have referred to in this section do not have to be seen in this

perspective, do not have to be considered "alternatives" or "substitutes" to

religion# Quite obviously, they can be viewed in terras of their own developments,

functions, consequences, etc., with no reference to religion or the church at all#

My point is that religion has often been the vehicle of "salvation" and "community"

and there is, with respect to these values, correlation between the decline in

resort to religion and increase in resort to secular devises# What I have been

concerned with is why the working class since the 19th century has not found

salvation or community, in response to frustration and deprivation, in either

established or sectarian religious groups. In looking for specific answers to

this specific question it seems fruitful to think of the Labour Movement, etc,

as supplying values, which have in other situations been supplied by religious

organisations# From this perspective it seems legitimate to refer to the

secular sources of these values as "alternatives" to religion# The perspective is

clearly productive in interpreting working class indisposition toward the church#

D# GENERALISED RESPECT FOR XH£ OTOCa

Working class estrangement from the church, vhich I have been seeking to

interpret, would seem to imply the workers hold a far less favourable view of the

churches than those higher up the social ladder. This seemingly logical assumption

proved to be largely untrue, as Chapter VII revealed. There we encountered a

curious ambivalence in attitude toward the church on the part of all of the class
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groupingsj this inconsistency in attitudes might be labelled the "respect -

criticism syndrome". A very widely diffused sense of vague reverence for the

church and for "religious belief" seems to be coupled with a great deal of

practical disenchantment with the church and disapproval for her leaders, active

participants and programme. In most case® this generalised respect for the

church is not linked with church participation. The enoraolous nature of

this "syndrome" begs for some explanation, at least at a speculative level. The

speculations which I shall venture might suggest another area of usef\il research.

One of the oft-discussed and central ideas in the study of religion is that

religion plays a role in integrating and unifying society, that it serves as a

focal symbol of the solidarity of the group. This Airkeheimian approach to

religion was earlier mentioned (Chapter VI33) with regard to the localised social

structure of pre-industrial society. More recently, for instance, Hoult has

suggested that this "functional theoiy of religion" is the most generally applicable

explanation, regardless of time or culture.1 It aeema to me, however, that those

who attempt to fit all religious phenomena into this single conceptualisation are

often forced to gloss over or distort the fact that religion :may also play a very

divisive role and has many times been more a source of tension than of harmory.

Stress on the integrative function of religion derived initially from the study

of pre-literate societies. None-the-less, this theoretical perspective has,

without a doubt, some applicability in more "advanced" societies as well.

The applicability was especially clear with respect to the stable, rural,

arrangement in Sootland which prevailed before the momentous changes wrought by

industrialisation and urbanisation. But this was a world in which the local group

w"s the primary social entityj today's world is far from localised. Indeed it

is rather perplexing that the church continues to operate in terms of localised

parishes which bear little relationship to the prevalent patterns of human inter-

:action. Today the same individual, in an urban context, may spread his activities

over a wide area and with widely differing groups of people. He may reside in one

1. Thomas F» Hoult, "A Functional Theoiy or Religion", Sociology & Social
Research. 1957. March-Aorilm n.o.277-80 """" ~
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locale, work in another, go into a third for recreation, visit relatives or

friends elsewhere, ^nd so on. The church clearly does not syafcolise this sort

of interactive pattern or serve to integrate, in a local way, this fawn of life*

But the diffused respect for the church (abstractly) may reveal an integrative

function at a different level* The church, whatever her current ability to provide

a dynamic source of influence, is a part of the culturl tradition* he is one

of the "constanta'' in a changing world, a familiar (if impersonal) edifice on the

social horison. We saw in Chapter VII that people generally have a non-theo-

:logical view of the church's value and of what a Christian is* Esther, religion

seems for most to be tied up with basic ethical norma. The standards of ri$it

behaviour are seen as 'Christian1* but not as "doctrinal". The basic tone of

religious perspectives is undogaatic and tolerant. The church, then, may be

enshrined in the same way as the Crown or the parliamentary system are the recipients

of general veneration. She may be part of a shared system of "societal" values

which, though basic and important, have little perceived relevance for day-to-day

living. The accolades given the church "in the large" may be more akin to feelings

of patriotism than to feelings of local group solidarity*

A slightly different possibility also presents itself. It is plausible that

the church is associated not so much with British society in general as with

Scotland as a distinct entity* One of the central aspects of Scotland's indivi-

:dual cultural tradition (separate from the rest of Great Britain) is her religious

tradition* Not uncommonly the Church of Scotland General Assembly is referred to

as "Scotland's Parliament". If the church, therefore, symbolises the continuity

of Scotland's cultural uniqueness and unity, it would account for the uniform

attitude of respect* The question is really, then, whether this distant veneration

of religion is linked to the values and norma of Scotland's quasi-autonomous society

or of the larger structure of British society* It is a question I am unable to

resolve*
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In America recently, a similar point of view has emerged, Herberg has

suggested that the various merioan religious groups are all sub-species of a

general cultural "religion" glorifying the "American way of life*• He notes the

reduction in doctrinal antagonisms and the lessening importance of *hich particular

denominational tradition a person identifies with. But it is nearly obligatory

that one is identified with some form of religion because secularised, undogmatie

i-eligion points to the worth of the society as a whole, Lenski, with a more

empirical base, says, "Detroit Protestantism seems in some danger of becoming what

Richard Niebuhr and others have referred to as a * cultural religion'. That is

to say, it is in danger of becoming a religion which has lost its transcendent *1

character",2 Lenski feels that fraa the point of view of the religious forms

referred to this is an ominous trend, "We mi^it add that the pages of history are

replete with the ruins of cultural religions which h ve had the misfortune of
3

subsequently encountering transcendental religions".

Without passing judgement on this much disputed perspective on American

religion, it is interesting to draw a parallel between these purported elements of

a "cultural religion" in America and the suggestions of a similar phenomenon whioh

have emerged from tlie interviews in a Scottish city. Of course, even if we assume

that the parallel is meaningful, there is a major contrast. In America, the

church (to the extent the notion is accurate) actively incultates and reinforces

the cultural norms because a large proportion of Americana are regular participants

in the churchea, In Scotland - again assuming the validity of the speculation -

the church is more a passive segment of the fairly remote societal value system
|

shares by those involved in the church and those who are not. In short, the

church does not so much support or provide the normative system of society as re¬

present a segment of it. This is another approach to the distinction between

1, Berger, op, cit,
2, Lenski, op. cit,, p, 60,
3, Loc. cit.
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church "involvement" and church 'httachment" • Most people may feel themselves

"attached" to the church in a remote way because they see the church as one of the

x\indamental institutions in society, even though they are not directly motivated

by her in everyday values and behaviour, and even though at the level of concrete

appraisal, they see the church as antiquated and irrelevant.

Let tae take up the latter side of this hypotheses, the idea that the church

does not carry much weight in the practical and immediate affairs of life. A

number of the data in Chapter VII pointed in this direction. Perhaps most signifi-

icantly (in the long run), religious values and church-going appeared to be very

low priorities with the Protestant secondary school pupils, Furthermore the

young people indicated that going to church is a singularly uninteresting activity.

The Prestonfield men reported detecting very little difference between those who

attend church and those who do not, and they were virtually unanimous in suggesting

that church-going is less important than how one treats his fellow men.

Again, American writers have brou^it an indictment against the church on this

same scare, Berger suggests that, despite wide interest in the church, religion

has little impact on other aspects of life.^ He denounces the American church for

failing to exercise a "prophetic" mission within the society but rather being

content to put her stamp of approval on the dominant secular values. Clock and

Stark suggest that, "Looking at merican society as a whole, however, organised

religion at present is neither a prominent witness to its own value system nor a

major focal point around which ultimate commitments to nonas, values and beliefs
2

are formed".

I suggest that these passages have equal relevance to the Scottish situation

(and to the British situation generally). In Britain the church has much less

direct contact with the population, and the contact she does maintain seems to be

peripheral to the main pursuits of life. Probably her communication of values and

1, Peter Berger, The Noise of Solemn Assemblies, (Garden City: Doubleday,
1961).

2, Clock & Stark, op, cit., p. 184.
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beliefs is even more abstract than that of the American church# '11 of thi

would seen to hold true throughout the social strata* The differences in terms

of class is, of course, that more middle class persons engage themselves association
:nally in the church* They participate in the church formally as one of a

number of compartments in their lives* But we have seen little to suggest that

this makes a profound difference in values or behaviour outside the church. ?"or

those in the middle class, as we have noted, the church is somewhat less "distant"

than for those in the working class; middle class persons are more decisive in

praising or rejecting the church on the level of her concrete representation*

But the cultural history of the middle olass does not include the dramatic break

with the church that occured within the working olass; the continuance of overt

religious practice is more often an "expected" segment of life in this stratum*

Unless we regard the generalised respect for the church in the abstract as part

of the societal value system at a fairly remote level, it is difficult to explain

why this respect varies little by social class or by church attendance rates* It

seems to have little connection with the attitudes to the church as she is directly

represented in society* Especially with regard to the working class, who evince

both an historical and contemporary estrangement from institutional religion, it

is otherwise a most perplexing ideological phenomenon*

But this raises a further question: by what means has the working class

retained (or developed) this distant but favourable view of the church when for

generations its members have been largely outside of the church? Again I oust

yield the conclusive solution of this enigna to further research - probably histori-

:cal research* A few factors which are possibly contributors are these: the

working class tradition of deference (the institution of Royally, for instance,

though also "distant" and representing values seemingly incompatible with the

working class struggle for a more egalitarian society, has also apparently continued

to receive the general deference of the working olass); the relative conservatism

of the British working class (in comparison with continental countries); the very
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minima} eruption of avoUe^h anti-religious feelings} the maintance of a

tradition of minimal ritual involveraent in the church (weddings etc.); and the

universal (if superficial) religious grounding in the educational system. Or,

talcing the view that respect for the church is related to Scottish rather than

British society; the underlying Scottish patriotism via a vis i-jigland may be

largely responsible. Whatever the amalgam of specific contributors, a vague

feeling of veneration for the church - as part of the valued sub-structure of

society - appears to pervade the whole of the social pyramid. This nebulous

expression of the church* s worth stands in curious - but, I think, explicable -

Juxtaposition with a very strong indictment of the church's leadership, effective¬

ness and "attractiveness", which is quite evenly suggested by both middle class

and working class men.

E. armnoNs

The entire chapter has, I trust, served to summarise the thesis, so I will

not unduly belabour the final recapitulation. The analysis of empirical survey

data from the Preatonfield district of Edinburgh has suggested that social classes,

while exhibiting little oonflict, are distinct in their prevalent views of life,

in their sense of class belonging and class interests, and in their styles of

life. On the basis of these findings I rejected the hypothesis of working class

"smbourgoisement" - at least with reference to this presumably typical (rather
than unusually affluent) group of working class men. Likewise I suggested that

the conceptualiaation of class, in which classes are seen as Joined by bonds of

commonality and perceived belongingness rather than as mere aggregates on the basis

of objective criteria, was confirmed by the findings.

These real and meaningful differences in social class were found to be

significantly reflected in patterns of church involvement. In accord with

findings throughout the western world, the workers are much less frequently active

participants in the church than middle class men. However, examination of a
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number of measuieB pertinent to several dimensions of "attitudes" suggested

that subjective "attachment" to the church is not notably effected by social class

position, Thus the variations in attitudinal relationship to the church proved

insufficient to account for the wide olass disparities in church involvement, but

did provide some useful clues which were reintroduced in the provisional inter-

tpretationa of this final chapter*

A reasonably comprehensive interpretive understanding of the current class-

church relationship demanded a tracing of the historical roots of the socio-

religious cleavage in the nineteenth century* Church-involvement has never been

an established practice in the urban working dusts culture* Instead, secular

alternatives to the church have absorbed the engergiea and commitments of workers

from the outset of the urban industrial age* Furthermore, the fact of middle

class dominance of the church - a fact which was sharply apparent from the church

leaders survey# from the historical sketch and from the perception of Prestonfield

respondents - serves to alienate working class persons from the predominately
" church-lice" religious organisations*

The findings of this study, if accurately interpreted, do not augur well for

the church. Though institutional religion is sacrosanct at an abstract level -

perhaps as a generalised but nebulous segment of the shared societal value ays tern -

it doe# not, on the whole, present itself effectively, relevantly or attractively

in more concrete terms* Major representations of the church - ministers, church¬

goers arid the church "programme" are at the receiving end of a strong volley of

deprecation, and the invective proceeds quite equally from both middle class md

working class men* The church appears to exist as one associational body among

maiy - an optional, undemanding ana rather passive forum of involvement* But from

this I would not feel justified or safe in donning the gafb of the prophet and

foretelling the impending fortunes of the church* Perhaps (to conclude on a

valuational note) I have too much confidence in the church's resiliency and contri-

tbution to human life to speak as a prophet of gloom.
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APPENDIX ;

PRESTONFH"1»D INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

(As a relatively "unstructured" interview, there was some variation
in the wording of questions and explanations. The following gives
the "standard", minimum wording).

I. (Neighbourhood)

1. First of all, let me ask you about the heighbourhood herej are
you quite happy with it or not?

Why is that?

2. How long have you lived in this location?

Where did you live before that?

Do you "belong to" Edinburgh or did you originally come from
somewhere else?

3. What about the facilities in the area, for instance the shops and
the pubs; how are these?

Do you ever go to the pubs yourself?
(if needed) Is it one of the local pubs you go to, or somewhere else?

4. What sort of activities do you enjoy in your leisure time?

5» If you had the time and money so that you could do anything you
wanted, what do you think you would do?

II. (Friendships and Organizations)

1• Outside of work, with whom do you have most contact-—would it be men
from work, people in the neighbourhood, relatives, or just whom?

2. Could you tell me just what sort of work these people do?

3* Where do you most often see theui? Where do you normally get together?
(if needed) What sort of things do you do together?

4. Are they in any groups or organizations that you are in?

5. This brings up another question; do you happen to belong to any
groups or organizations yourself? For instance, are you a member
of a union, a social group or a society of some sort—any sort of
group at all?
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(if yes)
About how much time would you say you spend on this?

Do you feel (the union, etc.) is of much value to you or not?

Do you hold any positions in (the group) or have you done so
in the past?

Ill. (Personal Information)

1. Now, about your work—would you explain specifically what you do?

2. How long have had this Job? A&& before that, what work did you do?

3. How do you feel about your present work} are you happy with it?

4* Do you feel there is much chance to get ahead in this sort of work
or not?

5. Do you think you might ever go into some other kind of work?

(if yes)
What would this likely be?

What are the chances that you will make this change?

6* Was there any time in the past when you wish you had gone into
some other work?

(if yes)
What was it?

7. There is much discussion these days about opportunities for jobs.
Do you feel there is much opportunity for children of working men
to get ahead or not?

8. In getting ahead, would you say it is more important to have ability
or to have the right connections?

9. Please look at this card. If you had to make a choice which of the
things listed there w^uld you say is most important to you in a Job?

Card A

1) high income
2) no danger of losing J (A
(3) working hours are short} lots of free time
(4) chances far advancement
(5) the work is impor-tant and gives a feeling of accomplishment

Which comes next?
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10# Do you remember what age you were when you left school?

What schools did you go to?

11, And would you mind giving me your present age?

12, (if not obvious)
Now, let's see, are you married or single—or perhaps, divorced
or widowed?

(if fairly obvious)
find, of course, yor're married, right?

(if married)
How long have you been married?

13,, Do you have any children?

How mary children do you have?

What are thei r ages?

14* (if old enough)
What schools do they (he, stie) attend now?

(if out of school)
What sort of work are they (he, she) in?

(if younger)
What sort of work w uld you like to see them (him, her) go into
after they're (he's, she's) out of school?

15* While we are speaking of cnildren, would you please look at another
card. If you had to choose, wnich thing on this list would you pick
as the most important for a child to learn to prepare him for life?

Card B

1) to obey
2) to be well liked or popular
3) to think for himself
4) to work hard
5) to help others when they need help

Which would be your second choice? find third?

16, Do you think that children today have a wonderful f\iture to look
forward to or not?

17» Do your parents also live in Edinburgh?

(if not)
Could you tell me where they live (or lived)?

(if in Edinburgh)
Were they bom in Edinburgh, or did they come from somewhere
else originally?
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18, What sort of work is (or was) your father in?

How long has he been (or was he) in this work?

Before that?

19* Does your wife do any work outside the home?

(if not)
Has she done so any time since you were married?

(if yes)
What sort of work? ?\ill time or part time?

For how long has 3he been working

2D. If someone should ask you what social class you belong to, what
would you say?

Why would you say it is that you are in that class? What
determines the social class you are in?

21, Did you vote in the last general election?

Would you mind telling me what party you voted for?

Do you regularly support that party?

Why is that?

22, Did your father also support the (Conservative, Labour, Liberal) party?

(Projective questions)

Now I'd like us to do something a bit different. I will read to
you a number of sentences which are incomplete. The idea is for
you to complete the sentence with whatever comes to your mind
first. Don't ponder over them, or worry about making a good
sentencej but whatever comes into your mind first, that will be
fine, I'm sure you'll get the idea when we do it. All right,
here's the first,....

1, To me a real friend is someone who....

2, If I had a lot more money I would....

3, The men who have an easy time of it,,.,

L, The work, chuefah, makes me think of,.,.

5. Most leaders of the Conservative party....

6. Generally, the people who are to blame for industrial strikes....

7. what I think the church ought to do for people,,..
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8. The people who should have more say in running the country....

9. A Christian is....

10. The best way to be of help to others....

11. People who get ahead financially usually do so because,.,.

12. Most people who go to church regularly

13* The Labour Government....

14. The mo,-t important part of a man's life..#.

15# Getting an education,...

16. A typical church minister today....

17* One of the things that I think is unfair in Britain....

18. One of the most important things in life.,,.

19* The value of the church....

20, The way to have people think well of you....

21, The reason why more men don't go to church....

22, The high cost of living is caused by....

23• My opinion of religious belief....

24. The people who do not get good enough pay,,.,

(Relationship to the Church)

As you have probably gathered from these incomplete statements,
one of the things I am particularly interested in is what people
think of the church and what relationship they have with the church.
So, I would like to ask you a few things about your own experience
with the church; like, for instance....

1. When you were young, did you receive apy religi.ua training?

Was this in the Church of Scotland, or some other church?

(if needed)
Did you go to the Sunday school?

What about church services; were you taken to these when you were
young?

2. Did your parents attend church?

(if needed)
Can you remember about how often they
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3* I>0 you remember if the friends you went around with after
leaving school went to church or not?

4. Were you baptized in the church?

5. (if married)
Were you married in the church or by a minister?

6. Do you ever attend church nowadays?

(if yes)
On the whole, about how often do you attend?

7. Has this been the case for a long time?

Was there any definite time when you started (or quit)?

8. (if attends)
Do you take part in any other activities or organiz tions in
the church besides going to the worship services?

Do you hold any offices, or have you some time in the past?

9* In your own family, do you ever nave the custom of saying a prayer
before meals?

10. (for those who attend church frequently)
Would you look at this list please, and pick you ary of the
statements which help to explain why you do go to church.

Card C

(1) because I've always gone
(2) to meet ay friends
(3) family or friends expect it
(4) to worship God or pray
(5) God expects it
(6) to he <r sermon
(7) to learn how to be a better person
(8) makes me feel better
(9) other (specify)

11. (for those who seldom or never attend church)
rVould you look at this list please, and pick out any of the
statements which help to explain why you do not go to church?

Card D

(1) I don't believe in God
2) church people are hypoatdtes
3) don't have any time to go
(4) don't get anything from it
(5) feel "out of place" in church
(6) don't like sermons
(7) can be just as good a person without going
(8) family or friends don't expect it
(9) other (specify)
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12, Would you say that you consider yourself a religious person or not?

13, What about your wife—does she go to church about as often as you
go, more often, less often, or what?

(if she attends)
Does she take part in any activities or organizations other
than going to the worship services?

14« Do your children go to the church?

(if young)
Do you suppose they will go to church when they are adults or not?

15* Do you know, personally, the local minister, or any other minister?

(if yes)
Does he visit you at home?

16, What sort of people do you suppose most ministers are closest to?

Do you think this is good or not?

17* •And what kind of men would you say ministers are generally?

18# Do any of the people you know, personally, go to church?

Do you think there is any notioeable difference between those who
go to church and those who do not?

19# Are any of the men you contact in your work church-goers?

20, Do you think there might be some men who may go to church sometimes
but wouldn*t want other men to know this?

(if yes)
Why do you think they would feel this way?

21 • Do you aver discuss religion with anyone?

(if needed)
With whom, mainly?

(if not)
«hy not?

22, When you go to church (or, if non-attender, "Whenever you have gone
to church") do you feel quite comfortable, or out of place, or how?

'What would you say, in general, are your impressions of church services?

23, Would you say that the church today, on the whole, is gaining ground
or losing ground?
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24. Do you think there are any changes which the church might make
in order to be more attractive to people?

(if yes)
What exactly do you have in raind?

25, In same places ministers are meeting with &:nll grouos of people
in homes so that they can discuss life and religion together in
an informal way j what do you think of that idea?

26, Do you think that people who go to church regularly are mainly
working class or middle class or what?

tihy do you think this is the case?

Do you think the church tends to take sides at all in politics?

27. Do you think that your religious beliefs have ever affected your
political beliefs?

What about the reverse—have your political beliefs ever affeoted
your religious beliefs?

28, Which of the persons or things on this c <rd has had the greatest
influence an your religious beliefs? Select more than one if you wish.

Card E

(1) friends
(2) teachers
(3) wife or children
(4) parents
5) minister (or priest)
6) books
7) t,v. or radio

29. I'm going to show you one more curd wnioh has four choices printed
on it:

Card ?,

1) always wrong (3) sometimes wrong
2) usually wrong (4) never wrong

Now I'd like you to apply these choices to four different things,
in order to explain how you feel about then, first of all, would
you say that moderate drinking is always wrong, usually wrong,
sometimes wrong or never wrong?

which choice applies to heavy drinking?

Which applies to gambling?

Which applies to divorce?
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(Values - Beliefs)

Finally, I'm going to read you a number of statements and ask you to
say whether you agree or disagree with each one* There is no correct
answer; it's only your own opinion that counts* You'll probably find
that you agree with some and disagree with others,

1, A person* s own happiness should be his main concern,

2* Ministers are mainly interested in getting more people into their
church services,

3* The Christian way is only one of many ways of knowing God; it is
not the only way,

4* Living a good life is more important than having any particular
religious beliefs,

5* Christians ought to try to influence other people to think the way 'they do?

6* Ministers are very closely in touch with people.

7* The church should not bother about social welfare,

8* The Bible is the Kord of God and everything it says is completely
true,

9* Not all people who go to church are necessarily religious and some
people who do not go to church may be religious*

10* It is more important how you treat your fellow ruan than whether or
not you attend church,

11* Jesus w a not merely a good teacher; He was also God's only Bon,

12* The church demands too little of people*

13* The church is too formal.
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APPENDIX B

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND OQMigSSICWEBB POSTAL QUESTIONNAIRE

I. P-CTS AND ■'TGUil.L

1 • You are a Minister an Elder

2• Location of your Church (town or country)

3. Estimated membership

4» Estimated Cunday morning attendance (average)

5» How many does your Kirk cession number?

How taany are retired? How many do you estimate are under 40?

MINISTERS ONLY

6* How long have you been a Minister?

7* How long have you been in your present pariah?

8* How many parishes have you been in previously?

9. At what age did you receive ordination?

ELDERS ONLY

10. How long have you been in your present church?

11 • How long have you been an elder?

12. What is your present occupation?

13# Regarding your appointment as a Commissioner to the General Assembly:

(a) Was your ability to "get away" the overriding consideration?

(b) Have you been a Commissioner previously?

(c) About what proportion of your Kirk Cession has been Commissioners?
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BOTH KINlSThhS AND

12^ Please state your age

15. Are you married? If so, for how long?

16. Your father*s occupation?

17. Was your father a member of the Church of Scotland?

Was he a member of another church?

18. Was your mother a member of the Church of Scotland?

Was she a member of another church?

19. Was your father a minister? an elder?

00me other church position?

20. How maiy brothers and sisters do you have?

21. For which politioal party do you usually vote?

Conservative Labour Liberal Scottish Nationalist None or other

22. Please list the educational institutions you have attended since age
11 and any degrees or diplomas you have earned:

23. What organizations (other than the Church) are you a member of and
what offices have you held in these organizations (such as social,
politic .!, unions, etc.)

ABOUT YOUi : CHURCH

1. How would you describe the influence of your church on its membership
in general:

very strong strong moderate weak very weak

2. How would ycu describe the influence of your church on the community:

very strong strong moderate weak very weak
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3» Please think of four persons (excluding relatives) in your
community with whom you enjoy the closest personal friendship.
(It would be helpful to list their initials! ___ _____ _____ )
Now list the occupation of each and state whether each is a member
of your church congregation.

(a) In your (b) In your
Church? Church?

(o) (b)

Ut Which of the following would you say describes the composition of
your church congregation?

ratainly inanual working class mainly middle and professional class

quite equally manual and middle olaes don't know

5. Which of the following would you say best describes the composition
of your Kirk Session?

mainly manual working class mainly middle and professional class

quite equally manual and middle class don't know

6. Which of the following best describes the relationship between ministry
and laity in your church?

intimate
___ quite close _____ formal _____ distant _____ hostile _____

7. Among members of your church from the same social class, how much
contact would you eay there is:

(a) in social activities connected with the church?

great deal _____ occasional ______ little ____ v. little ______ don't know_

(b) in social activities not oonnected with the church?

great deal _____ occasional _____ little _____ v. little _____ Ion't know _

8. Among meatoers of your church from different social classes, how much
contact would you scy there is:

(a) in social activities connected with the church?

great deal
______ occasional _____ little _____ v# little _____ don't know _

(b) in social activities not connected with the church?

great deal occasional little v. little don't know



HI. PLEASE TICK ONE OF THE FIVE RESPONSES FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
PROPOSITIONS• TICK THE a® WHICH BEST DEMONSTRATES YOUR OWN OPINION.

1# The biggest obstacle to economic expansion is too high wage demands.
strongly . strongly
support Tin support—^ don t know t oppose .. oppose ]M, .

^ AH of the remaining propositi cms were followed in the questionnaire with
the same series of five alternative responsesj
2. Th church today is identified b,y most people too much with social

tradition.

3. The Government should control land prices and use the nation's land
for the general welfare.

4. The church has not demonstrated sufficient concern for the temporal
condition of people (economic situation, working conditions, etc.)

5. It would likely prove dangerous to individual liberty to nationalise
more of the nation's industries.

6. Ministers are generally too aloof from the lives of the lay people.

7« Britain should spend more to maintain an independent nuclear deterrent.

8. Most workers consider the church and its message to be quite irrelevant
to their situation.

9. Industrial monopolies and high profit margins are greatly responsible
for the country's economic troubles.

10. Social isiid economic differences between members have seriously
hindered the unity and brotherhood of the clairch.

11. The problems of depressed areas and unemployment reflect a failure
by the government to influence industrial activity for the public
good.

12. Church people today in general are becoming more secular and
materialistic.

13. Trade unions today wield too much power.

14. The church should not make official pronouncements on political and
economic questions.

15» Employers should have to help pay for retraining men whom they replace
through automation.

16. Social welfare should form a ia&jor part of the church's task in
spreading the Gospel,

17. The public boarding school is an outmoded institution which is in
opposition to principles of democracy.
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The opportunities and advantages presented by a person's family
and upbringing are usually more important than personal initiative
and ability in determining hie career success*
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ABEEHLIX C

HSKTIKENT Uhh-Tluiw Flip" SCHOOL* fa yifafllQKNAIIlS

The two most important things in life are:

(D

(2)

D. 3elow are listed six different jobs. On the spaces to the left please
number the jobs from (1) to (6) according to the value of each job.
Make the job with the most value number (1) and the job with the next
mo3t value number (2) and so forth.

________ Joiner

_______________ Medical doctor

_____________ Independent shopkeeper

_____________ Trade union official

_____________ Industrial manager

_____________ Church minister

E. Below are listed six different kinds of activity. In the spaces to the left
please number the activities according to how import nit they are. List from
(l) to (b). beginning with (1) as the most important, (2) as next most
important and so forth.

______________ Watching an interesting t.v. programme

____________ Learning about something new

____________ Helping to make sometiling

___________ Taking part in a favourite sport

__________ Going to church

— ________ heading a good book

y. Below are listed the same six activities. This time please number the
activities from (1) to (6) according to how interesting they are, beginning
with number (1) as the most interesting, (2) as next most interesting and
so forth.

Above list, as in (E,) repeated again/
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